Special - Regular Meeting Agenda
City Council
Steve Tate - Mayor
Larry Carr - Mayor Pro Tem
Rich Constantine - Council Member
Caitlin Jachimowicz - Council Member
Rene Spring - Council Member
Wednesday, May 24, 2017 5:30 PM
Council Chamber
17555 Peak Avenue, Morgan Hill, CA 95037

SPECIAL/REGULAR MEETING
(5:30 P.M. Workshops / 7:00 P.M. Regular Meeting)
A special meeting of the City Council is called at 5:30 p.m. for the purpose of conducting two
workshops.

SPECIAL MEETING
5:30 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Tate

ROLL CALL ATTENDANCE
Deputy City Clerk Wilson

DECLARATION OF POSTING AGENDA
Deputy City Clerk Wilson

WORKSHOP I
Climate and Agriculture Protection Program (CAPP) Update

The purpose of this workshop is to receive an update about the CAPP's progress to date and next steps.

WORKSHOP II
Agricultural Preservation and Annexations/Urban Service Area (USA) Extension Policies
The purpose of this workshop is to discuss the City's existing policies and current efforts.

AGRICULTURAL PRESERVATION AND ANNEXATIONS/URBAN SERVICE AREA (USA)
EXTENSION POLICIES.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP IS TO DISCUSS THE CITY'S EXISTING
POLICIES AND CURRENT EFFORTS.

REGULAR MEETING
7:00 P.M.
The City Council has adopted a policy that regular meetings shall not continue beyond 11:00 p.m. unless
extended by a majority of the City Council.

SILENT INVOCATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
CITY COUNCIL REPORTS
Council Member Jachimowicz

CITY MANAGER'S REPORT
CITY ATTORNEY'S REPORT
OTHER REPORTS
RECEIPT OF AWARD
Receive the American Public Works Association Silicon Valley Chapter's 2017 Project of the year award
for the Downtown Parking Garage

PUBLIC COMMENT
Members of the public are entitled to address the City Council concerning any item within the Morgan Hill
City Council’s subject matter jurisdiction. Public comments are limited to no more than three minutes.
Except for certain specific exceptions, the City Council is prohibited from discussing or taking action on
any item not appearing on the posted agenda. (See additional noticing at the end of this agenda)

PUBLIC COMMENT SUPPLEMENTS

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

CONSENT CALENDAR
Items appearing on the Consent Calendar are considered routine and may be approved by one motion.
Pursuant to City Council Policies and Procedures (CP 97-01), any member of the Council or public may
request to have an item removed from the Consent Calendar for comment and action.
Time Estimate for Consent Calendar: 1 - 10 Minutes

1. TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS TO THE LIBRARY, CULTURE, AND ARTS
COMMISSION AND PLANNING COMMISSION
Recommendation:
1. Appoint Tim Hennessey to serve on the Library, Culture, and Arts Commission until such time
that the current vacancy is filled; and
2. Appoint Michael Orosco to serve on the Planning Commission until such time that the current
vacancy is filled.

OTHER BUSINESS
2. ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMPETITION MANUAL FOR THE RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL SYSTEM (RDCS)
Recommendation:
1. Continue discussion on potential Measure S Residential Development Control System (RDCS)
process changes;
2. Open/close public hearing;
3. Waive first and second reading of RDCS Competition Manual Ordinance (for Section III –
Competition Criteria, Standards, and Points);
4. Introduce RDCS Competition Manual Ordinance; and
5. Adopt Resolution approving RDCS Competition Manual Section I – Competition Manual
Overview, Section II – Competition Criteria Summary, and Section IV – RDCS Implementation
Policies.
Estimated Time: 45 Minutes

3. CALIFORNIA HIGH SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY UPDATE AND CONSIDERATION OF
CONSULTANT CONTRACTS WITH MICHAEL BAKER INTERNATIONAL FOR REVIEW
OF HIGHWAY 101 CORRIDOR HIGH SPEED RAIL ALIGNMENT, URBAN FIELD
STUDIO FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES, AND KITCHELL FOR HIGH
SPEED RAIL CITY STANDARDS
Recommendation:
1. Receive verbal project update from the California High Speed Rail Authority;
2. Approve consultant agreement with Michael Baker International for technical railroad and transit
engineering support services to review the High Speed Rail Highway 101 Corridor alignment
through Morgan Hill for $64,026;
3. Approve consultant agreement with Urban Field Studio for development of Design Guidelines to
mitigate potential impacts from all High Speed Rail alignments for $153,440; and
4. Approve consultant contract with Kitchell CEM for an amount not to exceed $255,000 to update
current and develop new municipal code standards that address potential impacts from the High
Speed Rail project.
Estimated Time: 90 Minutes

FUTURE COUNCIL INITIATED AGENDA ITEMS
Note: in accordance with Government Code Section 54954.2(a), there shall be no discussion, debate
and/or action taken on any request other than providing direction to staff to place the matter of business
on a future agenda.

ADJOURNMENT

NOTICE
Any documents produced by the City and distributed to the majority of the City Council less than 72 hours
prior to an open meeting, will be made available for public inspection at the City Clerk’s Counter at City
Hall located at 17575 Peak Avenue, Morgan Hill, CA, 95037 and at the Morgan Hill Public Library located
at 660 West Main Avenue, Morgan Hill, California, 95037 during normal business hours. (Pursuant to
Government Code 54957.5)
PUBLIC COMMENT
Members of the Public are entitled to directly address the City Council concerning any item that is
described in the notice of this meeting, before or during consideration of that item. If you wish to address
the Council on any issue that is on this agenda, please complete a speaker request card located in the
foyer of the Council Chambers, and deliver it to the Minutes Clerk prior to discussion of the item. You are
not required to give your name on the speaker card in order to speak to the Council, but it is very helpful.
When you are called, proceed to the podium and the Mayor will recognize you. If you wish to address the
City Council on any other item of interest to the public, you may do so by during the public comment
portion of the meeting following the same procedure described above. Please limit your comments to
three (3) minutes or less.
Please submit written correspondence to the Minutes Clerk, who will distribute correspondence to the City
Council.
Persons interested in proposing an item for the City Council agenda should contact a member of the City
Council who may plan an item on the agenda for a future City Council meeting. Should your comments
require Council action, your request may be placed on the next appropriate agenda. Council discussion or
action may not be taken until your item appears on an agenda. This procedure is in compliance with the
California Public Meeting Law (Brown Act) Government Code §54950.
City Council Policies and Procedures (CP 03-01) outlines the procedure for the conduct of public
hearings. Notice is given, pursuant to Government Code Section 65009, that any challenge of Public
Hearing Agenda items in court, may be limited to raising only those issues raised by you or on your behalf
at the Public Hearing described in this notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the City Council
at, or prior to the Public Hearing on these matters.
The time within which judicial review must be sought of the action by the City Council, which acted upon
any matter appearing on this agenda is governed by the provisions of Section 1094.6 of the California
Code of Civil Procedure.
For a copy of City Council Policies and Procedures CP 97-01, please contact the City Clerk’s office (408)
779-7259, (408) 779-3117 (fax) or by email michelle.wilson@morganhill.ca.gov.

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA)
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you are a disabled person and you need a
disability-related modification or accommodation to participate in this meeting, please contact the City
Clerk's Office at (408)779-7259, (408)779-3117 (fax) or by email michelle.wilson@morganhill.ca.gov.
Requests must be made as early as possible and at least two-full business days before the start of the
meeting
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Morgan Hill City Council Workshop – May 24, 2017

AGRICULTURAL PRESERVATION POLICY & ACTIVITIES
and
ANNEXATION AND URBAN SERVICE AREA POLICIES
Packet Pg. 8

Agricultural Preservation
Policies and Activities
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•Morgan Hill – Southeast
Quadrant
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•SEQ – Risk to Agriculture
•Existing
Residenc
e•New
Construction
•Existing
Vacant
Lot of
Record
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Agricultural Lands Preservation
Program (Adopted November 5, 2014)
Five Goals

1. Preserve open space agricultural lands and
agricultural activity within the Morgan Hill
Sphere of Influence.
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Five Goals (continued)
2. Promote the viability of small-scale
agriculture through the preservation of
agricultural land and the implementation of
supporting General Plan policies.
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Five Goals (continued)
3. Identify the combination of tools, techniques,
mechanisms, and funding sources that form the
best agricultural/open space land preservation
program for the City of Morgan Hill.
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Five Goals (continued)
4. Establish CEQA mitigation procedures to mitigate
the loss of agricultural lands.
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Five Goals (continued)
5. Focus land preservation in the City’s Southeast
Quadrant (SEQ) area, but also encourage
preservation efforts throughout the City’s SOI.
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•Agricultural Mitigation Policy Comparison
•(March 2016)
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•

• Agriculture & Open Space Preservation Fund Balance

$ 6M

• Anticipated Developer Contributions (FY 2017-21)

$ 4M

•
•
•

$10M

Total

Packet•11
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Leveraging External Resources
• Local Funds – Open Space Authority
• Local Stewardship Contribution – Open Space
Authority
• State Funds – Sustainable Agricultural Lands
Conservation Program
• State Funds – High Speed Rail Mitigation
• Federal Funds - Agricultural Conservation Easement
Program
• Private Funds – Corporate? Foundations?
• Private Funds – Landowner Donations = Tax Savings
Packet Pg. 20
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Recent Activities
• Parcels In Southeast Quadrant Identified
• Partner in Grant Application to High
Speed Rail Authority
• Beginning Outreach to Other Property
owners
• Toll Brothers Mitigation Lands Secured
Packet Pg. 21
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ANNEXATION / URBAN
SERVICE AREA POLICIES
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CP 07-05 – Processing Applications for
General Plan Amendments and Urban
Service Area (USA) Boundary
Amendments
•

CP 94-02 – Criteria for Adjustment of
the Urban Service Boundary
•
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CP 07-05 – Applications for USA Amendments
“Timing of Filing Applications for Amendments. The Planning
Commission and the City Council may initiate USA Boundary Amendments
at any time of the year.
The City will accept applications from private property owners for
Urban Service Area Boundary Amendments during January of each
year.
The Community Development Director has the authority to determine how
and when to carry out environmental review under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and may decide to defer processing
private applications for USA Boundary Amendments to up to six months or
more, so that a consolidated environmental review process may be
conducted. The Director will also manage scheduling of public hearings
and the timing of submittal of the annual USA Boundary Amendment
application by the City to the Santa Clara County Local Agency Formation
Packet Pg. 25
Commission (LAFCO).”
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CP 07-05 – Applications for USA Amendments
Policy Considerations:
1. Should the Planning Commission continue to be
granted the authority to initiate USA Boundary
Amendments?
2. Shall the City continue to only accept USA
Amendment applications in January?
3. At what point should the City start considering
USA expansion and annexation applications,
including the potential Catholic High School?
Packet Pg. 26

Agenda Item: Council Workshop

4. Should it be clarified that consolidated
environmental review, per the City/LAFCo
Settlement = preparation of the Annexation
EIR?
5. Should the City proactively begin
preparation of the Annexation EIR to
facilitate USA Amendment requests or wait
until a major landowner request is filed?
Packet Pg. 27
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CP 07-05 – Applications for USA Amendments
Policy Considerations:

CP 94-02 – Criteria for USA Amendments
“It shall be the policy of the City of Morgan Hill to
utilize the following criteria to evaluate and approve
boundary adjustments to forward to the County Local
Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) based on
the Desirable Infill exception allowed by Section
18.78.070(B) of the Municipal Code.”
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CP 94-02 – Criteria for USA Amendments
“That definition [of Desirable Infill] includes criteria
which addresses physical characteristics of the
property, provision of services to the property, and
benefits to the City from inclusion of the property. All
three criteria must be met for a property to be added
to the Urban Service Area.”
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CP 94-02 – Criteria for USA Amendments
With the approval of Measure S, the Desirable Infill exception
(18.78.070(B)) was eliminated and replaced with six findings
that the City Council must make before forwarding an
application for USA expansion to LAFCO.
1.The expansion is necessary to accommodate the amount, rate, location,
and type of residential development envisioned in the General Plan.
2.The expansion is consistent with any City adopted plans, policies, or
ordinances specifying a preferred sequence of future annexations.
3.Public services and infrastructure are or will be sufficient to
accommodate development resulting from the expansion of the Urban
Service Area boundary. Additional development will not adversely impact
pubic services and infrastructure, including public schools, the
transportation system, parks, police, fire service, storm drainage,
wastewater, and water service.
Packet Pg. 30
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CP 94-02 – Criteria for USA Amendments
With the approval of Measure S, the Desirable Infill exception
(18.78.070(B)) was eliminated and replaced with six findings
that the City Council must make before forwarding an
application for USA expansion to LAFCO.
4.The expansion supports an orderly development pattern that prioritizes
infill development adjacent to existing development and served by
existing public services and infrastructure.
5.The expansion is necessary to accommodate the housing and/or
employment needs of Morgan Hill.
6.The expansion promotes fiscal responsibility, cost-effective service
delivery, and the City's ability to plan for and adequately maintain urban
services over time.

Packet Pg. 31
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CP 94-02 – Criteria for USA Amendments
Policy Consideration:
With the elimination of the Desirable Infill
provisions from the previous RDCS, should
the existing policy, which is based on those
provisions also be eliminated?

Packet Pg. 32
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Subject· PUBLIC COMMENT----NEXT MEETING----REGULAR, SPECIAL, STUDY SESSION, PUBLIC WORKSHOP,
. OR PRIVATE RETREAT:--Fw: Why the Newman recall is justified

--·------From:

Joseph Patrick Thompson (translaw@pacbell.net)

To:

senator.cannella@senate.ca.gov: sbcsuper@supervisor.co.san-benito.ca.us; info@sanbenltocog.org;
ignaciovelazquez@hotmail.com; mgr42@charter.net; editor@freelancenews.com; editor@gilroydlspatch.com;
mmoore@morganhilltimes.com ; casey@caseylucius.com: allcouncilmembers@ci.gilroy.ca.us;
ehoward 1965@gm ai I. com; gary@custom-1 .com; president@gi lroyedc. org; shawna. freels@ci. gilroy. ca. us;
askmike@garlic.com; sanbenitochapter@yahoo.com; steve.tate@morganhill.ca.gov; bkava@newsvmedia.com;
markstar@garlic.com; rtdillon@garlic.com; mcclintock@tommcclintock.com; areli.rios@mail.house.gov;
jon@hjta.org;

Date:

Monday, May 15, 2017 1O:38 AM

PUBLIC COMMENT
AGENDA DATE: 05/24/17

Please include this for "public comment" at your next regular, special, study session, public
workshop, and/or private retreat:

California's motorists, truckers and motorcyclists are being crucified, once again, so that politicians'
transit boondoggles can be
subsidized even more than we subsidize them today, and it must stop. If we tax/fee motorists, truckers
& motorcyclists, out of their vehicles,
then we will cripple the State's economy. The current strategy, which treats motorists like cigarette
smokers, is unsound, unsustainable,
and grossly unfair. Bullet Train Super-Massive Black Hole Boondoggle is just the latest, and worst, of
this USSR-style form of transport.
Our leaders in Sacramento have us on the Road to Serfdom; they are ruining the once Golden State;
they are killing the Goose; they
are forcing seniors to leave California. We must reverse course, and return to America's freeenterprise, private-sector transport, which
helped make this Nation, and State, great. Since we cannot recall the unelected "directors" appointed
to the joint power authorities, e.g.,
VTA, COG, TAMC, SCCRTC, MTA. etc., then we must exercise the voters' Constitutional recall
remedy where the State Constitution
permits---elected representatives.
Joseph P. Thompson, Esq.
Past-Chair, Legislation Committee- Transportation Law~ rs Assn .
Past-President (2x), Gilroy---Morgan Hill Bar Assn.
Member, Transportation Lawyers ~sn.
,
(408) 848-55061
/
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SUPPLEMENTAL # 1

/

On Monday, May 1s.{ 2017 9:56 AM, Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Ass ociation <distribution@hjta.org> wrote:

j
At your request: Th is week's California Commentary by
Jon Coupal

(D Share
about: blank

@

Tweet

View this email in your browser

@Forward
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Print

.

Forward to a Friend

Contribute

You are receiving this email because you subscribed on t he HJTA website, or you provided your
address in response to direct mail. Please see the bottom of this message to unsubscribe.

Why the Newman recall is justified
By Jon Coupal
State Sen. Josh Newman, who has been in office less than six months, is the
target of a credible and well organized recall election. The recall effort was
instigated by reform and taxpayer interests over the passage of Senate Bill 1
which imposes a permanent $5.2 billion annual tax on gasoline and vehicle
registration. That tax increase, never approved by voters, has generated vocal
public criticism .
But why Josh Newman? Shouldn't all legislators who cast a yes vote for this
regressive tax on California's middle class be held accountable? That is
arguably true and there may be more recall efforts launched in the near future.
Nonetheless, there are several legitimate reasons why Sen. Newman deserves
to be at the top of the list.

To read the entire column, please click here.

Jon Coupal is the President of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association (HJTA). He is a
re cognized expert in California fiscal affairs and has argued numerous tax cases before the
courts.

L ___

- - - - -··

l

_____J

------·------·-- -..- - - -···---..·--··--·-·--···-·-·-·-----·..- ·....-·----·--·- --------.
HJTA is totally dependent on the voluntary support of California taxpayers.
Please consider a donation now to help us continue our work on your
behalf.

--------about blank
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California Commentary
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Print

Fw: TAX RAISING SENATOR DESERVES THE BOOT

From:

Joseph Patrick Thompson (translaw@pacbell.net)

,._...._

------·---· -·---

To:

transport-policy@yahoogroups.com :

Date:

Thursday, May 11 , 2017 3:34 PM

- -·-·----·--· _...

-· -- ....

·-··

- --- ··----- -----..-·-.-

..... ......___, ---·--·--·-··------- ·~-----·-·--..

Dear Friends,
As info. I can think of another candidate for this recall effort.
Which reminds me of the injustice of unelected governance by joint power authorities, e.g.,
transit agencies , Caltraln, Bullet Train .
You may recall John D. Donahue's Disunited States (1997 Basic Books). where he discussed
the jurisdictional proliferation and fragmentation, "new kinds of jurisdictions ... the creation of
autonomous transit authorities, as an alternative to transportation divisions of (elected) government."
p. 54.
He also wrote The Privatization Decision: Public Ends, Private Means (1989), a copy of which
I sent to our former Congressman from Monterey County, when President Clinton appointed him to
run OMS, Leon Panetta.
If you cannot find them, let me know and I'll lend you my copies.
Joe Thompson
(408) 607-7351 cell phone
e-Mail: TransLaw@PacBell.Net
Home
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Subject:

-----

On Thursday, May 11, 2017 10:07 AM, Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association <distribution@hjta.org> wrote:

View this email in your browser

HJTA supports recall of State Senator.

Ci) Share

about blank

@

Tweet

@Forward
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You are receiving this email because you subscribed on the HJTA website, or you
provided your address in response to direct mail. Please see the bottom of this
message to unsubscribe.

HJTA Forms Committee To
Back Newman Recall
The Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association announced today (11) that the organization
is backing the effort to recall tax-raising Senator Josh Newman.
"HJTA has several thousand members in the district represented by Newman and they
are angry," said HJTA President Jon Coupal. "They feel betrayed by their senator who
voted for a $5.2 billion annual car and gas tax increase."
"For years, the state has been diverting gas tax revenue away from roads, only now,
with this massive 43% tax increas e, are they promising to fix them . We have heard this
before, but the only thing Californians can count on is higher taxes."

Communication: Public Comment Supplements (PUBLIC COMMENT)

Latest News for HJTA Members

"By voting against the interest of his constituents , Newman shows he is either na'ive,
gullible or worse. He has no business representing hard working Californians who are
struggling to make ends meet due to our state's already oppressive tax burden."

To aid voters in the 29th Senate District {that includes parts of Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and Orange Counties) remove their tax-happy senator, HJTA has formed
Californians Against Car and Gas Tax Hikes, a Committee to Recall Josh Newman,
Sponsored and Funded by No New Taxes, a Project of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Association .

about:blank
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Why the Newman recall is justified - Orange County Register

OPINION

Why the Newman recall is

ROD VEAUCONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Then candidate for state Senate Josh Newman speaks with supporters at his
campaign ra lly Tuesday, November 8, 2016 at Yardhouse in Brea.

By JON COUPAL

I

May 13, 2017 at 12:04 am
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http://www.ocregister.com/2017/05/13/why-the-newman-recall·is-jusllfied/
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Why the Newman recall is justified - Orange County Register

State Sen. Josh Newman, who has been in office less than six months, is the
target of a credible and well organized recall election. The recall effort was
instigated by reform and taxpayer interests over the passage of Senate Bill 1
which imposes a permanent $5.2 billion annual ta x on gasoline and vehicle
registration. That tax increase, never approved by voters, has generated vocal
public criticism.
But why Josh Newman? Shouldn't all legislators who cast a yes vote for this
regressive tax on California's middle class be held accountable? That is arguably
true and there may be more recall efforts launched in the near future.

be at the top of the list.
Opponents of the recall have suggested that a recall is only justified in cases of
gross malfeasance or corruption. While those are certainly good reasons to
target a legislator in the middle of a term, they are not exclusive reasons. It
wasn't that long ago when Gov. Gray Davis' attempt to increase the car tax one of the very taxes at issue here - led to his successfu l recall. His opponent,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, actua lly dropped a car from a crane in an illustration of
how unpopular the car tax hike was. In short, some actions justify a severe
political response.
Second, it is readily apparent that Josh Newman is a bad fit for the Senate district
he represents. Yes, he was duly elected , but only by the slimmest of margins.
This is a district that should have been relatively easy win for a fiscal
conservative. However, as we know from the statewide vote, many voters
expressed strong negative feelings for the Republican at the top of the ticket Donald Trump - and even those Republicans and independents who weren't
thrilled with Hillary Clinton, many still couldn't bring themselves to vote for
Trump. But Donald Trump won't be on the ballot in a recall election which vastly
increases the chances for success.
Third, the 29th Senate District has a large contingent of middle-class voters.
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Nonetheless, there are several legitimate reasons why Sen. Newman deserves to

Much different from the West Side of Los Angeles or San Francisco, a lot voters in
the 29th District have seen their housing costs and other cost of living items
increase without a matching increase in their incomes. For them, a huge increase
in the gas tax and vehicle registration tax hits the family budget hard. Coastal
elites don't care how much the cost of gas is -

most don't even bother looking at

the price - but working Californians do. A recall election will make Newman
explain to the voters of his district why he voted against their interests.

http://www.ocregister.com/2017105/13/why-the-newman-recal 1-i s-justi fied/
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Why the Newman recall is justified - Orange County Register

'

Fourth, in addition to sending a message to other tax-happy legislators about the
consequences of big middle-class tax hikes, replacing a progressive with a fiscally
responsible individual would deprive Democrats of the two-thirds supermajority
they need to impose even more tax hikes without voter approval. The California
Taxpayers Foundation has calculated that, in the first four months of the new
legislative session, progressives have proposed $155 billion in new taxes.
Depriving Democrats of the two-thirds supermajority they need to pass tax hikes
is more than a legitimate policy objective - it is critical for saving the state from
liberal lunacy.
Fifth, the anger among California voters has not subsided from the day Senate
about this attack on their pocketbooks, the more incensed they get. Grassroots
taxpayer groups have legions of members who are angry drivers reaching for
their pitchforks and torches. The Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association alone has
several thousand active members in Senate District 29 and they haven't been shy
about wanting something done and done now.
It would have been prefera ble for the Legislature as body, and Sen. Newman in
particular, to have not imposed a punishing tax hike on California drivers. But
they did, so they have only themselves to blame for political retal iation.
)on Coupal is the president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association.

Tags: Guest Commentary

SPONSORED CONTENT
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Bill 1 was jammed through the legislature. If anything, the more citizens learn

How To End Your Fight
By Gundry MD

-

How To End Your Fight With Fatigue
(Do This Everyday)

--··--- ·-

Jon Coupal
http://www.ocregister.com/2017/05/1'3/why-the-newman-recall-is-justified/
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PUBLIC COMMENT
AGENDA DATE: 05/24/17

SUPPLEMENTAL # 2

From: Chris Monack [mailto:mohillres@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 23, 2017 5:46 PM
To: Michelle Wilson <Michelle.Wilson@morganhill.ca.gov>
Cc: Steve Tate <Steve.Tate@morganhill.ca.gov>; Larry Carr <Larry.Carr@morganhill.ca.gov>; Rene Spring
<Rene.Spring@morganhill.ca.gov>; Caitlin Jachimowicz <Caitlin.Jachimowicz@Morgan-Hill.ca.gov>; Rich
Constantine <Rich.Constantine@morganhill.ca.gov>; Donald Larkin <Donald.Larkin@morganhill.ca.gov>;
Steve Rymer <Steve.Rymer@morganhill.ca.gov>
Subject: Public Comment for May 24 City Council Meeting, Objection to Council Action

I'm submitting this as a formal objection to the action taken at the May 17, 2017, City Council
meeting by members of the Council who approved a six-month extension to the Dunne-Busk
development agreement.
The action taken by Mayor Tate and Council Members Carr and Constantine to grant the
extension violated the stipulation in City Ordinance #2228, approved by the City Council on
December 14, 2016, and formally adopted on January 18, 2017, prohibiting additional extensions
to the development agreement for this project. The proper course of action should have been for
the Council to amend Ordinance #2228 and remove the "No further extension will be provided"
stipulation prior to taking any action on the developer's extension request.
There were several discussions among the parties directly involved between December, 2016,
and May, 2017, that are inconsistent with individual and group claims that the extension request
was due to circumstances that were either unforeseen or came at the "11th hour." The City
Council and/or City staff had adequate time and knowledge - roughly two months overall - to
anticipate problems and make preparations to amend the ordinance prior to the May 17 Council
meeting.
* The applicant submitted a letter, dated March 24, 2017, to the City requesting the
extension. This was four weeks before an extension was approved by the Planning Commission
(April 25) and over seven weeks before the Council took action to approve it (May 17).
* The extension request and its approval by the Planning Commission was noted in the Staff
Report for the May 3 Council meeting. That report was available on April 28.
* The extension request was noted in my May 3 public comment to the Council, which included
my objection to the Council taking action approving an extension.
* The extension request was noted in the Staff Report for the May 17 Council meeting. That
report was available on May 12.
* Public discussion between the City Council members, Planning Commissioners, City planners
and other City staff, and the developer going back as far as December, 2016, specifically address
concerns about the ability of the developer to meet deadlines in the development agreement deadlines stipulated in Ordinance #2228 as "hard" deadlines. During this time, City
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Mayor and Council Members,

* The City Attorney attended City Council and Planning Commission meetings where
knowledge of the extension request was discussed, and he was aware of the language in
Ordinance #2228 prohibiting further extensions for Dunne-Busk. Yet, he said nothing regarding
the legal obligation of the Council or Commission to adhere to the language of the ordinance, did
not stop the Planning Commission from violating the ordinance on April 25, offered no advice to
the Council to table the item in order to amend it - as he did on April 19 to extend Council action
on a Dunne-Busk Final Map deadline -, and said nothing in response to Council Member
Spring's comment at the May 17 Council meeting when he questioned the Council's participation
in entertaining the extension request and the Planning Commission's approval of the extension
request as actions not consistent with the ordinance adopted in December.
The City Council was under no obligation to take action on this item. The Council had
previously demonstrated the ability and willingness to "table" an issue related to Dunne-Busk to
a future date in order to allow the developer to comply with other requirements in Ordinance
#2228. There was no imminent threat to the City or the residents by delaying Council action
until the ordinance was amended and the action could be taken legally within the framework of
the amended ordinance. The "doing what's best for the City" rationale used by the Mayor and
two Council Members to circumvent the language in the ordinance was not a reasonable
justification, and most certainly questionable since there was no imminent threat to the residents
that would result from a delayed Council action.
The City Attorney had stated in a response to a previous objection I made to an unrelated item
that you "can't unring the bell" on items that were voted on and adopted. By ignoring the terms
of Ordinance #2228 and approving an extension for Dunne-Busk, Mayor Tate and Council
Members Carr and Constantine showed the City Attorney's analogy to be untrue as they clearly
demonstrated they have the power to "unring" any bell they want to skirt legally binding
language by simply stating their action is "best for the City."
Through this objection, I'm requesting that the City Council reverse its decision granting the
extension for Dunne-Busk and reinstate Ordinance #2228 as adopted on January 18, 2017. If the
Council and developer believe the extension request is valid, the City should calendar an item to
amend Ordinance #2228 and remove the language prohibiting Dunne-Busk from receiving and
extension, then proceed with a public hearing on the extension request.

Chris Monack
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staff repeatedly raised concerns about their ability to meet administrative deadlines for
processing documents, and stated their belief to Council Members and Planning Commissioners
that the project would not commence without additional time.

1

CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE: May 24, 2017
PREPARED BY: Michelle Wilson, Deputy City Clerk
APPROVED BY: City Manager

TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS TO THE LIBRARY, CULTURE, AND
ARTS COMMISSION AND PLANNING COMMISSION
RECOMMENDATION(S)
1. Appoint Tim Hennessey to serve on the Library, Culture, and Arts Commission until
such time that the current vacancy is filled; and
2. Appoint Michael Orosco to serve on the Planning Commission until such time that
the current vacancy is filled.
COUNCIL PRIORITIES, GOALS & STRATEGIES
Ongoing Priorities
Fostering a Positive Organizational Culture
Preserving and Cultivating Public Trust
Preserving Our Cultural Heritage

REPORT NARRATIVE:
On April 25, 2017, teammates received notification from Planning Commissioner
Patricia Toombs that effective immediately, she could no longer serve on the Planning
Commission as she had moved out of the area. On April 26, 2017, teammates received
an email from Library, Culture, and Arts Commissioner Linda Vrabel stating that she
could no longer serve on the Library, Culture, and Arts Commission and that she would
be resigning effective immediately.
Although interviews were conducted on May 3, 2017 to fill other vacancies on both the
Planning and Library, Culture, and Arts Commissions, neither new vacancy had been
noticed per Government Code Section 54974, which states that whenever an
unscheduled vacancy occurs, a vacancy notice shall be posted within 20 days of the
vacancy occurring and that an appointment may not be made for at least 10 working
days after the posting of the notice of vacancy. The City Clerk team has noticed the
vacancies in the Morgan Hill Times, City Website, Government Access Channel, and
social media.
Former Library, Culture, and Arts Commissioner Tim Hennessey has offered to serve
on the Library, Culture, and Arts Commission until the vacancy can be filled. Planning
Commissioner Michael Orosco, whose terms expires on June 1, 2017, has offered to
serve on the Planning Commission until that vacancy can be filled.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Involve,
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Recruitment efforts are underway encouraging citizens to apply for City Council
appointment consideration to the Library, Culture, and Arts Commission and Planning
Commission.
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS:
City Council may choose to not make temporary appointments to the Library, Culture,
and Arts Commission and Planning Commission and leave the vacant seat on each
commission unfilled.
PRIOR CITY COUNCIL AND COMMISSION ACTIONS:
• January 18, 2017 – City Council interviews and appointments to the Planning
Commission
• February 15, 2017 – City Council interviews and appointments to Library,
Culture, and Arts Commission
• May 3, 2017 – City Council interviews and appointments to Library, Culture, and
Arts Commission and Planning Commission
FISCAL AND RESOURCE IMPACT:
There is no fiscal or resource impact associated with the actions to interview and
appoint, as the recruitment and appointment process is accommodated in the
Administrative Services operating budget.
CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act):
Not a project.
The appointment of commissioners is not a project, as defined in Section 15378 of the
State CEQA guidelines.
LINKS/ATTACHMENTS:
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CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE: May 24, 2017
PREPARED BY: Jennifer Carman, Community Development Director
APPROVED BY: City Manager

ESTABLISHMENT OF A COMPETITION MANUAL FOR
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CONTROL SYSTEM (RDCS)

THE

RECOMMENDATION(S)
1. Continue discussion on potential Measure S Residential Development Control
System (RDCS) process changes;
2. Open/close public hearing;
3. Waive first and second reading of RDCS Competition Manual Ordinance (for Section
III – Competition Criteria, Standards, and Points);
4. Introduce RDCS Competition Manual Ordinance; and
5. Adopt Resolution approving RDCS Competition Manual Section I – Competition
Manual Overview, Section II – Competition Criteria Summary, and Section IV –
RDCS Implementation Policies.
COUNCIL PRIORITIES, GOALS & STRATEGIES
Ongoing Priorities
Protecting the Environment
Maintaining Fiscal Responsibility
Supporting Our Youth
Seniors
and Entire Community
Preserving and Cultivating Public Trust

REPORT NARRATIVE:
Follow-up on the RDCS Competition Manual.
On May 17, 2017, the City Council held a workshop to discuss potential Measure S
Residential Development Control System (RDCS) process changes. The City Council
also held a public hearing (item 19) introducing an Ordinance establishing the RDCS
Competition Criteria, Standards, and Points (Section III of the Manual) (see attached
staff report).
This is a continuation of the May 17, 2017 City Council Residential Development
Control System (RDCS) Workshop and RDCS Competition Manual Public Hearing (see
attached staff report).

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
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The City Council discussed several Policy Considerations at their May 17, 2017 RDCS
Workshop and RDCS Competition Manual Public Hearing, summarized below by the
numbering used in the Workshop presentation (attached).
REPORT NARRATIVE:
Policy Consideration #1 and #3 – Time Extensions. The Council agreed that the
authority to grant RDCS time extensions should remain with the Planning Commission,
with the understanding that appeals would continue to be heard by the City Council, and
that language should be added to future RDCS agreements specifying procedures for
administrative amendments for time extensions following Planning Commission
approval.
Policy Consideration #2 – Streamlined Agreements. Council supported a future process
where RDCS commitments would be memorialized in an RDCS Agreement adopted by
Ordinance with subsequent minor modifications such as extensions and/or allotment
adjustments adopted by Planning Commission Resolution.
Policy Consideration #4 – Definition of Delay. Staff will provide the Planning
Commission (City Council on appeal) information on further defining a delay.
Policy Consideration #5 – Swapping Allotments. The policy allowing the transfer of
allotments between (or within) projects will remain.
Policy Consideration #6 – Multi-year Projects. Staff will develop a program, including
necessary fees, for administering projects that have been awarded multi-year
allotments.
Policy Consideration #7 and 7a – Exercise of Allotments. Council supported maintaining
the existing RDCS Ordinance language regarding when allotments are considered
exercised with some clarification on what is meant by the “issuance of a grading permit”.
Council directed staff to monitor and report back to the City Council on how the exercise
provisions are advancing the purpose of the RDCS.
Council should continue their discussion and provide direction on whether projects that
were granted allotments under Measure C with commence construction deadlines
established in a Development Agreement (DA) should or should not be allowed to
amend their Development Agreements to use the recordation of a Final Map to exercise
their allotments. A member of the development community suggested that Measure C
projects without a DA should be subject to the new Measure S exercise provisions and
that Measure C projects with a DA should be able to amend their DA to establish Final
Map recordation as the allotment exercise mechanism.
Policy Consideration #8 – On-going Allotments. Council requested additional
information on how an increase in the number of allotments available to On-going
projects would affect/benefit those projects. A member of the development community
(Toll Brothers) requested clarification on how the On-going policy would be
administered.
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Policy Consideration #9 – Credit for (e) Residences. Council agreed that the policy from
the previous RDCS of giving credit to projects for existing legal residences should
continue.
Additional Policy Consideration – Multi-Year Allotments/Early Start of Construction. A
member of the development community (DivcoWest) requested that the City Council
consider possible modifications to the Multi-Year Allotments provisions of the RDCS
Ordinance and the Early Start of Construction Policy in the Competition Manual to allow
projects that receive multi-year allotments to start construction and occupy completed
units in advance of the fiscal years in which those allotments were awarded.
Next Steps:
The Planning Team will take this direction and return to the City Council with a draft
ordinance incorporating the input heard on May 17 and this evening. As the ordinance
would amend Title 18, the Planning Commission will make a recommendation on this
ordinance at a future meeting prior to City Council consideration.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Collaborate
Planning Commission workshops on the RDCS were open to the public and included
opportunities for community members to participate in discussions by asking questions
and providing input on the development of the Manual and Implementation of the
RDCS.
Members of the community, including developers and their representatives, regularly
attended the 20 public workshops and actively participated with the Planning
Commission providing valuable feedback on the development and refinement of
competition criteria, standards, and points, and on RDCS implementation policies.
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS:
None
PRIOR CITY COUNCIL AND COMMISSION ACTIONS:
At its hearing on April 25, 2017, the Planning Commission unanimously recommended
that the City Council approve an Ordinance establishing a Manual for the RDCS.
On May 17, 2017, the City adopted an ordinance establishing the RDCS Competition
Criteria, Standards, and Points (Section III of the Manual)
FISCAL AND RESOURCE IMPACT:
Development of the Manual is within the work plan and budget for the Morgan Hill 2035
Project.
CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act):
An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Morgan Hill 2035 Project, which included
the RDCS Update, was prepared in accordance with the California Environmental
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Quality Act (CEQA) and certified by the Morgan Hill City Council on July 27, 2016. (SCH
#2015022074) requirements
LINKS/ATTACHMENTS:
1. May 17, 2017 City Council Staff Report (weblink)
2. 02 Presentation
3. 02 Supplement 1
4. 02 Handout
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Attachment: 02 Presentation (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

2.b

RDCS Competition Manual
City Council Hearing

May 24, 2017
(Continued from May 17, 2017)
Packet Pg. 48
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Policy Considerations
Attachment: 02 Presentation (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

 1 and 3. Time Extensions
 2. Streamlined Agreements
 4. Definition of Delay
 5. Swapping Allotments
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Policy Considerations (cont.)
Attachment: 02 Presentation (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

 6. Multi-year Project Administration
 7 and 7a. Exercise of Allotments
 8. On-going Allotments
 9. Credit for (e) Residences
 Multi-year Allotments/Early Start of
Construction
Packet Pg. 50
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 City Council Adopt Sections I, II, and IV
of the RDCS Competition Manual by
Resolution (June 7th tentative)
 RDCS Ordinance Amendment - Process
Improvements
 Planning Commission for Recommendation
(June)
 City Council (July/August)
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Attachment: 02 Presentation (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

Next Steps

2.b

 City Council adopt Section III –
Competition Criteria, Standards, and
Points of the RDCS Competition Manual
by Ordinance
1. Open/close public hearing;
2. Waive first and second reading of RDCS
Competition Manual Ordinance;
3. Introduce RDCS Competition Manual
Ordinance.
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Recommendation

2.b

 Direct staff to return on June 7th with a
Resolution for Adoption of Sections I, II,
and IV of the Competition Manual.
 Direct staff to bring a proposed RDCS
Ordinance change incorporating
processing and procedural
improvements to Planning Commission
for recommendation to City Council
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Attachment: 02 Presentation (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

Recommendation (cont.)

2.c

Item # 2

AGENDA DATE: 05/24/17

From: Chris Monack [mailto:mohillres@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 24, 2017 1:51 PM
To: Michelle Wilson <Michelle.Wilson@morganhill.ca.gov>
Subject: Pubic Comment, May 24 Agenda Item #2, RDCS Competition Manual

SUPPLEMENTAL # 1

Mayor and Council Members,

Attachment: 02 Supplement 1 (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

I'm bringing to your attention what looks like a typo under Section 18.78.170F, Extensions,
Eligibility Criteria. Section F.2 reads, "...in Paragraph E.1 above,...". I believe this should read,
"...in Paragraph F.1 above,..." as there appears to be no E.1.

Chris Monack
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Attachment: 02 Handout (1221 : RDCS Continued Discussion)

2.d
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CITY COUNCIL STAFF REPORT
MEETING DATE: May 24, 2017
PREPARED BY: Edith Ramirez, Economic Development Director
APPROVED BY: City Manager

CALIFORNIA HIGH SPEED RAIL AUTHORITY UPDATE AND
CONSIDERATION OF CONSULTANT CONTRACTS WITH MICHAEL
BAKER INTERNATIONAL FOR REVIEW OF HIGHWAY 101 CORRIDOR
HIGH SPEED RAIL ALIGNMENT, URBAN FIELD STUDIO FOR HIGH
SPEED RAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES, AND KITCHELL FOR HIGH SPEED
RAIL CITY STANDARDS
RECOMMENDATION(S)
1. Receive verbal project update from the California High Speed Rail Authority;
2. Approve consultant agreement with Michael Baker International for technical railroad
and transit engineering support services to review the High Speed Rail Highway 101
Corridor alignment through Morgan Hill for $64,026;
3. Approve consultant agreement with Urban Field Studio for development of Design
Guidelines to mitigate potential impacts from all High Speed Rail alignments for
$153,440; and
4. Approve consultant contract with Kitchell CEM for an amount not to exceed
$255,000 to update current and develop new municipal code standards that address
potential impacts from the High Speed Rail project.
COUNCIL PRIORITIES, GOALS & STRATEGIES
Ongoing Priorities
2017 Strategic Priorities
Enhancing Public Safety
High Speed Rail
Protecting the Environment
Regional Initiatives
Maintaining Fiscal Responsibility
Supporting Our Youth
Seniors
and Entire Community
Fostering a Positive Organizational Culture
Preserving and Cultivating Public Trust
Preserving Our Cultural Heritage

POLICY CONSIDERATION:
1. Should the City invest City resources to develop design solutions to High Speed
Rail (HSR) that will minimize project impacts through Morgan Hill?
2. Should the City update City Standards to ensure they are up to date, complete,
and anticipatory of a large State-wide train project?
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3. Should the City develop Design Guidelines for HSR so that the project is best
designed to accommodate the needs and desires of the Morgan Hill community
and respectful of the most impacted neighborhoods?
4. Should the City peer review HSR’s assumptions for the Highway 101 alignment
to explore whether the HSR project could be accommodated within the Highway
101 right-of-way?
REPORT NARRATIVE:
The California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) is a State Agency responsible for the
planning, design, and construction of the California high speed rail system that will
connect the San Francisco Bay Area to Los Angeles (eventually from Sacramento to
San Diego) with a train system that will run at speeds of over 200 miles per hour
providing Bay Area residents with an additional local transportation option, further
connecting the region, alleviating pressure on local freeways and roads and reducing
greenhouse gas emission.
The CHSRA will provide the City Council and community a project update at the City
Council meeting on May 24, 2017. This will also provide the City Council with an
opportunity to discuss project details with the CHSRA, reiterate the Council’s and
community’s concerns with the potential for HSR to pass through Morgan Hill, and
discuss strategies to mitigate any potential impacts. As a point of reference, attached is
the letter sent from the City Attorney to CAHSR dated May 2, 2017. Also attached is the
City’s December 9, 2016 letter to CHSRA requesting a Highway 101 right-of-way
alignment that avoided impacts to residential neighborhoods, schools, and existing retail
centers.
The envisioned San Francisco to Los Angeles (HSR connection will offer users an
alternate transportation mode connecting northern and southern California via a threehour train ride. The portion of the project that includes Morgan Hill is known as the San
Jose to Merced segment. HSR will have train stations in Gilroy and San Jose, but not in
Morgan Hill.
At the most recent Open House hosted by CHSRA on May 1, 2017, CHSRA staff
presented the alignments currently being evaluated by CHSRA through Morgan Hill:
1) Embankment adjacent to Union Pacific Rail Road (UPRR). In this alternative,
HSR would be constructed on a berm (seven-foot minimum dirt mound) along
the east side of the UPRR tracks. This berm may be taller and envisions four
tracks: two for HSR and two for CalTrain. This option requires grade
separation of Main Street and Dunne Avenue and in addition to the sevenfoot berm, a 16-foot sound wall may be placed on top of the berm to mitigate
noise.
2) Viaduct along West Side of 101. In this alternative, HSR would be placed on
an elevated structure (viaduct) along the west side of highway 101 in Morgan
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Hill. It is possible that this viaduct may be 60 to 80 feet tall to avoid the
freeway overpasses. This structure may also require a noise barrier wall on
top of the structure.
CHSRA is working under a business plan that expects the project to be operational by
2025. Construction for the HSR is already underway in the Central Valley with a 32-mile
stretch between Madera and Fresno Counties. We expect that the project Draft
Environmental Impact Report/Statement (EIR/EIS) for the segment that impacts Morgan
Hill will be completed by November 2017. The City has requested an expanded review
period for City to be able to review the EIR/EIS and provide comments in 60 days
instead of the traditional 30 days.
We recognize that in spite of HSR’s funding and political struggles, the project will
continue to progress and the implications to this community could be devastating. It is
important to also recognize that while we are asking CHSRA for a design alternative
that uses the most advanced engineering and design solutions in order to preserve and
protect the neighborhoods and businesses in this community, we need to use our best
efforts to influence the process. Although the City has no direct influence over the
decisions made by HSR, we recommend making every effort to encourage HSR to
consider the most optimal design solutions for our community.
On June 1, 2016, the City Council adopted a resolution to enter into a Reimbursement
Agreement with the CHSRA for the review of technical engineering documents. The
Reimbursement Agreement is for up to $409,642.
To this end, staff proposes three separate contracts that will help evaluate and advance
design solutions for Morgan Hill. These contracts are important to assist the City in
ensuring the community’s long-term best interests are protected. Below is a summary of
the three contracts:
Michael Baker International—Review of Highway 101 Alternative
Michael Baker International is an experienced railroad transit engineering firm that is
currently under contract with the City to evaluate Quit Crossings. We are asking this firm
for a technical railroad and transit engineering review of the Highway 101 corridor
alignment. The company will do two key evaluations, first, it will evaluate and peer
review the work of CHSRA on Highway 101 and determine if they believe that the HSR
project could be accommodated within the Highway 101 right-of-way. If Michael Baker
International ascertains that a project alignment could be accommodated within the
freeway right-of-way, the technical analysis and conceptual alignment configurations will
be provided. Even though the West of 101 alignment is not supported by the City
Council, Michael Baker will evaluate CAHSR currently proposed West of 101 alignment
and offer recommendations for improvement that would minimize impacts to private
property so the City has the necessary information should the CHSRA formally select
this location for HSR. This contract is for $64,026 and the work is expected to be
completed within 45 days. This contract is expected to be fully reimbursed by CHSRA
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through

the

existing

Reimbursement

Agreement.

Urban Field Studio—Design Guidelines
Urban Field Studio, under the leadership of Frank Fuller, will help the City of Morgan Hill
develop project-specific design guidelines to improve on the HSR design through
Morgan Hill to: a) develop design solutions through the potentially most impacted areas,
such as the Walnut Grove neighborhood, through the Monterey segment adjacent the
Morgan Hill Ranch Business Park and Downtown and b) develop design enhancements
that take into account the community’s desire for access, circulation, lighting, art, parks
and trails, and gateway designs. Frank Fuller and team will host a large open house to
collect feedback and a symposium to present design guidelines and when a draft is
completed, a second meeting to receive additional community feedback. The intention
is that through Urban Field Studio’s help, the project can be designed in a way that is
most respectful of the Morgan Hill community and minimizes project impacts. The
Design Guidelines are expected to be adopted by the City Council and forwarded to
CHSRA for its review and consideration. The contract is for $153,440 and is expected to
be fully reimbursed by CHSRA through the existing Reimbursement Agreement.
Kitchell—City Standards
Kitchell is a General Contractor that offers construction management, real estate
development, program management, engineering, and architecture, among other
services. Kitchell will review the City’s construction standards (City Standards) and
update them and create new ones with HSR’s project in mind. Companies constructing
in Morgan Hill are required to abide by the City’s Standards. However, our Municipal
Code standards never envisioned a project of this magnitude. The sheer magnitude,
implications, and impacts resulting from HSR require the City to refocus its efforts to
assess what additional measures are required to ensure the following: safety, security,
compliment to existing street standards, existing surroundings, sound attenuation
needs, and infrastructure requirements. Because CHSRA will use a Design-Build
procurement process, it is imperative that the City is positioned to anticipate and
address these impacts. In addition to updating the City Standards, Kitchell is also being
asked to take the Design Guidelines by Urban Field Studios and develop City Standards
that can be followed by a Design Build Contractor. This proposed contract with Kitchell
is on a time and material basis in an amount not to exceed $255,000. The work is
expected to be completed within 3.5 months. The City team is working with CHSRA to
obtain approvals for reimbursement through the existing Reimbursement Agreement.
The total amount in the three proposed contracts total $472,466. Currently, the City has
remaining capacity of approximately $232,000 from the Reimbursement Agreement.
We anticipate that should CHSRA approve the proposed work by Kitchell for the City
Standards, that the Reimbursement Agreement would have to be amended to cover the
additional costs. While the collective proposed costs with the three consultants exceed
the current Reimbursement Agreement, given that HSR is one of the City’s Council’s
top goals for the year, it is recommended that all three agreements be approved so that
the needed work can be completed this summer before HSR’s EIR/EIS report is final.
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This is important for two reasons: one, the City is trying to influence design alternatives
and the environmental report and the work is needed to inform future recommendations;
second, CHSRA cannot reimburse for work completed after the EIR/EIS report is
completed.
Finally, the General Plan 2035 provides several policy recommendations or actions
relevant to the HSR project including:
Action TR-7.A High-Speed Rail Design Guidelines. Prepare design guidelines for
the implementation of High Speed Rail within Morgan Hill. Seek funding for this work
from the High Speed Rail Authority.
Policy TR-7.1 Planning for High Speed Rail. Remain actively engaged in planning
efforts for High Speed Rail service to minimize local impacts and ensure that design is
consistent with local plans and policies.
Policy TR-7.2 Neighborhood Impacts. When examining potential impacts of High
Speed Rail alternatives and proposals, attention shall be given to all Morgan Hill
neighborhoods and mitigation measures shall be proportionate to identified impacts.
Policy TR-7.3 Rail Crossings. The City recognized that rail crossings are essential to
provide connections from neighborhoods to destinations such as schools, parks and
services. The convenience of rail crossings shall be balanced with the need to minimize
safety and circulation impacts.
Policy TR-7.4 Preferred Alignment. The City supports the alignment of High-Speed
Rail along Highway 101 within the City of Morgan Hill. Placement of the High-Speed
Rail Alignment through the Downtown should be contrary to the City’s vision and goals
for its Downtown as expressed in the General Plan and the Downtown Specific Plan.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: Inform
HSR has held community open houses in Morgan Hill, Gilroy, and San Jose to present
the project and get input on the San Jose to Merced Project Section. The most recent
community meeting took place on May 1, 2017 at the Community and Cultural Center.
The City of Morgan Hill has a HSR web page that provides basic information on the
project and links to HSR staff and website for additional information. The proposed work
for the Design Guidelines envisions a collaborative approach with two community
meetings.
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS:
1. The Council may choose to proceed with none of the recommended contracts.
2. The Council may choose to proceed with one or two of the three recommended
contracts.
3. The Council may choose to wait on updating the City Standards until CHSRA
approves the proposed work and amends the Reimbursement Agreement.
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PRIOR CITY COUNCIL AND COMMISSION ACTIONS:
On June 1, 2016, the City Council adopted a resolution to enter into the Reimbursement
Agreement with the CHSRA for the review of technical engineering documents and
consultant agreements with DJP&A and Apex Strategies to support the review of those
documents, assist in identifying existing conflicts, and help coordinate with the Authority.
Between June 2016 and December 2016, City Staff attended several working group
meetings such as the Technical Working Group, the Community Working Group, and
HSR Community meetings. Staff also held several technical review meetings to
understand and provide comments on the existing preliminary alignments. From this
work, an additional alignment was formed, known as the west of Highway 101
alignment. The CHSRA held a study session with the Council on September 21, 2016,
at which the CHSRA introduced its staff, presented the project timeline, and walked the
Council through preliminary HSR alignments including the west of Highway 101
alignment for Morgan Hill.
On November 16, 2016, Staff reported back to City Council with the status of the HSR
project and received public and Council comments for all preliminary alignments. The
City then mailed out a HSR EIR/EIS Supplemental Scoping letter to CHSRA, on
December 9, 2016, confirming the City’s preference for a Highway 101 corridor
alignment, outlines community requests and concerns for all preliminary HSR
alignments, and provides supplemental information for the HSR EIR/EIS with suggested
mitigation measures for the preliminary alignments.
FISCAL AND RESOURCE IMPACT:
The total amount in the three proposed contracts total $472,466 of which at least
$217,466 is anticipated to be covered by the CHSRA Reimbursement Agreement.
CHSRA staff has indicated that scope of work for Michael Baker International for
$64,026 and Urban Field Studio for $153,440 (total of $217,466) can be reimbursed
through the Reimbursement Agreement with CHSRA, which has a current capacity of
approximately $232,000. A contract with Kitchell to update City Standards is also being
recommended for an amount not to exceed $255,000. At this point, we do not know if
the City can be reimbursed for this work through the Reimbursement Agreement.
CHSRA staff is checking with its legal counsel. If CHSRA agrees to reimburse the City
for this work, the Reimbursement Agreement with CHSRA would need to be amended
to increase the reimbursement limit. Staff will return if necessary with the appropriate
budget amendments.
CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act):
Not a Project
The three contracts for data collection and guidelines for a future project are defined by
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines as Information Collection
and are therefore exempt from CEQA per Section 15306 from further environmental
review. The CHSRA is the lead agency for the HSR project and is preparing the
EIR/EIS at this time.
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5. Michael Baker International - FeasibilityStudy101
6. 03 Supplement 1
7. 03 Supplement 2
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May 2, 2017
VIA ELECTRONIC AND U.S. MAIL
Mr. Ben Tripousis
Northern Regional Director
California High Speed Rail Authority
100 Paseo de San Antonio, #206
San Jose, CA 95113
RE: City of Morgan Hill Comments Regarding May 1, 2017 Open House
Dear Mr. Tripousis:
Thank you for hosting the California High Speed Rail open house last night. I attended
most of the evening, and appreciated the opportunity to hear from you and the members of the
High Speed Rail team that were present. Your team displayed a high level of professionalism in
a very difficult environment. I am, however, concerned about some of the things I heard at the
meeting.
First, one of our City Council members who was in attendance was told by a member of
the High Speed Rail team that the City never asked for a full study of an alignment using the
existing Highway 101 right-of-way. I am attaching the letter that City Manager Steve Rymer
sent you on December 9, 2016, in which the City formally stated that “Morgan Hill strongly
believes that the least impactful alignment for HSR is one that follows the current, public
Highway 101 right-of-way, avoiding impacts to residential neighborhoods, schools, and existing
retail centers.” Furthermore, the City requested that CHSRA study five options as part of its
EIR/EIS, including Highway 101 right-of-way.
Second, some of the statements you made during the question-and-answer segment
implied that the City’s preferred alignment is the “West of 101” alignment. It is true that the
City remains deeply concerned about any option that would create a wall through the heart of our
downtown which is currently witnessing over $80 million in new private development, displace
some of our largest employers, and result in the loss of hundreds of housing units (including
senior affordable housing, housing for extremely low and low income families, and housing for
transitional foster youth). However, our preferred alignment is one that does not adversely
impact any residential neighborhoods, schools, or existing retail centers. As such, we continue to
seek ways to mitigate the impact High Speed Rail will have on our community. While the “West
of 101” alignment has fewer impacts than the Monterey Road alignment, our preferred alignment
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M ORGAN H ILL , CA 95037
TEL: 408-779-7271
FAX: 408-779-1592
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Mr. Ben Tripousis
May 2, 2017
Page | 2
is one that does not result in the loss of any local businesses or displace residents from their
homes. The City wants to be clear that the only option we “prefer” is one that utilizes the
existing Highway 101 right-of-way, or otherwise avoids the taking of private property.
Third, based on the presentations and materials provided at the open house, High Speed
Rail continues to focus on only two options—one that will have devastating impacts on our
downtown, eliminate further private investment in Morgan Hill, and could displace hundreds of
Morgan Hill residents, and one that will result in the loss of a well-established residential
neighborhood. As we said in our December 9, 2016 letter, limiting your study to those two
options is not acceptable.
We urge you to consider our request to 1) avoid at all costs residential, school, and
commercial impacts where existing public right-of-way exists; and 2) use the most advanced
engineering and design solutions (including cut-and-cover and other construction methods) to
avoid the potentially devastating impacts this project could have on our community. At this time,
it is unfathomable to consider destroying well established neighborhoods, businesses, and
schools when the State currently owns significant public right-of-way. An innovative
engineering solution should be of the highest priority.
Our sincere hope is that we can continue to work cooperatively with the High Speed Rail
Authority to bring High Speed Rail through the City of Morgan Hill in a way that preserves and
protects our neighborhoods, businesses and quality of life.
Thank you for your consideration. If you have any questions or want clarification, please
feel free to contact me, or City Manager Steve Rymer.
Sincerely,
Donald A. Larkin
City Attorney
City of Morgan Hill
Enclosure
c:

Morgan Hill City Council – via electronic mail
Morgan Hill City Manager Steve Rymer – via electronic mail
Congresswoman Zoe Lofgren – via electronic & US mail
Senator Bill Monning – via fax & US mail
Assembly Member Anna Caballero – via electronic mail & US mail
County Supervisor Mike Wasserman – via electronic mail & US mail
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17575 Peak Avenue Morgan Hill CA 95037 (408) 778-6480 Fax (408) 779-7236
Website Address: www.morgan-hill.ca.gov

December 9, 2016
Mr. Ben Tripousis
Northern Regional Director
California High Speed Rail Authority
100 Paseo de San Antonio, #206
San Jose, CA 95113
RE: City of Morgan Hill EIR/EIS Supplemental Scoping Letter and Comments/Concerns
Letter regarding the San Jose to Merced High Speed Rail Project
Dear Mr. Tripousis:
On behalf of the City of Morgan Hill, we would like to thank the California High Speed Rail
Authority (CHSRA) for its efforts to engage, consult, and coordinate with the City of Morgan Hill on
the planning, design, and environmental review for the San Jose to Merced segment of the proposed
High Speed Rail (HSR) system, particularly as that segment relates to and affects Morgan Hill and its
residents and businesses.
As you know, new information received in recent months, including the addition of two new
alignment alternatives through Morgan Hill (East of UPRR Viaduct Option and West of 101
Alignment) has generated a great amount of concern and questions about the HSR project.
The purpose of this letter is threefold:
• First, we are providing the CHSRA with the City of Morgan Hill's EIR/EIS Supplemental
Scoping Letter and Issues Letter regarding the High Speed Rail Train project through
Morgan Hill.
• Second, we are submitting this communication to formally express that Morgan Hill strongly
believes the least impactful alignment for HSR is one that follows the current, public
Highway 101 right-of-way, avoiding impacts to residential neighborhoods, schools, and
existing retail centers
• Third, we are requesting that the CHSRA study all five Morgan Hill alignment options
through the EIR/EIS process so that the impacts are fully studied and understood before
making a decision on the preferred alternative. The five alternatives would be: (1) Highway
101 right-of-way, (2) Monterey/Union Pacific Rail Road at grade, (3) East of Union Pacific
Rail Road tracks viaduct, (4) East of Highway 101 viaduct, and (5) West of Highway 101
viaduct. Limiting the study to only options 2 and 5 as expressed in your November 30, 2016
communication is unacceptable
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DEVELOPMENT SERVICES CENTER

17575 Peak Avenue Morgan Hill CA 95037 (408) 778-6480 Fax (408) 779-7236
Website Address: www.morgan-hill.ca.gov

Date: December 9, 2016
To: Ben Tripousis
Northern Regional Director
California High Speed Rail Authority
100 Paseo de San Antonio, #206
San Jose, CA 95113
RE: EIR/EIS Supplemental Scoping Comments - San Jose to Merced High Speed Rail Project
_________________________________________________________________________________
Dear Mr. Tripousis:
This document is intended as an opportunity for the City of Morgan Hill to provide additional input
into the CHRSA’s EIR/EIS. The City of Morgan Hill reserves the right to comment as additional
information becomes available. The City appreciates CHSRA’s consideration and careful evaluation
of these issues in the forthcoming EIR/EIS, and looks forward to reviewing the Draft EIR/EIS when
made publicly available in 2017.
Aesthetics
1.
Consider noise mitigation that is visually attractive, as well as acoustically effective.
Opportunities to reduce the requirement for sound walls and use of alternative methods for
achieving noise mitigation is preferred (e.g., retrofit existing building walls, retrofit of
windows, and forced mechanical air systems or other mitigating measures as suggested by a
acoustical engineer).
2.

Proposed sound walls must be assessed by the City of Morgan Hill for visual/aesthetic
impacts, consistency with any future HSR design guidelines, and in all cases designed to a
high architectural standard.

3.

Collaborate with the City of Morgan Hill on mitigation for the loss of retail frontage in the
Downtown along East Dunne and East Main Avenues, which could include potential lighting
and artwork for and/or construction of retail within the Main Avenue and East Dunne Avenue
underpasses if the at-grade Monterey East of Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) alignment is
selected.
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December 6, 2016

4.

The future alignment should be designed in a manner that facilitates the creation of usable
open space/trailways and parks and avoidance of vacant, unmaintained lands and should
include proper lighting and landscaping.

Air Quality
1.
For each potential alignment, identify the health risk effects (e.g. toxic air contaminants, fine
particulate matter, etc.) for sensitive receptors (i.e. residences, schools, athletic
fields/facilities, convalescent homes, etc.) from both construction and from long-term
operation of the project, using the methodologies and thresholds of significance established
by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District.
Cultural Resources (Issues specific to the Monterey Alignment)
1.
The Draft EIR/EIS must fully identify, evaluate, and disclose impacts to all cultural resources
affected by the Monterey Road Realignment, and include mitigation measures designed to
preserve these resources. The Monterey Road alignment may impact two historical sites:
a.
MMS Behavioral Day Program Site (APN: 726-36-002): The property is historically
significant as it was originally part of the Cribari family winery, purchased in the
early 1900’s. The City council found the site located at 18980 Monterey Road to be
of local historical significance and designated it as a cultural resource pursuant to
Chapter 18.75 of the Morgan Hill Municipal Code on July 2, 1980.
b.

Historic Water Tower Site (APN: 726-35-026): Along with the creation of the
Madrone Business Park subdivision in October of 2000, an exception easement
(APN:726-35-026) was created for the potentially historical water tower that is
located on this APN. This structure, erected in 1935, was also part of the Cribari
family winery water tank that once served the winery fields. The water tank and
easement is currently located within the Madrone Business Park.
Much of Morgan Hill's character is its historic buildings and structures, and every effort must be
made to avoid impacts to those historically rich resources.
Public Facilities (Impacts specific to East of 101alignment/utilization of 101 alignment)
1.
Morgan Hill Aquatics Center and Outdoor Sports Center will be impacted which is a Section
4(f) of the Department of Transportation (DOT) Act of 1966 resource.
Agriculture (Impacts specific to the East of 101 alignment/ utilization of 101 alignment)
1.
“Agricultural Priority Land” near the East of US101 alignment within the Southeast Quadrant
area may be impacted, and should be mitigated in conformance with the City of Morgan
Hill's adopted Agricultural Lands Preservation Program.
Noise and Vibration
1.
The areas of concern listed below should be thoroughly analyzed in the noise study prepared
for the EIR/EIS:
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a.

b.

c.
d.

HSR proposes alignments which would be located within 200 feet of residences in
the following areas, potentially resulting in noise and vibration levels that exceed
normally acceptable standards:
i. Residences west of Monterey Road, north and south of Tilton Avenue,
ii. Residences west of HSR alignment, along McLaughlin Court, McLaughlin
Avenue, and Central Avenue.
iii. Residences east and west of the HSR alignment near Dunne Avenue,
iv. Some rural residences between Maple Avenue and Middle Avenue,
v. Residences west of the HSR alignment and south of Middle Avenue,
vi. Some rural residences located west of the HSR alignment and south of
California Avenue, and;
vii. Residences on Railroad Avenue.
Monterey Road would be moved closer to residences east of the alignment between
Burnett Avenue and Madrone Parkway. This is anticipated to raise noise levels at
these locations. For areas where land is acquired and structures are removed to allow
for the Monterey Road realignment, the reduction in shielding to second and third
row receptors may further raise noise levels.
Main Avenue would be modified potentially resulting in increased noise levels at
residences along Main Avenue between Monterey Road and Depot Street.
The proposed East Middle Avenue Overhead alignment would potentially cut
through residential areas, resulting in increased noise levels and reduced shielding
where structures are removed to accommodate the alignment.

3.

As noted above in the Aesthetics section, it is important that all proposed noise mitigation be
designed to high architectural standards and not detract from the visual character of the City
of Morgan Hill, in particular through the Downtown Area and along Monterey Road.

4.

The City prefers alternate types of mitigation to sound walls including but not limited to
retrofitting of building walls/windows, forced mechanical air systems, and/or other
recommendations suggested by an acoustical engineer for the affected residences, business,
or other uses. A comparative acoustical benefits analysis for each approach should be clearly
described in the EIR/EIS.

Public Services, Recreation, and Utilities
1.
The preferred alignment should be designed in a manner that facilitates the creation of usable
open space/trailways, parks and avoidance of vacant, unmaintained lands. Where a viaduct
alternative is considered, provide the following:
a.
New connections with proper lighting and landscaping to help achieve the "Cross
County Corridors" for cross county bicycle and pedestrian trails connections;
b.
An easement to bring reclaimed water north from Gilroy to Morgan Hill; and,
c.
Built-in conduits to better serve Morgan Hill's telecommunications facilities.
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2.

The document should identify opportunities for extension of these utilities as mitigation and
if not, identify impediments to installation.

3.

Pursuant to the City of Morgan Hill Municipal Code, all projects for the purpose of
erecting, constructing, altering, enlarging, repairing, moving or maintaining any structure;
the project owner or designee is required to install or undertake adjacent public
improvements including the placing of existing overhead utilities underground. As a
mitigation to project construction and alteration of property, the City of Morgan Hill
requests the CHSRA undertake those same responsibilities.

Public Safety
1.
The City of Morgan Hill requests that the EIR/EIS analysis of lighting address the need for
lighting for public safety as well as for aesthetics.
2.

3.

The City requests the design of the HSR to address areas that may be convenient for loitering
(e.g., dark covered spaces that are created when transitioning from an at grade track to a
viaduct).
The City of Morgan Hill requests the design of the HSR ensures easy and unobstructed
access for all public safety vehicles.

Land Use
1.
Properties along all CHSRA proposed alignments would require acquisition. Clearly identify
the number of businesses and residences with their estimated population that would be
displaced by the East of UPRR and both 101 alignments. The City of Morgan Hill has
provided information to help with this analysis. Please refer to the exhibits.
2.

The East of UPRR track alignment option will divide an established community, by creating
a physical barrier with tracks placed at-grade rather than an elevated viaduct. The City of
Morgan Hill considers this as a potentially significant impact, and must be carefully explored
in the EIR/EIS.

3.

The City of Morgan Hill has formally requested that the CHSRA study an alignment that
uses the Highway 101 right-of-way, avoiding impacts to residential neighborhoods, schools,
and non residential properties throughout the Morgan Hill segment. The CHSRA should
provide the City of Morgan Hill with land use data demonstrating the 101 realignment
impacts.

Traffic and Circulation
The City of Morgan Hill is providing CHSRA with a comprehensive Memorandum from Hexagon
Transportation Consultants, Inc. addressing Traffic/Circulation issues related to the proposed HSR
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developing within the City (Attached). The following is a summary of key focus areas identified by
the City of Morgan Hill:
1.

The City of Morgan Hill requests that the EIR/EIS evaluate the impacts on the City’s existing
transportation network and that mitigation be provided to ensure a transportation system that
allows for permeability for transit, pedestrians, cyclists, and wildlife.

2.

Proposed roadway improvements such as under-crossings or completion of roadway systems
or realignments should all be completed before project (train) construction begins.

3.

For properties neighboring the chosen alignment, the EIR/EIS should discuss which private
residential and non residential property driveways could be re-graded and which would need
to be closed. If driveways need to be closed, the EIR/EIS should discuss how alternative
access to the property would be achieved. The traffic implications of the alternative access
should be discussed.

4.

If CHSRA is considering a potential maintenance facility or traction power facility in the
City Morgan Hill, the EIR/EIS must describe the possible location and the operations of such
a facility. The project description should provide the number of employees and hours of
operation.. The peak hour and daily trip generation should be estimated. Any intersections
that would experience a traffic increase of more than 10 trips per lane should be analyzed.

5.

If the Monterey Road alignment East of UPRR at grade is preferred, the new HSR tracks will
impact the pedestrian access to the commuter rail (Cal train) services and separate the VTA
parking lot from the existing Downtown Station. The EIR/EIS should address this by
including solutions for access to the existing Caltrain station.

6.

There is an existing pedestrian connection across the tracks at the Caltrain station. This
connection is important in allowing the VTA and County Courthouse parking lots to
supplement the Downtown parking supply and provide connection to our downtown. The
City of Morgan Hill understands that an at-grade crossing will not be possible. The HSR
project description and EIR/EIS should describe how this pedestrian connection will be
replaced in continuing to maintain adequate circulation and connectivity within our
community.

8.

The City Morgan Hill understands that the HSR alignments run through (impacts) the City of
Morgan Hill without the benefit of a station and may impact our major thoroughfares in and
out of the City. The two major thoroughfares include US 101 and Monterey Road. The
proposed alignments are along these thoroughfares. There is a concern with these two
thoroughfares being closed for construction, potentially providing only one access point in
and out of the City of Morgan Hill depending on the chosen alignment. As a mitigation for
construction and the concern of safety, the City of Morgan Hill would like CHSRA to
consider the following:
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a. If the Monterey Alignment is chosen:
i.
HSR to assist with the completion of the Santa Teresa corridor through southern
Morgan Hill (Main Avenue to Watsonville Road), prior to any closure along
Monterey Road in San Jose, Gilroy, and Morgan Hill as an alternate route (City
and County Section).
ii.
The HSR preliminary design shows Tilton Avenue to be cul-de-saced and the
connection to Monterey Road eliminated. This is not in conformance with the
Morgan Hill General Plan, which calls for Tilton Avenue to be connected to
Burnett Avenue. An overpass or underpass will be needed, as well as a
connection to the realigned Monterey Road. Therefore, complete the Tilton
Avenue to Burnett Avenue connection consistent with the City’s General Plan
Transportation Element.
iii.
The Monterey Road Alignment East of UPRR will require the reconstruction of
the Butterfield Boulevard overpass.
iv.
The Monterey Road Alignment affects Depot Street and Mc Laughlin Avenue.
Please consider the following two options:
- Both Mc Laughlin Avenue and Depot Street would need to be
depressed to meet with East Main Avenue underpass; or
- Cul-de-sac both Mc Laughlin Avenue and Depot Street.
v.
Complete the connection of Hale Avenue to Madrone Parkway.
vi.
Eastern Morgan Hill connections should include connecting Murphy Avenue
consistent with the City’s General Plan Transportation Element.
All street crossings of the HSR tracks must be grade separated and any roadway connections
identified above must be complete prior to closure of Monterey Road to mitigate the
temporary loss of Monterey Road.
b. If one of the 101 Alignments are chosen:
i. Any HSR improvement that involves alterations to off and on ramps and
closure of ramps must ensure the interchange is kept open at all times.
ii. Eastern Morgan Hill connections should include connecting Murphy Avenue
consistent with the City’s General Plan Transportation Element.
iii. Complete the Tilton Ave to Burnett connection consistent with the City’s
General Plan Transportation Element.
iv. The EIR/EIS should describe the construction impacts on the Morgan Hill
transportation system on all alignments. The City is especially concerned
about construction impacts to Highway 101 and the traffic that would be
likely to use local streets for circulation during the construction period.
v. Construction impacts could include street closures, lane closures, sidewalk
closures, railroad crossing closures, and detours. The impacts to all modes
should be described and analyzed. These would include intersection LOS
analysis, potential cut-through traffic on neighborhood streets, transit travel
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time analysis, truck delivery routing, and pedestrian and bicycle routing.
Although perhaps not a CEQA issue, the City of Morgan Hill would request
an analysis of impacts to parking, particularly in the downtown area.
vi. A traffic handling plan for construction must be coordinated with, and
reviewed by, Morgan Hill Public Works Director and Building Official prior
to road closures.
Caltrain and HSR Connectivity:
1.

The EIR/EIS should describe the holistic impacts on the Morgan Hill transportation system.
How do any of the HSR alternatives relate to Caltrain service expansion and connectivity?

2.

How will Morgan Hill residents make a transit connection to Gilroy to utilize the HSR
system? VTA is currently working on the Next Network Plan, which may drastically change
transit service availability in South County. What has HSR assumed in the ridership
modeling for a transit connection? Will HSR be contributing to this service? VTA has
suggested that taxis and on demand service or City of Morgan Hill funded shuttles might fill
the transit void. The City of Morgan Hill has not supported these suggestions to date and
believes that good publically sponsored transit service is necessary for both Caltrain and HSR
to be successful and sustainable in the future. Please address this topic in the EIR/EIS.

3.

HSRA will partially fund the electrification of the tracks north of Morgan Hill at Diridon
Station. Please clarify how Caltrain’s electrification north of Morgan Hill may impact
services in Morgan Hill in the future. Please be specific on timing and phasing of service
changes in the City of Morgan Hill if anticipated to happen during electrification
construction. What is the Caltrain service assumption for South County under this plan? The
City of Morgan Hill understands that when Caltrain is fully electrified all of the City of
Morgan Hill Caltrain trips from South County will require a transfer in San Jose to head
northward—this is not ideal as commuters especially appreciate a one-seat ride and is likely
to impact ridership which will need to be addressed. Will that increase vehicle trips through
the City of Morgan Hill? How will this be mitigated? How does this impact the traffic
circulation challenges during the construction of the HSR train project since Caltrain service
takes trips off of the local and regional transportation system?

Alternatives
We are requesting that the CHSRA study all five Morgan Hill alignment options through the EIR/EIS
process so that the impacts are fully studied and understood before making a decision on the
preferred alternative. The five alternatives would be: (1) Highway 101 right-of-way, (2)
Monterey/Union Pacific Rail Road at grade, (3) East of Union Pacific Rail Road tracks viaduct, (4)
East of Highway 101 viaduct, and (5) West of Highway 101 viaduct. Limiting the study to only
options 2 and 5 as expressed in your November 30, 2016 communication is unacceptable
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The alternatives being considered through Morgan Hill would permanently impact the character of
Morgan Hill, our residents’ quality of life, and the City’s financial sustainability. Disturbing and
displacing residents from their homes and existing businesses is simply unacceptable and the
CHSRA should do everything in its power to explore every option available to avoid this kind of
impact.
1.

If any alternatives are seen as unavailable options for the project, an analysis should
identify the reasons those alternatives are not an option.

2.

Historic alternatives should not be abandoned until there is an equivalent level of
study completed for the new alternatives so that all the alternatives can be evaluated
equally, this includes the East of 101 alternative, the utilization of 101 alternative and
the downtown viaduct option.

Once again, the City appreciates the opportunity to provide more detailed environmental scoping
comments, as more detailed information has become available about the East of UPRR alignment
and two potential alignments on either side of US101. Please contact myself or Tiffany Brown,
Associate Planner at Tiffany.Brown@morganhill.ca.gov with any questions or clarifications for the
above.
Sincerely,

Edith Ramirez
Economic Development Director
City of Morgan Hill
17515 Peak Ave, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Tel: 408.310.4633
Edith.Ramirez@morganhill.ca.gov
Exhibits:
1.
2.
3.

Potential Property Impact Analysis, David J. Powers
Transportation, Land Use and Construction Impact Analysis, Hexagon Transpiration
Consultants Inc.
Noise and Vibration Concerns, Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc.
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City of Morgan Hill
Potential Property Impact Analysis
of High Speed Rail

Morgan Hill has created a potential property impact analysis with the information provided by
the High Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) on each alignments. This information is intended to help
the HSRA in the determination of a preferred alignment and to provide further clarification of
the properties that may be affected based on the available information of the alignments.

HSR Alignment East of UPRR (at grade or in elevated structure)
Non-Residential properties affected by the High-Speed Rail UPRR Alignment
APN

Non-Residential Use

72501032 Josephine's Bakery
72642010 Irish Construction
72642003
72642002 RV Rent/Buy, Park Family RV
72642001
Hallmark Equipment, Superior Auto
72641021 &RV
72641020
72641018
72641065
72636009

Patricia’s Pet Care and Home Services
Budget Inn Motel
Parking Lot and Open Space
Community Garage Auto
Ernie's Bar /Madrone Market/Barber
72636008 Shop

Units/Notes
1 building and a parking
lot
1 building and a parking
lot
1 building and parking lot

72636059 Burke's Upholstery / UHAUL rental

5,780
18,004
625 +

Parking lot
2

12,532

Mixed use property

9,185

15

8,587
39,204
3088

3

6,700

Mixed use property

5,118 for club,
total square foot
of the lot - 36,600

Sensitive Program.
Historic significance as
occupying the 18980
Monetary site (Cribari
family winery)

4060

72636003 Rancho Motel/Martini Club

72636002 MMS Behavioral Day Program

Non-Commercial
Square Footage

328,006
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72635025
72635026
76410008
76410010
76410014
72625075
72625041
72625065
72625064

Paramit Medical Manufacturing
Historic Water Tank
some building. Not sure what it is
Gas Station
Gateway Retail Center
Velodyne LIDAR
Operating Engineers Local 3
Terrasat Communications Inc
Terrasat Communications Inc

Pinnacle Manufacturing, Morgan Hill
72622055 Cross Fit and Main Data Group
72622054 U Mobile Communications
72615071 Public Parking Lot
72615072 Morgan Hill Community Garden

72612006
817-11-065
817-11-066
817-58-005

817-58-018
817-58-021
817-32-057
817-32-043

Public Buildings (Santa Clara County
probation, SC County Superior Court,
South County Morgan Hill
Townhouse)
General Industrial Uses (Possibly
Grief Bros Corp)
Grief Bros Corporation - Packaging
supply store
Public Warehousing (Including ministorage facilities)
Thompson and Harvey
Transportation (16530 Railroad
Ave),Grant's Garage (16550) and
South County Collision Center
(16540)
Lusamerica Foods
Westside Recycling center and open
space
Frank's Auto service

Open Space and a small building on
817-29-028 the bottom left corner.
825-06-013 Cyclone RV cleaning Service

151,242
Sensitive
1
Gateway for City
2 stories
1 Story
1 Story
1 story U shaped building
with parking spaces on 3
sides
1 story 2 units, 3
buildings on lot + parking
spaces
Sensitive Use
Note: The alignment is
right adjacent to the
parcel. This parcel has
some undeveloped area
and a big parking lot in
front of the buildings

7430
3600
6,740
61,198
9,673
35,300

85,135
24,670
264,409
77,536

Lot sq feet: 103,
237
1 story

105,731

1 story 462 units

69,615

2 stories and 8 units
1 story

40,017
65,160

1 story 1 unit
1 story 1 unit

400
13,750
total lot size 537,530 sq feet
1,115
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APN

72641020
72641042
72636004
72636003

Residential properties affected by the High-Speed Rail UPRR Alignment
Home Square
Type of Residential
Notes
Feet
Units
Mixed Use -Looks like
it has a home based
business

Single Family Home
Single family home
Single family home
Single Family Home Mixed Use property
Single Family
72626005 Homes
726-51-133
- 726-51079 3 story Townhouses
72652001 72652010 Condos/Townhouse
Apartment Homes
Senior/Disabled
72604013 (3 story)
Housing
Five or More Family
81711058 (04)
2 stories
817-58-002 Single Family Home
1 story

9,185
1,808
1,364

1
1
1
2

Lot Sq feet

16,698
0.42
36,600

13

1,808 to
2,274
32,500
62,470
1,200
Total

51
10
40

60,548

76
1
196

174,240
109,771

Potentially Impacted Properties
APN Summary
Residential
Non-Residential
Open Space
Mixed Use
72652010
72642003
81708029
72641020
72652009
81732043
82506023
72636003
72652008
72641065
76410006
72652007
72636002
76410013
72652006
72636009
81729028
72651075
72636059
81707007
72651074
76410014
76410015
72651076
72642002
81758011
72651077
72636008
72625028
72651078
72622054
72625068
72651079
81758005
72625069
72651069
72625075
72651068
72641021
72651070
72641018
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72651071
72636004
72641042
72651111
72651110
72651112
72626005
72652005
72652004
72652003
72652002
72652001
72604013
81711058
72651072
72651073
81758002
72651114
72651115
72651113
72651105
72651104
72651106
72651107
72651108
72651109
72651102
72651101
72651100
72651099
72651098
72651097
72651087
72651088
72651086
72651085
72651084
72651083
72651082
72651081
72651096
72651095
72651094
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72642010
72612006
72642001
72625065
76410008
72622055
72615072
81758021
82506013
72625064
72625041
81711066
72615071
81711065
76410010
81732057
81758018
72635026
72635025
72501032
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72651093
72651092
72651090
72651091
72651128
72651129
72651130
72651131
72651132
72651133

See Associated Map Exhibits

HSR West of 101
Non-Residential properties affected by the US 101 Alignment (west)
APN
726-35-014
726-33-027
726-32-023
726-32-009

Non-Residential Use
Flextronics
Madrone Business Park
Cochrane Plaza
Cochrane Plaza
Extended Stay America
726-32-024 Hotel
726-32-026 Brethren Crossfit
726-32-027 Commercial office building
open space area and Shoe
Place office
726-30-012 building+Parking spaces
726-01-001 Honda Car Dealership
817-11-024 Home Depot

1 story 16 units 5 blds on lot

Non-Commercial
Square Footage
155,353
61,473
77,161
72,510

3 stories 92 units

41,223

1 story 1 unit
1 story 1 unit

41,809
52,225

2 stories

257,296

2 stories

26,534
Lot sq feet:
109,771

Units/Notes
1 story

817-10-001 Church

Residential properties affected by the High-Speed Rail 101 Alignment (west)
APN
Type of Residential
Home Square Feet
Units Lot Sq feet
726-19-002
Single Family Home
2,165
1
40,994
2,908
1
43,560
726-18-043
Single Family Home
2,940
1
41,619
726-18-042
Single Family Home
2,908
726-18-037
Single Family Home
1
41,880
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726-18-038
726-18-036
726-18-059
726-08-073
726-08-072

Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home

2,690
2,940
3,284
2,260
2,190

1
1
1
1
1

30,236
43,560
12,001
15,246
13,940

726-08-071
726-08-011
726-08-010
726-08-009
726-08-008
726-08-007
726-08-006
726-08-070
726-08-003
726-08-002
726-08-069
726-08-026
726-08-025
726-08-024
726-08-023
726-08-022
726-08-021
726-08-020
726-08-019

Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Current application with the
city for 9 residential units
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home
Single Family Home

2,260
1,686
1,686
1,686
2,266
2,368
1,588
1,686
1,579
1,686
1,686
1,686
1,686
1,686
2,192
2,254
3,632
2,254
1,686

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

13,940
13,300
13,020
12,632
12,320
22,008
11,340
10,890
11,174
13,300
13,300
7,808
9,520
10,010
10,500
10,990
11,480
11,970
12,390

726-07-089
817-60-024
817-60-025
817-60-030
817-60-029
817-60-028
817-10-062
817-10-061
817-10-060
817-10-059
817-10-058
817-10-057
817-10-056
817-10-055
817-10-053

3,520
2,220
2,122
2,362
3,304
3,201
3,021
3,021
2,805
3,021
2,805
2,498
1,674
Total No. of homes

9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
51
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132,422
46,609
48,106
46,609
20,426
15,080
12,062
10,527
8,562
8,245
7,133
7,132
4,324
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Potentially Impacted Properties
APN Summary (west 101)
Residential
81710060
81710055
72608069
72608020
81760028
81710059
72608025
72608021
72608011
72608026
72608010
72608024
72608003
72608006
81710053
72618043
81710056
81710057
72608022
72608071
72619002
72618036
72608007
81710058
72608073
72608072
72608009
72608023
72618037
72618042
81710062
72608008
81760030
72618059
72608070
81760024
72618038
72608019

Non-Residential
81711024
72630012
72632027
81710001
72632023
72633027
72601001
72632024
72632026
72632009
72635014

Open Space
81709039
81708019
72632025
72630013
81711073
81709041
72607021
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72608002
81760029
81710061
72607089

See Associated Map Exhibits

HSR East of 101
Non-Residential properties affected by the High-Speed Rail 101 alignment (east)
Non-Commercial
APN
Non-Residential Use
Units/Notes
Square Footage
72817031 Ford Auto Dealership
2 stories 1 unit
26,400
81712003 Carl's Jr.
1 story 1 unit
3,453
La Hacienda Mexican Restaurant
81712004 and Miniature Golf
81712018 See Mo Cars

2 stories
1 story 1 unit

81713001 Morgan Hill Outdoor Sports Center
81713036 Morgan Hill Aqautics Center

7,076
11,291
1,531,569
435,600

Residential properties affected by the High-Speed 101 alignment
(east)
APN
Type of Residential
Units Lot in acres
81712006

Residential Apartment complex

70

7.6

Potentially Impacted Properties
APN Summary (east 101)
Residential Non-Residential
Open Space
81712006
81712013
81712018
72821007-Drainage Ditch
81712004
72817030
81713036
81712012-Drainage Ditch
81712003
81713001
72817031
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Memorandum
Date:

September 21, 2016

To:

Tiffany Brown, City of Morgan Hill

From:

Gary Black

Subject:

Transportation, Land Use and Construction Impact Analysis of HSR

Hexagon Transportation Consultants, Inc. has reviewed the proposed three alignment design
options for the High Speed Rail (HSR) project through Morgan Hill, California. The three alignment
options are described as follows and also shown on Figure 1:


Option 1: The proposed high speed rail tracks would run through the downtown area atgrade. Monterey Road would need to be realigned north of Cochrane Road. Railroad
Avenue would need to be realigned between San Pedro Avenue and Maple Avenue. All of
the streets that currently cross the Caltrain/UP tracks at-grade would need to be rebuilt as
underpasses.



Option 2: The proposed high speed rail tracks would be elevated through the downtown
area. Monterey Road and Railroad Avenue would need to be realigned as described in
Option 1. All of the streets that currently cross the Caltrain/UP tracks at-grade would remain
as is.



Option 3: The proposed high speed rail tracks would by-pass the downtown area and be
elevated to run parallel to US 101 on the west side of US 101.



Option 4: The proposed high speed rail tracks would by-pass the downtown area and be
elevated to run parallel to US 101 on the east side of US 101.

Hexagon evaluated each design option and identified their land use impacts, transportation
impacts, and construction impacts. Option 4 would have the same type of impacts as Option 3 but
would be more expensive to build because the HSR tracks would need to cross US101 in two
places. Therefore, this paper focuses on Option 3 as the more viable US 101 alignment.

Land Use Impacts
Under each proposed alignment design option, different numbers of properties would need to be
acquired for the right-of-way of the high speed rail tracks when it runs at-grade level or for the
columns required every 200 feet when the high speed rail track is elevated.

Option 1
With Option 1, the high speed rail tracks are proposed to run through the Morgan Hill downtown
area at-grade parallel to, and immediately east of, the existing Union Pacific railroad tracks. A 70foot right-of-way would need to be acquired adjacent to the existing Union Pacific right-of-way,
which would affect most of the properties along the east side of the alignment (see Figures 2a, 2b,
and 2c). Currently, Monterey Road runs directly adjacent to the Union Pacific railroad tracks north
of Cochrane Road. With the 60 feet right-of-way for the proposed high speed rail tracks, this section
of Monterey Road would need to be realigned, and all the properties along the revised alignment
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would need to be acquired. Railroad Avenue south of San Pedro Avenue would also need to be
realigned, and the properties long the revised alignment would need to be acquired.
Under Option 1, all existing at-grade street crossings of the UP and HSR tracks would be made into
underpasses. The following streets in Morgan Hill would be depressed to go under the tracks:


Main Avenue



East Dunne Avenue



San Pedro Avenue



Tennant Avenue

The following streets that intersect these streets would also need to be partially depressed to
maintain their connections or cul-de-saced: Depot Street, Church Street, and possibly McLaughlin
Avenue. E. Middle Avenue is planned to be elevated over the tracks. The Butterfield Boulevard
overpass would also need to be widened in order to provide enough space for the at-grade HSR
tracks.
Either depressing or elevating streets affects the driveway connections of the surrounding
properties. As an example, Figure 3 shows an illustration of the proposed underpass at Main
Avenue between Monterey Road and Butterfield Boulevard. Figure 4 shows the additional
properties and driveways that would be affected by the depressed section along Main Avenue.
These affected properties would either be acquired, or their driveways would need to be regraded
or removed.

Option 2
Under alignment design Option 2, the high speed rail track is proposed to run through the Morgan
Hill downtown area with the same alignment as Option 1 but with the track being elevated.
Therefore, all of the cross streets would remain as is. The UP railroad crossings would remain atgrade. The elevated high speed rail track would require one column every 200 feet. Therefore, the
same property acquisition as Option 1 would be required for the alignment. Monterey Road would
need to be relocated north of Cochrane. No underpasses are required for this option, and the
Butterfield Boulevard overcrossing would not need to be widened.

Options 3 and 4
Under alignment Option 3, the high speed rail tracks would bypass the majority of Morgan Hill
developed land. The rail tracks would be elevated and would run adjacent to US 101 (see Figures
5a and 5b for Option 3; Figures 6 for Option 4). Under both Options 3 and 4, properties along the
alignment would also need to be taken because of the required columns every 200 feet. However,
the land is generally less developed.

Transportation Impacts
Option 1
The impacts of each alignment option would be different on the Morgan Hill transportation system
with the build-out of the high speed rail project. Under Option 1, the transportation system of
Morgan Hill would benefit by the elimination of at-grade railroad crossings in the downtown area.
The HSR preliminary design shows Tilton Avenue to be cul-de-saced and the connection to
Monterey Road eliminated. This is not in conformance with the Morgan Hill General Plan, which
calls for Tilton Avenue to be connected to Burnett Avenue. An overpass or underpass will be
needed, as will a connection to the realigned Monterey Road. A The preliminary HSR design shows
Page | 2
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the GP planned extension of Madrone Parkway to Hale Avenue with a connection to the realigned
Monterey Road.

Option 2
Option 2 would have the same planned extension of Madrone Parkway and would need to also
include the planned Tilton Avenue connection to Burnett Avenue. All of the at-grade crossings
between the east-west streets and the Union Pacific railroad tracks would remain as is. While
Monterey Road and Railroad Avenue would be realigned, their connectivity and function would
remain the same. Thus, Option 2 would benefit the Morgan Hill transportation system by adding the
new connection between Monterey Road and Hale Avenue at Madrone Parkway.

Options 3 and 4
Options 3 and 4would not result in any changes to the Morgan Hill motor vehicle transportation
system. The space under the elevated tracks would provide an opportunity for a multiple-use trail
for pedestrians and bicyclists. The City would need to work with the HSR Authority to design the
crossings of the possible trail at the interchanges. At-grade crossings would not be safe, so the
crossings will need to be under- or over-passes.

Construction Impacts
Construction of the HSR tracks would impact the Morgan Hill transportation system including street
closures, lane closures, sidewalk closures, railroad crossing closures, and detours. The main
impacts under each design option are described as follows:

Option 1
With Option 1, Monterey Road north of Cochrane Road would need to be realigned, which might
result in closure of Monterey Road during construction. Currently, only Monterey Road and US 101
run directly through Morgan Hill. US 101 is already congested during peak times under existing
conditions. No widening of US 101 is planned. Table 1 shows the forecasted average daily traffic
(ADT) and corresponding roadway level of service (LOS) at several locations along Monterey Road
under Year 2035 General Plan conditions. Three out of eight segments along Monterey Road are
projected to serve ADT equivalent to unacceptable LOS F.
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Table 1
Year 2035 General Plan Conditions Monterey Road Segment Analysis
Roadway Segment

2035 General Plan Condition
ADT 1

LOS 2

1

Monterey Road between Kirby Avneue and Tilton Avenue

30,872

F

2

Monterey Road between Peebles Avenue and Madrone Parkway

33,269

F

3

Monterey Road between Cochrane Road and Old Monterey Road

19,584

D

4

Monterey Road between Wright Avenue and El Toro Street

17,164

C

5

Monterey Road between 3rd Street and 4th Street

13,503

C

6

Monterey Road between San Pedro Avenue and Cosmo Ln

26,140

D

7

Monterey Road between Vineyard Boulevard and Watsonville Rd

26,985

D

8

Monterey Road between Starswept Ln and East Middle Avenue

29,446

F

Note:
Source: Morgan Hill 2035 General Plan Update.
1. ADT = Average two-way daily traffic.
2. LOS = Level of service based on daily volume planning thresholds. Peak hour traffic operations may
be worse than shown for daily conditions.

The 2035 General Plan includes improvements to enhance north-south connectivity and relieve
some of the pressure off of Monterey Road. The following improvements should be provided if
Monterey Road is to be partially or completely closed during certain periods of construction.


Extension of Hale Avenue/Santa Teresa Boulevard as a 2-lane arterial between Main
Avenue and Spring Avenue.



Extension of Murphy Avenue/Mission View Drive as a 2-lane multi-modal arterial between
Half Road and Dianna Avenue.



Realignment of DeWitt Avenue as a 2-lane arterial with Sunnyside Avenue



Extension of Hill Road/Peet Road as a 2-lane collector between Half Road and Main
Avenue.

Before any partial or complete closure of Monterey Road during construction, a detour plan should
be prepared and submitted to the City for approval. The detour plan should show the proposed
times of closure, the proposed detour routes, and the capacity of the detour routes to accommodate
increased traffic during the times of closure.
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Building underpasses on the east-west street crossings of the HSR tracks would also result in street
closures. Table 2 shows the forecasted average daily traffic (ADT) and corresponding roadway
level of service (LOS) on these east-west streets under Year 2035 General Plan conditions. Based
on the forecasted average daily traffic on these streets under Year 2035 General Plan conditions,
all of the streets would operate at LOS C or D. Therefore, it would not be possible to close more
than one east-west street at a time.
Table 2
Year 2035 General Plan Conditions East-West Street Segment Analysis
Roadway Segment

2035 General Plan Condition
ADT 1

LOS 2

1

Cochrane Road between Adams Ct and Woodview Avenue

27,597

D

2

West Main Street between Hale Avenue and Del Monte Street

6,693

C

3

East Dunne Avenue between Depot Street and Butterfield Boulevard

19,838

D

4

Tennant Avenue between Vineyard Boulevard and Railroad Avenue

17,164

C

Note:
Source: Morgan Hill 2035 General Plan Update.
1. ADT = Average two-way daily traffic.
2. LOS = Level of service based on daily volume planning thresholds. Peak hour traffic operations may
be worse than shown for daily conditions.

Option 2
The construction of Option 2 would create the same issues with potential closure of Monterey Road
and the need to provide alternative routes. Since the tracks would be elevated over the east-west
cross-streets, it is not known whether the cross-streets would need to be closed for construction. If
they would need to be closed, only one cross-street should be closed at a time.

Options 3 and 4
Under alignment Options 3 and 4, the high speed rail tracks would bypass the downtown area so
there would not be any construction impacts to Monterey Road or the east-west cross-streets.
However, there could be construction impacts to the three US101 freeway interchanges. Along US
101, the interchanges with Tennant Avenue, Dunne Avenue, and Cochrane Road provide access to
most of the City of Morgan Hill. The level of service results under Year 2035 General Plan
conditions show that the intersections at these three interchanges would operate at LOS D or better
conditions (see Table 3). However, because of the importance of the interchanges for access to
adjacent properties and the overall City of Morgan Hill, all three interchanges should be kept open
during construction.
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Table 3
Year 2035 General Plan Conditions Intersection Level of Services at US 101 Interchanges
Roadway Segment

Peak Hour

2035 General Plan Condition
Delay (sec/veh)

LOS

21.0

C

1

US 101 SB Ramps and Dunne Avenue

AM
PM

18.2

B

2

US 101 NB Ramps and Dunne Avenue

AM

12.9

B

PM

14.7

B

32.3

C

3

US 101 SB Ramps and Tennant Avenue

AM
PM

50.3

D

4

US 101 NB Ramps and Tennant Avenue

AM

12.9

B

PM

11.3

B

AM

14.4

B

5

US 101 SB Ramps and Cochrane Road

6

US 101 NB Ramps and Cochrane Road

PM

21.1

C

AM

13.6

B

PM

13.1

B

Source: Morgan Hill 2035 General Plan Update.
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Conclusions
As discussed above, with the build-out or during the construction process of the HSR tracks, each
of the three proposed alignment options would have different impacts on the Morgan Hill
transportation system and on the surrounding properties. Table 4 summaries these impacts of each
option.
Table 4
Impacts Summary of the Proposed HSR Alignment Options

Land Use
Impacts

Transporation
Impacts

Construction
Impacts

Option 1
(Downtown at-grade)

----

++

---

Option 2
(Downtown elevated)

---

+

--

Options 3
(West of US 101 alignment)

--

o

-

Options 4
(East of US 101 alignment)

-

o

-

Alignment

Options

Notes:
" ‐ " represents negative impacts
" + " represents benefits
" o " represents no impacts
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Figure 1
Alignment Options for the Proposed High Speed Rail Track
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Figure 4
Affected Properties and their Driveways by the Proposed Underpass
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1 Willowbrook Court, Suite 120
Petaluma, California 94954
Tel: 707-794-0400
www.illingworthrodkin.com

Fax: 707-794-0405
illro@illingworthrodkin.com

July 12, 2016

Akoni Danielsen
David J. Powers & Associates, Inc.
1871 The Alameda, Suite 200
San José, CA 95126
VIA E-Mail: ADanielsen@davidjpowers.com
Subject:

Preliminary Review of California High Speed Train Project
Noise and Vibration Concerns
City of Morgan Hill, CA

Dear Akoni,
Based on our review of the Preliminary Alignment Map for the California High Speed Train
Project from San Jose through Merced for the Morgan Hill/Gilroy Subsection, we have the
following concerns regarding increased noise and vibration levels:
•

HSR would be located within 200 feet of residences in the following areas, potentially
resulting in high noise and vibration levels:
o Residences west of Monterey Road, north and south of Tilton Avenue,
o Residences west of HSR alignment, along McLaughlin Ct, McLaughlin Ave, and
Central Ave.
o Residences east and west of the HSR alignment near Dunne Avenue,
o Some rural residences between Maple Avenue and Middle Avenue,
o Residences west of the HSR alignment and south of Middle Avenue,
o Some rural residences located west of the HSR alignment and south of California
Avenue,
o Residences north of Caris Court to Masten Avenue,
o Residences east of the HSR alignment between Market Street and Rucker Avenue,
o Residences east of the HSR alignment along Cohansey Avenue and Las Animas
Avenue
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o Residences on Sarafina Way, and
o Residences on Railroad Street.
•

Monterey Road would be moved closer to residences east of the alignment between Burnett
Avenue and Mandrone Parkway. This is anticipated to raise noise levels at these locations.
For areas where land is acquired and structures are removed to allow for the Monterey
Road realignment, the reduction in shielding to second and third row receptors may further
raise noise levels.

•

Main Avenue would be expanded, potentially resulting in increased noise levels at
residences along Main Avenue between Monterey Road and Depot Street.

•

The proposed East Middle Avenue Overhead alignment would potentially cut through
residential areas, resulting in increased noise levels and reduced shielding where structures
are removed to accommodate the alignment.

•

Monterey Road would be moved closer to residences between California Road and San
Martin Avenue. This may raise noise levels at these locations. For areas where land is
acquired and structures are removed to allow for the Monterey Road realignment, the
reduction in shielding to second and third row receptors will further raise noise levels.

•

The proposed San Martin Avenue Underpass would potentially cut through residential
areas, resulting in increased noise levels and reduced shielding where structures are
removed to accommodate the alignment.

•

The proposed Masten Avenue / Fitzgerald Road Underpass alignment would move traffic
closer to residences on 1st Street, resulting in increased noise levels.

•

The proposed Rucker Avenue Underpass alignment would move traffic closer to residences
on Fitzgerald Avenue, resulting in increased noise levels.

•

The proposed Buena Vista Avenue Underpass would potentially cut through residential
areas, resulting in increased noise levels and reduced shielding where structures are
removed to accommodate the alignment.

We hope that these areas of concern can be addressed in-depth within the Noise Study for the
Environmental Impact Report. Thank you for consideration of our concerns.
Sincerely,

Dana M. Lodico, PE, INCE Board Cert.
Senior Consultant
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City of Morgan Hill
Community & City Comments and Concerns for
High Speed Rail (HSR) Project

To further educate and assist Morgan Hill residents in providing comments to High Speed Rail Authority
(HSRA), the City has set up a webpage where comments can be entered. The purpose of this document
is to provide these general comments and concerns to HSRA, in addition to the comments and concerns
that were heard at the November 16, 2016 City Council meeting.

Noise
•

The General Plan identifies maximum noise levels within the different land use areas in
our City. There are two types of alignments proposed for Morgan Hill; an elevated
structure option, and an at grade on a berm option. What is the noise impact for an
elevated structure versus a structure on a berm, and will the different options meet the
General Plan maximum noise levels allowed in each land use area?

•

If noise mitigations are proposed to meet the General Plan maximum noise levels
allowed, what are the noise mitigation options for the project? Will there be additional
mitigations for the nearby residents and businesses?

•

How does noise change at different speeds?

•

Our Zoning Ordinance and Architectural Review Handbook articulate aesthetically
pleasing requirements for structures, accessory structures visible from the public right
of ways, walls, fencing, etc. Are there noise mitigations that are visually attractive that
will meet the requirements in our Handbook?

Safety
•

The Architectural Review Handbook, Downtown Specific Plan, and Police Department
require lighting for new development, trails, and parks for safety reasons. Will the HSR
project have lighting for safety?

•

The Building Department and the Zoning Ordinance requires mechanical equipment
and/or maintenance areas to be secured from the pubic and screened from public right
of ways. In addition, the type of screening is subject to the Architectural Review
Handbook. How would maintenance areas be secured for safety purposes and will it
meet the Architectural Review Handbook and Zoning Ordinance Standards?

1
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•

What is the safety mechanism if the train is derailed for both the elevated structure and
at grade on a berm options?

•

Is HSR required to reduce speeds through the dense, populated, and urban areas
through Morgan Hill?

Construction
•

How long will construction last?

•

Will the Morgan Hill segment begin construction independent of progress in San Jose or
Gilroy?

•

The Building department prefers a master plan be submitted for new development
within Morgan Hill to help understand the different phasing of a project and plan for
potential construction impacts. Would HSR submit some type of master plan to our City
and how would HSR mitigate construction impacts?

•

The General Plan identifies roadway improvements and connections to provide better
circulation throughout our City. While the project is under construction, it may
temporarily close off existing street connections and impact circulation. Will additional
north-south corridors be completed through Morgan Hill (such as the Santa Teresa/Hale
Avenue extension) to mitigate traffic impacts?

•

What are other roadway improvements or street connections may be needed to
mitigate construction impacts?

•

Will grade separations be completed prior to HSR project-related work?

•

With larger project, the Building, Fire, and Police department encourage a Traffic
Handling Plan be reviewed prior to any road closures. Will HSR prepare a Traffic
Handling plan and have our City review it prior to road closures?

•

Highway 101 and Monterey Road are major access routes to travel in and out of Morgan
Hill. Will Monterey Road or all Highway 101 interchanges remain open and available
during HSR project construction?

General
•

What criteria will the Authority use to make a final decision on which alignment will be
chosen in Morgan Hill?

2
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•

Could decisions on station location in Gilroy have an impact on the alignment through
Morgan Hill?

•

Will the State of California guarantee funding for the operations and maintenance of the
HSR project before construction begins?

•

Will there be a plan for removal of any constructed structures if the project fails but
construction has already taken place?

•

What is the forecast of passenger usage, revenue, and maintenance cost to operate
over the next 20 years?

•

How would HSR protect/preserve cultural resources?

•

Are there marketing and promotion opportunities within the system (at stations or in
trains) to promote Morgan Hill as a tourism destination?

•

The Public Works department reviews new projects to meet the standards within the
current code, and opportunities to achieve goals within the General Plan. One of the
goals is to bring reclaimed water to Morgan Hill. Depending on the chosen alignment
and elevated or at grade on berm option, Will the HSR project bring reclaimed water
(purple pipe) from Gilroy to Morgan Hill?

Aesthetics
•

Our Zoning Ordinance and Architectural Review Handbook discusses Scale and Massing
of structures. Describe the size of the possible structures, the height, the width, and
the roadway alterations needed, such as berms for the at-grade alternative.

•

Is there flexibility in the height of the aerial structure?

•

Our Planning Division studies the visual impacts of new construction. Can HSR design a
taller or shorter aerial structure if requested by the community?

•

The Downtown Specific Plan and the Architectural Review Handbook strive to create
esthetically pleasing and compatible development within our community. Are there
gateway design and art opportunities in the structure to help incorporate the structure
into our City?

•

If an alignment is chosen where new underpasses are required, is there an opportunity
to create artistic lighting?
3
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•

Our Municipal Code requires new development to install or undertake adjacent public
improvements including the placing of existing overhead utilities underground. Will the
HSR project undertake any adjacent public improvements and underground overhead
utilities near the chosen alignment?

•

The Planning and Community Services Departments require landscaping plans for new
parks, trails, and development within the City. Will HSR work with the City and provide
a landscaping plan for the project and nearby areas and maintenance corridors?

Socioeconomics
•

The Economic Development Department emphasizes keeping our business in Morgan
Hill and helping them meet their needs within Morgan Hill as they grow. Will all
impacted businesses be relocated within the City?

•

The Economic Department encourages development within Morgan Hill to support
Morgan Hill by using local construction teams and shopping local for materials when
feasible. Would HSR hire local construction and development teams for the project?

•

Will HSR shop local for project materials?

•

One of the City's goals is to enhance the wireless services. Will the HSR project include
conduits for wireless communication facilities?

•

Will the HSR project provide WiFi through the project? How far would the WiFi reach?

•

Will HSR compensate residents and businesses for loss of any property or property
value?

•

Who determines fair market value?

•

Will propriety owners not directly affected by HSR, but adjacent to the rail lines, be
compensated for the loss in property value?

•

When will information be available on which properties will be directly affected?

•

Will all the alignments be studied in equal detail?

•

Why is a trench down the middle of the 101 freeway ruled out? The environmental
document should provide a detailed analysis within the EIR/EIS as to why it is not
feasible.

•

How will the HSRA determine the best alignment for Morgan Hill?
4
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•

Is there a solution for the section through Pacheco Pass? If no, should HSRA be under
construction without certainty of connectivity and the possibility of leaving behind large
structures that will turn into blight area of communities?

•

How can the UPRR refuse to work with HSRA, when the HSRA has the right to initiate
imminent domain?

•

Will HSR reimburse the City and other tax entities for revenue loss of property tax, sales
tax, and business to business tax?

•

Will schools, residents and businesses displaced by the HSR project have relief on
increased property taxes?

•

The alignments will affect one of the best charter elementary schools in Morgan Hill
(9530 Monterey Road, Morgan Hill, CA 95037). Will the HSRA buy land, construct/build
necessary improvements, and help relocate the school?

•

Will there be a feasibility study conducted? If yes, will this be shared with the public?

•

Should the City notify all the property owners that they believe will be affected by the
shown alignments? Or has HSRA already done this?

Traffic and Circulation
•

Will HSR mitigate traffic impacts and ensure traffic circulation throughout South
County?

•

To be consistent with our General Plan Transportation Chapter in providing efficient
circulation throughout Morgan Hill, can HSR complete roadway improvements such as
under-crossings or completion of roadway systems or realignments of streets before
project construction begins?

•

Our General Plan identifies locations for the construction of new roadways and
segments that will fill in the "missing links" and improve circulation throughout the city.
Will HSR improve the following roads (if necessary) to maintain traffic circulation
through Morgan Hill and can these roadways improvements be completed prior to HSR
project work in South County?
a) Completion of Santa Teresa/Hale Avenue
b) Underpass for Tilton connection across Monterey Road
5
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c) Reconstruction of Butterfield overpass
d) Depression of McLaughlin Ave. and Depot
e) Cul-de-sac of Mc Laughlin Ave. and Depot
f) Completion of Murphy Ave.
g) Completion of Tilton to Burnett connection
Open Space and Agricultural Land
•

The City of Morgan Hill has identified a need to preserve agriculture lands and has
created a Agriculture Mitigation section within the Municipal Code. How will the
alignments mitigate the loss of any agricultural land?

•

How would the project impact or protect wildlife?

•

Can the project be designed to allow for permeability for transit, pedestrians, cyclists,
and wildlife?

•

Will HSR create usable open space, trails, and park space underneath or adjacent to the
structure to avoid vacant, unmaintained lands?

6
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SERVICE AGREEMENT FOR DESIGN PROFESSIONALS
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into and becomes effective on _______________ (Effective Date), by
and between the CITY OF MORGAN HILL, a municipal corporation, ("CITY"), and KITCHELL CEM
CORPORATION, a California corporation, ("CONSULTANT") hereinafter referred to collectively as “Parties.”
In consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, the Parties agree as
follows:
1.
City Authority. This Agreement is entered into pursuant to action of the Morgan Hill City Council
taken on _____________, ____, 20___.
2.
Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall cover services rendered from the Effective Date of this
Agreement until June 30, 2018 at which time CONSULTANT’S services shall be completed. The City
Manager is authorized to extend the term of this Agreement for a maximum period of one year. Any such
extension shall be in writing and signed by both Parties to this Agreement.
3.
Scope of Service. The services to be performed by CONSULTANT shall be review the CITY's
construction standards with an eye to update or create new standards with the proposed California High
Speed Rail project in mind as further described in Exhibit A.
4.

Compensation. CONSULTANT shall be compensated as follows:
4.1.

Amount. $255,000.00. Total compensation to CONSULTANT under this Agreement during its
initial term set forth in Section 2 above shall not exceed TWO HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE
THOUSAND AND NO/100 dollars and shall be billed based on the rate and basis set forth in
Exhibit B. If the City Manager extends the term of this Agreement for up to one year pursuant
to the provisions of Section 2 above, the City Manager shall have the authority to increase the
maximum compensation allowed to be paid to CONSULTANT during that extended term
period, so long as City Council has appropriated sufficient funds therefor, the Parties mutually
agree to such amount in a writing signed by both Parties to this Agreement and provided further
that in no event shall such maximum compensation allowed during the extended term period
exceed an additional five percent (5%) above the compensation allowed to be paid to
CONSULTANT during the initial term of this Agreement.

4.2.

Billing. CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with a monthly invoice containing the dated,
detailed, and itemized descriptions of all services performed and expenses incurred (if such
expenses are reimbursable pursuant to Exhibit B) by CONSULTANT. Any rate charged shall
be prorated where services are interrupted or not provided for any rate period (for example,
any monthly rate charge should be prorated when services were interrupted or provided for
only part of the month). For services billed on an hourly rate, the minimum unit of billed time
shall not exceed one tenth of one hour. CITY shall pay for services and expenses (if so
provided in Exhibit B) up to the limit of compensation set forth above, that in the CITY’s
judgment were necessary and reasonable. Services for work performed and expenses
incurred in excess of the total compensation set forth in paragraph 4.1 above shall be at no
cost to CITY.

5.
Termination. CITY or CONSULTANT shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, without cause,
by giving thirty (30) days' written notice or less under urgent circumstances. Upon such termination,
CONSULTANT shall submit to CITY an itemized statement of services performed for which compensation
has not been paid. CITY may require CONSULTANT to complete certain work product or documents and
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6.
Performance of Work. CONSULTANT represents that it is qualified by virtue of experience, training,
education, and expertise to accomplish these services. Services shall be performed by CONSULTANT in
accordance with professional practices in a manner consistent with a level of care, competence and skill
exercised by qualified members of the CONSULTANT’S profession. By delivery of completed work,
CONSULTANT certifies that the work conforms to the requirements of this Agreement and all applicable
federal, state and local laws. CONSULTANT shall perform all work and services under this Agreement in
conformance with the time schedule set forth on Exhibit C, "Schedule of Performance," attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference. CITY's City Manager is authorized on behalf of CITY to modify the
timeframes set forth on the Schedule of Performance within the term of this Agreement. If CONSULTANT
desires to leave or store any of CONSULTANT's equipment at a CITY site while CONSULTANT is performing
work or service pursuant to this Agreement, CONSULTANT will first obtain the consent of CITY's City
Manager, or his delegate, to do so, and any such storage shall occur only in the manner and location allowed
by such CITY official and entirely at CONSULTANT's sole risk.
7.
Insurance Requirements. CONSULTANT shall procure and provide proof of the insurance coverage
required by this section in the form of certificates and endorsements. The required insurance must cover the
activities of CONSULTANT, including its subcontractors, employees and agents, relating to or arising from
the performance of any work or service under this Agreement, and must remain in full force and effect at all
times during the period covered by this Agreement. The coverages may be arranged under a single policy for
the full limits required or by a combination of underlying policies with the balance provided by excess or
“umbrella” policies, provided each such policy complies with the requirements set forth herein. CONSULTANT
further understands that the CITY reserves the right to modify the insurance requirements set forth herein,
with thirty (30) days’ notice provided to CONSULTANT, at any time as deemed necessary to protect the
interests of the CITY.
7.1.

Insurance Types and Amounts.
7.1.1. Commercial General Liability (CGL). CONSULTANT shall maintain CGL against claims
and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage providing protection in the
minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for bodily injury or death to
any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at least one million dollars
($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.2. Automobile Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Automobile Liability covering all
owned, non-owned and hired automobiles (if CONSULTANT does not own
automobiles, then CONSULTANT shall maintain Hired/Non-owned Automobile
Liability) against claims and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage
providing protection in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
for bodily injury or death to any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at
least one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum
amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's
combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever
is greater.
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minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any one accident or
occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
If CONSULTANT is self-insured,
CONSULTANT shall provide its Certificate of Permission to Self-Insure, duly authorized
by the Department of Industrial Relations.
7.1.4. Pollution (Environmental) Liability. If the performance of CONSULTANT’S work or
service under this Agreement involves hazardous materials, contaminated soil
disposal, and/or a risk of accidental release of fuel oil, chemicals or other toxic gases
or hazardous materials, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain Pollution Liability
covering the contractor's liability for bodily injury, property damage and environmental
damage resulting from pollution and related cleanup costs arising out of the work or
services to be performed under this Agreement. Coverage shall be provided for both
work performed on site, as well as during the transport of hazardous materials. Such
coverage shall be in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for
any one accident or occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5. Professional Liability.
7.1.5.1.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement involves professional and/or technical services (examples include, but are
not limited to, architects, engineers, land surveyors, and appraisers), CONSULTANT
shall procure and maintain either a claims made or occurrence Errors and Omission
liability insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater. Further, if CONSULTANT maintains a
claims-made policy, CONSULTANT shall provide written evidence of such insurance
to the CITY for at least five (5) years after the completion of work performed under this
Agreement.
7.1.5.2.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement relates to Information Technology or related services (examples include,
but are not limited to computer programmers, software designers, hardware engineers,
or other systems consultants), CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain a claims
made Errors and Omission liability insurance, including Cyber Liability and Data
Breach, in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim,
or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under
CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella”
policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5.3.
If the performance of CONSULTANT's work or service under this
Agreement involves contact with minors, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain
Sexual Abuse and Molestation insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million
dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
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7.2.

Endorsements. CONSULTANT shall provide proof of the following endorsements, listed for
each policy for which endorsements are required, as outlined below:

7.2.1.1.
The City of Morgan Hill, its elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies,
officers, agents, employees, and volunteers are named as additional insureds;
7.2.1.2.
the insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill
and the CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents,
employees, and volunteers; and,
7.2.1.3.

insurance shall be primary non-contributing.

7.2.2. Workers Compensation.
The insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill and the
CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees,
and volunteers.
7.3.

Qualification of Insurers. All insurance required pursuant to this Agreement must be issued
by a company licensed and admitted, or otherwise legally authorized to carry out insurance
business in the State of California, and each insurer must have a current A.M. Best's financial
strength rating of “A” or better and an financial size rating of “VII” or better.

7.4.

Certificates. CONSULTANT shall furnish CITY of Morgan Hill with copies of all policies or
certificates as outlined herein, whether new or modified, promptly upon receipt. No policy
subject to the CONSULTANT’s agreement with the CITY shall be canceled or materially
changed except after thirty (30) days' notice by the insurer to CITY. Certificates, including
renewal certificates, may be mailed electronically to riskmgmt@morganhill.ca.gov or delivered
to the Certificate Holder address provided herein
Certificate Holder address:
City of Morgan Hill
Attn: Risk Management
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

8.
Non-Liability of Officials and Employees of the CITY. No official or employee of CITY shall be
personally liable for any default or liability under this Agreement.
9.
Compliance with Law. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and subcontractors shall
comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, administrative regulations, and permitting requirements in
carrying out their obligations under this Agreement. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and
subcontractors covenant there shall be no discrimination based upon race, color, creed, religion, gender,
marital status, age, sexual orientation, national origin, mental disability, physical disability, medical condition,
or ancestry, in any activity pursuant to this Agreement.
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11.
Confidentiality. All data, documents, or other information received by CONSULTANT from CITY or
prepared in connection with CONSULTANT’S services under this Agreement are deemed confidential and
shall not be disclosed to any third party by CONSULTANT without prior written consent by CITY.
12.
Conflict of Interest and Reporting. CONSULTANT shall at all times avoid conflict of interest or
appearance of conflict of interest in performance of this Agreement.
13.
Notices. All notices shall be personally delivered or mailed, via first class mail to the below listed
address. These addresses shall be used for delivery of service of process. Notices shall be effective five (5)
days after date of mailing, or upon date of personal delivery.
Address of CONSULTANT is as follows:
Kitchell CEM
2450 Venture Oaks Way, Suite 500
Sacramento, CA 95833

Address of CITY is as follows:
Assistant City Manager
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

with a copy to:
City Clerk
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

14.
Licenses, Permits and Fees. CONSULTANT shall obtain a City of Morgan Hill Business License,
all permits and licenses to the extent required by ordinances, codes and regulations of the federal, state and
local government.
15.

Maintenance of Records.
15.1.

Maintenance. CONSULTANT shall prepare, maintain, and preserve all reports and records
that may be required by federal, state, and CITY rules and ordinances related to services
provided under this Agreement. CONSULTANT shall maintain records for a period of at least
3 years after receipt of final payment under this Agreement. If any litigation, claim, negotiation,
audit exception, or other action relating to this Agreement is pending at the end of the 3 year
period, then CONSULTANT shall retain said records until such action is resolved.

15.2.

Access to and Audit of Records. The CITY shall have the right to examine, monitor and audit
all records, documents, conditions, and activities of the CONSULTANT and its subcontractors
related to services under this Agreement. Pursuant to Government Code Section 8546.7, if
this Agreement involves the expenditure of public funds in excess of $10,000, the Parties to
this Agreement may be subject, at the request of the CITY or as part of any audit of the CITY,
to the examination and audit of the State Auditor pertaining to matters connected with the
performance of this Agreement for a period of three years after final payment under the
Agreement.
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Ownership of Work Product. All documents or other information developed or received by
CONSULTANT for work performed under this Agreement shall be the property of CITY.
CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with copies of these items upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement.

16.
Familiarity with Work. By executing this Agreement, CONSULTANT represents that: (1) it has
investigated the work to be performed; (2) it has investigated the site of the work and is aware of all conditions
there; and (3) it understands the difficulties and restrictions of the work under this Agreement. Should
CONSULTANT discover any conditions materially differing from those inherent in the work or as represented
by CITY, it shall immediately inform CITY and shall not proceed, except at CONSULTANT'S risk, until written
instructions are received from CITY.
17.

Time of Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement.

18.
No Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any portion shall be assigned by CONSULTANT, without
prior written consent of CITY. Any attempted assignment not first approved by CITY shall be void and, at
CITY's option, shall terminate this Agreement effective as of the date of such attempted assignment.
19.
Attorney Fees. In any legal action, dispute or arbitration arising out of or relating to this Agreement,
the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its reasonable attorney fees, costs and expenses incurred.
20.

Defense and Indemnification.
20.1.

Defense and Indemnification for Design Professional Services. Consistent with California Civil
Code Section 2782.8, for design professional services to be performed under this agreement
by a design professional, as that term is defined under said Section 2782.8, CONSULTANT
shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, indemnify, defend and hold harmless CITY, its
elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees, and volunteers
(“INDEMNITEES”) from and against any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, liens, or damages
of any nature, including liability for bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, and
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses, that arise out of, pertain to, or relate to the
negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of CONSULTANT, and/or its agents, officers,
employees, subcontractors, or independent contractors in performance of work hereunder or
its failure to comply with any of its obligations contained in this Agreement (“CLAIM”).

20.2.

Defense and Indemnification for Non-Design Professional Services. For all services performed
under this agreement not covered by Section 20.1 above, CONSULTANT shall, to the fullest
extent permitted by law, indemnify, defend and hold harmless CITY, its elected or appointed
officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees, and volunteers (“INDEMNITEES”)
from and against any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, liens, or damages of any nature,
including liability for bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, and including reasonable
attorneys' fees and expenses, that arise out of, pertain to, or relate to the performance of this
Agreement or the failure to comply with any obligations contained in this Agreement by
CONSULTANT, and/or its agents, officers, employees, subcontractors, or independent
contractors (“CLAIM”).

20.3.

Exceptions. CONSULTANT is not required to indemnify INDEMNITEES against liability for
bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, or any other loss, damage or expense arising
from the sole negligence, active negligence or willful misconduct of the CITY.
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20.4.

Not limited by insurance. The indemnity, defense and hold harmless provisions of this
Agreement apply to all CLAIMs alleged against an INDEMNITEE, regardless of whether any
insurance policies are applicable. Policy limits do not act as a limitation upon the amount of
indemnification or defense to be provided by CONSULTANT.

20.5.

Right to Offset. CITY shall have the right to offset against any compensation due
CONSULTANT under this Agreement any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT as a result
of CONSULTANT's failure to pay CITY promptly any indemnification arising under this Section
(20) and any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT arising from CONSULTANT's failure
either to (i) pay taxes on amounts received pursuant to this Agreement or (ii) comply with
applicable workers' compensation laws.

20.6.

Interpretation. This Section shall constitute an agreement or contract of indemnity,
incorporating the interpretations under California Civil Code Section 2778. It is expressly
understood and agreed that the obligation of the CONSULTANT to indemnify the
INDEMNITEE shall be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the State of California
and shall survive termination of this Agreement.

21.
Entire Agreement; Modification; Conflicting Provisions. This Agreement constitutes the entire
Agreement between the Parties and supersedes any previous agreements, oral or written. This Agreement
may be modified or provisions waived only by a subsequent mutual written agreement executed by CITY and
CONSULTANT. If the provisions contained in the main body of this Agreement conflict with any provision
contained in an exhibit to this Agreement, the provisions of the main body of this Agreement shall govern and
control over any provision contained in an exhibit to this Agreement.
22.
Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of California. This Agreement was entered into and is to be performed in the County of Santa Clara.
Any action or dispute arising out of this Agreement shall only be brought in Santa Clara County.
23.
Interpretation. This Agreement is a negotiated document and shall be deemed to have been drafted
jointly by the Parties, and no rule of construction or interpretation shall apply against any particular Party
based on a contention that the Agreement was drafted by one of the Parties including, but not limited to,
California Civil Code § 1654, the provisions of which are hereby waived. This Agreement shall be construed
and interpreted in a neutral manner.
24.
Preservation of Agreement. If any term, provision, covenant, or condition of this Agreement is held
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected or invalidated.
25.
Binding Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 18 above, this Agreement shall bind
any and all successors in interest, legal representatives and/or other permitted assignees or transferees of
CONSULTANT in the same manner as if those successors in interest, legal representatives or other permitted
assignees or transferees had entered into this Agreement originally.
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26.
Authority to Execute. Those individuals who are signing this Agreement on behalf of entities
represent and warrant that they are, respectively, duly authorized to sign on behalf of the entities and to bind
the entities fully to each and all of the obligations set forth in this Agreement.

AS SET FORTH IN CA. CORP. CODE § 313, TWO SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED FOR CALIFORNIA
CORPORATIONS:
(1) CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD, PRESIDENT, OR VICE PRESIDENT; AND
(2) SECRETARY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OR ASSISTANT TREASURER.

ATTEST:

CITY OF MORGAN HILL

City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

City Manager

Michelle Wilson
Print Name

Steve Rymer
Print Name

Date:

Date:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

KITCHELL CEM

City Attorney

By:

Donald A. Larkin
Print Name

Title:

Date:

Date:

Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Chairman, President or
Vice President

By:
Title:
Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Secretary, Assistant
Secretary, Chief Financial Officer or
Assistant Treasurer
Date:
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES

CONSULTANT will work with and under the direction of the CITY to coordinate activities associated
with reviewing existing and/or proposed standards as may be required to address impacts resulting
from design and construction of California High Speed Rail (CHSR).
1.1
The performance of all services by CONSULTANT shall be to the satisfaction of CITY.
1.2
All of the services to be furnished by CONSULTANT under this Agreement shall meet the
professional standards and quality, which prevail among project and construction management
consultants of similar knowledge and skill engaged in similar work throughout California under the
same or similar circumstances. All services performed by CONSULTANT shall be in compliance
with applicable federal, state and local codes, rules and regulations, which are in force at the time
such services are rendered.
1.3
CONSULTANT shall schedule and attend meetings, as necessary, or as directed by CITY in
order to complete all services to the satisfaction of CITY.
DELIVERABLES (TASK 2)
2.1
CONSULTANT shall review all existing city standards as adopted by CITY;
2.2
CONSULTANT shall research all existing and adopted standards and/or applicable design
guidelines from adjoining jurisdictions;
2.3
CONSULTANT shall assemble all available research and formulate proposed guideline,
standards, and/or criteria for presentation to CITY;
2.4
CONSULTANT working with the CITY shall facilitate the review of existing and/or proposed
design guidelines, standards, or criteria documents that when accepted/approved by CITY shall be
forwarded to California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA); and
2.5
CONSULTANT working with CITY shall facilitate meetings with CHSRA to confirm direction of
design guidelines, basis of design: or criteria documents and confirm their inclusion into design
build procurement contract for the segment of CHSR within City of Morgan Hill.
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CONSULTANT shall render services as directed by CITY in an amount not to exceed $255,000.
Services shall be performed on time and material basis. Scope of Services anticipates the
CONSULTANT will need for a full time project engineer for approximately 6 to 8 weeks, and a project
manager for approximately ¼ time for that same duration. Thereafter, the CONSULTANT project
manager will be needed for approximately ½ time for 4 to 6 weeks to prepare final narratives, design
guidelines and/or criteria documents for inclusion in CHSRA design-build procurement effort.
CONSULTANT shall be compensated for the actual hours worked by CONSULTANT staff based upon
the hourly rate schedule.
Project Manager $182.00/hour
Project Engineer $155.00/hour

In the event additional staff resources from CONSULTANT maybe needed or required, those services
shall be performed as an additional services, time and material basis, and in accordance with the
hourly rates identified below.
EAS Director
Senior Project Manager
Project/Construction Engineer
Architect
Structural Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Estimator/Scheduler
CAD/BIM Operator
Clerical

$198.00/hour
$175.00/hour
$155.00/hour
$145.00/hour
$145.00/hour
$145.00/hour
$145.00/hour
$145.00/hour
$130.00/hour
$115.00/hour
$70.00/hour

Reimbursable Expensens
When authorized in writing by CITY, CITY shall compensate CONSULTANT for reimbursable expenses
necessary to carry out the required services, at cost without mark-up.
CITY has authorized the following reimbursable expenses:
Reimbursable Expenses Maximum
Basic Services Total-included in not to exceed $3,400.00
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PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE
1. CONSULTANT shall commence services upon receipt of a fully executed Agreement with the CITY.
2. CONSULTANT shall provide services for a period of approximately 3-4 months from date of
execution of Agreement or until such time as services are completed.
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URBAN FIELD STUDIO
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into and becomes effective on _______________ (Effective Date), by
and between the CITY OF MORGAN HILL, a municipal corporation, ("CITY"), and Urban Field Studio, a
California partnership ("CONSULTANT") hereinafter referred to collectively as “Parties.” In consideration of
the promises and the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
City Authority. This Agreement is entered into pursuant to action of the Morgan Hill City Council
taken on _____________, ____, 20___.
2.
Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall cover services rendered from the Effective Date of this
Agreement until June 30, 2018 at which time CONSULTANT’S services shall be completed. The City
Manager is authorized to extend the term of this Agreement for a maximum period of one year. Any such
extension shall be in writing and signed by both Parties to this Agreement.
3.
Scope of Service. The services to be performed by CONSULTANT shall be hosting both a
community meeting and a symposium to develop design guidelines related to High Speed Rail as further
described in Exhibit A.
4.

Compensation. CONSULTANT shall be compensated as follows:
4.1.

Amount. $153,440.00. Total compensation to CONSULTANT under this Agreement during its
initial term set forth in Section 2 above shall not exceed One Hundred Fifty Three Thousand
Four Hundred Forty and No/100 dollars and shall be billed based on the rate and basis set
forth in Exhibit B. If the City Manager extends the term of this Agreement for up to one year
pursuant to the provisions of Section 2 above, the City Manager shall have the authority to
increase the maximum compensation allowed to be paid to CONSULTANT during that
extended term period, so long as City Council has appropriated sufficient funds therefor, the
Parties mutually agree to such amount in a writing signed by both Parties to this Agreement
and provided further that in no event shall such maximum compensation allowed during the
extended term period exceed an additional five percent (5%) above the compensation allowed
to be paid to CONSULTANT during the initial term of this Agreement.

4.2.

Billing. CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with a monthly invoice containing the dated,
detailed, and itemized descriptions of all services performed and expenses incurred (if such
expenses are reimbursable pursuant to Exhibit B) by CONSULTANT. Any rate charged shall
be prorated where services are interrupted or not provided for any rate period (for example,
any monthly rate charge should be prorated when services were interrupted or provided for
only part of the month). For services billed on an hourly rate, the minimum unit of billed time
shall not exceed one tenth of one hour. CITY shall pay for services and expenses (if so
provided in Exhibit B) up to the limit of compensation set forth above, that in the CITY’s
judgment were necessary and reasonable. Services for work performed and expenses
incurred in excess of the total compensation set forth in paragraph 4.1 above shall be at no
cost to CITY.

5.
Termination. CITY or CONSULTANT shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, without cause,
by giving thirty (30) days' written notice or less under urgent circumstances. Upon such termination,
CONSULTANT shall submit to CITY an itemized statement of services performed for which compensation
has not been paid. CITY may require CONSULTANT to complete certain work product or documents and
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6.
Performance of Work. CONSULTANT represents that it is qualified by virtue of experience, training,
education, and expertise to accomplish these services. Services shall be performed by CONSULTANT in
accordance with professional practices in a manner consistent with a level of care, competence and skill
exercised by qualified members of the CONSULTANT’S profession. By delivery of completed work,
CONSULTANT certifies that the work conforms to the requirements of this Agreement and all applicable
federal, state and local laws. CONSULTANT shall perform all work and services under this Agreement in
conformance with the time schedule set forth on Exhibit C, "Schedule of Performance," attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference. CITY's City Manager is authorized on behalf of CITY to modify the
timeframes set forth on the Schedule of Performance within the term of this Agreement. If CONSULTANT
desires to leave or store any of CONSULTANT's equipment at a CITY site while CONSULTANT is performing
work or service pursuant to this Agreement, CONSULTANT will first obtain the consent of CITY's City
Manager, or his delegate, to do so, and any such storage shall occur only in the manner and location allowed
by such CITY official and entirely at CONSULTANT's sole risk.
7.
Insurance Requirements. CONSULTANT shall procure and provide proof of the insurance coverage
required by this section in the form of certificates and endorsements. The required insurance must cover the
activities of CONSULTANT, including its subcontractors, employees and agents, relating to or arising from
the performance of any work or service under this Agreement, and must remain in full force and effect at all
times during the period covered by this Agreement. The coverages may be arranged under a single policy for
the full limits required or by a combination of underlying policies with the balance provided by excess or
“umbrella” policies, provided each such policy complies with the requirements set forth herein. CONSULTANT
further understands that the CITY reserves the right to modify the insurance requirements set forth herein,
with thirty (30) days’ notice provided to CONSULTANT, at any time as deemed necessary to protect the
interests of the CITY.
7.1.

Insurance Types and Amounts.
7.1.1. Commercial General Liability (CGL). CONSULTANT shall maintain CGL against claims
and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage providing protection in the
minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for bodily injury or death to
any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at least one million dollars
($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.2. Automobile Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Automobile Liability covering all
owned, non-owned and hired automobiles (if CONSULTANT does not own
automobiles, then CONSULTANT shall maintain Hired/Non-owned Automobile
Liability) against claims and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage
providing protection in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
for bodily injury or death to any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at
least one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum
amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's
combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever
is greater.
7.1.3. Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Employer’s Liability. CONSULTANT shall
maintain Workers Compensation coverage, as required by law, in the
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minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any one accident or
occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
If CONSULTANT is self-insured,
CONSULTANT shall provide its Certificate of Permission to Self-Insure, duly authorized
by the Department of Industrial Relations.
7.1.4. Pollution (Environmental) Liability. If the performance of CONSULTANT’S work or
service under this Agreement involves hazardous materials, contaminated soil
disposal, and/or a risk of accidental release of fuel oil, chemicals or other toxic gases
or hazardous materials, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain Pollution Liability
covering the contractor's liability for bodily injury, property damage and environmental
damage resulting from pollution and related cleanup costs arising out of the work or
services to be performed under this Agreement. Coverage shall be provided for both
work performed on site, as well as during the transport of hazardous materials. Such
coverage shall be in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for
any one accident or occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5. Professional Liability.
7.1.5.1.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement involves professional and/or technical services (examples include, but are
not limited to, architects, engineers, land surveyors, and appraisers), CONSULTANT
shall procure and maintain either a claims made or occurrence Errors and Omission
liability insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater. Further, if CONSULTANT maintains a
claims-made policy, CONSULTANT shall provide written evidence of such insurance
to the CITY for at least five (5) years after the completion of work performed under this
Agreement.
7.1.5.2.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement relates to Information Technology or related services (examples include,
but are not limited to computer programmers, software designers, hardware engineers,
or other systems consultants), CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain a claims
made Errors and Omission liability insurance, including Cyber Liability and Data
Breach, in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim,
or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under
CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella”
policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5.3.
If the performance of CONSULTANT's work or service under this
Agreement involves contact with minors, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain
Sexual Abuse and Molestation insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million
dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
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Endorsements. CONSULTANT shall provide proof of the following endorsements, listed for
each policy for which endorsements are required, as outlined below:
7.2.1. General Liability.
7.2.1.1.
The City of Morgan Hill, its elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies,
officers, agents, employees, and volunteers are named as additional insureds;
7.2.1.2.
the insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill
and the CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents,
employees, and volunteers; and,
7.2.1.3.

insurance shall be primary non-contributing.

7.2.2. Workers Compensation.
The insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill and the
CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees,
and volunteers.
7.3.

Qualification of Insurers. All insurance required pursuant to this Agreement must be issued
by a company licensed and admitted, or otherwise legally authorized to carry out insurance
business in the State of California, and each insurer must have a current A.M. Best's financial
strength rating of “A” or better and an financial size rating of “VII” or better.

7.4.

Certificates. CONSULTANT shall furnish CITY of Morgan Hill with copies of all policies or
certificates as outlined herein, whether new or modified, promptly upon receipt. No policy
subject to the CONSULTANT’s agreement with the CITY shall be canceled or materially
changed except after thirty (30) days' notice by the insurer to CITY. Certificates, including
renewal certificates, may be mailed electronically to riskmgmt@morganhill.ca.gov or delivered
to the Certificate Holder address provided herein
Certificate Holder address:
City of Morgan Hill
Attn: Risk Management
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

8.
Non-Liability of Officials and Employees of the CITY. No official or employee of CITY shall be
personally liable for any default or liability under this Agreement.
9.
Compliance with Law. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and subcontractors shall
comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, administrative regulations, and permitting requirements in
carrying out their obligations under this Agreement. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and
subcontractors covenant there shall be no discrimination based upon race, color, creed, religion, gender,
marital status, age, sexual orientation, national origin, mental disability, physical disability, medical condition,
or ancestry, in any activity pursuant to this Agreement.
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11.
Confidentiality. All data, documents, or other information received by CONSULTANT from CITY or
prepared in connection with CONSULTANT’S services under this Agreement are deemed confidential and
shall not be disclosed to any third party by CONSULTANT without prior written consent by CITY.
12.
Conflict of Interest and Reporting. CONSULTANT shall at all times avoid conflict of interest or
appearance of conflict of interest in performance of this Agreement.
13.
Notices. All notices shall be personally delivered or mailed, via first class mail to the below listed
address. These addresses shall be used for delivery of service of process. Notices shall be effective five (5)
days after date of mailing, or upon date of personal delivery.
Address of CONSULTANT is as follows:
Urban Field Studio
Attention: Frank Fuller
2169 Folsom Street, M304
San Francisco, CA 94110

Address of CITY is as follows:
Assistant City Manager
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

with a copy to:
City Clerk
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

14.
Licenses, Permits and Fees. CONSULTANT shall obtain a City of Morgan Hill Business License,
all permits and licenses to the extent required by ordinances, codes and regulations of the federal, state and
local government.
15.

Maintenance of Records.
15.1.

Maintenance. CONSULTANT shall prepare, maintain, and preserve all reports and records
that may be required by federal, state, and CITY rules and ordinances related to services
provided under this Agreement. CONSULTANT shall maintain records for a period of at least
3 years after receipt of final payment under this Agreement. If any litigation, claim, negotiation,
audit exception, or other action relating to this Agreement is pending at the end of the 3 year
period, then CONSULTANT shall retain said records until such action is resolved.

15.2.

Access to and Audit of Records. The CITY shall have the right to examine, monitor and audit
all records, documents, conditions, and activities of the CONSULTANT and its subcontractors
related to services under this Agreement. Pursuant to Government Code Section 8546.7, if
this Agreement involves the expenditure of public funds in excess of $10,000, the Parties to
this Agreement may be subject, at the request of the CITY or as part of any audit of the CITY,
to the examination and audit of the State Auditor pertaining to matters connected with the
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15.3.

Ownership of Work Product. All documents or other information developed or received by
CONSULTANT for work performed under this Agreement shall be the property of CITY.
CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with copies of these items upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement.

16.
Familiarity with Work. By executing this Agreement, CONSULTANT represents that: (1) it has
investigated the work to be performed; (2) it has investigated the site of the work and is aware of all conditions
there; and (3) it understands the difficulties and restrictions of the work under this Agreement. Should
CONSULTANT discover any conditions materially differing from those inherent in the work or as represented
by CITY, it shall immediately inform CITY and shall not proceed, except at CONSULTANT'S risk, until written
instructions are received from CITY.
17.

Time of Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement.

18.
No Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any portion shall be assigned by CONSULTANT, without
prior written consent of CITY. Any attempted assignment not first approved by CITY shall be void and, at
CITY's option, shall terminate this Agreement effective as of the date of such attempted assignment.
19.
Attorney Fees. In any legal action, dispute or arbitration arising out of or relating to this Agreement,
the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its reasonable attorney fees, costs and expenses incurred.
20.

Defense and Indemnification.
20.1.

Defense and Indemnification for Design Professional Services. Consistent with California Civil
Code Section 2782.8, for design professional services to be performed under this agreement
by a design professional, as that term is defined under said Section 2782.8, CONSULTANT
shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law, indemnify, defend and hold harmless CITY, its
elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees, and volunteers
(“INDEMNITEES”) from and against any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, liens, or damages
of any nature, including liability for bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, and
including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses, that arise out of, pertain to, or relate to the
negligence, recklessness, or willful misconduct of CONSULTANT, and/or its agents, officers,
employees, subcontractors, or independent contractors in performance of work hereunder or
its failure to comply with any of its obligations contained in this Agreement (“CLAIM”).

20.2.

Defense and Indemnification for Non-Design Professional Services. For all services performed
under this agreement not covered by Section 20.1 above, CONSULTANT shall, to the fullest
extent permitted by law, indemnify, defend and hold harmless CITY, its elected or appointed
officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees, and volunteers (“INDEMNITEES”)
from and against any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, liens, or damages of any nature,
including liability for bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, and including reasonable
attorneys' fees and expenses, to the extent that they arise out of, pertain to, or relate to the
performance of this Agreement or the failure to comply with any obligations contained in this
Agreement by CONSULTANT, and/or its agents, officers, employees, subcontractors, or
independent contractors (“CLAIM”).
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20.3.

Exceptions. CONSULTANT is not required to indemnify INDEMNITEES against liability for
bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, or any other loss, damage or expense arising
from the sole negligence, active negligence or willful misconduct of the CITY.

20.4.

Not limited by insurance. The indemnity, defense and hold harmless provisions of this
Agreement apply to all CLAIMs alleged against an INDEMNITEE, regardless of whether any
insurance policies are applicable. Policy limits do not act as a limitation upon the amount of
indemnification or defense to be provided by CONSULTANT.

20.5.

Right to Offset. CITY shall have the right to offset against any compensation due
CONSULTANT under this Agreement any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT as a result
of CONSULTANT's failure to pay CITY promptly any indemnification arising under this Section
(20) and any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT arising from CONSULTANT's failure
either to (i) pay taxes on amounts received pursuant to this Agreement or (ii) comply with
applicable workers' compensation laws.

20.6.

Interpretation. This Section shall constitute an agreement or contract of indemnity,
incorporating the interpretations under California Civil Code Section 2778. It is expressly
understood and agreed that the obligation of the CONSULTANT to indemnify the
INDEMNITEE shall be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the State of California
and shall survive termination of this Agreement.

21.
Entire Agreement; Modification; Conflicting Provisions. This Agreement constitutes the entire
Agreement between the Parties and supersedes any previous agreements, oral or written. This Agreement
may be modified or provisions waived only by a subsequent mutual written agreement executed by CITY and
CONSULTANT. If the provisions contained in the main body of this Agreement conflict with any provision
contained in an exhibit to this Agreement, the provisions of the main body of this Agreement shall govern and
control over any provision contained in an exhibit to this Agreement.
22.
Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of California. This Agreement was entered into and is to be performed in the County of Santa Clara.
Any action or dispute arising out of this Agreement shall only be brought in Santa Clara County.
23.
Interpretation. This Agreement is a negotiated document and shall be deemed to have been drafted
jointly by the Parties, and no rule of construction or interpretation shall apply against any particular Party
based on a contention that the Agreement was drafted by one of the Parties including, but not limited to,
California Civil Code § 1654, the provisions of which are hereby waived. This Agreement shall be construed
and interpreted in a neutral manner.
24.
Preservation of Agreement. If any term, provision, covenant, or condition of this Agreement is held
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected or invalidated.
25.
Binding Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 18 above, this Agreement shall bind
any and all successors in interest, legal representatives and/or other permitted assignees or transferees of
CONSULTANT in the same manner as if those successors in interest, legal representatives or other permitted
assignees or transferees had entered into this Agreement originally.
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26.
Authority to Execute. Those individuals who are signing this Agreement on behalf of entities
represent and warrant that they are, respectively, duly authorized to sign on behalf of the entities and to bind
the entities fully to each and all of the obligations set forth in this Agreement.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, these Parties have executed this Agreement on the day and year shown
below.
AS SET FORTH IN CA. CORP. CODE § 313, TWO SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED FOR CALIFORNIA
CORPORATIONS:
(1) CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD, PRESIDENT, OR VICE PRESIDENT; AND
(2) SECRETARY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OR ASSISTANT TREASURER.

ATTEST:

CITY OF MORGAN HILL

City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

City Manager

Michelle Wilson
Print Name

Steve Rymer
Print Name

Date:

Date:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Urban Field Studio

City Attorney

By:

Donald A. Larkin
Print Name

Title:

Date:

Date:

Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Chairman, President or
Vice President

By:
Title:
Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Secretary, Assistant
Secretary, Chief Financial Officer or
Assistant Treasurer
Date:

P:\Forms\Consultant Agreements\City Services Agreement For Design Professionals Revised 8-11-15.Docx
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CONSULTANT work includes both strategy and implementation of two community engagement
events, a workshop and a symposium, and the development of design guidelines. In addition,
CONSULTANT and CITY will meet every two weeks either in person, by phone, or video conference.
Task 1: Team and Scoping Meeting
a. CITY and CONSULTANT will conduct a meeting to understand the scope of work.
Task 2: Information Gathering
a. CONSULTANT will gather information about the High Speed Rail route alternatives and
comparable projects including the Highway 101 alignment, Monterey Road site, and San Jose site
b. CONSULTANT will gather information from previous efforts such as the Joni Janecki
Placemaking report and information about the High Speed Rail Alternative and Environmental
Impract Report draft
c. CONSULTANT will provide a brief summary memorandum to CITY listing resources and
identifying gaps in the research
Task 3: Workshop Preparation
a. CONSULTANT will prepare a workshop strategy that is based on an a open house format that
includes a presentation
b. CONSULTANT will develop stations for different subject matters based on information gathering
c. CONSULTANT will organize an agenda and coordinate speakers
d. CONSULTANT will produce exhibits for the community center room to illustrate the issues and
options
e. CONSULTANT will gather and prepare materials for workshop
Task 4: Community Workshop
a. CONSULTANT will host a informational/educational workshop with the Community of Morgan Hill
b. CONSULTANT will manage all logistical elements of the workshop including setup, facilitation
and clean up
c. CONSULTANT will provide CITY a summary memorandum based upon the Community Workshop
Task 5: First Draft Design Guidelines
a. CONSULTANT will develop the first draft of the design guidelines from information prepared for
the City of San Jose and include ideas and input gathered from the Community Workshop
b. CONSULTANT will develop a general layout of the design guideline document for future
development of ideas
c. CONSULTANT will provide additional input into development of ideas
d. CONSULTANT will provide CITY three copies of the first draft of the design guidelines for CITY
comment
Task 6: Address Comments by CITY (First Draft Design Guidelines)
a. CITY will review and provide a set of prepared comments back to CONSULTANT on the first draft
of the design guidlenes
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Task 7: Symposium Preparation
a. CONSULTANT will prepare a outreach strategy that is based on a symposium format with
speakers and exercises that gather feedback during a day-long presentation
b. CONSULTANT will develop stations for different subject matters
c. CONSULTANT will organize the agenda and coordinate the speakers
d. CONSULTANT will produce exhibits for the community center room to illustrate the issues and
options
e. CONSULTANT will gather, prepare and deliver workshop materials
Task 8: Community Symposium
a. CONSULTANT will host an educational community symposium with the community of Morgan
Hill
b. CONSULTANT will set up, facilitate an educational symposium
c. CONSULTANT will incorporate feedback from symposium into guideline development
d. CONSULTANT will develop models and graphics to be used to describe the alternative
e. CONSULTANT will create a memorandum of symposium findings
Task 9: Second Draft Design Guidelines
a. CONSULTANT will update the second draft of design guidelines based on the input and
information from the symposium and information gathered to date
b. CONSULTANT will develop a general layout of the second draft of the design guidelines
document for future development of ideas
c. CONSULTANT will provide additional input into development of ideas
d. CONSULTANT will provide CITY three copies of the second draft of the design guidelines for
CITY comment
Task 10: Address Comments by CITY and Community
a. CITY will review and prepare comments to CONSULTANT on Second Draft of design guidelines
b. CONSULTANT will compile and address any comments from CITY related to second draft of
design guidelines
Task 11: Final Draft Design Guidelines
a. CONSULTANT will incorporate comments by CITY and Community
b. CONSULTANT will provide CITY three final draft design guideline copies with CITY comments
included
Task 12: Planning Commission Meeting
a. CONSULTANT will provide a presentation of Community Outreach and Design Guidelines to the
Planning Commission
Task 13: City Council Meeting
a. CONSULTANT will provide a presentation of Community Outreach and Design Guidelines to City
Council
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Task 1: Team and Scoping Meeting: $2000
Task 2: Information Gathering: $10,000
Task 3: Workshop Preparation: $15,000
Task 4: Community Workshop: $10,000
Task 5: First Draft Design Guidelines: $30,000
Task 6: Address Comments by CITY (First Draft Design Guidelines): $10,000
Task 7: Symposium Preparation: $15,000
Task 8: Community Symposium: $10,000
Task 9: Second Draft Design Guidelines: $15,000
Task 10: Address Comments by CITY and Community (Second Draft Design Guidelines): $5,000
Task 11: Final Design Guidelines: $10,000
Task 12: Planning Commission Meeting: $3,500
Task 13: City Council Meeting: $3,500
In the event additional staff resources from CONSULTANT maybe needed or required, those services
shall be performed as an additional services, time and material basis, and in accordance with the
hourly rates identified below.
Principal-in-charge
Consulting Principal/Project Manager
Senior Designer
Designer
Graphic Designer/GIS
Project Administrator

$235.00/hour
$185.00/hour
$150.00/hour
$125.00/hour
$105.00/hour
$75.00/hour

Reimbursable Expenses
When authorized in writing by CITY, CITY shall compensate CONSULTANT for reimbursable expenses
necessary to carry out the required services, at cost without mark-up.
CONSULTANT's Time:
1.15 times consultant's charges
Automobile Travel:
Prevailing IRS Allowance
Reimbursable Expenses/Reproduciton Costs: 1.15 times charge
All other costs:
Direct reimbursement
Reimbursable Expenses Total-included in not to exceed

$14,440.00
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Task 1: Team and Scoping Meeting: Week of 5/15/17
Task 2: Information Gathering: Week of 5/22/17
Task 3: Workshop Preparation: Week of 6/6/17
Task 4: Community Workshop: Week of 6/6/17
Task 5: First Draft Design Guidelines: Week of 6/23/17
Task 6: Address Comments by CITY (First Draft Design Guidelines): Week of 6/30/17
Task 7: Symposium Preparation: Week of 7/11/17
Task 8: Community Symposium: Week of 7/11/17
Task 9: Second Design Guidelines: Week of 7/21/17
Task 10: Address Comments by CITY and Community (Second Draft Design Guidelines): Week of
7/28/17
Task 11: Final Design Guidelines: Week of 8/4/17
Task 12: Planning Commission Meeting: Week of 8/8/17
Task 13: City Council Meeting: Week of 8/16/17
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MICHAEL BAKER, INTERNATIONAL
THIS AGREEMENT is entered into and becomes effective on _______________ (Effective Date), by
and between the CITY OF MORGAN HILL, a municipal corporation, ("CITY"), and Michael Baker International
a Pennsylvania corporation, duly authorized to do business in California and will remain so during the term of
this Agreement ("CONSULTANT") hereinafter referred to collectively as “Parties.” In consideration of the
promises and the mutual covenants contained in this Agreement, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
City Authority. This Agreement is entered into pursuant to action of the Morgan Hill City Council
taken on _____________, ____, 20___.
2.
Term of Agreement. This Agreement shall cover services rendered from the Effective Date of this
Agreement until June, 30, 2018 at which time CONSULTANT’S services shall be completed. The City
Manager is authorized to extend the term of this Agreement for a maximum period of one year. Any such
extension shall be in writing and signed by both Parties to this Agreement.
3.
Scope of Service. The services to be performed by CONSULTANT shall be a peer review on the
feasibility of the proposed High Speed Rail Alighment along Highway 101 as further described in Exhibit A.
4.

Compensation. CONSULTANT shall be compensated as follows:
4.1.

Amount. $64,026.00. Total compensation to CONSULTANT under this Agreement during its
initial term set forth in Section 2 above shall not exceed SIXTY-FOUR THOUSAND TWENTYSIX AND NO/100 dollars and shall be billed based on the rate and basis set forth in Exhibit
B. If the City Manager extends the term of this Agreement for up to one year pursuant to the
provisions of Section 2 above, the City Manager shall have the authority to increase the
maximum compensation allowed to be paid to CONSULTANT during that extended term
period, so long as City Council has appropriated sufficient funds therefor, the Parties mutually
agree to such amount in a writing signed by both Parties to this Agreement and provided further
that in no event shall such maximum compensation allowed during the extended term period
exceed an additional five percent (5%) above the compensation allowed to be paid to
CONSULTANT during the initial term of this Agreement.

4.2.

Billing. CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with a monthly invoice containing the dated,
detailed, and itemized descriptions of all services performed and expenses incurred (if such
expenses are reimbursable pursuant to Exhibit B) by CONSULTANT. Any rate charged shall
be prorated where services are interrupted or not provided for any rate period (for example,
any monthly rate charge should be prorated when services were interrupted or provided for
only part of the month). For services billed on an hourly rate, the minimum unit of billed time
shall not exceed one quarter of one hour. CITY shall pay for services and expenses (if so
provided in Exhibit B) up to the limit of compensation set forth above, that in the CITY’s
judgment were necessary and reasonable. Services for work performed and expenses
incurred in excess of the total compensation set forth in paragraph 4.1 above shall be at no
cost to CITY.

5.
Termination. CITY or CONSULTANT shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, without cause,
by giving thirty (30) days' written notice or less under urgent circumstances. Upon such termination,
CONSULTANT shall submit to CITY an itemized statement of services performed for which compensation
has not been paid. CITY may require CONSULTANT to complete certain work product or documents and
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CONSULTANT shall deliver to CITY all documents in its possession without additional compensation to
CONSULTANT. The CITY Manager of CITY is authorized to terminate this AGREEMENT on behalf of CITY.
6.
Performance of Work. CONSULTANT represents that it is qualified by virtue of experience, training,
education, and expertise to accomplish these services. Services shall be performed by CONSULTANT in
accordance with professional practices in a manner consistent with a level of care, competence and skill
exercised by qualified members of the CONSULTANT’S profession. By delivery of completed work,
CONSULTANT certifies that the work conforms to the requirements of this Agreement and all applicable
federal, state and local laws. CONSULTANT shall perform all work and services under this Agreement in
conformance with the time schedule set forth on Exhibit C, "Schedule of Performance," attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference. CITY's City Manager is authorized on behalf of CITY to modify the
timeframes set forth on the Schedule of Performance within the term of this Agreement. If CONSULTANT
desires to leave or store any of CONSULTANT's equipment at a CITY site while CONSULTANT is performing
work or service pursuant to this Agreement, CONSULTANT will first obtain the consent of CITY's City
Manager, or his delegate, to do so, and any such storage shall occur only in the manner and location allowed
by such CITY official and entirely at CONSULTANT's sole risk.
7.
Insurance Requirements. CONSULTANT shall procure and provide proof of the insurance coverage
required by this section in the form of certificates and endorsements. The required insurance must cover the
activities of CONSULTANT, including its subcontractors, employees and agents, relating to or arising from
the performance of any work or service under this Agreement, and must remain in full force and effect at all
times during the period covered by this Agreement. The coverages may be arranged under a single policy for
the full limits required or by a combination of underlying policies with the balance provided by excess or
“umbrella” policies, provided each such policy complies with the requirements set forth herein. CONSULTANT
further understands that the CITY reserves the right to modify the insurance requirements set forth herein,
with thirty (30) days’ notice provided to CONSULTANT, at any time as deemed necessary to protect the
interests of the CITY.
7.1.

Insurance Types and Amounts.
7.1.1. Commercial General Liability (CGL). CONSULTANT shall maintain CGL against claims
and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage providing protection in the
minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for bodily injury or death to
any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at least one million dollars
($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.2. Automobile Liability. CONSULTANT shall maintain Automobile Liability covering all
owned, non-owned and hired automobiles (if CONSULTANT does not own
automobiles, then CONSULTANT shall maintain Hired/Non-owned Automobile
Liability) against claims and liabilities for personal injury, death, or property damage
providing protection in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
for bodily injury or death to any one person for any one accident or occurrence and at
least one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for property damage, or (ii) the maximum
amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's
combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever
is greater.
7.1.3. Workers’ Compensation Insurance and Employer’s Liability. CONSULTANT shall
maintain Workers Compensation coverage, as required by law, in the
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minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for any one accident or
occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
If CONSULTANT is self-insured,
CONSULTANT shall provide its Certificate of Permission to Self-Insure, duly authorized
by the Department of Industrial Relations.
7.1.4. Pollution (Environmental) Liability. If the performance of CONSULTANT’S work or
service under this Agreement involves hazardous materials, contaminated soil
disposal, and/or a risk of accidental release of fuel oil, chemicals or other toxic gases
or hazardous materials, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain Pollution Liability
covering the contractor's liability for bodily injury, property damage and environmental
damage resulting from pollution and related cleanup costs arising out of the work or
services to be performed under this Agreement. Coverage shall be provided for both
work performed on site, as well as during the transport of hazardous materials. Such
coverage shall be in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) for
any one accident or occurrence, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5. Professional Liability.
7.1.5.1.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement involves professional and/or technical services (examples include, but are
not limited to, architects, engineers, land surveyors, and appraisers), CONSULTANT
shall procure and maintain either a claims made or occurrence Errors and Omission
liability insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00)
each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT
under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or
“umbrella” policies), whichever is greater. Further, if CONSULTANT maintains a
claims-made policy, CONSULTANT shall provide written evidence of such insurance
to the CITY for at least five (5) years after the completion of work performed under this
Agreement.
7.1.5.2.
If the performance of CONSULTANT’s work or service under this
Agreement relates to Information Technology or related services (examples include,
but are not limited to computer programmers, software designers, hardware engineers,
or other systems consultants), CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain a claims
made Errors and Omission liability insurance, including Cyber Liability and Data
Breach, in the minimum amount of: (i) one million dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim,
or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance available to CONSULTANT under
CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies (including any excess or “umbrella”
policies), whichever is greater.
7.1.5.3.
If the performance of CONSULTANT's work or service under this
Agreement involves contact with minors, CONSULTANT shall procure and maintain
Sexual Abuse and Molestation insurance in the minimum amount of: (i) one million
dollars ($1,000,000.00) each claim, or (ii) the maximum amount of such insurance
available to CONSULTANT under CONSULTANT's combined insurance policies
(including any excess or “umbrella” policies), whichever is greater.
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7.2.

Endorsements. CONSULTANT shall provide proof of the following endorsements, listed for
each policy for which endorsements are required, as outlined below:
7.2.1. General Liability.
7.2.1.1.
The City of Morgan Hill, its elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies,
officers, agents, employees, and volunteers are named as additional insureds;
7.2.1.2.
the insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill
and the CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents,
employees, and volunteers; and,
7.2.1.3.

insurance shall be primary non-contributing.

7.2.2. Workers Compensation.
The insurer waives the right of subrogation against the City of Morgan Hill and the
CITY’s elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies, officers, agents, employees,
and volunteers.
7.3.

Qualification of Insurers. All insurance required pursuant to this Agreement must be issued
by a company licensed and admitted, or otherwise legally authorized to carry out insurance
business in the State of California, and each insurer must have a current A.M. Best's financial
strength rating of “A” or better and an financial size rating of “VII” or better.

7.4.

Certificates. CONSULTANT shall furnish CITY of Morgan Hill with copies of all policies or
certificates as outlined herein, whether new or modified, promptly upon receipt. No policy
subject to the CONSULTANT’s agreement with the CITY shall be canceled or materially
changed except after thirty (30) days' notice by the insurer to CITY. Certificates, including
renewal certificates, may be mailed electronically to riskmgmt@morganhill.ca.gov or delivered
to the Certificate Holder address provided herein
Certificate Holder address:
City of Morgan Hill
Attn: Risk Management
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

8.
Non-Liability of Officials and Employees of the CITY. No official or employee of CITY shall be
personally liable for any default or liability under this Agreement.
9.
Compliance with Law. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and subcontractors shall
comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, administrative regulations, and permitting requirements in
carrying out their obligations under this Agreement. CONSULTANT and its officers, employees, agents, and
subcontractors covenant there shall be no discrimination based upon race, color, creed, religion, gender,
marital status, age, sexual orientation, national origin, mental disability, physical disability, medical condition,
or ancestry, in any activity pursuant to this Agreement.
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10.
Independent Contractor. CONSULTANT is an independent contractor and not an agent or employee
of CITY.
11.
Confidentiality. All data, documents, or other information received by CONSULTANT from CITY or
prepared in connection with CONSULTANT’S services under this Agreement are deemed confidential and
shall not be disclosed to any third party by CONSULTANT without prior written consent by CITY.
12.
Conflict of Interest and Reporting. CONSULTANT shall at all times avoid conflict of interest or
appearance of conflict of interest in performance of this Agreement.
13.
Notices. All notices shall be personally delivered or mailed, via first class mail to the below listed
address. These addresses shall be used for delivery of service of process. Notices shall be effective five (5)
days after date of mailing, or upon date of personal delivery.
Address of CONSULTANT is as follows:
Michael Baker International
801 S. Grand Street, Suite 250
Los Angeles, CA. 90017
Address of CITY is as follows:
Assistant City Manager
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

with a copy to:
City Clerk
City of Morgan Hill
17575 Peak Avenue
Morgan Hill, CA 95037

14.
Licenses, Permits and Fees. CONSULTANT shall obtain a City of Morgan Hill Business License,
all permits and licenses to the extent required by ordinances, codes and regulations of the federal, state and
local government.
15.

Maintenance of Records.
15.1.

Maintenance. CONSULTANT shall prepare, maintain, and preserve all reports and records
that may be required by federal, state, and CITY rules and ordinances related to services
provided under this Agreement. CONSULTANT shall maintain records for a period of at least
3 years after receipt of final payment under this Agreement. If any litigation, claim, negotiation,
audit exception, or other action relating to this Agreement is pending at the end of the 3 year
period, then CONSULTANT shall retain said records until such action is resolved.

15.2.

Access to and Audit of Records. The CITY shall have the right to examine, monitor and audit
all records, documents, conditions, and activities of the CONSULTANT and its subcontractors
related to services under this Agreement. Pursuant to Government Code Section 8546.7, if
this Agreement involves the expenditure of public funds in excess of $10,000, the Parties to
this Agreement may be subject, at the request of the CITY or as part of any audit of the CITY,
to the examination and audit of the State Auditor pertaining to matters connected with the
performance of this Agreement for a period of three years after final payment under the
Agreement.
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15.3.

Ownership of Work Product. All documents or other information developed or received by
CONSULTANT for work performed under this Agreement shall be the property of CITY.
CONSULTANT shall provide CITY with copies of these items upon demand or upon
termination of this Agreement.

16.
Familiarity with Work. By executing this Agreement, CONSULTANT represents that: (1) it has
investigated the work to be performed; (2) it has investigated the site of the work and is aware of all conditions
there; and (3) it understands the difficulties and restrictions of the work under this Agreement. Should
CONSULTANT discover any conditions materially differing from those inherent in the work or as represented
by CITY, it shall immediately inform CITY and shall not proceed, except at CONSULTANT'S risk, until written
instructions are received from CITY.
17.

Time of Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Agreement.

18.
No Assignment. Neither this Agreement nor any portion shall be assigned by CONSULTANT, without
prior written consent of CITY. Any attempted assignment not first approved by CITY shall be void and, at
CITY's option, shall terminate this Agreement effective as of the date of such attempted assignment.
19.
Attorney Fees. In any legal action, dispute or arbitration arising out of or relating to this Agreement,
the prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of its reasonable attorney fees, costs and expenses incurred.
20.

Defense and Indemnification.
20.1.

Defense and Indemnification. CONSULTANT shall, to the fullest extent permitted by law,
indemnify, defend and hold harmless CITY, its elected or appointed officials, boards, agencies,
officers, agents, employees, and designated volunteers (“INDEMNITEES”) from and against
any and all claims, liabilities, expenses, liens, or damages of any nature, including liability for
bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, and including reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses, to the extent caused by the negligence of CONSULTANT, CONSULTANT’s agents,
officers, employees, subcontractors, or independent contractors hired by CONSULTANT, or
the failure to comply with any obligations contained in this Agreement by CONSULTANT,
and/or its agents, officers, employees, subcontractors, or independent contractors (“CLAIM”).

20.2.

Exceptions. CONSULTANT is not required to indemnify INDEMNITEES against liability for
bodily injury, property damage or personal injury, or any other loss, damage or expense arising
from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the CITY.

20.3.

Not limited by insurance. The indemnity, defense and hold harmless provisions of this
Agreement apply to all CLAIMs alleged against an INDEMNITEE, regardless of whether any
insurance policies are applicable. Policy limits do not act as a limitation upon the amount of
indemnification or defense to be provided by CONSULTANT.

20.4.

Right to Offset. CITY shall have the right to offset against any compensation due
CONSULTANT under this Agreement any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT as a result
of CONSULTANT's failure to pay CITY any amount due CITY from CONSULTANT arising from
CONSULTANT's failure either to (i) pay taxes on amounts received pursuant to this Agreement
or (ii) comply with applicable workers' compensation laws.

21.
Entire Agreement; Modification; Conflicting Provisions. This Agreement constitutes the entire
Agreement between the Parties and supersedes any previous agreements, oral or written. This Agreement
may be modified or provisions waived only by a subsequent mutual written agreement executed by CITY and
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CONSULTANT. If the provisions contained in the main body of this Agreement conflict with any provision
contained in an exhibit to this Agreement, the provisions of the main body of this Agreement shall govern and
control over any provision contained in an exhibit to this Agreement.
22.
Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of California. This Agreement was entered into and is to be performed in the County of Santa Clara.
Any action or dispute arising out of this Agreement shall only be brought in Santa Clara County.
23.
Interpretation. This Agreement is a negotiated document and shall be deemed to have been drafted
jointly by the Parties, and no rule of construction or interpretation shall apply against any particular Party
based on a contention that the Agreement was drafted by one of the Parties including, but not limited to,
California Civil Code § 1654, the provisions of which are hereby waived. This Agreement shall be construed
and interpreted in a neutral manner.
24.
Preservation of Agreement. If any term, provision, covenant, or condition of this Agreement is held
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement shall remain in
full force and effect and shall in no way be affected or invalidated.
25.
Binding Agreement. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 18 above, this Agreement shall bind
any and all successors in interest, legal representatives and/or other permitted assignees or transferees of
CONSULTANT in the same manner as if those successors in interest, legal representatives or other permitted
assignees or transferees had entered into this Agreement originally.

SIGNATURES ON NEXT PAGE
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26.
Authority to Execute. Those individuals who are signing this Agreement on behalf of entities
represent and warrant that they are, respectively, duly authorized to sign on behalf of the entities and to bind
the entities fully to each and all of the obligations set forth in this Agreement.
IN WITNESS THEREOF, these Parties have executed this Agreement on the day and year shown
below.
AS SET FORTH IN CA. CORP. CODE § 313, TWO SIGNATURES ARE REQUIRED FOR CALIFORNIA
CORPORATIONS:
(1) CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD, PRESIDENT, OR VICE PRESIDENT; AND
(2) SECRETARY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER OR ASSISTANT TREASURER.

ATTEST:

CITY OF MORGAN HILL

City Clerk/Deputy City Clerk

City Manager

Michelle Wilson
Print Name

Steve Rymer
Print Name

Date:

Date:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

MICHAEL BAKER INTERNATIONAL

City Attorney

By:

Donald A. Larkin
Print Name

Title:

Date:

Date:

Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Chairman, President or
Vice President

By:
Title:
Print Name and Title of Signer.
If Corporate: Secretary, Assistant
Secretary, Chief Financial Officer or
Assistant Treasurer
Date:

P:\Forms\Consultant Agreements\City Services Agreement For Design Professionals Revised 8-11-15.Docx
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EXHIBIT A
SCOPE OF SERVICES
The California High Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA) is developing the nation’s first true high speed
rail system. This system will allow travel between Los Angeles and San Francisco, in the first
phase, in two hours and 40 minutes. The portion of the project that impacts Morgan Hill is known as
the San Jose to Merced segment. The CHSRA has identified two alternatives for this segment of the
project. Those alignments include:
- Monterey/UPRR Embankment - HSR tracks on a minimum seven-foot tall dirt or retaining wall
embankment along the east side of the Union Pacific Railroad Corridor. This requires grade
separating Main Avenue, Dunne Avenue, and Tennant Avenue and includes, at a minimum, a 16-foot
tall sound wall, and
- Highway 101 Viaduct - HSR tracks in elevated structure along the west side of highway 101 in
Morgan Hill. A 60-foot tall structure near the highway that may require a noise barrier wall on top of
the structure.
The alignments have been proposed with a design speed of over 200 miles per hour. This speed is
necessary to meet the mandated travel time between Los Angeles and San Francisco.
CONSULTANT will do a peer review of the proposed a Highway 101 corridor alignment by CHSRA
and A) determine if an alignment contained within the Highway 101 corridor is feasible and B) the
proposed improvements to the Highway 101 corridor alignment minimize impact to private property.
Task 1: Project Management, Meetings
Included in this task are the project management activities of budget management, scheduling,
administrative assistance, and overall management of the project. CONSULTANT will manage the
project to ensure it stays on schedule and within budget. An important part of that management will
be following the schedule and informing the CITY of any issues.
Task 2: Review Existing Highway 101 Alternative
Task 2.1: Data Collection and Field Review
CONSULTANT will gather relevant information that will enable them to complete Tasks 3 and 4
regarding the Highway 101 Alternative, including visiting the site. In addition, CONSULTANT will
gather information from the CHSRA regarding existing conditions. CONSULTANT will generate GIS
information for the study.
Task 2.2: CONSULTANT will meet with the CHSRA and CITY to review assumptions and understand
the previous analysis done by the CHSRA.
Assumption: It is assumed that there will be four (4) meetings with the CHSRA.
Task 3: Analysis/Feasibility Study
Task 3.1: CONSULTANT will review CHSRA’s assumptions of the Highway 101 Alternatives and
determine feasibility of implications of a Highway 101 Right-of-Way alternative.
Task 3.2: CONSULTANT will review CHSRA’s proposed Highway 101 Alternative to identify
improvements to alignment with the goal to avoid or minimize private property impacts.
Task 3.3: CONSULTANT will develop Alignment Concept(s) for the high-speed alignment within the
Highway 101 corridor.
Deliverable: CONSULTANT will develop exhibits showing conceptual alignment configurations.
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Task 4: CONSULTANT will develop a Final Assessment Document
Task 4.1: Final Conceptual Drawings
CONSULTANT will revise the conceptual plans based on comments received from the CITY and the
CHSRA.
Deliverable: CONSULTANT will develop final conceptual plans
Task 4.2: Draft Corridor Assessment
CONSULTANT will prepare a Draft Corridor Assessment Technical Memorandum. The
memorandum will address the findings of the analysis of the CHSRA proposed Highway 101
alignment. In addition, it will address the findings from the alternatives developed by
CONSULTANT.
Task 4.2: Final Corridor Assessment
The Corridor Assessment Technical memorandum will be updated to reflect CITY comments on the
draft.
Deliverable: CONSULTANT will develop a Final Corridor Assessment
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EXHIBIT B
SCHEDULE OF COMPENSATION RATES

Tasks 1-4 shall not exceed $64,026.00, sixty four thousand twenty six and no/100 dollars.
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EXHIBIT C
SCHEDULE OF PERFORMANCE

Work shall be completed by June 30, 2018
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Item # 3

3.f

AGENDA DATE: 05/24/17

From: Joseph Patrick Thompson <translaw@pacbell.net>
Sent: Friday, May 19, 2017 7:47 PM
To: John Lang; Steve Tate; City Council Members City of Gilroy; Eric Howard; Gary Walton; Tammy
Brownlow; Brad Kava; mmoore@morganhilltimes.com; Kollin Kosmicki; Marty Richman; Ignacio
Velazquez; SBC Board of Supervisors; Sbccog; Senator Cannella; Casey Lucius; Shawna Freels; Mike
Wasserman; Mark Starritt; Jon Coupal; Edith Ramirez; eddie.mendoza@mail.house.gov; Benito Chapter;
Brad Kava; Robert T. Dillon; Rep. Tom McClintock; areli.rios@mail.house.gov; Gilroy Dispatch Editor
Subject: Re: High Speed Rail Item coming up on City Council Agenda

Dear Mr. Lang,
Thank you. My opposition to the Bullet Train remains unchanged since my first
letter to Senator Quentin Kopp, and as restated over the years, and as set forth
in my debate with Hon. Rod Diridon, in Oct. 2008, sponsored by Gilroy & Morgan
Hill Chambers of Commerce at the Gilroy Chambers' conference room. My testimony
before the Assembly Transportation Committee at the Capitol Building in Sacramento,
remains the same today, which you may view on You Tube.
Please add these materials to the official record of these proceedings so that future
generations will know that local government leaders were warned about this
Frankenstein
Trojan Horse.
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Re: Bullet Train or Trojan Horse?
Dear Editor,
When Amtrak was formed in 1970, Congressmen promised that it would be profitable in
three years. Well, after 33 years, taxpayers have paid $31 billion in subsidies, with no end in sight.
As Traffic World reported, that is a stack of $100 bills higher than the World Trade Center stood.
Supporters of the Bullet-in-the-Brain train will make profit building and operating it, just as VTA
does operating Black Hole Lite Rail. However, taxpayers will be the losers. The galley slaves will
need to quicken their strokes so that the recipients of their labors will enjoy their rides. Will Rod be
successful in converting us to a socialist society, living in concrete high-rise Dirodonominiums like
the USSR’s “affordable housing”? Until Rod was appointed to HSRA, they had projected a $900
million annual operating loss (truth probably doubles their estimate), but now they project a
profitable operation. “Profitable” in the same definition of VTA’s “profit.” I do not swallow this big
lie. Do you?
As with Caltrain, Lite Rail, and Amtrak, taxicabs and limousines would be cheaper for the
taxpayers. But have we learned anything from the history of the last Century? If we defeated the
USSR, then why are we adopting their philosophy?
I appeared before the High Speed Rail Commission (before it became an “authority”) five
times and told the commissioners that if they put enough Fedex, UPS, and Postal Service tonnage
on their train, then they would not need to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Instead of following a
capitalist model, they insist (with Bechtel Corporation’s–the builder–support) that California must
have a Soviet-style horizontal elevator. Well, if voters believe that B.S., then they deserve to wear
this albatross around their necks. But ask yourselves, do our children and grandchildren deserve the
consequences of our compulsive spending disorder? Are we building the future for them, or
welcoming a monster Trojan Horse? Caveat viator.
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Fax (408) 842-2206
Editor
The Dispatch
6400 Monterey Road
Gilroy, CA 95020

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 112, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net
January 28, 2004

Very truly yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Candidate: American Society of Transportation & Logistics
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Member: Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 112, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net
Fax (831) 637-4107
October 4, 2008
Editor editor@freelancenews.com
The Hollister Free Lance
Hollister, CA 95023
Re: Prop. 1A November Ballot: Bullet Train or Trojan Horse?
Dear Editor,
A new, independent study of the Bullet Train proposal concludes that the annual operating
deficit will be $4.17 billion, which will be another tax burden on the backs of taxpayers whose backs
are already broken. Bond debt service will be extra on top of that.
Passenger rail service does not reduce highway congestion. Freight rail service does.
Generating electricity for Bullet Train will cause more pollution than traffic reduction is produces.
We don’t have Japan’s density. We don’t want and can’t afford French socialism. It is folly
to attempt their countries’ “solutions” which won’t work here in USA.
Why can’t we learn from history? Do we really want to believe the liars’ false predictions,
again? Amtrak is a failed experiment, except to subsidy recipients who don’t pay for their rides (99%
of total costs), while motorists pay 100% of their own costs, and subsidize the Amtrak riders.
When Amtrak was formed in 1970, Congressmen promised that it would be profitable in
three years. Well, after 38 years, taxpayers have paid $40++ billion in subsidies, with no end in sight.
As Traffic World reported, that is a stack of $100 bills higher than the World Trade Center stood.
Supporters of the Bullet-in-the-Brain train will make profit building and operating it, just as VTA
does operating Black Hole Lite Rail. However, taxpayers will be the losers. The galley slaves will
need to quicken their strokes so that the recipients of their labors will enjoy their rides. Will Rod be
successful in converting us to a socialist society, living in concrete high-rise Dirodonominiums like
the USSR’s “affordable housing”? Until Rod was appointed to HSRA, they had projected a $900
million annual operating loss (truth probably doubles their estimate), but now they project a
profitable operation. “Profitable” in the same definition of VTA’s “profit.” I do not swallow this big
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HERE’S WHAT I SAID TO YOU BEFORE THE ELECTION. BUT YOU ONLY PUBLISH
GARBAGE BS-BALONEY FROM THE UNCONSTITUTIONAL JOINT POWER
AUTHORITIES, RE-HASHING THEIR PRESS RELEASES. WHY? YOU READERS DESERVE
TO KNOW THE TRUTH IN TRANSPORTATION. WHY WON’T YOU PUBLISH IT? JPT
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As their financial reports show with Caltrain, Lite Rail, and Amtrak, taxicabs and limousines
would be cheaper for the taxpayers than paying rail passenger service. But have we learned anything
from the history of the last Century? If we defeated the USSR, then why are we adopting their
philosophy?
I appeared before the High Speed Rail Commission (before it became an “authority”) five
times and told the commissioners that if they put enough Fedex, UPS, and Postal Service tonnage
on their train, then they would not need to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Instead of following a
capitalist model, they insist (with Bechtel Corporation’s–the builder–support) that California must
have a Soviet-style horizontal elevator. Well, if voters believe that B.S., then they deserve to wear
this albatross around their necks. But ask yourselves, do our children and grandchildren deserve the
consequences of our compulsive spending disorder? Are we building the future for them, or
welcoming a monster Trojan Horse?
Vote “NO” on Soviet-style Bullet Train–we cannot afford it.

Caveat viator.
Very truly yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Member: SBCCOG Citizens Rail Advisory Committee
Candidate: American Society of Transportation & Logistics
Member: Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
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lie. Do you? It would be cheaper for taxpayers if we bought an airline. We could buy all outstanding
stock of both American Airlines and Continental Airlines for less than the Prop. 1A bond principal.
We could buy Southwest Airlines stock for less. If we did then we’d have lower budget deficits;
transport less harmful to the environment and less burdensome for crushed to smithereens California
taxpayers.
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 112, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net
Fax (408) 842-2206
July 9, 2008
Editor editor@gilroydispatch.com
The Dispatch
6400 Monterey Road
Gilroy, CA 95020
Re: Prop. 1 November Ballot: Bullet Train or Trojan Horse?
Dear Editor,
When Amtrak was formed in 1970, Congressmen promised that it would be profitable in
three years. Well, after 38 years, taxpayers have paid $40++ billion in subsidies, with no end in sight.
As Traffic World reported, that is a stack of $100 bills higher than the World Trade Center stood.
Supporters of the Bullet-in-the-Brain train will make profit building and operating it, just as VTA
does operating Black Hole Lite Rail. However, taxpayers will be the losers. The galley slaves will
need to quicken their strokes so that the recipients of their labors will enjoy their rides. Will Rod be
successful in converting us to a socialist society, living in concrete high-rise Dirodonominiums like
the USSR’s “affordable housing”? Until Rod was appointed to HSRA, they had projected a $900
million annual operating loss (truth probably doubles their estimate), but now they project a
profitable operation. “Profitable” in the same definition of VTA’s “profit.” I do not swallow this big
lie. Do you? It would be cheaper for taxpayers if we bought an airline; less harmful to the
environment; less burdensome for crushed taxpayers.
As with Caltrain, Lite Rail, and Amtrak, taxicabs and limousines would be cheaper for the
taxpayers. But have we learned anything from the history of the last Century? If we defeated the
USSR, then why are we adopting their philosophy?
I appeared before the High Speed Rail Commission (before it became an “authority”) five
times and told the commissioners that if they put enough Fedex, UPS, and Postal Service tonnage
on their train, then they would not need to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Instead of following a
capitalist model, they insist (with Bechtel Corporation’s–the builder–support) that California must
have a Soviet-style horizontal elevator. Well, if voters believe that B.S., then they deserve to wear
this albatross around their necks. But ask yourselves, do our children and grandchildren deserve the
consequences of our compulsive spending disorder? Are we building the future for them, or
welcoming a monster Trojan Horse? Caveat viator.
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Very truly yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Candidate: American Society of Transportation & Logistics
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Member: Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
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EDITOR:
THE CITY MANAGER’S RESPONSE AT THE LAST GOVERNMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE
MEETING AT THE GILROY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE TO MY QUESTION ABOUT
SPENDING ANOTHER $400,000 OF TAXPAYERS MONEY TO STUDY THE “DOWNTOWN
ROUTE” FOR THE BULLET TRAIN BEING A WASTE OF THE TAXPAYERS’ MONEY WAS
MADE IN ERROR. HE SAID THAT UPRR HAD NEVER PROTESTED AGAINST BULLET
TRAIN USING ITS PROPERTY. JUST THE CONTRARY, UPRR HAS FROM THE OUTSET
OF THE BOONDOGGLE PLANNING BY THE RADICAL SOCIALISTS ADAMANTLY
ASSERTED ITS PROPERTY RIGHTS TO PROHIBIT TRESPASSERS. AND SINCE UPRR’S
EMINENT DOMAIN AUTHORITY TRUMPS THE BULLET TRAIN’S EMINENT DOMAIN
AUTHORITY, PLANNING TO TRESPASS ON UPRR’S PROPERTY IS A CONSPIRACY TO
COMMIT A CRIME. IT’S ALSO LUNATIC EVIDENCE THAT THE WASTRELS WHO ARE
PISSING-AWAY OUR MONEY ON MARXIST-LENINIST-STALINIST SCHEMES ARE
RUINING OUR STATE. WHERE IS THE OUTRAGE FROM GRC AND CHAMBER
LEADERSHIP ABOUT THIS GANG-RAPE OF THE TAXPAYERS? FOR US TO SPEND
$400,000 TO PAY BULLET TRAIN FOR THE FURTHER STUDY OF THE “DOWNTOWN
ALIGNMENT” MEANS THAT WE MUST PAY 9.9 TIMES $400,000 = $3,960,000 TO
SACRAMENTO TO GET THE $400,000 BACK TO PAY BULLET TRAIN. THE SMOKESCREEN RAISED BY COMMUNISTS AT VTA-COG TO CONCEAL THIS GANG-RAPE OF
TAXPAYERS IS TOLERATED AND ACCEPTED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADERS,
WHO OUGHT TO BE RECALLED FROM OFFICE FOR ALLOWING THIS ABUSE TO
CONTINUE. PLEASE LET YOUR READERS KNOW THE TRUTH IN TRANSPORT.
JPT

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 112, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net
Fax (831) 637-4107
October 4, 2008
Editor editor@freelancenews.com
The Hollister Free Lance
Hollister, CA 95023
Re: Prop. 1A November Ballot: Bullet Train or Trojan Horse?
Dear Editor,
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A new, independent study of the Bullet Train proposal concludes that the annual operating
deficit will be $4.17 billion, which will be another tax burden on the backs of taxpayers whose backs
are already broken. Bond debt service will be extra on top of that.
Passenger rail service does not reduce highway congestion. Freight rail service does.
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Generating electricity for Bullet Train will cause more pollution than traffic reduction is produces.

Why can’t we learn from history? Do we really want to believe the liars’ false predictions,
again? Amtrak is a failed experiment, except to subsidy recipients who don’t pay for their rides (99%
of total costs), while motorists pay 100% of their own costs, and subsidize the Amtrak riders.
When Amtrak was formed in 1970, Congressmen promised that it would be profitable in
three years. Well, after 38 years, taxpayers have paid $40++ billion in subsidies, with no end in sight.
As Traffic World reported, that is a stack of $100 bills higher than the World Trade Center stood.
Supporters of the Bullet-in-the-Brain train will make profit building and operating it, just as VTA
does operating Black Hole Lite Rail. However, taxpayers will be the losers. The galley slaves will
need to quicken their strokes so that the recipients of their labors will enjoy their rides. Will Rod be
successful in converting us to a socialist society, living in concrete high-rise Dirodonominiums like
the USSR’s “affordable housing”? Until Rod was appointed to HSRA, they had projected a $900
million annual operating loss (truth probably doubles their estimate), but now they project a
profitable operation. “Profitable” in the same definition of VTA’s “profit.” I do not swallow this big
lie. Do you? It would be cheaper for taxpayers if we bought an airline. We could buy all outstanding
stock of both American Airlines and Continental Airlines for less than the Prop. 1A bond principal.
We could buy Southwest Airlines stock for less. If we did then we’d have lower budget deficits;
transport less harmful to the environment and less burdensome for crushed to smithereens California
taxpayers.
As their financial reports show with Caltrain, Lite Rail, and Amtrak, taxicabs and limousines
would be cheaper for the taxpayers than paying rail passenger service. But have we learned anything
from the history of the last Century? If we defeated the USSR, then why are we adopting their
philosophy?
I appeared before the High Speed Rail Commission (before it became an “authority”) five
times and told the commissioners that if they put enough Fedex, UPS, and Postal Service tonnage
on their train, then they would not need to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Instead of following a
capitalist model, they insist (with Bechtel Corporation’s–the builder–support) that California must
have a Soviet-style horizontal elevator. Well, if voters believe that B.S., then they deserve to wear
this albatross around their necks. But ask yourselves, do our children and grandchildren deserve the
consequences of our compulsive spending disorder? Are we building the future for them, or
welcoming a monster Trojan Horse?
Vote “NO” on Soviet-style Bullet Train–we cannot afford it.
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We don’t have Japan’s density. We don’t want and can’t afford French socialism. It is folly
to attempt their countries’ “solutions” which won’t work here in USA.

Caveat viator.
Very truly yours,
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
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Member: SBCCOG Citizens Rail Advisory Committee
Candidate: American Society of Transportation & Logistics
Member: Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
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Editor: this was published in Orange County Register Wednesday, June 14, 2006. Please publish
again for Gilroy & Morgan Hill raped taxpayers, about to be re-screwed by utopian insanity by
Bullet Train. The author is one of the Nation’s top transport policy men.
Joe Thompson
(408) 848-5506

1.

Taking taxpayers for a ride California focus

Proposed state high-speed rail system would cost too much
to do too little
There has been considerable discussion about the proposed California High Speed Rail project.
California taxpayers are being subjected to grandiose claims about reduced traffic congestion and
cost-effective alternatives to flying and driving.
The HSR system, which would connect Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Sacramento and
areas in between, would require as a down payment a $10 billion bond issue that voters may
consider as soon as November. The California High Speed Rail Authority says the system could
cost much more – $37 billion. Reality is more like $75 billion.
Luckily, the Assembly last month passed a bill that would delay the bond election until 2008.
That bill is now in the Senate Appropriations Committee, where there is no clear indication
whether it will come to a vote anytime soon. However, there is evidence the Assembly's caution
is justified, and the Senate should follow its lead.
First, the HSR system is likely to cost much more than advertised. Cost projections for large
transportation projects are notoriously inaccurate. Boston's two-decade "Big Dig" racked up three
times its projected cost, even after accounting for inflation. Across the country, transit
megaprojects have escalated in cost after approval; these are not isolated cases.
What's more, it appears these overruns are not accidental. Research by Bengt Flyvbjerg of the
University of Aarlborg (Denmark) published in the Journal of the American Planning
Association demonstrates these projects routinely surpass estimated costs due to "strategic
misrepresentation." Planners and proponents underestimate costs in hopes of obtaining project
approvals that would otherwise be impossible.
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As a Los Angeles County transportation commissioner, I witnessed costs escalate for the Blue
Line light rail from Los Angeles to Long Beach eventually exceeding three times original
projections (inflation-adjusted). At no point did anyone seriously question the increases, because
the taxpayers had already committed to the project. There was simply no incentive to keep costs
down. Why should we expect the HSR project to be any different?
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Ridership is important because the California high-speed rail system is advertised as not needing
its operations subsidized by taxpayers. But this claim is likely based on an overestimation of the
ridership and an underestimation of the operating costs. Amtrak's high-speed Acela service
between Washington, D.C., and New York City carries little more than one-tenth the passengers
that proponents promise for the California system, despite serving a larger market. So it is likely
taxpayers will need to keep their checkbooks open indefinitely to subsidize HSR operation.
All this would be irrelevant if we needed such a system. The California HSR has been touted as a
strategy for reducing highway congestion. In fact, projections indicate that traffic congestion
along the rail corridors will still increase 26 percent by 2020, even with the high-speed trains.
Without them the increase by 2020 would be 31 percent.
Claims of reduced air traffic congestion are similarly flawed. Most air travel between the San
Francisco Bay Area and Southern California already avoids the busy San Francisco International
and Los Angeles International airports, and their share of travel is declining. Planners delude
themselves into believing HSR will take away half of air traffic volume. But last year Amtrak
said its New York-to-Washington high-speed service lost ridership to stronger airline
competition. Planners assume airlines will stand idly by as their customers jump on the train. In
fact, airlines will compete, and compete hard.
Much has been made of HSR's purported cost-effectiveness, with claims that highway
improvements would cost more than twice as much as the rail project. But the highway
alternative would produce four times the congestion relief, making it twice as cost-effective, even
without the inevitable cost escalations for high-speed rail.
Thus, for California, the question is not whether high-speed rail would be nice – it would be. The
fundamental question is whether it is worth the tens of billions it could cost. At this point, there
is every reason to believe this project would be, quite simply, a waste of money.
************
EDITOR: Please publish this letter that I sent to you on 3/2/03:
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 112, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net

Fax (408) 842-2206
Editor
The Dispatch
6400 Monterey Road
Gilroy, CA 95020
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Flyvbjerg and others also have found that ridership estimates tend to be overstated. The Los
Angeles Red Line subway even today carries less than one-half the ridership that was projected
when we approved it.
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Re: Downtown Gilroy and Soviet-Style Transportation Policy

Could it be that our government intends to oust UP from its right-of-way through
downtown Gilroy, supplanting it with Soviet-style Bullet Train and Son-of-Amtrak Caltrain?
With VTA’s Ministry of Truth touting Gilroy as its newest land-use planning (i.e., Sovietized)
poster child, will we see an end to the history of private-sector railroads here? How many jobs
will that kill-off? How much commerce will we lose if the VTA-led socialist-communist scheme
is crammed down on us? The malignant tumor of socialism-communism is being stimulated by
Politico-Transit Alliance advocates in our local government, our County government, and our
State government, so will small business owners be able to stop this socialistic train wreck?
We’ve seen the canneries go bankrupt and close their gates. The Black Hole Frankenstein “transit
hub,” where empty buses stop so public-sector union drivers can rest from the tedium of
transporting empty seats around town, is growing–who knows where the socialist policy will
stop? If we don’t stop runaway government now, how will our children or grandchildren ever
stop it? Where is an elected leader with the guts to fight back for us? I believe that it is time for
us to retake our government away from the socialist small business killers. Caveat viator!

Very truly yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Member, Executive Committee, Debtor-Creditor-Bankruptcy Section Santa Clara County Bar
Assn.
Member, Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
Member, Association for Transportation Law, Logistics & Policy
Member, SBC Citizens Rail Advisory Committee
Candidate, American Society of Transportation & Logistics
Winner, AST&L’s Best Research Paper Award 1997
Past-President, Gilroy-Morgan Hill Bar Assn.
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON

Fax (408) 842-2206
August 24, 2007
Editor
Email: editor@garlic.com, editor@gilroydispatch.com
The Dispatch
6400 Monterey Road
Gilroy, CA 95020
Re: Bullet Train: Tourists’ Panacea, Taxpayers’ Hell
Dear Editor,
The proposal to build the Bullet Train in California is proof that socialists have taken-over
our government. Based on past cost overruns, the price tag on this extreme boondoggle is about $75$80 billion in today’s dollars. Paid back interest on these bonds will also burden our children and
grandchildren and great-grandchildren will billions more. Annual operating losses will exceed those
of all Lite Rails combined. Fares won’t cover 1% of operating expenses, estimated at $1 billion/year.
Bond debt will bury us.
Technology exists to build it, but how do we pay the construction costs, and operating costs?
It’s technologically incompatible with existing railroads, so it will need BART-like right-of-way.
Eminent domain power, included in the legislation creating it, ensures that it will plow through
Gilroy and Morgan Hill and any other place, regardless of opposition. But it cannot cross the
UPRR’s tracks because the Class I railroads’ eminent domain trumps Bullet Train’s eminent domain
power, according to UP’s top commerce counsel on the West Coast. Tourists will ride it, but enjoy
a 99% taxpayer subsidy for rides that will cost more than those on the Concorde Supersonic Jets.
Local small business owners will pick-up the tab, maybe getting 10% back from tourist dollars if
we’re lucky.
In 1970 Congressmen stood up in Congress and proclaimed that Amtrak would be “selfsufficient in three years.” Yeh. By 9/11/01 taxpayers had thrown about $30 billion in subsidies down
that black hole, but did we have adequate airport security?
In 1863 General Granville Dodge, who was later UPRR’s top civil engineer, and who
discovered the Sherman Pass over the Continental Divide, was summoned to the White House. He
later said that he told the President that the government should own and operate the transcontinental
railroad. Lincoln, who as a young member of the Illinois Legislature had seen government owned
railroads in Eastern and Midwestern States go bust and shutdown operations in the 1830's and
1840's, said no. He said that private enterprise must do it, although the government would assist with
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When will we ever learn?
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development incentives (my words, not his). They did it. And what did taxpayers receive in the deal?
They got about $460 million (measured in 1940 dollars) more than the value of the land granted to
the railroad corporations because of Section 22 in the original Interstate Commerce Act (lower
freight rates for government shipments).

When the railroads were nationalized in 1917 during the Administration of Woodrow
Wilson, government genius so botched-up shipping that rail traffic came to a standstill. That
experiment failed, just as Lincoln predicted it would. In the Transportation Act of 1920 the railroads
were de-nationalized, and came to be the envy of the world’s nations today; the backbone of our
nation’s commerce.
Instead of making taxpayers pay for Bullet Train, like we pay for County Transit, Caltrain,
Amtrak, Lite Rail, etc., etc., while motorists are paying 100% of their own transport costs, seeing
our politicians rewarding transit wastefulness, why not use the unlimited power of capitalism? Have
you been on I-5 lately to see the uninterrupted 24-7 tonnage flowing North-South in California? I
appeared before the Bullet Train commission five times over the last decade and told them that if
they put enough UPS, Fedex and Postal Service tonnage on their trains, then they would not need
to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Did they listen?
Like Amtrak’s promoters, their pie-in-the-sky predictions show that they did not listen, nor
did they learn from history, either United States or world history in the last century and one-half. So,
hold on for the ride, and warn your children and grandchildren, our leaders will strap taxpayers to
the rocket to Hell. We’ll be paying unimaginable sums to attempt what Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin and
the USSR failed to achieve, despite all their promises to their citizens that socialism could bring
utopia. If they fund it with gas taxes, be prepared to see $10/gallon for gas at the pumps. They’ll tax
motorists out of their cars, leaving them to ride our Trojan Horses, and bike or walk the rest of the
way.
Caveat Viator!
Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, ESQ.
Member, Executive Committee, Debtor-Creditor-Bankruptcy Section, SCCBA
Member, Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
Member, Association for Transportation Law, Logistics & Policy
Candidate, American Society of Transportation & Logistics
Winner, AST&L’s Best Research Paper Award 1997
Past-President, Gilroy-Morgan Hill Bar Assn.
Post-Doctoral Student, Transportation Law & Policy
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A hundred years ago the Progressive Movement, led by William Jennings Bryan, sought
nationalization of the railroads and other industries, but their passion was rejected by voters.

When will we ever learn?
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Suite 114, Gilroy, CA 95020
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246
E-Mail: TransLaw@PacPell.Net
Fax (408) 842-2206
February 18, 2010
Editor and Editorial Board
Email: editor@garlic.com, editor@gilroydispatch.com
The Dispatch
6400 Monterey Road
Gilroy, CA 95020
Re: MyBulletTrain: Profitable for who?
Dear Editor,
Bullet Train blietzkrieg, multi-million dollar campaign, using taxpayers’ money to sell them
on the boondoggle claims that it will be profitable. Yeh, but for whom? The planners, consultants,
ad men, bond salesmen, foreign equipment manufacturers. The bankruptcy of all State-owned
railroads in the USA in 1830's ought to tell us something about the right way to build a railroad. The
American experience with nationalization of the railroads in 1918, the collapse of the USSR, and
the world-wide privatization revolution of the 1990's should teach us a valuable lesson in railroad
building. The insolvency of Amtrak, Caltrain. The bankruptcy last month of the Las Vegas Monorail,
etc.–lessons abound from our history, but will we learn from them?
Sustainable rail transport hinges on the bottom line on the balance sheet; do revenues exceed
costs? If we use VTA government-style accounting methods, we won’t see a sustainable Bullet
Train. We have to use the same accounting used by the world’s most successful railroads, UP,
BNSF, CSX, etc., America’s Class One Railroads. If you lose money moving passengers, then you
have to make-up your losses by moving freight. Intermodal tonnage on Bullet Trains, moved on
separate trains during non-peak commute hours is how I’ve told the California High Speed Rail
Commission, now High Speed Rail Authority, to do it. If the taxpayers purchase the infrastructure
for the Bullet Train’s owners, it will be like financing the Interstate Highway System, and the State
Highways, for the trucking industry.
Transport me as a tourist, and I’ll need a 99% fare subsidy. But transport me as a deceased
traveller, and my estate, or relatives, have to pay 100% of the cost of moving the dead freight. So,
to create a sustainable Bullet Train, you have to think like railroaders, not horizontal elevators in
communist nations.
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Why do our leaders want to grow bigger government, when common sense people, e.g.,
Editorial Board of Gilroy Dispatch, say we should be doing just the opposite? Do we have
leaders who give a damn about the harm their decisions inflict? Why do we tolerate such
hypocrites?
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Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, ESQ.
Member, Executive Committee, Debtor-Creditor-Bankruptcy Section, SCCBA
Member, Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
Member, Association for Transportation Law, Logistics & Policy
Candidate, American Society of Transportation & Logistics
Winner, AST&L’s Best Research Paper Award 1997
President, Gilroy-Morgan Hill Bar Assn.
Post-Doctoral Student, Transportation Law & Policy
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Why do our leaders want to grow bigger government, when common sense people, e.g.,
Editorial Board of Gilroy Dispatch, say we should be doing just the opposite? Do we have
leaders who give a damn about the harm their decisions inflict? Why do we tolerate such
hypocrites?
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Gilroy, CA 95020
105 East Alisal St., Salinas, CA 93901
981 Fremont Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050
Post Office Box 154, Gilroy, CA 95021-0154

February 16, 1996
The Honorable Quentin Kopp
CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE
2057 Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: California Transportation Policy
Dear Senator Kopp,
While the need for high speed passenger trains in California, and the entire Nation, is
obvious to any student of transportation, it appears to me that the HSR Commission is
completely ignoring the only viable alternative to providing them.
Instead of using the existing railroads, staying with private enterprise, which past
generations bequeathed to us, the Commission seems to be hypnotized by socialism. At a time
when privatization around the world is correcting the mistakes of publicly-owned
transportation, e.g., Australia, Canada, New Zealand, England, Western Europe, etc., the
Commission seems to be falling under the fatal attraction of a ruinous fiscal belief that cost
does not matter.
Do we have the ability to learn from our history? Will we ignore it and be condemned
to follow the course of the Soviet Union? IISTPS Executive Director Ron Diridon, addressing
the students at SJS, said that transportation decisions hinge on three things, "Finance, finance,
finance." Rather, I believe it hinges on policy, because the latter predetermines the former.
The legislative findings in SCR 6 are undoubtedly true, but the solution currently being
proposed by the Commission is a nightmare, which, if brought into existence, will certainly
plunge us down the path followed by the Soviet Union.
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Why not consider changing policy to attain the same goal? Why seek to ruin
California's economy in a search for "finance," when by adherence to the nation's
transportation policy, and its rail transportation policy, we could have bullet trains without
spending tax dollars? If this country had adhered to these national policies since the end of
WWII, would we have seen thousands of miles of
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track abandoned? Would we have invested untold billions in the creation of the interstate
highway system? Would we be addicted to automobiles today? Are we in denial about our
addiction, which blinds us to our violation of our own national transportation policies?
If the law said: (1) freeze truck lengths, (2) prohibit triples, (3) return weight limits to
something that would not break concrete freeways, (4) reverse the intercity freight trend since
WWII, then how much less money would we need for such things as: (1) highway maintenance,
(2) fuel, (3) injury, death, property damage expenses? If policy were made by wiser men than
we seem to have had in charge since the end of WWII, would we have (1) cleaner air, (2) less
highway congestion, (3) lower health care costs?
If the government is in control, why not set transportation policy and tell each mode
what it was going to do based on decisions favorable to the people? If we can move freight
profitably, but not passengers, then why not mix the two in one revenue stream to attain
satisfactory corporate profit levels? Divorcing rail passenger from rail freight in 1970 was a
big policy mistake, and some in Congress seem to have recognized that now by enacting
legislation requiring Amtrak to break-even in seven years. Of course, without the freight
revenues it can never do so in the face of highway and airline competition, and the vast federal
subsidies given to those modes.
The solution lies in equal treatment by government of the different modes, and in
freight revenue subsidizing the unprofitable passenger fares, just as earlier generations, who
faced these same decisions, learned. While it might come as a shock to the Commission's staff
and members, we have railroads. The trouble is that we ignore them and have favored their
competitors with billions of dollars of subsidies. Our policy makers apparently prefer our
citizens to use four times as much fuel to move our freight, and to sit on congested freeways,
rather than establish transportation policy which capitalizes on the inherent advantages of the
railroads. Amazingly, the stated policy is already in the statutes, but in practice we do not
follow it! Why?
The Commission's current study suffers from myopic concentration on a fantasy, rather
than realistic appreciation for the wisdom of earlier generations. Why are the Commissioners
not investigating the obvious solution of using our railroads to accomplish this goal? French
and Japanese transit systems, like
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those in this Country, operate at a huge loss, requiring taxpayer subsidies of ever more scarce
tax dollars.
Instead of trying to imagine millions and billions of dollars, this needs to be put in terms
that are understandable, and revealed to the voters for what it is. For example, when Amtrak
was formed in 1970 it was cheaper to send a passenger from LA to NY by taxi, and pay the
cabby a $100 tip, than to send him by Amtrak. When METRO was built in Washington, D.C.,
it was cheaper for each rider to be furnished with a Mercedez than to ride public transit. For
BART, the riders could have two BMW's and the taxpayers were better off.
Of course, these solutions are just as stupid as the ones our decision makers and
planners gave us. The arrogance of today is to forget the wisdom of the past. Who gained by
selling those cars, building those interstate highways?
Harvey Levine's seminal work, National Transportation Policy: A Study of Studies,
ought to be required reading for both the Commissioners and the staff, not to mention our
decision makers.
When we needed a transcontinental railroad, did we opt for government-owned
railroads? Whenever WWI's demands caused nationalization of the railroads, did we keep
them that way? Does government owned business work in the long run? Do we want to go the
same way as the Soviet Union?
No!
When I testified 2/2/96 before the Commission in Fresno, I showed them the Harvard
doctoral dissertation by John D. Donahue, The Privatization Decision (1989), and reminded
them of the Wall Street Journal special edition on privatization that was published in October.
I said that if they were a board of directors of a corporation then they would have been
terminated. They did not effectively cross-examine the experts brought before them by their
own staff. They did not realize that the "profits" displayed by the French Officials were for
a trunk line route, and that the truth is that system-wide the French experience is no better
than that of the best American public transit system. They are considering borrowing billions
to create a line that will require $800 million annually just to service the debt (bonds) it
creates! There can be no doubt that Big Brother's slogan pales in comparison with this
proposal: "WAR IS PEACE, FREEDOM IS SLAVERY, IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH."
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As I said to Mr. Mineta, we are, I believe, about half nationalized and half freeenterprise in transportation. Can this situation last? It is not unlike an earlier period in our
history:
"If we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could better
judge what to do, and how to do it. We are now far into the fifth year since a policy was
initiated with the avowed object and confident promise of putting an end to slavery
agitation. Under the operation of that policy, that agitation has not only not ceased, but
has constantly augmented. In my opinion, it will not cease until a crisis shall have been reached
and passed.
A house divided against itself cannot stand."
At this point, too, we are at a crucial stage of evolution in the nation's history: We are
a house divided.
The Lincoln administration decided that our railroads would be privately owned, with
construction financed by government-backed securities. Today we appear to have rejected the
policy of free-enterprise ownership because we continually create "authorities" and
"agencies" to own and operate our rail passenger mode. The same is true with bus
transportation. Now I hear that Amtrak will be moving freight. We have abandoned not only
thousands of miles of rail, but as a nation we have also abandoned the policy of private
ownership of transportation. Our elected officials boast about what they have done, but not
one of them will tell you how much it costs per passenger (or per passenger-mile) to transport
people by bus or rail. Deregulation during the past 15 years has rendered the private
transportation sector a virtual graveyard. So where are we, and where are we going? How can
we have nationalized industry and reduce the budget deficit?
To paraphrase Mr. Lincoln, if we could first know where we are, and "whither we are
tending," we could better judge what to do, and how to do it. Our national transportation
policy was initiated with the "avowed object" and confident promise of creating a sound
national transportation system. Under the operation of that policy,
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one national goal is to make the county competitive on the global arena. In my opinion, it will
not happen until a crisis shall have been reached and passed.
Today we are at a point where we are half slave to public ownership of transportation,
and half free-enterprise. The trend, however, runs counter to private ownership. Reversing
the trend becomes increasingly difficult as we commit vast resources of our society to
nationalized modes.
Again to paraphrase, I believe that the nation's transporta-tion system "cannot endure
permanently half slave and half free." I do not expect the nation will be dissolved; I do not
expect the house to fall; but I do expect it will cease to be divided. It will become all one thing,
or all the other. Either the opponents of nationalization will arrest the further spread of it, and
place it where the public mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of ultimate
extinction, or its advocates will push it forward till it shall become alike in all modes of
transportation.
We will then have arrived at the stage of development, and an experience similar to that
of the demise of the Soviet Union must ultimately follow because government-owned industry
does not work in the long-run. Great Britain and other western European countries, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand are all privatizing previously nationalized industries because they
have realized the truth in this. Nevertheless, our elected representatives push for more
government-owned transportation modes each passing year.
Today we could send six passengers by limousine from Gilroy to San Jose cheaper than
it costs us to send them on Caltrain. Yet if private industry moved those passengers and a fair
share of the available freight tonnage, the burden on the taxpayers would lessen, road
congestion, health care costs, and air pollution would decline. Local government would enjoy
another source of tax revenue.
Since WWII, creation of the interstate highway system has diverted a greater
percentage of intercity freight traffic away from the rails each passing year. Separating freight
from passengers on the railroads was a decision rejecting earlier generations' investments, and
plunging us along a course toward Soviet-style industry, and we know how well that system
worked. I
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keep asking our elected officials: If government ownership of industry failed in the Soviet
Union, then why are we trying it? promoting it? How can America compete in "global
markets" if it is saddled with deadweight nationalized transportation modes?
The Emperor has no clothes! We cannot afford to borrow billions to build a rail
passenger line that loses millions each year. This is especially true when we have an existing
alternative that will not cost the taxpayers any money at all. All it takes is someone strong
enough to enforce the nation's transportation policies that are already on the books. We need
not reinvent government to accomplish this goal, but rather, merely keep this a government
of, by, and for the people.
Thank you for giving me an opportunity to make this comment. My formal response
to the Commission will follow as soon as I complete it.

Respectfully yours,

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON

Encl.
cc: Hon. Henry Mello
cc: Hon. Dean R. Dunphy
cc: Hon. Peter Frusetta
cc: Commissioners
cc: Executive Director Daniel S. Leavitt
cc: Rod Diridon, IISTPS
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON

E-mail: TransLaw@PacBell.Net
Website: http:\\home.pacbell.net\TransLaw
January 15, 2003
FAX (916) 653-2134
Honorable R. Kirk Lindsey, Chairman
California Transportation Commission
1120 N Street, P.O. Box 942873 (MS-52)
Sacramento, CA 94273-0001
Re: Transportation Funding Crisis Workshop Jan. 17, 2003
Dear Mr. Lindsey,
Thank you for sending notice of the CTC’s funding issues workshop and for inviting public
comment regarding the State’s fiscal “crisis.” It was a pleasure meeting you at the CTC’s meeting
in San Jose at the Fairmont Hotel last month. Congratulations on becoming Chairman of the CTC.
One cannot help but sense the irony in a trucking company CEO being CTC’s chairman when our
chickens are coming home to roost. At Mr. Lawrence’s invitation I addressed the CTC in December
2001 at the PUC in San Francisco on the subject of intermodal transportation infrastructure
improvements for the State, and although I cannot attend the workshop on the 17th of this month, I
would like to offer my recommendations.
1. Author. I have 39 years experience in transportation industry (trucking and railroad). I am
a post-doctoral student of transportation law and policy. I am a member of the Transportation
Lawyers Association, and serve on TLA’s legislation, intermodal, arbitration and freight claims
committees. I am also a member of the Association for Transportation Law, Logistics & Policy, and
a candidate for the American Society of Transportation & Logistics.
2. Background. For additional background, please refer to my paper that I presented to the
CTC and handed to Mr. Remen at the CTC’s meeting at the PUC in San Francisco, December, 2001.
3. Official Record. Will you please direct your staff to include these remarks as part of
CTC’s official records.
4. Summary. In response to your call for public comment on the current “funding crisis”,
I once again give my conclusions reached six years ago during debate on ISTEA reauthorization. See,
“ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy,” 25 Transportation Law Journal,
pp. 87-et seq. (1997), and “ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy:
Recommendations to CTC Re:
Transportation Funding “Crisis”
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5. Recommendations. The CTC should first frame the fundamental issue facing it, which
was identified by Transportation Secretary Mineta while he was serving as Chairman of the Surface
Transportation Committee in the House of Representatives: “The crucial question in transportation
today is: What should government do and what should it leave to others?”
Governor Davis’ call for “structural reform” should focus CTC on Secretary Mineta’s
“crucial question.” The answer that CTC gives to Governor Davis and Secretary Mineta will shape
the solution for our transportation “funding crisis,” and the future of transportation in California.
These issues are also pending in the 108th Congress as it takes up the subject of
reauthorization legislation for Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21). Please refer
to my recommendations to USDOT dated 8-23-02 on this issue (see copy enclosed).
Rather than a band-aid approach to the “funding crisis,” I recommend that CTC strive to
achieve “structural reform” in the basic approach that we take to the for-hire carriage of passengers.
I believe that CTC should have no “sacred cows” immune from this search and rescue mission. Like
waking-up with a hangover, California must swear-off its former excesses.
The Emperor Transit First is stark naked. Unremunerative fares yield insolvent carriers, of
both passengers and freight. Deficits piled on top of deficits bring predictable results. Farebox
recovery rates that fail to cover fully allocated costs produce a result which does not surprise
transportation students or history students. Such public-sector transit systems are not “going broke”
in California (or elsewhere), they were conceived insolvent, born bankrupt, and kept operating only
with massive blood transfusions from the taxpayers. No member of CTC should be surprised at the
present “funding crisis” because we have intentionally navigated the State to this destination, one
in which California’s deficit exceeds that of all other States’ combined deficits. We asked for it; we
demanded it, even if it meant damning future generations into decades of debt. Bankrupt operations,
bankrupt carriers, bankrupt policies, are the result of our myopia. Increasing insolvent transit
systems’ operations undermine our financial capability to build and repair transportation
infrastructure. Their growing demands have reached a predictable breaking point. We must look into
the mirror and recognize the problem staring back at us.
There has been occurring a world-wide “privatization revolution” as described by the Wall
Street Journal, special edition 10-2-95, yet we have steered a contrary course of nationalization,
statism, and public-ownership. Only a hypocrite would feign surprise at arriving at our present
destination of fiscal “crisis.”

Recommendations to CTC Re:
Transportation Funding “Crisis”
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Overlooked Externalities and Forgotten Felt Necessities,” Transportation Lawyer (Dec. 1997). A
copy of the former is enclosed for your ready review, although I previously submitted it to you in
December 2001.
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CTC and California must ask itself this question if it wants to be cured: “Why did Canada,
Mexico, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and many other nations denationalize their publiclyowned transportation industries during the past 25 years?”

Why should we adopt the Marx-Engels-Lenin-Trotsky-Stalin theory of government when our
Founders placed its foundations on Adam Smith’s theory? Did the USSR win the Cold War, or did
we win it? If we defeated the USSR, then why should we adopt their failed economic philosophy?
Answering Governor Davis’ “structural reform” challenge, answering Secretary Mineta’s
“crucial question,”learning the lessons of the history of the past century, CTC and California must
recognize the error of our policies, unless we have no intention of solving the “funding crisis.” Phony
efforts of “reform” will just be wheel-spinning in mud–wasted motion. Genuine “reform” means
going back to American free-enterprise in transportation, personal responsibility, not transit welfare.
Our galley slaves, i.e., taxpayers, are beyond the breaking point. Our policies have burdened the
taxpayers under unsustainable loads. Like overloaded trucks, our axles are breaking. Bankruptcies
are at historic highs, both business and individual. Small business failure rates are at 80% on average
during the first five years. Traffic World’s report that more than 10,000 trucking companies (with
20 or more trucks) either filed for bankruptcy protection or closed during the last two years illustrates
what plight business owners are bearing from our ill-conceived government policies. Did you ever
think you’d live to see PG&E, United Airlines, and Consolidated Freightways in bankruptcy? We
are killing the goose to steal her eggs, but what will our children eat?
The fallacy in our current transport policy can be shown by comparing fares paid to move a
200 pound box with fares paid to move a 200 pound man. The shipper of the former pays 100% of
his carrier’s fare; but a passenger on public-sector transit (bus or rail) pays only for the first two
pounds, and the taxpayers are expected to pay for 198 pounds (applying generally accepted
accounting principles, not the Enron-style accounting method our Legislature authorized for transit
agencies’ financial reporting).
“Structural reform” of this unsound policy must be approached in the same manner as Great
Britain accepted under the administration of Margaret Thatcher–privatization of nationalized
industry. Keeping the status quo will only mire us further in misery. Flatboats, bullet trains,
rickshaws, lunar escalators, i.e., any mode of transport, must charge user fees (fares) that are
remunerative, unless we want to see it fail in the long run. Refer to my letter to HSRA’s former
Chairman enclosed.

Recommendations to CTC Re:
Transportation Funding “Crisis”
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We must ask ourselves, if we truly want to bring permanent relief to this and future
generations of Californians: “If all of the USSR’s Five Year Plans were such raving successes, then
why did the USSR collapse in revolution?”
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William Jennings Bryan and the Populists were wrong, just as Marx & Engels were, as
government nationalization of the railroads proved during World War I.
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Neither CTC nor California should be surprised by the “crisis” resulting from this fallacy (or
lunacy) in our transport policy. Do we have the will power to reform our policy, or will we take the
same route as did the USSR? I pray that God will give you and your fellow Commissioners the
wisdom and courage to make a course correction for California now, before it is too late.
Caveat Viator!

Respectfully yours,

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, ESQ.

Encl. [Article; Letters]

Recommendations to CTC Re:
Transportation Funding “Crisis”
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Item # 3

AGENDA DATE: 05/24/17
(

,

)

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON

SUPPLEMENTAL # 2

Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Gilroy, CA 95020
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246

E-mail: TransLaw@PacBell.Net

Fax: 9 16-322-0827
Mr. Mehdi Morshed, Exec. Dir.
High Speed Rail Authority
925 L Street, Suite 1425
P. 0. BOX 942874, MS-74
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Public Comment HSRA's E,nvironmental Impact Report SF-San Jose-Gilroy-Merced
Dear Mr. Morshed,
Thank you for allowing members of the public to comment on HSRA's EIR for the San
Francisco-San Jose-Gilroy-Merced Segment.

Identity of Author. I am a graduate of San Jose State University, and have done postdoctoral study of transportation law and pqlicy at the Mineta Institute at SJSU. I write only for
myself, and not on behalf of a client or organization, but merely to express my personal reply to the
EIR for the segment that includes Gilroy, where I have practiced law for more than 30 years.
Background. I here refer to and incorporate by reference: (1) my letter to you dated 3/10/04;
(2) letter dated 2/23/09, amended 3/13/09, from Mr. J.S. Jerry Wilmoth, UPRR; (3) Map CA-13,
CA-l 7a&b, and CA-18, Railroad Atlas ofNorth America, California and Nevada, pp. 18, 22-23;
and Wendell Cox & Adrian T. Moore, The California High Speed Rail Proposal: A Due Diligence
Report, Reason Foundation, Sept. 2008; Legislative Analyst's Office, The High-Speed Rail
Authority, March 17, 2009 (see copies enclosed).
Summary. The crucial question facing us with HSR's proposal was concisely stated by the
Honorable Norman Y. Mineta: "The crucial question in transportation today is: What should
government do, and what should it leave to others." 1 The sound, sustainable answer to Secretary
Mineta's "crucial question" lies in the private sector; not in the public sector. With free enterprise
as a foundation, high speed rail's owners and investors can combine profitable freight revenue with
losing passenger fares, rather than asking the maxed-out taxpayers of California for more tax
subsidies for yet another public-sector passenger mode of travel.

)

l

l.
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Joseph P. Thompson, "ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy,"
25 Transportation Law Journal, pp. 87-etseq. (1997).
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From:

To :

Date:

Joseph Patrick Thompson (translaw@pacbell .net)
-------··-·--· ---- - ---· ------- -·- - -- - -· - - - ·
--·------john.lang@morganhill .ca.gov; steve.tate@morganhill.ca.gov; allcouncilmembers@ci.gilroy.ca.us;
ehoward1965@gmail. com; gary@custom-1.com; president@gilroyedc.org; shawna.freels@ci.gilroy.ca.us;
editor@gilroydispatch.com; editor@freelancenews.com; mmoore@morganhilltimes.com;
sbcsuper@supervisor.co.san-benito.ca.us; ignaciovelazquez@hotmail.com; info@sanbenitocog.org;
senator.cannella@senate.ca.gov;

--

-

Sunday, May 21, 2017 5:47 PM

PUBLIC COMMENT: MR. LANG----ADD THIS TO THE OFFICIAL RECORD TO THIS AGENDA ITEM SO THAT FUTURE
GENERATIONS WILL KNOW THAT LOCAL ELECTED LEADERS WERE WARNED---REPEATEDLY;
To: All Council Members,
I am sending my official reply to CAHSRA dated 3/23/2009, including expert witnesses' opinions
of how bad this public policy of government transport is for us, our children, our grandchildren,
and future generations.
I urge you to rise up to oppose Supermassive Black Hole Bullet Train, and join with me and others
in Californians Agai nst Car and Gas Tax Hikes---bad for local small business. local very small business,
local taxpayers, local seniors, and especially bad for motorists , truckers, motorcyclists, and farmers
· who use gas and diesel fuel.
Any doubters: Just consider Hon. Rod Diridon's false statement during our debate on Prop. 1A in
Oct. 2008 at the joint Gilroy-Morgan Hill Chambers' pre-election debate at Gilroy Chamber's Conference Room.
In response to my statement that UPRR's eminent domain trumps CAHSRA's eminent domain, Rod said,
"Don't worry. We'll make Gilroy the South Bay Hub by running on BNSF tracks." We knew then they they
were having us on ------ the closest BNSF tracks to Gilroy are in Stockton .
Everything they have said has been the same lies, lies and more lies.
Please stop screwing taxpayers to fund insolvent, bankrupt-from-conception governm ent transit boondogg les.
Joseph P. Thompson, Esq.
Past-President (2x), Gilroy-Morgan Hill Bar Assn.
Past-Chair, Legislation Committee, Transportation Lawyers Assn.
(408) 848-5506
e-Mail: Trans Law@PacBell.Net

On Friday, May 19, 2017 12:48 PM , J oseph Patrick Thompson <translaw@pacbell.net> wrote:

i/nf:/S!tM~
S, c. (] .

J~\J
Dear Marty and Dr. Jones,
I agree. SBC's local elected leaders violate th e civil and constitutional rights of the SBC
Citizens with impunity because when they appoint themselves to be "directors" of CO~,
then they are immune from the vote rs' recall remedies.
Since we ca nnot terminate or nullify unconstitutional COG, then we ought to recall the
local elected officials who govern without voter consent on COG, where they refuse, year
after yea r, and after three lawsuits I filed against them on behalf of SBC's taxpayers , to
stop the waste, fraud and abuses at COG.
The recall effort against the California State Senator who voted fo r SB-1 ought to be
repeated in our District, whe re our State Senator help screw the taxpayers and motorists
so that their boondoggle government transit fiascoes can conti nue. See today's assault
on Washington, D.C., by the transit lobbyists, who want taxpayers and motorists and
truckers an·d motorcyclists to pay more, and more and more taxes/fees so that their
bankrupt-from-conception transit boondoggles ca n continue. Until we change our
bad public policy, this gang-rape of th e taxpayers and motorists will continue. For
background, see my many letters to local Editors for the past 25 yea rs, Gilroy,
about: blank
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Morgan-Hill and Hollister, or you can listen to my testimony before the Assembly
Transportation Committee on proposed legislation to defund the Bullet Train which
is on You Tube. l went to their podium right after HJTA's attorney did.
Joe Thompson

(408) 848-5506

Joe,
As entities, all government have insatiable appetites to control everything; money is
power and power is money. Transportation has a special incentive to do so because
they actually could face potential competition from the private sector and that could
cost the1n their jobs and the majority of people will do anything to keep their jobs,
especially public sector jobs. So they build false requirements where the private
sector has little interest - you know that Amtrak passenger from Albuquerque to
Los Angeles who is riding on a $1,200 (or whatever) subsidy per trip.
That passenger, who must be "served", becomes the justification for running the
Northeast corridor, the only section of the Amtrak system to make a profit.
Argument- "If we were not allowed to run the Northeast corridor that government
would have to pay $10,000, not $1,200, to move John Doe from Albuquerque to Los
Angeles"; left unsaid is "and I would have to go to work somewhere else. "
There is no benefit to them for GOG or any other transportation agency to put
themselves out of business, no one pays a janitor what BART pays a janitor "A San Francisco Bay,Area Rapid Transit (BART) janitor made $162,050 in
overtime pay last year. Liang Zhao Zhang grossed $235,000 in 2015, 1nore than four
times his base salary of $57,945."

I

~

Ya gotta love it,
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On Thursday, May 18, 2017 8:05 AM, Marty Richman <mgr42@charter.net> wrote:

I

Marty

From: Joseph Patrick Thompson [mailto:translaw@pacbell.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2017 7:12 AM
To: Marty Richman <mgr42@charter.net>
Subject: Re: [transport-policy] Fw: TAX RAISING SENATOR DESERVES THE BOOT
aboutblank
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Dear Marty,
Thanks. I don't get the new method. I read your continuing
exchange on the Free Lance new website, and I wanted to chip
in a tuppence. But I cannot figure it out, and Kallin is not helping me.
His Office in Gilroy referred me to their IT guy, who said that he fixed it
up for me a couple of weeks ago. But, I'm still locked out.
Reminds me of the treatment that I got from COG's Directors for ten
years that I attended their meetings, all of them, except for those weeks,
once a year, when I attended the Transportation Law Institute in Arlington,
Va., and Denver, Co.
COG detests opposing viewpoints. Won't even put private sector solutions
on their agenda. They do what VTA does, TAMC, SCCRTC, etc.
Joe Thompson
(408) 607-7351

On Wednesday, May 17, 201 7 9: 35 PM, Marty Richman <mgr42@clrnrl'er.net> wrote:

Joe,
I have not made a comment on the Free Lance in a long time, so I'm sure which one
you are referring to. Their new website has a new log in, I ASSUME you have to
go to a story, go to the conunent area at the end and register an account and
password to get on. I have not used it yet, but I'll bet that's the way.
The site is: SanBenito.com, here is a link.
https://sanbenito.co1n/
Marty
From: Joseph Patrick Thompson [mailto:trans!aw@pacbell.net]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 201 7 8:31 PM
To: Marty Richman <mgr42@charter.net>; Kollin Kosmicki <editor@freelancenews.com>
Subject: Fw: [transport-policy] Fw: TAX RAISING SENATOR DESERVES THE BOOT
Dear Marty and Koll in,
I read your exchanges about the tax increased discussed by the BOS,
and when I tried to add something, once again, I go t nowhere. I don't
know how to add something to the conversation. What am I doing
wrong?
Joe Thompson
(408) 607-735 1 cell phone

about:bfank
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O,n Thursday, May 11 , 2017 3 :34 PM, "Joseph Patrick Thompson translaw@pacbelI.net [transport-policy]" <transportpolicy@yaboogroups.com> wrote:

D ear Friends,
As info. I can think of another candidate for this recall effort.
Which reminds me of the injustice ofunelected governance by joint power authorities, e.g.,
transit agencies, Cal train, Bullet Train.
You may recall John D. Donahue's Disunited States {1997 Basic Books), where he discussed
the ju1isdictional proliferation and fragmentation, "new kinds ofjurisdictions ... the creation of
autonomous transit authorities, as an alternative to transportation di visions of(elected) government."
p. 54.
He also wro te The Privatization Decision: Public Ends, Private Means (1989), a copy of which
I sent to our former Congressman from Monterey County, when President Clinton appointed him to
run OMB, Leon Panetta.
If you cannot find them, let me know and I'll lend you my copies.
Joe Thompson
(408) 607-7351 cell phone
e-Mail: TransLaw@PacBell.Net
Home

Home

On Thursday, May 11, 20 17 I 0:07 AM, Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association < distribution@hjta.org> wrote:

HJTA supports recall of State Senator. View this email in vo11r browser

3.g
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Latest News for HJTA Members
You are receiving this email because you subscribed on the HJTA website, or you provided your address in
response to direct mail. Please see the bottom of this message to unsubscribe.

HJTA Forins CoITIInittee To Back
N ewinan Recall
The Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association announced today (11) that the organization is backing the effort to recall
tax-raising Senator Josh Newman.
"HJTA has several thousand members in the district represented by Newman and they are angry," said HJTA
President Jon Coupal. "They feel betrayed by their senator who voted for a $5.2 billion annual car and gas tax
about:blank
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iQcrease/'

"F or years, the state has been diverting gas tax revenue away from roads, only now, with this massive 43% tax
increase, are they promising to fix them. We have heard this before, but the only thing Californians can count on is
higher taxes."

To aid voters in the 29th Senate District (that includes parts of Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Orange Counties)
remove their tax-happy senator, HJTA has formed Califo rnians Against Car and Gas Tax Hikes, a Committee to
Recall Josh Newman, Sponsored and Funded by No New Taxes, a Project of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Association.

Facebook

Sign Our Petition
Copyright ({;> 2017 Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association. All rights reserved.
62 l S. Westmoreland Avenue, Suite 20 2, Los Angeles, CA 90005
unsubscribc from th is list

update subscr ip tion prdt'rcnccs

_._,_._
Posted by: Joseph Patrick Thompson <translaw@pacbell.net>
R ep ly via welJ p os t • Replv to sender •

Replv to group • Sl"arl a New Topic • l'vh:SS<1ges in this topic ( I )
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"By voting against the interest of his constituents, Newman shows he is either na"ive, gullible or worse. He has no
business representing hard working Californians who are struggling to make ends meet due to our state's already
oppressive tax burden."

Have you tried the highest rated email app?
With 4.5 stars in iTunes, the Yahoo Mail app is the highest rated email app on the market. What are you wait ing
for? Now you can access all your inboxes (Gmail, Outlook, AOL an d more) in one place. Never delete an email
about:blank
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again with 1OOOGB of free cloud storage.
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THE TRANSPORT POLICY DISCUSSION GROUP
Sponsored by The Public Purpose
http://www.publicpumose.com
Visit Your Group

I

I

• Pnvacv • Onsubscnbc •Terms of Use
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON
Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Gilroy, CA 95020
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246

March 23, 2009
Fax: 916-322-0827
Mr. Mehdi Morshed, Exec. Dir.
High Speed Rail Authority
925 L Street, Suite 1425
P. 0. BOX 942874, MS-74
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Public Comment HSRA' s Environmental Impact Report SF-San Jose-Gilroy-Merced
Dear Mr. Morshed,
Thank you for allowing members of the public to comment on HSRA's EIR for the San
Francisco-San Jose-Gilroy-Merced Segment.

Identity of Author. I am a graduate of San Jose State University, and have done postdoctoral study of transportation law and pqlicy at the Mineta Institute at SJSU. I write only for
myself, and not on behalf of a client or organization, but merely to express my personal reply to the
EIR for the segment that includes Gilroy, where I have practiced law for more than 30 years.

)

Background. I here refer to and incorporate by reference: (1) my letter to you dated 3/10/04;
(2) letter dated 2/23/09, amended 3/13/09, from Mr. J.S. Jerry Wilmoth, UPRR; (3 ) Map CA-13 ,
CA-17a&b, and CA-18 , RailroadAtlas ofNorth A merica, California and Nevada, pp. 18, 22-23;
and Wendell Cox & Adrian T. Moore, The California High Speed Rail Proposal: A Due Diligence
Report, Reason Foundation, Sept. 2008; Legislative Analyst' s Office, Tlie High-Speed Rail
Authority, March 17, 2009 (see copies enclosed).
Summary. The crucial question facing us with HSR' s proposal was concisely stated by the
Honorable Norman Y. Mineta: "The crucial question in transportation today is: What should
government do, and what should it leave to others." 1 The sound, sustainable answer to Secretary
Mineta's "crucial question" lies in the private sector; not in the public sector. With free enterprise
as a foundation, high speed rail' s owners and investors can combine profitable freight revenue with
losing passenger fares, rather than asking the maxed-out taxpayers of California for more tax
subsidies for yet another public-sector passenger mode of travel.

)
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Joseph P. Thompson, "ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy,"
25 Transportation Law Journal, pp. 87-etseq. (1 997).
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Comment: Funding Source for Operations. The current proposal does not satisfy the
requirements of sound railroading, while it adheres to the tax-dependent method of finance akin to
Amtrak, Cal train and urban mass transit, with only a very small fraction of the overall expenses paid
for by the patrons. The underlying assumption that taxpayers can continue to pony-up the subsidies
for more government-owned transport is wrong. History shows the proposal to be fatally flawed. All
of the State-owned railroads in the Nation failed in 183 7-1840. Lincoln knew personally about those
failures, so when General Granville Dodge recommended to the President in 1864 that the
government own the transcontinental railroad, Lincoln said "no." His theory, which ultimately
worked, was that private enterprise own the railroads, but that the government would aid in their
construction. When the Nation's railroads were nationalized during World War I, it only took 18
months before the government's mismanagement had brought all our railroads to a screeching halt.
So, Congress reversed its previous decision and de-nationalized our railroads. In 1970 during debates
in Congress on formation of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak), some members
promised that Amtrak "would be profitable in three years ." Amtrak has failed to break even, and
requires ever-increasing tax subsidies to continue its operations. Our Nation paid dearly for Amtrak's
subsidies because on 9111/01 we did have Amtrak, but we did not have adequate airport security.
The north-south tonnage flows in California, on Hwy. I-5, US 101, and Hwy. 99, represent
a source of funding that could, in a private-sector model, duplicate and exceed taxpayers' subsidies
in the public-sector model as proposed in the EIR. The French government has announced that it will
have Fedex freight transported by that nation's HSR starting next year, so those with experience in
operating HSR in Europe have apparently resorted to freight revenue as a source of funding. We
could reduce air pollution, traffic congestion, and road and bridge support deterioration and
maintenance expenses if we diverted some of that tonnage onto HSR. I have said this to the HSRA
since before its creation when it was a Commission.
I believe that reliance on tax subsidies ought to be deemed unfeasible, given the tax/fee
burdens already imposed on Californians by all levels of government, not to mention the even larger
burdens which our generation is imposing on future generations.
Rather, the manner in which railroads were originally created, and funded, freight revenue
combined with losing passenger fares, ought to be the funding formula upon which the HSR is
created and maintained.
As the LAO's Report states (page 5), the HSR service should "not require an operating
subsidy." A feasibic "funding source ... for future years .. ."(page 6, LAO's Report) exists now and
will exist into the future: freight revenue. As with freight moving in the bellies of airliners, HSR can
transport freight, thereby decreasing air pollution because the fuel savings per ton/mile is about 75%
compared with rubber tires hauling freight on concrete or asphalt. The profit made moving freight
can offset the losses sustained transporting passengers. Overnight shipments between Northern and
Southern California can be transported without interfering with daytime, commute hours.
Comment: UP's Property Rights.
In addition to those aspects identified by Cox and Moore ("Reason Report"), the UP's Coast
Main Line, which is part of its incomparable interstate railroad, and considered by many to be the
best railroad in the whole world, ifnot in America, is entirely its to own, for its shareholders' benefit.
The Nation's nati9nal security and interstate commerce justify the position paramount to lesser
entities, the States, and local government, which the courts have repeatedly upheld on federal
preemption grounds. A look at the Maps ofUP' s tracks in the SF Peninsula, San Jose, and South Bay
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Area show that the current HSRA proposal is impossible without UP's consent. Since UP has not
given its consent (Mr. Wilmoth' s Letter enclosed), the proposed route is not a legally possible route,
even if the HSRA could find the tax subsidy money to operate it as currently proposed.
Conclusion. I believe that Secretary Mineta was right. However, HSRA's answer is wrong
for California, and impossibly burdensome for its taxpayers in this and future generations. By
following our predecessors' example, and having learned from their mistakes, we can have sound,
sustainable HSR in California.

Caveat Viator!

__
\

}
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JOSEPH P. THOMPSON

)

Attorney at Law
8339 Church Street, Gilroy, CA 95020
Telephone (408) 848-5506; Fax (408) 848-4246

E-mail: TransLaw@PacBell .Net

Fax: 916-322-0827
Mr. Mehdi Morshed, Exec. Dir.
High Speed Rail Authority
925 L Street, Suite 1425
P. 0. BOX 942874, MS-74
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Public Comment HSRA's Environmental Impact Report
Dear Mr. Morshed,
Thank you for allowing members of the public to comment on HSRA's EIR, which I read
at Gilroy's Public Library. It was good seeing you again outside the Capitol in Sacramento

--,'

Identity of Author. I am a member of SBC Safe Kids Coalition and Citizens for Reliable
And Safe Highways (CRASH), and COG's Rail Advisory Committee, the Legislation, Arbitration,
Intermodal and Freight Claims Committees of the Transportation Lawyers Association, the
Association for Transportation Law, Logistics & Policy, Conference of Freight Counsel, and a
candidate for the American Society of Transportation and Logistics, and other professional
organizations in our community, our State and our Nation. I have 41 year experience in the
transportation industry here in the South Bay Area and Central California Region. I have had the
good fortune to do post-doctoral study of transportation law and policy at the Mineta Institute at
SJSU, TRB at Georgetown University, and the Library of Congress. My comments are merely my
own, however, and not submitted on behalf of RAC, TLA, ATLLP, AST&L, CFC, or any
organization to which I belong, but are only my own ideas as a post-doctoral student of
transportation law and policy.
Background. I appeared before HSRC five times and made public comments (SF, LA,
Fresno, Bakersfield and San Jose). Please refer to my previous letters to your predecessor Mr.
Leavitt, and to Honorable Quentin Kopp, Honorable Edward Jordan, and Honorable Michael
Tennenbaum (see copies enclosed).

)

Summary. Despite the shortcomings of private sector transportation, the history of the last
centmy proves that nationalized industries, e.g., transport, spell certain defeat and doom for nations
that adopt public-sector, nationalized transportation. While carriage ofpassengers by rail is desirable,
creating a public-sector Frankenstein is a cure worse than the illness. Maybe socialized countries like
France, Germany, Sweden, etc., have enough history and residents invested in governmental
solutions, but American ideals of freedom, independence, democracy and capitalism should not be
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sacrificed to the F~lse God of Socialism. From rickshaws to bullet trains to lunar escalators, private
sector solutions, like our existing railroads, i.e., UP, CSX, BN-ATSF, etc., are what our government
should be creating and encouraging. Mistakes like Amtrak, BART, Lite Rail, etc., only burden the
taxpayers with ill-considered socialist philosophy. Marx, Engels, Lenin, Trotsky and Stalin were
wrong in their day, and their ideas are wrong for America.
As I said to HSRC, if you put enough UPS, Fedex, and Postal Service tonnage on HSRA's
trains, then you would not need to ask the taxpayers for a dime. Your idea for a Soviet-style
horizontal elevator, funded by taxes, is something that Californians don't need and cannot afford.
Like Wells Fargo, HSRA's idea could work if you combined freight revenues with passenger fares.
All the externalities that Senator Costa mentioned are insufficient justification to place this albatross
on future generations.
r

- -}

Comment. I here restate my opposition to you as I presented at five ofHSRC's meetings,
and direct your attention to my paper, which I wrote while doing post-doctoral study at the Mineta
Institute at SJSU, "ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy," 25
Transportation Law Journal, pp. 87-et seq. (1997), which was published in shortened version as
"ISTEA Reauthorization and the National Transportation Policy: Overlooked Externalities and
Forgotten Felt Necessities," Transportation Lawyer (Dec. 1997). The fundamental unsoundness of
your HSRA plan for California's bullet train is best understood in comparison with the critical
thinking of JFK School of Government and Harvard University Professors Jose A. G6mez-lbafiez
and John R. Meyer, Going Private: The International Experience with Transport Privatization
(Wash, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1993), and also John D. Donahue,
The Privatization
Decision: Public Ends, Private Means (New York: Basic Books, 1989). Itis time for us to j oin the
world-wide "privatization revolution," not build more government. Ifwe defeated the USSR, then
why should we adopt their failed economic philosophy.

Caveat Viator!
Respectfully yours,
JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, ESQ.
Encl.
cc: Editor Gilroy Dispatch
cc: HSRA Members via Mehdi Morshed
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O=cn'll M !.>tlllf,er Nctwurk ll'llr11~t1·ut.1:ure

California High-Speed Rall Authority
Attn: San Francisco to Sau Jose HST 'J>rojcct ElRIEIS
925 L Street. Suite 1425
Sactamento, CA 95814

lle:

Union Paci& Railroad Scoping Comments "or Joint Ent/EIS

Dear High-Speed Rail Authority: .

Union Pacific TW1road Company !>-Utnnits the follawin~ comment.~ in respiiiose to the High-Speed :Rail
Authority's (Authority) Notice of Ptepatation pursuant to CEQA dated January 8, 2009, concerning the Project
Environmental. Impact ll~rtJEmitonmcntal Impact Statement for tf>e San Fr.mcisco to San Jose segment of
the high-speed train system (.HS'.R). These comments also respond to tlte Notice of lnt<.'1l1 purt.'lk~t to NEPA
published by the Federal Railroed Admi.Djstration in the Fedt.-ral Rt:gister on December 29, 20~. Un.ion Pacific
undemands that the Attt..bority and t.tie FRA will jointly prcpan the EIR/.EJS for this project.
Union Pacific Railroad Company (UJtio:n Pacific) is a Delaware corpoiatlon 11131 cm·ns and operates a
·1h~ State of California.
Spa."ifically, Union Pac.ific owns and operates rail mail\ lines connect.mg the &w Fraoci;r.o Bay Area to
Sacramento a11d points cam attd north, asd to L«< Angeles and points east and southeast llnio11 Pacific is the
largest rail
in California il'l lemlS of both mileage and train operations. Union Pacific's rail netw(ltk :in
the Bay Arca is "ital to tht economic health of California and~ n..'rtion as a \~·hok Unfon Pad.fie·~ rail service
to cu~1orners in tbe Ba-y Area is crocial to the future success and growt11 of those r..-u..ot~rs.

common c.arrier railroad ru:twod< .in the westem ba.lf. of 'the United States, including

carrier

-

\

;

Union Pacific previously $Ubmitteci comroems 011 tbe Bay Arca lo Ce:ntr,tl Valley HST Program.
Et:IVEIS by letter dMed Juiy 7, 2008. from }l,fr. Scott Moore to .Ml'_ Quentm L. Kopp ilf the Authority's, Brord
(copy attached). Utti<m Pacific reaffirms these comments and mtiy inoorpC11llti:-s them ''ithin this letter. By
letter dated May 13, 2008, to Mr. Mehdi Morshcd, 1be .A.othortty·s Executive Direc.1or (copy attached), L1ic
wrw:Jers)gned stated that it was not in Union Pacific's b<...'SI imerests tQ permit a'O)' proposed high-$i)Ced rail
alignment on our rightB of way. Thi!> remains Union ·Pacific's pooitio:o on this matter.
Union Pacific i;rubmits the fol!owing comments with rcfcmio; to th.c scoping of the j0ln1 ErR/ElS 1or
the San Francisco to San Jooe segment of the light rail system.

1)

Union Pacific furml.>tly owned and operat~-:d the C;nltra.in (PCJPB) right of \YA}'
between &w Francisco 8l1d San JOSI~ thal is pxoposcd for the HSR sy~em UniotJ
_P:f¢ifjc sold the right of way to PCJPB :n 199 l and rebincd a pen nanent and
cxcJ\isiye. easement for the ope.ration of freight trains sud for the •:lcli\lcry of cooi'Ul10n
can-ier raU sen.ice over the e~ line Union Pacific al:ro retained 3H rights and
obligations relating to intercity passenger service pnwided b)· .Amtrak or any other
operator, a1 Unio1l Pacific's sole electioo. operating ever tlds line v~,1lJT<."lrt.~· n.o
Amtrak or intetcity passenger service trains opct-atb over this 1·.i~ht ref way exctll!
between San Jose mid Santa Clara). Urtioo Pacific'!, ~i:mment ea."'-1!.mt.mt fo.r frt'ig)1t
a(\d Amtrak seh'ict O\'CT this line is a valuable property and operational ~ghl tl'm
umst fll't tie impaired by construction and operation of ilie HSR Thi: Autfro:ritJ• mu.si
protect !.uch rights Md mitigate all adverse impacts to Uruon Paci:Bc's ~tjsfact.i<m.
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2)

ln adilitioo to n~tenlion of the easement rights o1J!lined awvc:, Unioo Pad:fk entered i.nto
a:o i0pera1ing contrac,1 with the PCJP.B at che tirne of sale setting forth Union Paci-tic's
rights with respect to freight services on tlie line. Union Pacil.lc has ootifl.ed the PCJPB
thtrt it e""?ects the PCJ.PB to prottct Union Pao.iic's rights under 1ns contract in am·
anangemcm tlmt migh1 be made '>ith RSR The Authority must be aware cf and protect
Union Pacmc's r-iglns under this wntract as well.. All advex:ic imriacta rnust be mitigated
to U1tto11. Pacific' s satisfaction.

3)

As a comm.on cattier railroad. Union Pacific is rubject to the re.qui.rem.ms <."tf federal l.irn•
gvveming abandonment or di.'lCO'lrtiOuarice of freight o,perations. Specifica.l!y, the
Interstate Commerce Commission Ti:rmination Act (49 USC §10501 ct 5e'G·) prohibits :l
mihuad from abandoning or discontinuing freight services over maio. (ll' branch lines of
railroad without ~uthority ftom the fcdeml Surface Tmnsponation Board (SW). In the
sale of the PCJPB right of w.ay, Union Pad.fie :retained ail ~romon caJricr freight re~fo;:
rights and obligstlons. TI1erefore, Uuian Pacific's operatil)'(lS (!Vet: the Si!!l. Fm."lci~.) San Jose line are subject to STB jurisilic:tion.. Nei'lher the .PCJPB nor tbc AuthNity inay
tak~ am• action th:lt effectively requires or &nu.~ Unfon Pacific to abandon m
di!ilCOtltinne freight service unless i.-"rior authorttv from tbe STB has been OOtained U'trion
Pacific mil deem any attempt b1• HSR ·to intmere with Union Pacific's property ax>.d
rorrtnict rights on the San F:rancisco 10 San Jose line as an attempt to futcc a de facto
ab~orunent of freight service in violation. of federal law.

4)

Union Pacific currently operates freight tmi:Jls ov1.'I' the PC.JPB rig.ht of way .from San Jose
to the Quint St. lead in San Ftan.cisco. The Qu.jnt St. I.cad divergr:s from the main !iue
immediately north of Tuond 3, near JCtTOld St. Union Pac:ific'rj right t<> operate freight
trains over the PCl'PE extends to the entire width of the right of waJ o~·er all a\11ilab!e
tmckage. Um<n1 Prt<.ilic freight opt,"rationi; must not be advmely impacted by
constmcti.on or openit.ion ~the HSR. AU siguific:ant imp!(.~ m~ be mitis:ited. to TJn.icm
PltCific's satisfactioxt,

5)

Union Pacific curreritly serves the Port of Sro1 Frnn<:isco v:ia the Qi1i..ot St. lead trade The
p--..Jtt ha& a.d:vfaed Union Pacific that it intends to continue e~'tisting rail freigltt SC'.C'ti~ and
ro eneotlnlge futnre gnrwth lll. rail freight to and fi'Om Piers 80-96. Union Pacific 1-;
infonn"...d and beHeves that t.~e port intei.1ds to enter into :imngem~ts w:itl1ttllalJt'l Mr.!

--,

pier operators tllllt will cause fmure growth in rail ~""Stions. Union Pacmc has mean~
of wrving the pvn otL'(;l' than vi.i thi: Quint S'L lesd. 11ii<: Autl:tonty must not lr.odt.1"'.al-·.e
any action thro interter."-g ·with fre.i,gl:it operations via the taruie!s and the Quirli St. lead
wttl1out. mitigation of all siglri.G.cant impacts and pifor approval from Uui.rn Pacific mid
the port.

6)

Umon Pacific cu.rrently serves a number. 0£ custproers at or near the Port of Redwood
Chy 'Ilia tbe Redwood jct. kad track TOOie customers, includillg Granite Rock and the
port, have advised Union Paci.fie that 1hcy intend to continue all ~isting rail fr.eight
seJVi.ces and likely will demand additional frciglrt seni<;:es in the future. Union P.acilfo
has no means of serving the ~ imd the adjacent customcn; except via lite PCJPB maru
line and the Redwood Jct. lead track. Th~ A.ut.h.ority tttUSi oot undeitakc mry action that
ir>.terferes with operations via tlds lead track witltQtlt. pri1:7r awroval f.r.:1!11 Cnirm Pa~:.ific
tlllC port att.d the customers at thls tocatktn.

7)

Un.ion. Pa<..i.£c currmtly setWS a number crf customers at other l0G1tious en the PCJPB
San F.ranci&w"'O to &ID Jo:se tine, iuoluding C'"lt•mlte Rocls; at Soiult Sa.11 franc;isC(..>. The
existfag yard at South San f'1ancisoo is crucial to ll'r1ion Padflc's ~billty to proi;1dc
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operations at th£ yard and adjoining trac'kagc witllcut pri.QI' approval ftoro Union Pacific,
the pon and the customers at this location.

9)

Union Pacific owru and has prilMry operating righrs <in. Main Truck ~·o. 1 between Santa
Clara (CP O:iast) and Diridcm Sta!io:n (San Jose). This uack currently iS shared with

Amtntk's Capitol Comdor and Coast Starlight services and with Altamont Commuter
Exptess's Stockton - San Jose commuter service. Union Pacific's rights to this track ate
cmcial to conti:ilued operation of these passenger sernces. Use of this track also is
crucial to freight set1ric:e on the line t0 San F1ancisco. Fo.rthe1, these rights Sl1p_port
continued operation of fl'l.'1ght service on the main line r.outh of San Jose to Los Ar.igeles.
The Authority must not undertake Ml)' action thaI ir!l:ert'el-es ·with Un.i(m Paciflc's
0M1ei·ship and operation of'Main t rnck No. 1 without prio:r approval from U!lio11 Pacific
and the commuter a.,,tttnGies identi.ncd above. All adVerae impact:S n'.lUSl be m~tigatc<l m
Union Pad:fic's sati&t8.ction.
10)

:P.CJPB owns the right of ""3Y south of Diridon. Statio.n to a poi11t culled Lick
(approximately three miles SOUth of the station). Union Pacific' s right5 witb. regnrd to
l'vbin Track No. 1 extend southwardto Lick Alt comments i.n (8) above are applical.>!e t')
tbe Diridon - Lick po:rtiori.

ll)

Union Pat...ific bas complete ov.nership of and control ow:r the railroad right of way from
Lkk t-0 Gilroy (and sout:mvard to San Luis Obispo and Los Angeles (Moorpark)). Tne
PCJPB and the $anta Clara Valley Trans-ponation Authority have a comract ri.ght .t c
Clpl;."rate up to ten commuter ttains tu and from Gilroy ovcr Unit'll'l Pacific's right of way.
Neithtt agency bas any ownexs.\lip rights in this line and oo ornitmctua.1 rights to ~lllo"'
tltird parties to me this line. Union P::.cific ha~ no mtention of allowing or permitting theAuthority to build or operat.~ the HSR within Union :Pacific'~ right of way soutlti:va.rd of
Lick. The AuthOJi;ty shouJ.d 1akc this into ac1:auut as twt of the ErRIE1S fin the Sar.1
Francisco - San Jose segment.

12)

The Authority must study the following matters as part of the EIRIE!S and all n~·

mitigation ~sures nrnst be implemeuted:

13)

(i)

Sl<>w speed freight trains and high--speed train~ are incompatible on tJ1e same
track5: at any time, including cross-overs. Union :Paciik :requires overbea<l
clearance of 23 tt.et 6 inches, which is higher than the Authority contemplates
for its electrioal syste-m. The Autbority mu!.t provide g:rOOe-sepa.m.ted cross ..
\IVC1'S for freight trains at necessary focadoru;.1 Tue Authority nnu.'1. not
oomemplale opeJ:atioa of freight ttains on any HSR trac1'1'l.gc at My tiroe (and
.,_tjcehversa). If ~sazy. oompletely separate fl~lght trackage .must ~
provided HSR must comply w.ith all applicable FR.A rcgulatlons.

(ii)

Mitigation measures fur the HSR may include constm--tion (Jf :new freight.
trackage for Union Pacific. Such trackage nrust meet Unicm Pacific's
constroction and operation sumdatd.s, and lllllst be oompliallt with FR.A.. :rnrl.
California Public Utilities Commission applicable stmdard.>t

The consttuctioo and operation of HSR in the San Fr.mcisco lo San Jose right of vmy
must not cause increasro operating costs or operating ineffi.cicncies for Union Pacific.
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ftcigltt service to the Port of San Francisco and to Granite Rock and other customers
adjacent to the yard. The Authority must not underta'k:e ~· action. that interferes with

The Authority nrust assume Union :Pacific's liability exposure and risk arising from
current and future freig,ht operations in th~ same conidor as the HSR. 1'tlt'.: Authority
should fully study means to indemnify and insu.--e Union Pacific against all such liability
or tisk, including liability to HSR patrons.
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p <.q; c ; ...

Please dir\.-.ct all r~ucsts and correspondence to tbe undersigned.

Enclosures (2)
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lJn.ion Pacific .fa coilfideut that its concerns listc~d herein vrul be fuHy addressed. and mrug.ated by the
Autho'my and FRA during the EIR/ElS process. Union Pacific is willing to !11ect mth the Authority and }it.A to
dis<.uss its concerns about high·speect rail OJX-'Tlllion and to bct.ter understand the Autbo;'ity ·s intentions regar<ling use
o{ Union Pac.itic rights cl way Following such meeting. Uuicm·Pacific will be glad to cons1der alJ fi.m.trc reqne~
l!y t.i.e Authcrity for jnformatio11, oonstruction standards and mapping data.
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S<otl D. Mt>o rt
'/ l i;r i'1 roithnt rublo< Aflair!

ellllJJ,

Mr. Que111in L Kt'>pp

Cht'til-persoJ',
Cali t"ornitt Hlgh-Spccd Roiil .<\uthorily 13oard
925 L Strc\:l, Suih.:: t.425
Su1:rnm~:nlo,

Re:

?he

C/\ 95814

J.:ir.nl Bay Ar~r1 lo C~ntrnl \/alley HST Program El!Yi:. I ~

Onion l>ocifo:: R;liJrood Company {UPRR) Hppn:cintcs the ni1porhmity to provi de
comment!i ro the l-ligh-Spc·cd RuH BoMcl with l'C::;pect to tbc nbr>Yc·

fo! l owi n~

rcforenct!d f.JR/MS.

UPRR "'ishes. to cmphasi :t.e that we arc nr.it oppost:d to the cnnci:::pt of high-speed
rail nor wm1JJ v1,c t)pposc implcm . mtalinn nf the prnjcct ;:;ht:ulcl the Vl>len• nppnwe the
~~nd i~sn~ in Novt:mbe1. Onr co.ncem i.~ tha1 the orojccl :sbmild nnl n~ dc.--igncd tn utiliz.c
or ()Ccupy r.ny nt' tHtr light.:) of wn/. O\tr rights <~-r'w<;Y nn: limited i t) width ~nd me fuliy
d\)dkatt.xl ro fr1-"ight servh:c, and, in some instancc-:1\, to 1:mnrrrutcr pa,:;s1:ngt:'1· tn\ins. UPRR
simply cium~)t meci 01c fotnrc- freight trnn:-:por:ati :1n iiccd1' of Cnlifomi:1if1>t1r 1·ig1H of
W$Y :~ taken m:.,·a)' for hizh-~;i:ieed n\iJ.
To rt~pond to !hti speciti1;! cnrridors pwposals fc.,r h:,gh·spe~~d nd, UPRR pn inl$
mn thot ollr S•m Jo:;-e 10 Gih'oy righ1 or ~\'fl)' is '1t:ry narrow by n1ilrortd siandanh -·
prirmiri ly 6().foct nr less - ~ind i:s oounde<l nn l)ilC si<:.c by u major arte rial tiighwny. Wc
cmild llf>l .ghc up;) .)()..fon1 c:-:drn>ivc widlh ri ghr t~f v.1iy lo hi gh~~pce<l mil :me! r~m~i1n i11
husinc~s .
.Evi:-n though our right of way is widn (pri1m)riJy) 00-.foet) along mo~t of tk
Ce1Yiral Vnlky line. a loS$ e>i' 50 feet ' "'nuld rcmkr future freight mil cxpm1Sion
1mp~lS$ibk. /1.s foci pricc!'l rise and lht~ n:ni~m becomes more cc1ncernc,cJ w ith the
em: irnnmen:al c:ffec ls 0f tmnsponailon, we need the ahllity to expund cur ir.rnistri.1c.:l ur~ .
perhaps :wihs1anfo1ll)'. In riddition. we serve numt:rous indui;tries on lmth !•ides t'~I' om
track. High-s.~cd mil \'\'0~1ld cul 0ff, forever. <Hlr abil i1y tC1 expand c<1pncj1y in th(
Ccmrnl V~1Ucy, leaving Callfornin with oniy highway altcma\ive:-;.. It also would <li srnpt
existing rail-:;ervc\l 1msi.ncsses and pn:vc:n! ncv• mil-served industries frnm iocati.rg nn
one.) t)\' txltb sides of om mil line. Thi~ i~ net aw!:<~ trnnsportatioD dc<.:i:.;ion for the Slate.

I
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An effective and efficie.nt freight rail network ·is vital to California's economic
future. Policy rnake1·s such as the high-speed rail bocu·d should not jec.1pardize UPR'R is
ability to provide such freight service by ru:suming that high-speed rail wm have no
impact UPRR urges the boa.rd to carefully consider corrido:· ~·cutes that do not uti lize OL:r

rights of wa·y.

Scott D. Moore
cc:

Mehdi Morshed, California High-Speed Rail Au1JvJrity

Jerry Wilmoth, Union Pacific Railroad
Wesley Lujan, Union Paciflc Railroad

Attachment: 03 Supplement 2 (1182 : HSR - 101 Corridor, Muni-code Update, Design Guidelines)

Regarding Caltrain's San Frencbco- San Jose corridor, UPRR does not own theright of ·way but has a freight easement ov~'1' Caltrain's tracks. Our freight operatiorn;
already ore restricted to avoid dda>'ing Caltrain's commuter tr~ir'ls. lrnp:.>sing !:wc1
exclusive high~speed raU track$ on a 50-foot rigiit of way e.ffcctivcly will end our abllity
·to provide f.:e.iiht scrvic~ tc custcmet·s on this corridor) including the Port of Sal\
Fraudsco. We will have the same concerns betwcet1 Sylmar and Los Angeles, where
Me~rolink's commuter line right of way is designated for high~spced rail scrvke.

)
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1'1r. Mehdi Mornhed
Executive Director
California High Speed Rail Authority
925 L Street, Suite 1425
Sac:.rnrnento, California 95814

Re:

Califumia High Speed Rail Route

Dear Mr. Morshed:
Reference is .ma<!e to our meeting of May 9, 2008, to discus.s the cun-ent status of the

California high-speed rail initiative and its possible impacts or! Union Pacific Ra1lroac.

lt was a very informative meeting to .bear the efforts you am undertaking as the hlgh~peed t1ain bond measure is being prepared for the November, 20C8 batllot
.A fter hearing your plans regarding the proposed routing for this ~ervkt, Union Pa.cm<:
feels it is importan·1 for the California High Speed ~il At;thoriry (CHSA) to once again
understand Union Pacific's posit3on as related to potential alignments along Uniou

.Pacific corridors. Uruon Pac1fic has carefully evalunt1?d CHS.A' s pmject and for the::
variety {>f reasons we discussed dur:ing our meeting, does not feel it is Union Par;1fit.~'s
best interest to have any proposed alignment located on Union Pacific rights-of way .
Therefore, as your p.roject move~ forward with its final design~ it is our request you do so
in such a way as to not require the use of Union Pacific operating rights-of...way or
interfere with Union Paci1ic operations. The State of C1;1Ufornia anc\ the nation need
railroads to ret.a.in tl1eir future abUity to meet growing demand for rail cargc
transportation, or that cargo wilJ be in trucks on the highways.
Shou1d you have any questions or con1men·1s, please do not hesitate tc, oonta1.1 me.

Cc:

Scott Moore ··~ tJP
Wesley Lujan - UP

~ W)'

Wi\m.i:-:1'1

~cr, n\I;

)
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California High-Spred Rail Authority
Ann: San Francisco lo Sr:m fose HS1' Project EfR/ElS
925 L Street, S\Jlte 1425
S<1•~Utut:.nto,

R~~:

CA 95814

~m.~11~lr.nen,.UQ Th•i<m Pad.fie RajJro?Jrl S~in.&. Comments t(~r..S.fil~J:)jl.n~~ sco_:tQ
.San Jo.se k~int&IR/F.IS

Dear Hlgh-Speed Rail Autho1i1y:

--l

}

Union Pac1fic Railroad C{lrnpany :.:ubmitrnd its "vri'it~: ..;omments 1n rc:;p011se to
the High-Speed R.aH Authomy' s Notke ofI'repara.tfon a.nd Noti::;e oflnre11t by 'letter
dated F~bmary 20. 2009. Wie 'ha·ve bec.(ime awar<e Jo.at one of our coi:i:imems r•ear.ls
in(.Ol':fectly ri.oe to a drnpped wu:rd The~ p1.tl"'p{)t'i0 of tl-•is amet1t~rn o1t k:tte: i.~; t.o conect that
inadvex1eot Hlista.kc.

"Union Pacific hia; JlQ metros of servjng the- po1t other than th{; Quine SL l1..ia.d ·Unit)n Pacific pre~en-tly 51:rve~ the Pon of San h anci:sc<i vi:-l t he Q;,xiJ~t S!ref! )(-.,i:d
o.ff the PCWB main line. This is the only track serving the ;,' on . Tht:rt. i~ no .-;i'lt·t'.rn;ch~
tome available.
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The California High Speed Rail Proposal:
A Due Diligence Report
By Wendell Cox and Joseph Vranich

Executive Summary
___)
I

T

he purpose of this Due Diligence Report is to examine the proposal to build a California highspeed rail system (HSR) between the San Francisco Bay Area and Sacramento to Los Angeles
and San Diego via the San Joaquin Valley. The general plan is to build a system of from 700 to
800 miles with an initial state general obligation bond of $9 billion and a similar amount in grant
funding from the federal government. The balance of what has now become at least a $54.3 billion
system would be provided by private equity investors and commercial bond purchasers. As is
noted below, the system has already encountered substantial capital cost increases and this Due
Diligence report projects that the final cost of the system is likely to be between $65.2 billion and
$81.4 billion (2008$).
The California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA or Authority), which is responsible for the
project, anticipates that operating profits will pay for operating expenses, profits to private
investors, debt service to commercial bond holders and sufficient revenues to build segments
beyond Phase I (downtown San Francisco to Los Angeles and Anaheim). This would include a line
from Los Angeles through the Inland Empire to San Diego, a line connecting Sacramento to the
system in the San Joaquin Valley, a line through Altamont Pass and an East Bay line from San Jose
to Oak.land. The CHSRA has expended $58 million in state funding during the last 10 years
planning such a system of "bullet trains."

)
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It is possible that HSR can serve legitimate public and environmental purposes and be a financial
success in California. However, the current CHSRA proposal cannot achieve such objectives. The
principal message of this Due Diligence report is that CHSRA's plans have little or no potential to
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The CHSRA plans as currently proposed are likely to have very little relationship to what would
eventually be built due to questionable ridership projections and cost assumptions, overly
optimistic projections of ridership diversion from other modes of transport, insufficient attention to
potential speed restrictions and safety issues and discounting of potential community or political
opposition. Further, the system's environmental benefits have been grossly exaggerated, especially
with respect to reduction of greenhouse gas emissions that have been associated with climate
change.
The CHSRA documentation provides virtually no objective analysis about risks and uncertainties,
nor has .CHSRA documentation been scrutinized in an independent review. This report is such an
effort-which is why it is a Due Diligence Report-one that examines the CHSRA's
documentation based on empirical data, historical trends and domestic and international
experience.
This report specifically examines the following topics: HSR ridership and revenue, demographics,
construction costs, operating costs, financing costs, airport and highway alternatives, train speeds,
train designs, safety regulations and standards, greenhouse gas reductions, potential community
opposition and historical experience in the United States. Regarding ridership and costs, this report
evaluates projections from CHSRA and also develops independent projections.

Financial Prospects
The HSR system can be categorized as a "mega-project," one taking many years to decades and
many billions of dollars to construct and put in operation. Such mega-projects run high risks of
failing to meet their ridership projections, financial forecasts and other objectives. This analysis
compares the CHSRA's proposed system with major HSR systems operating overseas. It is
notewoi:thy that California is proceeding with HSR plans based on assumptions that may be
appropriate to European and Asian environments but hold little applicability in the state. Moreover,
it is not clear that the world's HSR systems have typically covered their operating and capital costs
without subsidies-a determination that would be appropriate in a due diligence process for any
commercial HSR proposal.

)

The CHSRA and state officials are proposing or in the past have proposed sources of public funds
to pay for HSR's construction and operation, which include bond issues, sales taxes and matching
funds from the federal and local governments. Such an array of public funding is expected to
induce private investment. The state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee observed that
Californians are being asked to be "investors" in a project based on promises of commercial return.
However, most commentary and analysis by the Authority relies on unrealistically optimistic
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be implemented in their current form and that the project is highly risky for state taxpayers and
private investors.
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The CHSRA lacks a comprehensive financing plan. The proposed state bonds would be
insufficient to build Phase I, much less the rest of the system. Little appears firm about potential
matching funds from federal and local governments and from potential investors. The state Senate
Transportation and Housing committee has issued cautionary statements about the availability of
matching federal funds. Also, CHSRA advisor Lehman Brothers has outlined risks that can be a
barrier to private investment, including cost overruns, failure to reach ridership and revenue
projections and political meddling. Meanwhile, the cost of the project continues to grow.
It should give pause that previous HSR projects have been halted in three states- California (for
Los Angeles-San Diego), Texas and Florida. The federally sponsored HSR program for BostonNew York-Washington serves only a fraction of its projected ridership and carries a fraction of the

passengers that European and Japanese lines carry. Despite such data going back decades, it does
not appe·a r that the CHSRA has taken into sufficient account market, costs, financing or
community concerns.
In the final analysis, it will be most difficult for CHSRA to obtain sufficient financing to complete
the Phase I San Francisco-Los Angeles- Anaheim route. This Due Diligence report concludes that
commercial revenues from that route are unlikely to be sufficient to pay operating costs and debt
service, much less finance Phase II and other extensions . As a result, it seems highly unlikely that
the Inland Empire-San Diego, Sacramento, East Bay San Jose-Oakland and Altamont Pass routes
will be built. Further, in the worst case, funding shortfalls could require greater use of improved
conventional rail infrastructure in Phase I, which could add hours to the promised travel times.

All of this could lead to negative financial consequences, such as substantial additional taxpayer
subsidies, private investment losses, and commercial bond defaults.

Costs and Revenues
To deter!fline a more realistic construction cost estimate, it should first be noted that capital costs
have risen 50% to $49.0 billion in 2008$ (or $45.4 billion in 2006$) at the same time the OaklandEast Bay-San Jose line (referred to as the "Missing Phase" in this report) has been dropped from
the plan. It is estimated that including the Missing Phase would raise the cost to $54.3 billion
(2008$), based upon CHSRA projections. The system, including Phase I, Phase II and the Missing
Phase is likely to escalate in costs to between $65.2 billion and $81.4 billion (2008$). Additional
segments, referred to as the "Implied Phase" (Altamont Pass, Anaheim-Irvine and the Dumbarton
Bridge over lower San Francisco Bay) would raise costs even further.
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forecasts, is promotional in nature, and faUs far short of conveying the project risks to taxpayers
and potential investors.

During severe funding shortages, more expensive urban route sections would be particularly at risk
and new HSR infrastructure could be relinquished in place of improvements to existing tracks. The
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This report offers a Case Study about what can go wrong should funding be insufficient to
complete the Inland Empire line between Los Angeles and San Diego. The Authority may view
service to San Diego as part of its continuing mission and revive plans to operate high-speed trains
over an upgraded in-place rail alternative-the Coastal Route via Fullerton, Anaheim, Tustin,
Irvine, San Juan Capistrano, San Clemente, Oceanside, Encinitas and Del Mar. The route change
would likely stir strong opposition in communities that helped stop a former high-speed rail plan.
It is likeJy that HSR will require substantial additional taxpayer funding to complete Phase I, Phase
II, and the Missing Phase or more of the state will go without high-speed rail service than is
immediately apparent. Also, it is likely that the system will not generate sufficient revenues to

cover either its operating costs or debt service. As result, continuing subsidies from California
taxpayei:s are likely to be necessary and made a permanent part of Sacramento's annual
appropriations process.

Travel Time, Speed and Train Design
Based upon international HSR experience, it appears that the CHSRA speed and travel time
objectives cannot be met. As a result, HSR will be less attractive as an alternative to airline travel
and is likely to attract fewer passengers than projected. Notably, the CHSRA's anticipated average
speeds are not being achieved anywhere in the world, including on the most advanced systems.
Additionally, incomplete consideration has been given to California's urban and terrain profiles
where HSR trains must operate more slowly than circumstances allow in, for example, France.
This study, by assuming realistic speeds, estimates that a non-stop San Francisco-Los Angeles trip
would take 3 hours and 41 minutes-59 minutes longer than the statutory requirement of 2 hours,
42 minutes. In the future, the CHSRA's travel times may be further lengthened by train weight and
safety issues and also by political demands to add stops to the system.
The proposed HSR system appears unlikely to provide travel time advantages for long-distance
airline passengers. It is likely that HSR door-to-door travel times would be greater and there would
be considerably less non-stop service than air service. Moreover, HSR would be unattractive to
drivers in middle-distance automobile markets because little or no door-to-door time savings would
be achieved and costly local connections would often be required (rental cars or taxicabs). Another
convenience factor is that California urban areas lack the extensive local transit infrastructure that
connects with HSR systems found in dense Asian and European urban areas. The HSR system will

)
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HSR trains could gain access by sharing upgraded tracks with slower commuter rail and freight
trains on the Peninsula line in the San Francisco area and Metrolink in Los Angeles and Orange
County. Trains on such a "skeletal" HSR system would offer slower schedules, which could
seriously reduce ridership and revenues.

experience disadvantages and commercial challenges in competing with air and auto travel that
have been understated in CHSRA documentation.
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No existing European or Asian HSR train capable of meeting the speed and capacity goals of the
CHSRA system can legally be used in the United States. The CHSRA' s intention to share tracks
with commuter and freight trains complicates designing a train to meet Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) safety and crashworthiness standards that are considered the toughest in the
world. The necessary regulatory approvals of an overseas train are unlikely to be achieved without
substantial changes in design and weight.
The CHSRA has yet to decide on basic design specifications for a train and has based studies on
inconsistent seating capacities of 450-500, 650, 1,175, 1,200 and 1,600 per train. Also, a train
redesigned for the U.S. will become much heavier and is thus unlikely to reach promised speeds. In
short, the Authority does not have a usable train design and the eventually required modifications
could substantially impair operating performance.
Because of the above circumstances it is fair to state that the CHSRA' s train may become the
world's longest and heaviest HSR train-yet be expected to operate at the highest speed current
technology permits. It is likely that a series of designs, tests, prototypes and safety reviews never
before achieved anywhere in the world must succeed for the CHSRA's train to become a reality.
Any degradation in performance would negate the CHSRA's assumptions on which it has based
travel times, ridership and revenues, energy requirements, GHG emissions, noise generation,
capital and operating costs, and overall system financial performance.

\

---!
I

Ridership Projections
It appears that the CHSRA 2030 ridership projections are absurdly high-so much so that they

could well rank among the most unrealistic projections produced for a major transport project
anywhere in the world. Under a passenger-mile per route-mile standard, the CHSRA is projecting
higher passenger use of the California system than is found on the Japanese and French HSR
networks despite the fact that these countries have conditions that are fa r more favorable to the use
ofHSR.
The CHSRA's ridership projections reflect assumptions contrary to actual experience, forecasts
inconsistent with independent projections, load factors and other calculations that are highly
questionable, and reliance on extraordinarily low fares that are not found on similar systems.
The CHSRA has been increasing forecasted ridership over time and has issued a Base Projection of
65.5 million intercity riders and a High Projection of 96.5 million intercity riders for 2030. The
CHSRA ridership projections are considerably higher than independent figures developed for
comparable California systems in Federal Railroad Administration and University of California
Transp~rtation Center at Berkeley studies.

)
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Using generous assumptions this Due Diligence Report projects a 2030 base of 23.4 million
intercity riders, 64% below the CHSRA's base of 65.5 million intercity riders, and a 2030 high of
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Greenhouse Gas Reduction
Claims about HSR's environmental benefits have been greatly overstated. California HSR will do
little to reduce C02 emissions (greenhouse gas emissions). Based upon California Air Resources
Board projections, HSR would ultimately remove C02 emissions equal to only 1.5% of the current
state objective. This is a small fraction of the CHSRA's exaggerated claims of "almost 50%" of the
state objective. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has indicated that for
between $20 and $50 per ton of reduced greenhouse gases emissions, deep reversal of C02
concentrations can be achieved between 2030 and 2050. A McKinsey report indicates that
substantial C02 emission reductions can be achieved in the United States for less than $50 per ton.
Yet the cost per ton ofC02 emission removal by HSR is far higher-between 39 and 201 times the
international IPCC ceiling of $50. The reality is that HSR's impact on C02 would be
inconsequential while being exorbitantly costly.
Hence, HSR's C02 emission reduction strategy cannot be legitimately included as an element of a
rational.strategy for reducing GHG emissions. In view of the untenable traffic impact projections
and other factors, CHSRA's claims are considered specious. There is a need for an objective,
independent assessment ofHSR's C02 impacts, including both operations and construction. Until
such an analysis is completed, CHSRA should cease making any statements about C02 or other air
quality ~mpacts.

Safety
Terrorism against rail targets is a concern considering the extent of attacks that continue to occur
on rail systems around the world. The Authority appears to be have given insufficient attention to
this issue notwithstanding the RAND recommendation to industry and government regarding
improvements to domestic rail security. The CHSRA documentation provides virtually no evidence
that a proper security assessment of the proposed HSR system has been undertaken, nor does it
appear that security applications and methodologies elsewhere have been reviewed. The Authority
assumes minimal security at HSR train stations and concludes passengers will be spared airportlike security screening and delays. However, should more stringent security measures become
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31.1 million intercity riders, nearly 60% below the CHS RA 's high of 96.5 million. It is likely that
the HSR will fall far short of its revenue projections, leading to a need for substantial additional
infusions of taxpayer subsidies.

necessary, the CHSRA's ridership demand forecasts would be even further undermined. The
CHSRA has not issued a low-end ridership forecast based on such a circumstance.
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Emerging public opposition will likely spread as site-specific urban, suburban and rural impacts
become better understood. It is unlikely that the California HSR program will find smooth sailing
among impacted communities. This finding is based in part on nascent opposition to the project.
Opposition to prior HSR projects has been based on underestimated costs, overestimated ridership,
eminent domain and environmental impacts. Also, the credibility of HSR promoters has waned as
pledges of "no subsidy" or "only low subsidies" turned into calls for high subsidies. This Due
Diligence Report identifies such factors as weaknesses in the CHSRA planning process.

In prior cases opponents have shown great resourcefulness in sustaining campaigns to oppose HSR
construction. Opposition could spread, particularly in communities where train speeds and noise
would be considered excessive, where massive elevated railways would create a "Berlin Wall"
effect that divides communities-a prospect that has caused Menlo Park and Atherton to join in a
lawsuit against the CHSRA's environmental review process-or where a history of staunch
opposition exists, such as in Tustin or San Diego County.

Diversion from Other Modes of Transport

- - \,

The assertion that the Highway and Aviation Alternatives to HSR will cost $82 billion is highly
inflated and based on dubious assumptions and fundamental flaws. Examples include the CHSRA
proposing far more highway construction than is necessary to accommodate the demand that would
exist ifHSR were not built. This Due Diligence Report estimates that with realistic estimates
regarding highway construction costs and diversion of drivers, HSR could reduce highway
construction needs by approximately $0.9 billion. This immense cost difference illustrates how
modest a future role HSR will play in reducing highway congestion. In short, meeting the highway
demand that would occur if HSR were not built would require much less investment compared to
the cost ofHSR.
Also, di·1ersion of air travelers is over-estimated. The CHSRA assumes that airlines will cancel a
large share of the flights within California because passengers will have switched to HSR-and the
diversion will free up airport capacity and make it possible to avoid costly airport expansions. This
is not the experience even on the premier Japanese and French systems, which show that strong air
markets remain after HSR corridors are in operation. Moreover, the CHSRA treats the commercial
aviation system as if it is static- as if efficiencies to enhance capacity are impossible.
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The CHSRA alternatives appear to be of little value in genuine cost analysis and cannot be taken
seriously. They are, in fact, little more than "straw men," which have the effect of misrepresenting
the choices that are available to policy makers in California, in such a way that HSR, which is
exceedingly expensive, is made to appear affordable.
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Considering the factors enumerated above, it appears unlikely that sufficient private funding and
public subsidies will be found to finance the complete HSR plan. There are no genuine financial
projections that indicate there will be sufficient funds to complete Phase I, much less Phase II or
any other phases. It is possible that the system will either be built only in part or not at all.
Claims of profitability could not conceivably be credible under even the most optimistic
assumptions, unless some or all capital and debt costs are ignored. This due diligence analysis
indicates that the San Francisco-Los Angeles line alone by 2030 would suffer annual financial
losses of up to $4.17 billion, with a small profit possible under only the most optimistic and
improbable conditions.
Finally, the HSR system as envisaged in state statute appears highly unlikely to be delivered under
the present plan. The taxpayers and potential investors can be appropriately served only by
objective analysis, not by the kind of exaggerations and projections that would be expected in
brochures promoting speculative real estate investment. That nearly $58 million in public funds has
been spent on such a flawed planning process makes it all the more troubling.
There is_little likelihood that the passenger or revenue projections will be met, that the aggressive
travel times will be achieved, that the service levels promised will be achieved, that the capital and
operating costs will be contained consistent with present estimates, that sufficient funding will be
found, or that the system will be profitable.
It is likely that these circumstances will represent an expensive and continuing drain on the state's
tax resources. Under three of the four scenarios outlined in this report, an early bond default,
taxpayer bailout, and investment losses by private funding participants could occur.
To address a fiscal shortfall, past and present proposals to finance HSR's construction and
operation through various federal, state and local taxpayer subsidies could be futile. Hence, the
HSR system is unlikely to be completed in any form consistent with the current plan and that even
the delivery of a recognizable Phase I could be most difficult. The outcome could mean investors
in the project will see no financial returns and the HSR system as proposed could require
significant subsidies from California taxpayers in perpetuity.
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A sununary of the CHSRA and Due Diligence projections is found in Table 1.

Annual Ridership: 2030: Base, Intercity Only
Annual Ridership: 2030: Base, Intercity + Commuter
Annual Ridership: 2030: High, Intercity Only
Annual Ridership: 2030: High, Intercity + Commuter
Capital Cost: Entire System (2008$): Low*
Capital Cost: Entire Svstem (2008$): Hi!lh*
Capital Cost: Phase I (2008$): Low
Capital Cost: Phase I (2008$): High
Operating Cost: Phase I (2008$): Low
Operatinri Cost: Phase I (2008$): High
Fastest Non-Stop Express Travel Time: LA-SF
Greenhouse Gas Reduction (Tons of CO,): 2030**
Share of California 2020 Goal
Cost per CO, Ton Reduced: Low
Cost per CO, Ton Reduced: Hirih
Times CO, IPCC $50-per-Ton CeilinQ: Low
Times CO, IPCC $50-per-Ton CeilinQ: Hi!lh
Net Profit: 2030: Phase I: Optimistic Midpoint
Net Profit: 2030: Phase I: Pessimistic Midpoint
Unmet Capital Need: Phase I
Unmet Capital Need: Entire System

CHS RA
65,500,000
88,000,000
96,500,000
117,000,000
$54,300,000,000
$33, 100,000,000
$1, 100,000,000
02:38
1,770,000
1.0%
$1,949
$2.409
39
48
No Projection
No Projection
No Projection
No Projection

Due DiliQence Report
23,400,000
No Projection
31,100,000
No Projection
$65,200,000,000
$81,400,000,000
$39,700,000,000
$49,600,000,000
$1,430,000,000
$1,760,000,000
03:41
630,000
0.4%
$7.409
$10,032
148
201
($350,000,000)
($3,590,000,000)
$7,600,000,000 to
$33, 100,000,000
$28,800,000,000 to
$64,900,000,000

Note:
*Entire system cost. Includes Missing Phase. Does not include Implied Phase
**CHS RA Qreenhouse rias reduction adjusted to account for improved automobile and airline fuel efficiency.
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Introduction
The Authority has an ambitious plan to link major metropolitan areas with a high-speed rail
.system to reduce congestion at ait7Jorts and on high-ways. There is a need.for a due diligence
examination of these plans.

-

\

-/

High-speed rail systems have been operating in Japan since 1964, in France since 1981, and on
some lines elsewhere in Europe and Asia. (See Part 3, International Experience.) Such service has
generated interest in the United States and has been proposed as a strategy to relieve highway and
airport congestion in markets of under 500 miles. This, proponents claim, would reduce the
necessity for highway and air system expansion. Advocates also claim that significant reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions would result as high-speed rail captures a substantial portion of the
intercity travel market from automobiles and airlines. The California High-Speed Rail Authority
(CHSRA or Authority) has been planning such a system to link major population centers, a system
that it states can operate at a profit.

Description of California High-Speed Rail Plan
For travelers, the idea of taking quick train trips between California urban areas can be attractive. It
is time to examine the significant differences between the idea of and the multiple realities of
financing the capital costs for construction, paying for its continued operation, and operating the
HSR system in a commercial and geographical environment that is quite unlike circumstances
f mmd overseas.
The CHS RA described its planned system as follows in March of this year:

The HST [high-speed train} will provide for state-of-the-art, statewide, high peifonnance
passenger rail service comprising over 800 route miles for the full system. The Authority has
proposed high-speed train service between the major metropolitan centers of the San
Francisco Bay Area, Sacramento in the north, through the Central Valley, to Los Angeles,
Orange County, the Inland Empire and San Diego in the south. The proposed HRS system is
projected to carry between 93 million and 117 million passengers annually by the year 2030. 1
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State legislation maintains "that a high-speed passenger train network as described in the HighSpeed Rail Authority's Business Plan is essential for the transportation needs of the growing
population and economic activity of this state. " 2
Senate Bill 1856, enacted in the 2002 session of the legislature places significant routing and
performance requirements on the HSR system, including "maximum nonstop service travel times"
for the following corridors: 3

--,\

•

San Francisco- Los Angeles Union Station: 2 hours, 42 minutes.

•

Oakland- Los Angeles Union Station: 2 hours, 42 minutes.

•

San Francisco-San Jose: 31 minutes.

•

San Jose- Los Angeles: 2 hours, 14 minutes.

•

San Diego- Los Angeles: 1 hour.

•

Sacramento-Los Angeles: 2 hours, 22 minutes.

•

Sacramento-San Jose: 1 hour, 12 minutes.

•

Inland Empire- Los Angeles: 29 minutes.

SB 1856 requires that the trains be capable of operating at sustained speeds of at least 200 milesper-hour (mph), or 322 kilometers-per-hour (kph). In fact, the CHSRA's plans are for the "bullet
trains" to operate at up to 220 mph (354 kph). Non-express or "local" trains are required to serve
all intermediate stations, and the system is required to have a maximum of 24 stations.4
Table 2 provides a summary of the planned HSR system, using CHSRA terminology (Phase I and
Phase II) and terminology developed in this Due Diligence report- Missing Phase, Implied Phase,
and a Skeletal System that might represent the final system due to funding shortages.
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Table ~: Phases and Systems

Phase II

Missing Phase
Implied Phase

Skeletal System

Source
CHSRA Current Plan

Routes
San Francisco-San Jose-Pacheco Pass-FresnoPalmdale-Los Angeles-Anaheim
CHSRA Current Plan
Sacramento connection (Merced area) to SF
Bay Area and Los Angeles; San Diego-RiversideLos Angeles
In Earlier CHSRA Plans
Oakland-East Bay-San Jose
Intermittently referred to by CHSRA and its Altamont Pass
supporters
Dumbarton Bridge
Anaheim-Irvine
Minimum system required to allow HSR
Gilroy to Palmdale (Entry to downtown Los
trains to operate between San Francisco
Angeles, San Jose and downtown San
and Los Angeles, though at well above
Francisco at conventional commuter rail speeds
presently anticipated travel times
once existing routes are double-tracked and
upgraded.)

Assembly Bill 3034 was still under consideration when this report went to press. If approved by
the governor, AB 3034 would allow bond funding to be expended on the Altamont Corridor
connecting the Central Valley to the East Bay and from Anaheim to Irvine, in addition to Phase I,
Phase II and the Missing Phase.

State Fi na ncial Estimates
The 1999 Business Plan estimated that the entire system would be built for $30.3 billion ($25
billion in 1999$). The 2005 Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report
(EIS/EIR) raised the estimate to $40.5 billion. By 2008, documents prepared for a meeting for
potential investors indicated that the costs had risen to $45.4 billion. This figure included $30.7
billion for Phase I (Anaheim- San Francisco) and $14.7 billion for Phase II (Sacramento and San
Diego extensions).5
The Authority adds that "the service provided by the system is expected to yield annual operating
surpluses in excess of$300 million" (in 1999$). 6 The most recent declaration was in March 2008
when the CHSRA represented to Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger that " California's proposed
system will bring a $1 billion annual profit or surplus, once built."7

)

The CHSRA planners indicate that construction of Phase I would be financed primarily with public
funding. Phase I assumes a $9.95 billion general obligation bond that will be put before the voters
in the November, 2008 election. Of that amount, $9 billion would be directed to the high-speed
system while the other $950 million would be available elsewhere in the state for "feeder systems"
such as P,>.mtrak, commuter rail, and local transit agencies with which the HSR system would
eventually connect. Proponents have expressed the hope to obtain another $9 billion in federal
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Virtually none of this funding is in place. This broad outline of a financing program has been
rendered irrelevant as a result of the huge increases in project costs. At the moment, the CHS RA
has no detailed funding plan for the entire system. The CHSRA is also interested in obtaining
additional funding from local units of government, such as counties, municipalities and regional
transit agencies. Again, none of this funding is in place and in the difficult funding environment
that has characterized local governments in California, any material local funding level could be
challenging to obtain.
The CHSRA has projected opening the San Francisco-Los Angeles- Anaheim line via San Jose and
Fresno in about 2020. A second phase designed to link Los Angeles- San Diego via Riverside, and
to connect Sacramento to the system in or near Merced is expected by the CHSRA to begin five to
ten years after the initial phase.8 In some instances, the planned HSR routes would be longer than
highway distances and, of course, are longer than air distances.

Conclusion
\
- -}

The Authority has an ambitious plan to link major metropolitan areas with a high-speed rail system
to reduce congestion at airports and on highways. Funding sources for HSR are expected to include
riders, state taxpayers, the federal government, private investors and local governments. Some
public officials and policy leaders recognize the significant challenges in financing and building
the system.
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The Necessity for Due Diligence
A Cal(fomia Senate Committee observed that the public dese1ves a fit!! accounting of the project's
risks and benefits because the project has been portrayed as afutu~·e commercial success. This
study relies on empirical data, historical trends and other data to apply a due diligence process to
the proposal.

The Authority has spent $58 million in public funding to promote and plan for high-speed rail links
among the state's major population centers. Due to the magnitude of the project and because the
project has been portrayed as a future commercial success, there is a need for a due diligence
examination of this plan.
To this end, this work is based on a methodical analysis of the rail proposal-the type that would
be conducted by potential investors prior to advancing capital in support of a business proposal,
project, venture or transaction. In the business world, due diligence means undertaking sufficient
independent analysis to ensure that an acquisition is worth the proposed price.

Addre.ssing Investment Risk
The state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee recently set the precedent for addressing
taxpayers as investors and helps set the stage for everything that follows in this Due Diligence
Report. Hence, the logic as it appeared in a June 2008 report from the Senate Committee deserves
to appear at the onset of this study and is summarized as follows:
The California High-Speed Rail Authority has embarked upon a $33 billion program to
provide high-speed rail service between Anaheim, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. An
additional $7 billion will be required to extend service to San Diego and Sacramento. The
project is not being developed as a conventional public works project to be built with pay-as-
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you··go funding, or by relying on public debt financing. Instead, the Authority is offering
California's voters a business proposition. Should the voters approve the $9.95 billion
measure on November's ballot, the Authority is anticipating using the bond revenues and
future federal funds to attract a substantial amount ofprivate capital. The Authority's
underlying assumption is that the demand for high-speed rail is so strong that it will attract a
private consortium to design, construct, finance, and operate the high-speed system, one that
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will generate sufficient revenue to repay the consortium 's investment, cover the annual cost of

the project. Voters are being asked to make a major commitment. It is, therefore, imperative
that voters and policy makers have a fall accounting ofthe project's risks and benefits.9

While the Senate Committee review is groundbreaking in presenting a serious discussion of
investment risk associated with the project, it does not provide a level of detailed analysis. This
report will perform that task. Moreover, the emphasis on risk in this document is justified because
the CHSRA business plan is advocacy in nature and perils appear to be understated. 10
In preparation for this study, thousands of pages of CHSRA' s documentation spanning

approximately a ten-year period have been reviewed. Also, reports from other state and federal
agencies and documents from overseas high-speed rail systems have been examined. This report
attempts to clarify material facts and outline foreseeable risks that have received insufficient public
attention. Hence, it is a Due Diligence Report designed to help policy makers make informed
decisions with respect to public funding. The Senate Committee report insists on the value of a
prospectus in stating:
The Authority must update its business plan in a format consistent with a standard financial
prospectus of the type that is required to be preparedfor investors in new stock or bonding
offerings. A p rosp ectus discusses the investment opportunity, its financial strategy, its benefits
to the investors, as well as the types and level ofrisk the investors are assuming. It is essential
that voters be provided with adequate financial information concerning the project.11

Californians are being asked to be investors in a project being portrayed as a future commercial
success, but the CHSRA's documentation often relies on theoretical capabilities or reflects
advocacy positions. This study relies on empirical data, historical trends and other data to evaluate
key issues related to the program, namely:

)

•

Ridership and marketability

•

Demographics

•

Costs and overall financing

•

Operational issues including safety

•

Train Speeds

•

Technological developments and limitations

•

Greenhouse gas emissions
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Community factors

•

Possible line truncations or route substitutions

•

High-speed rail experience elsewhere

•

Highway and airport alternative scenarios

•

Adequacy of planning

Moreover, this Due Diligence Report follows the admonition of the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) that disclosure documents should "speak to investors in words they can
understand. Tell them plainly what they need to know to make intelligent investment decisions." 12
Indeed, policy makers and private parties will be making investment decisions regarding the highspeed system when they make decisions about public funds or commit their own private
investments.

Limitations to Review
The following challenges were encountered in this due diligence analysis, as a result of difficulties
and inconsistencies in the CHSRA documentation.

)

•

Reference Years. At the time of this analysis, the horizon years of the CHS RA source
documents are inconsistent. As one example, in some cases the latest available projections
are for 2020 while in other cases 2030 projections are available.

•

Data. Important data have varied widely. For example, various documents differ in the
proposed route structures and estimated seating capacity of the high-speed trains. These
variables could negatively affect the ridership that can be expected and thus cause a
concomitant decline in projected revenues.

•

Costs. Construction cost estimates are inconsistent. The Senate Committee report cites
$33 billion to build the first phase (San Francisco-Los Angeles-Anaheim) and an overall
project cost of$40 billion. Presumably, this information was obtained from CHSRA. Yet,
CHSRA documentation prepared for an investors meeting during virtually the same time
frame puts the figure at $45.4 billion. 13

•

Ridership. Variations in CHSRA's ridership projections claims are extensive and in many
cases the data presented appear to be inadequate to support the conclusions reached. The
Authority has acknowledged that it has commissioned a new ridership and revenue
forecast. However, considering the exceptionally high demand that has been projected, it
will be prudent for future forecasts to be subject to independent verification if they are to
be considered plausible. 14

I
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)

•

Risk Minimization. Environmental impact documents are replete with references to using
the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) right-of-way. In 2008 when the UPRR declared its
unwillingness to sell its land, the Authority's chairman said he was unconcemed. 15
However, land-purchase costs could increase and re-alignments could affects speeds,
marketability and construction costs. A related issue is that landowners facing possible
eminent domain proceedings may file legal challenges. Municipalities have already filed
· suits to require environmental impact statements to be redone. 16 Consequences could
include construction delays and cost increases.

•

Employee Injury Risks. A franchise operator will find exceptional risks regarding
worker injuries and payouts. An anachronistic law, the Federal Employers' Liability Act
(FELA) passed in 1908, subjects rail operators to costly, arcane and time-consuming tortbased provisions (all other industries are covered by less onerous no-fault workers'
compensation laws). 17 An attempt to exempt a franchisee from FELA is certain to be met
by opposition from the rail labor unions and the trial lawyers' lobby. It cannot be
determined from the CHSRA documentation if such high-cost provisions have been
included in operating cost projections.

•

Labor Demands. A risk exists that labor organizations will demand unique provisions in
contracts with high-speed rail operators identical to what they have with Amtrak,
particularly a labor protection clause that provides generous severance compensation for
up to five years if a job is abolished or moved more than 30 miles. Amtrak's protection
obligations remain significantly higher than those of non-railroad corporations. 18 Because
of the strength ofrailway labor unions, and because it is typical for the federal government
to impose labor protection regulations on assistance, it is likely that such provisions would
be applied to a California HSR system.

•

Subsidies. Statements about taxpayer obligations are contradictory. For example, on
January 11, 2008, the CHSRA chairman, Quentin Kopp, said at a state Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee hearing that another bond measure after the
November vote may be necessary if costs continue to rise. 19 Ten days later, on January 21,
another CHSRA board member, Rod Diridon, insisted: "Having the people of California
pay one-third the price of this project and then never again having to put money into a
program that will expand and expand and expand is an awfully good deal for Califomia."20
After ten more days, on January 31, Chairman Kopp wrote to legislators: "We believe that
if additional state funds appear needed for the remaining segments, it is the prerogative of
the legislature to determine the amount, source and timing of such funds, similar to its
action on Phase One."21 By June 22, the chairman stated unequivocally that the HSR
system would operate at a profit "without taxpayer subsidy."22 It is unimaginable that such
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The Authority has stated that the proposed high-speed rail system "is one of the world's largest
public works projects."23 Thus it is even more imperative that all involved be cautious because
"mega-project" financing has begun to breed mistrust. The leading worldwide infrastructure study
on such projects concluded:

The cost estimates used in public debates, media coverage and decision making for transport
infrastructure development are highly, systematically and significantly deceptive. So are the
cost-benefit analyses into which cost estimates are routinely fed to calculate the viability and
ranking ofprojects. . .. An important policy implication for this highly expensive and highly
consequential field ofpublic policy is for the public, politicians, administrators, bankers and
media not to trust the cost estimates presented by infrastructure promoters andforecasters.24
This report finds that the CHSRA's documentation and public statements are indeterminate as to
the project's commercial viability and indeed suggest that the project is not feasible. This report
finds that the CHSRA's documentation and public statements fail to confirm the project's
commercial viability and the analysis in this report suggests that the project is not feasible.

Conclusion
The California Senate Transportation and Housing Committee observed that CHSRA ought to
provide a financial prospectus on the HSR project because the project has been portrayed as a
future commercial success. This study relies on empirical data, historical trends and other data to
serve in part as a Due Diligence Report. It finds that conclusions in the CHSRA documentation are
inconsistent, cost estimates have not been updated, projections appear to be based on data
inadequate to justify the conclusions reached, risks in several areas (e.g., rights-of-way, liabilities
for exceptional employee costs) are understated or completely ignored, and statements about future
taxpayer subsidies are contradictory. The Authority has yet to balance issuance of its many
advocacy documents with cautionary documents that are typically issued in an investment
environment.
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Overview of High-Speed Rail
A. International Experience
High-speed rail systems operate in a number ofcoumries overseas. The state of California is
proceeding with its .HSR plan based on assumptions that are appropriate to European and Asian
enviro11111ents but generally hold little applicability in the state.

\;
--

High-speed rail systems have been developed in the United States, Japan, France (with a British
line connecting through the Channel Tunnel), Germany, Spain, Italy, South Korea and Taiwan.
Generally, high-speed rail is defined as trains that reach 150 mph (241 kph) or more. The top
commercial speed on one line in the world is now 217 mph (350 kph), which came about with
China's launch in 2008 of Beijing-Tianjin service.25 China expects to run at 236 mph (380 kph) on
the planned Beijing-Shanghai line.26 Within the TGV (Train Grande Vitesse) system is the TGVEst-operated between Paris and Strasbourg by the French National Railway (SNCF)-which
reaches a top speed of200 mph (322 kph). Japan's Bullet Trains were the first high-speed rail
trains and today operate up to 186 mph (300 kph), as do trains in Spain, South Korea and Taiwan.
Amtrak's Acela service reaches a top speed of 150 mph (241 kph) on a portion of its WashingtonBoston route. While the infrastructure on the TGV-Est, Korea and Spanish HSR routes are
designed to permit operations at 220 mph (354 kph), no trains currently operate at that speed. Even
faster magnetic levitation (maglev) trains have been proposed for a few lines around the world,
although the only commercial application is an airport line within the Shanghai urban area- one
that reaches speeds near 270 mph (435 kph).27

a

The proposed California HSR is intended to provide service at a top speed of 220 mph (354 kph)
from Sacramento and the San Francisco Bay Area to the Los Angeles and San Diego areas and
points in between. The system has been variously described in planning documents as having a
route length of from 700 miles to 800 miles.
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The Los Angeles- San Francisco "backbone" route is between 432 and 520 miles, depending upon
the CHSRA source cited.28 Plans are for the non-stop service to operate at under 2 hours and 40
minutes. Generally, the HSR routes most analogous to the Los Angeles- San Francisco route are
the following:
•

Tokyo-Osaka Bullet Train. The rail distance between these terminals is approximately
335 miles, shorter than the Los Angeles- San Francisco route- and the fastest travel time is
approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes. Door-to-door rail and air travel times are similar to
the California HSR, as proposed. Service began on this route in 1964.

•

Paris-Marseille TGV. The rail distance is approximately 480 miles and the non-stop
services take slightly more than 3 hours. Door-to-door rail and air travel times are similar
to the California HSR as proposed. Service began on this route in 2001.

The new Madrid-Barcelona A VE service is similar in distance, rail travel time and air travel time
to the Los Angeles- San Francisco route. However, this service has only recently begun to operate
and so is referenced less frequently. The Taiwan and South Korea routes are also relatively new,
far shorter than proposed for California, and are referenced less frequently.

Comparison of Markets
The market of the proposed California HSR is compared to markets for the Japanese Bullet Train
and European HSR systems. (Comparisons with the Amtrak Acela will be found in Part 3, United
States Experience.) There are considerable differences between these markets with the conditions
in California being far less favorable to the development of HSR. Consider comparisons with
Japan, as indicated below.
The Japanese were prudent to adapt their transport system by using rail to serve their dense
populations stretched into linear corridors. Today the HSR market in Japan is the strongest in the
world, and it is difficult to imagine a more favorable operating environment. The following factors
combine to make HSR far more attractive in Japan than in California.

.,,. )

•

The current population of the Japanese Bullet Train market is more than double that of the
California market as projected for 2030. The counties and metropolitan areas that will have
stations in the California system are projected to have less than 44 million people in
2030. 29 By comparison, the prefectures of Japan served by the Bullet Trains already have a
population of more than 97 million.30

•

The Japanese urban areas are considerably more dense than the California urban areas .
This means that HSR stations are closer to more of the urban population than they would
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be in California. 31 In addition, the large Japanese urban areas have large central business
districts (CBD's or downtowns). The Tokyo CBD has more than twice as many jobs as
Manhattan has south of 59th Street. and the Osaka central business district is larger than
any for which data is available, except for Tokyo and New York. Nagoya's CBD has more
than twice as many jobs as the San Francisco CBD. 32 The CBD employment is a strong
generator of ridership because HSR stations are located in the CBD and they are easily
accessed by rapid transit,33 by short cab rides or by walking. This gives the Bullet Trains a
substantial market advantage.
•

Japan has the developed world's most comprehensive transit systems. In the Tokyo and
Osaka- Kobe- Kyoto urban areas, 63 and 56% respectively of urban travel is by transit. 34 In
the third largest urban area, Nagoya, transit's share is approximately 25%. Approximately
80% of that transit travel is by rapid transit modes in each area, which tend to be
competitive in travel time with cars (subways and commuter rail). 35 Finally, in each of
these large urban areas, commercial revenues (including fares) account for more than 95%
of operating and capital costs.36 By contrast, the San Francisco urban (urbanized) area's
transit market share is 3.8%, Los Angeles is 1.6%, San Diego 1.2%, San Jose 0.8% and
Sacramento 0.7%.37 The existence of Japan's comprehensive rapid transit systems, which
were built as the urban areas spread out, makes near "seamless" travel possible throughout
the Japanese urban areas. In California, the overwhelming majority ofHSR trips are likely
to require a car at one or both ends to complete the trip in a reasonable time and with
reasonable comfort.

•

The automobile ownership rate is considerably lower in Japan. The auto and SUV
ownership rate per household is approximately 70% higher in the United States than in
Japan.38

•

Driving is considerably more expensive in Japan. Gasoline costs more and the intercity
freeways have very steep tolls.

•

Finally, each of the Bullet Train routes were preceded by a strong conventional rail
service-a "ready market" from which a large portion of the high-speed rail ridership was
attracted. Before the high-speed system opened in the 1960s, there was little air service and
there were relatively few automobiles. Thus, much of the HSR ridership simply transferred
from slower trains to faster trains. By comparison, California has a small market potential
in diverting traffic from traditional rail services.
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Europe's inherent HSR market advantages are not as great as those of Japan, but they are still
superior to California's:

•

)

Large urban areas are generally closer together than in California. Moreover, a number of
these urban areas are clustered in relatively close proximity to the hub of Europe's HSR
system, Paris. Western Europe's two largest metropolitan areas, London and Paris have a
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combined population of more than 24 million-approximately the same population as the
Los Angeles and San Francisco combined statistical areas. 39 They are less than 200 miles
apart compared to the 380 highway miles that separate San Francisco and Los Angeles.
A lso, Brussels, Antwerp, Rotterdam, the Hague, Amsterdam, Lyon, Lille, Aachen and
Cologne, all metropolitan areas with more than 1 million people, are less than 300 miles
away, and all are served by HSR from Paris.
•

In addition to proximity, another important factor is that France is a very centralized
nation. Much commercial travel in France requires connecting through Paris, either
through its airports or its train stations (both in the city and at Charles de Gaulle Airport).
In contrast, no metropolitan area of California is such a travel hub because most travel in
California is point to point.

•

HSR in Europe has a particularly robust market as a result of the strong government
employment that exists in national capitals, such as London, Paris, Brussels and the Hague .
.Brussels is also the principal governance center of the European Union, as home of the
European Commission. The TGV-Est line is also likely to have higher ridership because its
terminus is Strasbourg, home of the European parliament.

•

While less dense than Japanese urban areas, European urban areas are generally more
dense than in California. Again, this means that HSR stations are closer to more of the
urban population than they would be in California.

•

Europe's transit systems are less comprehensive than those of the largest Japanese urban
areas, but are far more so than any transit systems in California. Large European urban
areas typically have transit market shares of from 10 to 25%, which compares to the 0.7
percent to 3.6% in California markets. A number of the European HSR urban areas have
extensive subway and commuter rail systems that can often compete with the auto in travel
time.

•

The European HSR ridership is not all new ridership. On many lines there was
considerable traffic before the coming of HSR. In France, Germany, Italy and Spain, which
accounted for the overwhelming majority of HSR ridership in Europe, conventional (nonHSR) ridership dropped 27 million between 1990 and 2006. 40 This represents 40% of the
HSR increase of 69 million.41 Many HSR riders are former train riders who switched to the
faster services.

---)

Profitability

I 13
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As in the case of CHSRA, HSR proponents claim that systems overseas are profitable. However, it
is not clear that the world's HSR systems have typically covered their operating and capital costs
without subsidies.
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•

SNCF financial reports classify subsidies from national, regional and local governments as
commercial revenues, rather than subsidies, as they would be classified in the United
States.

•

Separate financial data is not provided for the high-speed rail operations. Thus, any
statements to the effect that TGV is profitable (which it may or may not be) have not been
subjected to the normal accounting standards that apply to annual financial reporting.

•

SNCF runs on the national rail system owned by the Reseau Ferre de France (RFF) and
pays fees for its usage.43 According to a report by the French parliament, RFF and SNCF
together have a debt of more than 40 billion Euros, or approximately $55 billion. 44 This is
a significant amount for a nation with a population one-fifth that of the United States. The
SNCF access fees paid to the RFF cover little more than infrastructure maintenance and
provide virtually no contribution to debt service, capital costs or depreciation.45 Moreover,
RFF receives annual subsidies from the French government of more than 10 billion Euros.
It is possible that some of the annual subsidy is attributable to TGV.

•

Construction of the newest line, the TGV-Est line, from Paris toward Strausbourg was
subsidized to at least the extent of75%. 46

•

Reports are that RFF will be substantially increasing track access charges to pay for
expansion and maintenance of the French rail network. Any such increase could cause a
deterioration in SNCF financial performance.47

Given the lack of transparency regarding railway debt, continuing subsidies to RFF and the
apparent lack of any comprehensive analysis48 using generally accepted accounting principles, no
definitive statement can be made about the profitability of high-speed rail in France.
Japan. The story is similar in Japan. The Japan National Railway was privatized in the late 1980s
and the new private companies assumed some of the heavy debt that had been accumulated.
However, the public shouldered most of the debt, which amounted to 250 trillion yen at
privatization and grew to 280 trillion after that. At current exchange rates, this is more than $250
billion.49 This is a substantial amount for a nation with a population 60 percent less than the United
States.

\

j

/
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France. The TGV system is a sensible adaptation to a nation where Paris is a major transport hub
as a destination and for connecting passengers. The most recent financial reports show that overall
the French national rail operator, SNCF earned a profit. 42 However, this is a far more complex
issue.

As in the case of France, in view of the huge debt and the apparent lack of any comprehensive
analysis using generally accepted accounting principles, no definitive statement can be made about
the profitability of high-speed rail in Japan.50
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The CHSRA in promotional literature frequently cites developments in Europe and Asia to justify
building such a system in California.s 1 Absent from such material is recognition of critically
different circumstances and environments. Overall, the dissimilarities are great. Congressional
Digest summarized Europe's train-friendly circumstances well:

Conditions in those countries are, in many ways, more favorable to passenger rail
transportation than in the United States. Their population densities are higher (which makes
train travel more efficient), their fael prices, including taxes, are higher (which makes driving
more expensive relative to other travel options), and their land area is relatively smaller
(which makes travel time by train more competitive with air travel). 52
While factors exist that allow high-speed rail systems to be well-used overseas, they nonetheless
appear insufficient to allow those very same HSR systems to attain profitability under generally
accepted accounting practices. Moreover, while the conditions were favorable for the development
ofHSR in Europe and Japan, they are less clearly so in the United States.s3

Concl usion
I

--;

High-speed rail systems operate in a number of countries overseas. The state of California is
proceeding with its HSR plan based on assumptions that are appropriate to European and Asian
environments but generally hold little apJ;>licability in the state.
Considerable market differences exist with conditions in California being far less favorable to the
potential success of such a system. Dissimilarities include population densities in urban areas, size
of central business districts, extent of connecting transit systems, distances between urban areas,
and the degree to which a train-riding market existed prior to HSR service. Financially, it is not
clear that the world's HSR systems have typically covered their operating and capital costs without
subsidies- a determination that would be appropriate in a due diligence process for commercial
HSR proposals in any nation.

B. United States Experience

)
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Summary of Differences

A Federal Railroad Admi11istration study found that subsidies are likely to be required on all HSR
systems proposed in the U.S. Such projects have been halted in three states- California (Los
A ngeles--San Diego), Texas and Florida. The federally sponsored .HSR program .few .Boston- New
York- Washington serves only a fraction of the passengers that European and Asian lines carry.
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High-speed rail systems have been proposed for the United States and have failed to move ahead in
Florida, Texas, Pennsylvania, Ohio and in California between Los Angeles and San Diego. All of
these projects have been canceled for a variety of reasons, one of which has been the failure to
attract commercial investment.
Following are summaries of prior studies regarding subsidies, details regarding HSR projects for
Texas, Florida and the Los Angeles-San Diego line, and a review of the Northeast Corridor. All
have "lessons learned" that are relevant to the California project.

The United States in Context
The most comprehensive study of the potential for high-speed rail around the United States was
prepared for the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation
(DOT). This study found that commercial revenues would fall far short of operating and capital
costs in all studied corridors (Table 3).s4 On average, capital and operating subsidy levels of more
than 70 percent would be required.

'Table.3:.High Speed Rail Corrldors FRA Feasibility Study: 2020
•

,'

""

""

•

'.

-~~ l

'

'

~¥'

• •

Corridor
San Francisco-Los Angeles-San Diego

'

'

~

Commercial Revenues

Subsidies

31.8%

68.2%

Los Angeles-San Diego

15.6%

84.4%

Chicago-Milwaukee-Detroit-St. Louis

22.8%

77.2%

Chicago- Detroit

21.6%

78.4%

Chicago-St. Louis

13.6%

86.4%

Miami-Orlando-Tampa

37.7%

62.3%

Washington-New York-Boston

55.3%

44.7%

Eugene-Portland-Seattle-Vancouver

17.0%

83.0%

Houston-Dallas-Austin-San Antonio

42.7%

57.3%

Average: High-Speed Rail

28.7%

71.3%

Source: Overview Report: High Speed Ground Transportation for America (Washington, D.C.: Federal Railroad
Administration, United States Department of Transportation), August 1996.
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The multi-state high-speed rail improvement project that links Boston, New York and Washington
has been funded principally by the federal government through subsidies to Amtrak. Other systems
have been proposed using the term "high-speed rail," but which would not reach HSR speeds, such
as programs in the Midwest and Southeast.

Moreover, in an independent review, Professors William L. Garrison and David M. Levinson say it
is doubtful whether without considerable subsidy high-speed rail could be constructed, much less
be profitable, in the United States.ss
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Florida: 1984-2004. Florida was the first state to embark on a program to build HSR with the
1984 passage of the High Speed Rail Act. In addition to creating an Authority to plan and oversee
the project, the state established a franchise certification process designed to interest the private
sector in helping to underwrite a Miami-Orlando-Tampa HSR project.
In 1986, state planners and potential system developers stated that the new HSR line would attract
significant numbers of travelers from automobiles and airplanes. Predictions were that the line
could be built at a cost ranging from $2 billion to $4.5 billion, depending on the number of
stations, and be in service within nine years. 56
Projected construction costs continued to increase, and by 1990 the state required the franchise
holder, the Florida High Speed Rail Corporation (FHSRC), to submit a new financing proposal.
One trade publication described it as follows:

FHSRC 's new financing plan included a request for state bonding authority of$5. 35 billion
($214 million annually for 25 years), together with imposition ofa 10 percent tax on high
speed rail tickets; a $2 surcharge on automobile license tags, and a 2.5 cents per gallon
increase in the motor fuel tax. FHSRC also asked that the Florida legislature authorize
"available monies" to eliminate existing at-grade crossings on the proposed system. ...
FHSRC's proposal did notfind an enthusiastic audience. 51
Public displeasure intensified in 1996 when five consortia submitted proposals in a new franchise
process that was designed around the state's new-and very controversial- commitment to a $70million-a-year subsidy. 58
The state selected the Florida Overland Express consortium (FOX) to build the system, based in
part on their plan to begin operating the entire line by 2006. At the same time, state officials balked
at FOX's bid request for subsidies of $95 million annually from the state-$25 million more than
planned. 59 Meanwhile, dissatisfaction by environmentalists grew over FOX's plan to use
alignments near water conservation areas, which were inconsistent with plans to prohibit
development and protect coastal water supplies. 60
Promoters pushed a 2000 state constitutional amendment requiring the state to build HSR, which
the voters approved. However, the project ran into significant opposition as issues arose regarding
the project's cost, optimistic ridership estimates, adverse environmental impacts and the degree of
highway and airport congestion relief that could reasonably be expected.

)
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Projects Halted in Three States

Three years later, the state legislature was compelled to address growing concerns about costs and
debated prohibiting the use of sales-taxes or tax exemptions for developers to help fund the
system. 61 Public concerns mounted that the state was to be exposed to inordinate financial risk and
another measure was placed on the ballot in 2004 to repeal the state HSR constitutional
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Texas: 1989-1994. The legislature in 1989 created the Texas High-Speed Rail Authority
(THSRA) to award a franchise to build and operate a system with three lines to link the " Texas
Triangle" urban areas of Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio. The law prohibited
expenditures of public monies on the project, except for some limited planning efforts. The private
sector could not count on government subsidies for capital or operating purposes.
The action was taken based on a study that concluded 185-mph trains could move passengers
between Dallas and Houston in less than two hours; it also forecast that the system could be
economically viable as highways and airports became more congested. The three-phased project
called for the Dallas/Fort Worth area- Houston line to be built by 1998; the Houston- San AntonioAustin route to be in operation by 2003, and Austin-Dallas could be ready by 2008.
A French-American group, the Texas TGV Corporation, won the contract for the franchise against
a German-American ICE Train consortium.63 Public opposition grew in rural areas because of a
belief that the use of eminent domain for the HSR routes would cause considerable harm to farmers
and ranchers. Eventually, thousands of residents gathered in meetings to oppose the HSR system.
Their biggest concern was "landlocking," when the high-speed track splits a ranch or farm in two
and the owner carmot get from one section to the other without an easement across a neighbor's
property or traveling some distance.64 (The California Authority calls " landlocking" by a different
name-"severance.")
Another issue was the continual escalation in the estimated project cost. In 1991, the first estimate
was $4.4 billion. 65 Cost refinements were issued depending upon which routings were to be
selected, and the new figures became a range of $5.7 billion to $6.7 billion.66 As planning
continued, the cost rose to $7 billion. 67 Finally, when it appeared that the project would be
abandoned in late 1993, the estimate totaled $8 .4 billion.68
Skepticism deepened when the Texas TGV consortium admitted a need for grants from local and
federal governments, $3 billion in tax-free bonds and possible government guarantees. Texas
Railroad Commissioner Bob Krueger said the project was doomed: "I believe this project will
ultimately fail, because the economics are faulty, the ridership numbers are fantasy and the very
credibility of the managing consortium is suspect. I don' t think the economics are here for this
project, and I don't think this group can pull it off without monumental government support."69
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amendment. The voters approved the measure by a 2-to-1 margin, effectively terminating the
Florida HSR project. 62

With consortium officials seeking more public funding, Southwest Airlines filed a suit challenging
the manner in which the THSRA awarded the franchise to the Texas TGV consortium. The
airline's position was that it did not want to compete with an entity that will be subsidized by the
government; they were willing to compete head-on, but not with the government. 70

)
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In early January 2004, it was clear that the Texas TGV Corporation had defaulted on its agreement
with the state. 71 With controversies underway regarding the need for public subsidies and the
system's possible intrusion on farmlands and other property, the project was cancelled. According
to many news accounts, this terminated a state administrative proceeding against Texas TGV for its
failure to raise $170 million in equity financing for the $8.4 billion project by the December 31,
1993 deadline. The state also required Texas TGV to repay a $1 million appropriation made by the
legislature to the THSRA. 72
The consortium cited an inability to secure financing because of delays beyond its control, such as
waiting for federal safety approval of Texas TGV' s proposed technology and unrealistic equity
funding deadlines. State officials declined to pursue a default judgment against Texas TGV
because to do so would keep the project nominally alive. The state wanted an unquestioned
rescission to permit landowners whose property lay in the path of the proposed train to be free of
possible eminent domain proceedings, a relief that hundreds of rural property owners had
repeatedly demanded of the state. 73 Also, the legislature abolished the Authority and designated no
successor for HSR functions.74
It is notable that the Texas project expired even though the state has topographical conditions more
favorable than what are found on the California routes-namely, the lack of mountain ranges that
provide significant construction and operating challenges.

Southern California: 1981-1984. The state has experienced strong public opposition to the
construction of a high-speed rail line, as was evidenced in the past when the American High Speed
Rail Corporation (AHSRC) proposed building a Los Angeles- San Diego bullet train. Although a
private company, the AHSRC was headed by executives from the federally subsidized Amtrak
organization and in 1981 Amtrak provided an unsecured $750,000 loan to partially finance startup
costs.
The following year, the California legislature approved $1.25 billion in tax-exempt revenue bonds
for the project, whose feasibility depended on the marketability of the bonds. 75 The company
intended to repay bond holders from passenger revenues.
The AHSRC proposed to build a $3.1 billion bullet train line 130 miles long. The privately funded
and operated system would be completed by 1988, after which trains were projected to carry
100,000 passengers daily on about 100 trains daily. The system would use Japan's Bullet Train
technology and be capable of 160 mph operation over exclusive use of new HSR lines. Stations
would be located at Los Angeles International Airport, Union Station in downtown Los Angeles,

I
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Norwalk, Anaheim, Santa Ana, Irvine, Oceanside, La Jolla and in downtown San Diego. 76

)

The AHSRC would receive about $5 million from Japanese interests for initial planning. Next, an
investment syndicate would seek a minimwn of $2 billion needed to acquire right-of-way and build
the line. 77 About a quarter of the funding was expected to come from Japanese sources and the
remainder from the United States and elsewhere.78 The company routinely indicated that HSR
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Eventually, Japanese investors provided much of the $14.75 million raised and agreed to take
responsibility for 25 percent of the financing required to complete the project. First Boston, an
investment bank, was putting together a package to raise additional money to complete design
work and start building. 80 However, resistance to the project was mounting and potential investors
became unsettled when a chain of events occurred:

)

•

Five communities- San Diego, Del Mar, Carlsbad, Oceanside and Tustin-filed a lawsuit
that argued the process being followed violated environmental regulations and was
inadequate to fully assess the project's impacts. Joining the lawsuit was the United
Citizens Coastal Protective League (UCCPL), an organization with more than 1,000
members. 81 The UCCPL likened the plan to using a supersonic Concorde jet for commuter
flights between San Diego and Los Angeles.82

•

A rail passenger consultant who had accurately forecast San Diego Trolley ridership found
that the AHSRC had used "terrible logic" in justifying high passenger-volume projections.
He determined that inadequate population density exists to support the line, that promoters
had vastly overestimated the market, and that such a system could not operate at a profit
anywhere in the United States.83

•

The city of Tustin contracted for an analysis of projected ridership, capital and operating
costs, and financial planning. The study discredited overly optimistic estimates, and one
conclusion was that the AHSRC had projected "vastly greater numbers of passengers" for
the HSR line thanjustified.84

•

At about the same time, a report from the Office of Technology Assessment, a
congressional agency, found that the Southern California bullet train and similar U.S. highspeed rail projects will probably require government subsidies to survive. Researchers
questioned the ridership projections because the insufficient population density would
mean that every person in the region would have to ride the train at least 3.7 times a year to
total the 36.5 million annual passengers first predicted by project promoters. Reviewers
also concluded that commuter and short-trip travel- the greatest cause of traffic
problems-would continue despite the HSR system and that ultimate energy savings might
be insignificant. 85

•

·Public officials became uncompromising in their opposition. For example, a California
Transportation Commission member and former State Assembly Transportation
Committee chairman, Walter Ingalls, warned that he would not vote to approve state
money for the bullet train if- as he was predicting- private investors could not pay for the
project. "There will never, ever, ever be any public monies expended for this project,"
Ingalls declared.86
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operating in Southern California could make a profit, based in part on non-stop Los Angeles-San
Diego express train schedules of 59 minutes and air-competitive fares. Wall Street expressed
skepticism, and one Shearson-American Express analyst called the proposal "far fetched."79
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The AHSRC forecast brought skepticism from independent analysts. Even a planning organization
normally receptive to rail proposals, the San Diego Association of Governments, declined to
endorse the new projections because the planners did not know what methods were used or what
factors were considered by the consultants. Far more blunt was an Oceanside Councilman, Walter
Gilbert, who said, " I don't believe it. First they had a survey that forecast ridership of 60,000.
When we proved that the project wouldn't pay for itself with that number, they come up with a
new, refined survey that claims there will be 100,000 riders. That's not realistic."88
By rnid-1984, the public learned that Japanese investors had put up only about $9 million of the
$14.75 million originally promised. The AHSRC needed $50 million to continue planning and
officials admitted that a forecast of an early 1985 start of construction had been too optimistic.89
Next, the AHSRC missed filing deadlines with Caltrans and the California Public Utility
Commission. 90
A maj or figure entered the fray when Paul Gann announced disapproval of the project. Gann,
known as the co-author of the Proposition 13 "tax revolt referendum," said he opposed HSR
because the $1.25 billion in revenue bonds the state legislature had authorized represented potential
risks to taxpayers.91
On November 13, 1984, the Los Angeles-San Diego bullet train plan collapsed when AHSRC
officials announced they had run out of funds. A campaign to raise money from investors had met
with widespread skepticism.92 Moreover the company never fully convinced state officials that it
could proceed without the need for public subsidies. Planning documents were sold to Amtrak for
$200,000.93
Researchers concluded that public and political opposition caused investment community interest
to evaporate. "The project proved to be very controversial, with the proponents eventually unable
to obtain financing to continue."94 Indeed, this appears to have portended the type of potential
"political meddling" that CHSRA consultant Lehman Brothers cited as a current risk in investor
documents. 95
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In an attempt to calm public officials and reassure potential investors, the AHSRC released new
projections that the bullet train would earn $380 million in its first year of operation (1989$) and
escalate in following years based on an inflation rate of7 percent annually. The new forecasts were
drawn up by Arthur D. Little Inc., which had devised the first ridership and revenue estimates that
had become controversial. 87

U.S. Northeast Corridor. The strongest rail passenger line in the United States runs through the
heavily populated Northeast Corridor (NEC) linking Washington D .C., New York and Boston. The
route is historically the nation 's busiest route and has characteristics more favorable to HSR than
California.
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•

The New York-Washington distance of225 miles and the New York-Boston distance of
231 miles are shorter than the anticipated Los Angeles-San Francisco "backbone" line
projected by the CHSRA to be between 432 and 490 miles.

• The metropolitan areas from Washington through New York to Boston have a population
of 44 million,96 a population not projected for the California HSR corridor until 2030.

•

Four of the six largest downtowns (central business districts) in the United States are on
the Acela HSR line (New York, Washington, Boston and Philadelphia).97 The combined
employment of the major downtown areas along the route, including Baltimore, is
approximately 2.6 million, which includes Manhattan (below 59th Street), the world's
second largest central business district.98 In contrast, the California HSR system has only
one of the six largest central business districts in the nation (San Francisco) and the
combined employment of the large central business districts is less than 600,000. 99 Central
business district (CBD) employment is a strong generator of ridership, because there are
HSR stations in the CBD that are easily accessed by short cab rides, transit rides or
walking. In this regard, the NEC is more favorable to HSR than the California corridor.

•

Despite not being as comprehensive as European transit systems, the transit systems of the
NEC metropolitan areas are generally stronger than in California. New York's transit
network is by far the largest in the nation and has the largest rapid transit system with an
urban-area transit market share of approximately 10 percent. 100 Boston, Washington and
Philadelphia have some of the most extensive rapid transit systems in the nation, as is
evidenced by their strong ridership. San Francisco also has a strong system in BART and
some commuter rail service. Los Angeles, Sacramento, San Jose and San Diego have far
less intense transit systems than San Francisco. The better transit connections in the NEC
make it a more promising market for HSR than California.

Federal subsidies to Amtrak were used to develop the Acela service in the NEC, and the trains
began o~erating on this route in 2000. Door-to-door rail and air travel times are similar to the
California HSR as proposed. In the New York- Washington portion of the NEC, where the rail
distance is 225 miles, the fastest trains take as little as 2 hours and 45 minutes. Early in 2001
Amtrak announced that it would add a "non-stop super-express connecting New York and
Washington in 2 hours, 28 minutes." 101 However, by mid-year the nonstop failed to lure as many
airline passengers as forecast and was replaced by a train that stops along the way. 102 As of 2008,
no non-stop Acelas operate on the route. The Amtrak Reform Council stated that, "The fact that
Acela isn't doing what Amtrak expected is an enormous problem. Amtrak has definitely hitched its
star to the Acela Express." 103
The NEC has been a historically strong intercity rail market. As a result, Acela has had a ready
pool of train riders that have transferred from the slower, conventional services to the high-speed
services. Again, California does not have this advantage.

)
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Even so, the Boston- New York- Washington HSR service has ridership that is only a fraction of
the intensity of the Japanese and European systems. (See Patt 4, Forecasting Ridership.)
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Commonalities

Understated cost estimates also caused controversies. In California, to appease critics along the Los
Angeles--San Diego line, promoters pledged costly changes to plans such as tunneling or taking
tracks into submerged trenches with landscaped sides, yet the overall price for the system never
seemed to reflect such alterations. 104
Concern is growing about the current CHSRA project. The California Chamber of Commerce
announced its opposition based on costs, with President and CEO Allan Zaremberg stating, "There
are other projects that mitigate congestion that should be a higher priority."105 Jon Coupal,
president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association, pointed out that the HSR bonds are not
"free money," and with the state carrying significant debt the HSR bonds could further lower the
state's bond rating. 106

Conclusion
The Federal Railroad Administration has found that subsidies are likely to be required on all HSR
systems proposed in the United States.
Such projects have been halted in three states-California (Los Angeles-San Diego), Texas and
Florida. The cancellations occurred because the public, community organizations and elected
officials' objected to underestimated costs, overestimated ridership and revenue, threatened use of
eminent domain, and environmental impacts. Also, the credibility of HSR promoters waned as
pledges of "no subsidy" or "only low subsidies" needed turned into requests for higher subsidies.
In each case opponents showed great resourcefulness in conducting sustained campaigns to oppose
HSR construction.
Support for HSR has evaporated among potential investors and in state legislatures that have felt
the brunt of citizen displeasure. With history as a guide, and as HSR environmental impacts
become better understood, similar opposition could develop within California's urban, suburban
and rural communities located along the CHSRA's proposed system.
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Similarities can be found in the failures of the Florida, Texas and California projects. Sustained
public opposition is just one of a number of factors contributing to their demise.
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Analysis of California High-Speed Rail Plan
A. Forecasting Ridership
Based upon an examination oftlie market a11d the international exp erience w ith ridership
projections, it appears that the CIJSRA 2030 ridership projections are absurdly high. It is likely
that the HSR will fall far short of its revenue projections, leading to a need f or substantial
additional infusions of taxpayer subsidies.

The Crucial Role of Ridership
Sufficiently accurate ridership projections are essential because they serve as the basis for revenue
projections, and passenger fares represent the principal operating revenue for the proposed HSR
system. Specifically, the ridership and fares need to be high enough to pay for the infrastructure
costs, debt interest and return on investment for costs not covered by taxpayer subsidies. 107
IfHSR ridership falls short of the projections, revenue is likely to be similarly short, which can
lead to financial difficulties. Lower than anticipated revenue levels could lead to the need for
taxpayer bailouts or even bond defaults.

In the process of due diligence that will necessarily precede any private equity or debt investment,
the ridership and revenue projections must be demonstrated to be both plausible and sufficient or
the investment will not be forthcoming for the project. The analysis in this chapter is limited to
evaluating the HSR ridership projections. The context of these projections relating to the overall
market and modes (highways and aviation) is examined in Part 5, "Alternatives to Building the
HSR System."
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Overview of International and Domestic Ride rship Projections
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The most comprehensive study on large transportation project projections was by European
academics Bent Flyvbjerg, Nils Bruzelius and Werner Rothengatter. 108 Their study examined 258
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transportation infrastructure "megaprojects" covering seven decades (1927-1998) on five
continents. This "world infrastructure research" found a number of difficulties in project financing
plans, such as overestimation of customer demand, overestimation of commercial revenues and
understatement of capital and operating costs (the latter two points are discussed elsewhere). 109
While the principal focus of the research was capital cost overruns, the authors noted:
... the problem with cost overrun is exacerbated by the fact that often this problem comes hand
in hand with lower-than-estimated revenues. The consequence is projects that are risky to the
second degree.' ' 0

The world infrastructure research found that overly optimistic ridership projections have been the
rule rather than the exception, concluding that "Traffic estimates used in decision making for rail
infrastructure development are highly, systematically and significantly misleading. Rail passenger
traffic forecasts are consistently and significantly inflated. " 111 Such faulty forecasts influenced the
construction of systems that produced lower than anticipated financial returns, which in tum have
resulted in higher than planned public subsidies. The world infrastructure research also found that
costs are routinely underestimated. (See Part 4, Forecasting Costs.)
For example, the Eurostar, the Paris to London and Brussels HSR service, began operating through
the new cross-channel tunnel in 1994. It was projected that 15.9 million passengers would use the
service in its first year with an eventual increase to 18 million.112 Actual traffic was 2.9 million
113
passen~ers in the first full year of operation, which fell short by 82 percent of the forecast.
Only
in the last year (2007), a full 12 years after opening, has ridership exceeded one-half of the firstyear projection, at 8.3 million. 114 And if it is assumed that recent ridership increases from the St.
Pancras Station extension in London is carried through a full year, Eurostar's ridership will still be
more than one-third below the first-year prediction (1995). 11 5 Eurostar abandoned services to its
London Waterloo Station upon opening the new St. Pancras Station in 2007. It had planned to
continue offering services to both stations, but the Waterloo service was cancelled because
ridership had fallen so far short of the 18 million projection. 116
Overestimation of intercity rail ridership has been true for decades in the United States. One
example: On numerous occasions the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has questioned
the traffic forecasts upon which Amtrak bases its revenue projections as being too optimistic. A
1976 GAO report noted Amtrak's projection that the "number of passengers will increase from
17.3 million in fiscal year 1975 to 32.9 million in fiscal year 1980-a 90 percent increase." 117 The
actual passenger count in 1980 was 21.2 million-35 .6 percent off the estimate. Even in 2007
when Amtrak set an "all-time record," the rail system carried 25.8 million passengers-nearly 10
million passengers lower than it was projected to reach nearly three decades ago. 118 Unachieved
projections have remained a hallmark at Amtrak from its inception in 1971 through today.

)
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The problem of over-estimating demand has also been noted by the California Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee in a report on the HSR project. The report notes the
demand projection inaccuracies in toll roads and further notes with respect to mega-projects that
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California: Numerous Ride rship Studies
Many studies of California HSR have resulted in issuance of a plethora of forecasts based on wide
variations in assumptions. Below in Table 4 is a listing of studies that will be referred to in the
ensuing analysis:

.

Table 4: Ridership Studies & Projections
Title
1997 Base Ridership
2005 Base Ridership

__
\

)

2010 University of
California Projection
2020 FAA Projection
2020 Investment
Grade Projection (2020
Base Projection)
2020 High Projection

CHSRA 2030 Base
Projection
CHSRA 2030 High
Projection
2030 Due Diligence
Base Projection
2030 Due Diligence
Hk1h Projection

Explanation
The existing market used as a base by CHSRA for 2020 ridership projection. Produced
by Charles River Associates (2000)
The existing market used as a base by CHSRA for 2030 ridership projection. Produced
by Cambridge Systematics (2007)
SF-Sacramento- LA-San Diego only route study by the University of California
Transportation Center Berkeley (1994)
SF-LA-San Diego only route study by the Federal Railroad Administration (1997)
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as base for 2020. Also called "investment
grade." Produced by Charles River Associates (2000)
Ridership projection by CHS RA indicated as "sensitivity analysis" or "high" for 2020.
Produced by Charles River Associates (2000)
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as base for 2030. Produced by Cambridge
Systematics (2007)
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as "sensitivity analysis" or "high" for 2020.
Produced by Cambridge Systematics (2007)
Ridership projection considered most likely by this report. (2008)
Ridership projection considered highest likely by this report. (2008)

Analysis of CHSRA Projections
The CHSRA has produced two principal sets of ridership projections.

)

•

The first set of ridership projections for a horizon year of 2020 was the basis of the 2005
EIS/EIR that CHSRA produced. Two principal projections were produced, which are
referred to in this Due Diligence Report as the "2020 Investment Grade Projection" and the
"2020 High Projection."

•

The second set ofridership projections for a horizon year of 2030 was used in the 2008
Northern California EIS. Two principal projections were produced, which are referred to in
this repo1t as the "CHSRA 2030 Base Projection" and the "CHSRA 2030 High
Projection."
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... there is a pattern ofeconomic analyses and demand forecasts that are often overly
optimistic . .. 119
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The University of California Transportation Center at Berkeley and the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) previously produced independent projections for similar systems. The
University of California Projection used a horizon year of 2010, while the FRA Projection used a
horizon year of 2020. Independent projections are particularly important, because those involved in
their preparation can hope for no potential financial gain from a project's approval. 120
This review attempts to achieve a consistency between these projections of differing years, by
adjusting all to a horizon year of 2030 (Table 5). This report uses the ridership projections from the
"trip tables" containing the 2020 CHSRA projections and the 2030 CHSRA projections. These data
are sometimes at odds with data in other portions of the same reports.

Table 5: Ridership Data & Projections
Title

1997 Base
Ridership

2005 Base
Ridership

2010 University
of California
Projection
2020 FRA
Projection
2020 Investment
Grade Projection
(2020 Base
Projection)
2020 High
Projection

CHSRA 2030
Base
121
Projection
CHSRA 2030
High Projection

)

Projection figures

Explanation

Annual HSR Projection Ridership in Millions
Annual Intercity
Commuter Total
Ridership
Including
Projection (Original
Commuter
Projection Year)
Ridership
2030
Note: These are base year market assumptions.
There are no projections

The existing market used as a base by
CHSRA for 2020 ridership projection.
Produced by Charles River Associates
(2000)
The existing market used as a base by
Note: These are base year market assumptions.
CHSRA for 2030 ridership projection.
There are no projections
Produced by Cambridge Systematics
(2007)
SF-Sacramento- LA-San Diego only
(1 2.5)
No
22. 1
route study by the University of
22.1
Commuter
California Transportation Center
Projection
Berkeley (1994)
SF-LA-San Diego only route study by
(15.6)
No
25.8
the Federal Railroad Administration
25.8
Commuter
(1 997)
Projection
(32.0)
Ridership projection by CHSRA
10.0
47.9
indicated as base for 2020. Also called
37.9
"investment grade." Produced by
Charles River Associates (2000)
(58.4)
Ridership projection by CHSRA
10.0
79.1
indicated as "sensitivity analysis" or
69.1
"high" for 2020. Produced by Charles
River Associates (2000)
Ridership projection by CHSRA
65.5
22.5
88.0
indicated as base for 2030. Produced
by Cambridtie Systematics (2007)
Ridership projection by CHSRA
96.5
20.5
117.0
indicated as "sensitivity analysis" or
"high" for 2020. Produced by
Cambridge Systematics (2007)
in parentheses are year of report. Figures without parentheses are 2030 or adjusted to 2030.
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•

The CHSRA 2030 Base Projection indicates that the system would carry 65.5 million
annual intercity riders in 2030. An additional projection of 22.5 million commuter riders
bring the total to 88.0 million.

•

The CHSRA 2030 High Projection indicates that the system would have 96.5 million
annual intercity riders in 2030. When commuter ridership of 20.5 million is included, this
figure rises to 117 million riders.

Significant Variation in Ridership Projections
The new 2030 ridership projections cited above are considerably higher than earlier findings. This
raises questions of credibility, especially since independent projections prepared for similar
systems in the past have been below the earlier CHSRA projections. The previous projections
prepared for the Authority by Charles Rivers Associates in 2000, using a base year of 1997, 124 are
as follows:
•

The 2020 Investment Grade Projection forecast 32 million annual riders plus 10 million
i;:ommute 125 riders for 2020.

•

A "sensitivity" analysis was performed by the CHSRA to estimate the impact of different
assumptions on ridership. These included slower automobile travel times, slower air travel
times, higher automobile and air market growth rates and higher air fares. CHSRA then
selected the most favorable possible combination of these assumptions and produced the
CHSRA 2030 High Projection of 58.4 million annual riders, 126 plus the 10 million
commute or intraregional riders for a total of 68.4 million riders. This higher Sensitivity
Projection, rather than the Investment Grade Projection, was used in much of the analysis
in the 2005 EIR/EIS.

" Investment Grade" Ridership Projections
The CHSRA uses the term "investment grade" as the title of its 2020 base ridership projections.
This is significant, because investment grade projections are considered to be of the highest quality
and of sufficient accuracy upon which to rely for private investment purposes.

)
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The year 2030 projections are the most recent and were prepared by Cambridge Systematics, using
2005 as a base year, 122 and are used in the Northern California EIS. 123 The projections are based on
intercity riders (those traveling between metropolitan areas rather than within them) and
commuters (riders within the metropolitan areas of the Bay Area, Los Angeles and San Diego).

However, even investment grade projections can be fatally flawed. This is illustrated by the case of
the Las Vegas Monorail, where an "investment-grade" projection over-estimated ridership by more
than 100 percent and where a strong probability of bond default may occur by 2010. 127
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Evaluation of CHSRA Ridership Projections and Assumptions
There are a number of factors that call into question the reasonableness of the CHS RA 2030
Ridership Projections. This is illustrated by various reasonableness tests below:
•

The 2030 CHSRA ridership projections are much higher than the previous CHSRA
projections (2020), even after adjusting to account for anticipated growth from 2020 to
2030. There is no reasonable justification for the large increases between the two years
(below). This could indicate the type ofridership and revenue projection "inflation"
documented in the world infrastructure research.

•

The CHSRA 2030 Base Ridership Projection (65.5 million annual passengers) is an
inexplicable 73 percent higher than the CHSRA 2020 Investment Grade Ridership
Projection, which it replaces. This is after adjusting the 2020 Investment Grade Ridership
Projection to account for CHSRA projected growth in the market between 2020 and 2030
to 37.9 million annual passengers).' 28

•

Similarly, the CHSRA 2030 High Ridership Projection is also significantly higher than the
CHSRA 2020 High Ridership Projection (adjusted to 2030), which it replaces. The 2030
High Ridership projection of 96.6 million annual intercity riders is 40 percent above the
69 .1 million annual intercity riders that result from adjusting the 2020 High Ridership
Projection to 2030. 129 As in the case of the 2020 projections, CHRSA has often used this
more optimistic scenario in both its formal analysis and promotion.

The enormous increase in ridership projections between 2020 and 2030 cannot be justified by any
reasonable factor in the market. The difference appears to be at least in part due to changes in the
assun1ptions used by CHSRA in its ridership projection methodology ("modeling").

Unrealistic Base Year Travel Market Increase
Ridership modeling begins with scoping the size of the existing market. In that regard, ridership
projection models use a platform of a "base year." In the case of the 2020 CHSRA projections, the
base year is 1997. In the case of the 2030 CHSRA projections, the base year is 2005.

)
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As is noted below, the CHSRA 2020 Investment Grade Ridership Projection has been superseded
by a far more aggressive 2030 Base Ridership Projection, which is not labeled as "investment
grade" by CHSRA. Given the international experience with ridership and revenue projections, this
much higher, apparently less authoritative projection is cause for serious concern.

Changes in base year data have the generalized in1pact of driving up the ultin1ate ridership
projections. A simple example can be used to illustrate the point. If a base year's total travel
estimate is 50 percent higher than another estimate for the same base year, it can be expected that
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There is an enormous increase in the 2005 base year total travel estimate used by CHSRA
compared to the 1997 base year estimate used for the 2020 ridership projections. The increases
from 1997 to 2005 are the basis of the much higher 2030 CHSRA projection. Overall, CHSRA's
estimate of the travel market in 2005 was more than 275 percent higher than in 1997. This
enormous increase, reported by CHSRA, is not consistent with market trends over the same period.
•

Airline volume decreased 12 percent between the major airports in the HSR corridors
between 1997 and 2005, according to U.S. Department of Transportation data. 130 This
decline is far different from CHSRA's 2005 base estimate of the airline market, which is
more than 25 percent higher than its 1997 base estimate.

•

Travel on state highways increased 19 percent from 1997 to 2005. 131 This modest increase
is far below CHSRA 's 2005 base estimate of automobile usage, which is 325 percent
higher than its 1997 base estimate. 132

Explanation of the Higher 2030 Ridership Projections
The principal cause of the sizable market increase between the 1997 and 2005 bases is in the much
higher automobile (principally shorter distance) demand. Based upon the unaccountably large
intercity automobile market in its 2005 base (below), CHSRA projects that 74 percent ofHSR
passengers will come from automobiles. 133 This is an implausibly high figure for capture of auto
drivers. The projected 74 percent from automobiles is nearly double the 42 percent in the 2020
Investment Grade Projection. It is also four times the 19 percent diversion share from autos
projected in the 2020 FRA Projection.
Further, the international experience demonstrates that HSR's principal source of ridership is
airline passengers, rather than automobile users, especially in longer distance markets, such as
California. The FRA projected that the California corridor would receive 51 % of its ridership from
airlines and only 19% from autos. A new FRA report indicates that significant improvements to
travel times in the Washington-New York- Boston market would attract only one-half as many car
drivers as air passengers. 134
Another major difference between the 1997 and 2005 base projections is the number of"out of
corridor" trips (trips that include the service area of HSR but begin or end outside of it) 135 that are
included in the analysis. CHSRA's 2005 "out of corridor" trips are nearly seven times the 1997
level.

)
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the resulting travel projection in the horizon year (for example 2030) will be much higher than if
the projection is based upon data from the lower base year estimate.

A comp~rison of the 2020 and 2030 intercity projections illustrates the primary drivers of the much
higher CHSRA 2030 projections (Figure 1136 and Figure 2). 137
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Automobile Markets (Shorter Distance Markets. The CHSRA 2030 Base Projection
assumes 25.5 million more HSR riders in the stronger automobile markets (namely San
Francisco- Sacramento, Los Angeles- San Diego, and the San Joaquin Valley to both Los
Angeles and San Francisco) than the 2020 Investment Grade Projection.

•

Airline Markets. The CHSRA 2030 Base Projection assumes a small reduction in HSR
ridership in California's strongest air markets (which are Los Angeles-San Francisco, Los
Angeles-Sacramento, San Francisco-San Diego and Sacramento-San Diego) from the
2020 Investment Grade Projection.

•

Outside the Corridor Markets. The CHSRA 2030 Base Projection assumes an increase of
9.2 million HSR passengers who would travel to or from outside the corridor compared to the
2020 Investment Grade Projection. These are passengers who would use the HSR system, but
whose trips would begin or end in the central coast area (between Los Angeles and San Jose
coastal counties), northern California (north of Sacramento) and the western Sierra Mountains
area. In fact, the total CHSRA 2030 "out of corridor" projected trip volume is greater in
number than CHSRA projects to carry between the two largest markets, the Los Angeles area
and the San Francisco Bay Area. This is simply not reasonable.

In fact, more than all (107 percent) of the 2030 projected ridership increase from 2020 is in shorter
distance, auto-dominated markets or trips starting or ending outside HSR markets. The automobile
and out-of-corridor market increases are greater than the overall increase because of the CHSRA
projected decline in HSR ridership in the air markets (longer distance markets) between 2020 and
2030.
As is indicated above, HSR competes much better for airline passengers than for automobile
drivers and passengers. The inconceivable incongruities between the 2020 and 2030 projections is
cause for the most serious concern and severely undermines the credibility of the 2030 projections.

Figure 1: HSR Projection Change: 2020-2030
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Figure 2: Explanation of Higher 2030 Projections
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Inconsistencies: CHSRA and Independent Projections
The CHSRA projections are exceedingly optimistic. Earlier independent projections for similar
routings estimated considerably lower ridership levels than any that have been produced by the
CH SRA.
A University of California Berkeley report analyzed a projected system with a route structure
similar to the CHSRA proposal except that it did not link Los Angeles-San Diego. 138 Like the
current proposal, this plan anticipated trains running at up to 220 miles per hour (350 kilometers
per hour). The University of California ridership projection, adjusted to 2030 and accounting for
the somewhat longer currently planned system, would be 22.1 million intercity riders. 139 The
CHSRA 2030 Base Projection (65.5 million) is nearly 3 times the 2010 University of California
Projection, while the CHSRA 2030 High Projection (96.5 million) is more than fo ur times the
University of California projection.
Another independent HSR projection was prepared in a Federal Railway Administration report 140
for a San Francisco-Los Angeles- San Diego route. A 2030 projection of 25.8 million annual
intercity riders is obtained by adjusting this projection for market growth to 2030 and route and
speed differences.14 1 The CHSRA 2030 Base Projection (65.5 million) is 2.5 times FRA Projection
as adjus.ted to 2030. Moreover, the CHSRA 2030 Hi~h Projection (96.5 million) is nearly 4 times
the FRA projection as adjusted to 2030.

)
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PASSENGER VOLUME CHANGE BY MARKET

The irrunense differences in ridership between these independent projections and the CHSRA
projections also suggest a significant exaggeration in the CHSRA 2030 ridership projections. It is
meaningful that the independent projections are far closer to the 2020 Investment Grade Projection
(all adj usted to 2030) than the 2030 Base Projection and CHSRA 2030 High Projection. This is
further indication that the current projections may be highly inflated.
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Load factor is the measure of the average number of passengers on trains compared to the capacity.
Thus, if the average train can carry 1,000 passengers and the average number of passengers on
trains is 700, then the load factor will be 70%. 142 CHSRA anticipates an average load factor of
nearly 85 percent. 143 This is a very high figure and is contrary to experience on high-speed lines
elsewhere. The FRA California high-speed rail study placed the average load factor at 51 percent.
The CHSRA's projected load factor is so high that it represents additional evidence that the
forecasts for California are exceptionally optimistic. Load factors are materially smaller on other,
well-established systems (Figure 3). 144

a

•

The TGV (Train Grande Vitesse) high-speed rail system in France claims a load factor of
71 percent. The French system prides itself on effective "yield management" techniques 145
for filling seats and may have reached a practical load factor limit. 146 The CHSRA's
projected load factor is nearly 20 percent higher than the impressive French figure.

•

Amtrak's Acela has an estimated load factor of approximately 55 percent. 147

•

The Spanish high-speed rail system achieved a load factor of 60 percent in 2004. 148

In addition, a National Research Council study of the prospects for high-speed rail in the United
States assumed a 50 percent load factor in modeling a prototypical system. 149
In 2007, domestic airlines achieved a load factor of 80 percent. 150 This is an unprecedented figure
for the airlines, which had historically achieved between 60 and 70 percent load factors. Such a
high figure is not likely with respect to a high-speed railway because of important operational
differences.

Figure 3: California HSR Load Factors in Context
COMPARED TO AIRLINES ANO OTHER HSR SYSTEMS
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Trains stop at multiple stations and are likely to have lower load factors than airliners, which
generally do not make intermediate stops. A Los Angeles-San Francisco train stopping at Palmdale
might also stop at a number of stations such as Bakersfield, Fresno, Merced, Gilroy, San Jose,
Redwood City or San Francisco Airport. Between each of these locations, other passengers can
ride, leaving seats empty for other parts of the trip. In short, it is rare that all the seats on trains are
filled from the train's origin station to its ultimate destination station, except of course when it is a
non-stop train operating at a peak period, such as a San Francisco to Los Angeles express.
Thus, it is more difficult for a rail line to achieve airline-style high load factors. The CHSRA's
forecast of an 85 percent load factor appears to be far greater than is likely to be achieved and
therefore lacks credibility.

Comparison to Acela Projections
During the 1990s, Amtrak announced plans to improve the speed of and expand its high-speed rail
operatim;1s in the Northeast Corridor (NEC), between Washington, New York and Boston.151 In the
Boston- New York sector alone, Amtrak projected an increase of two million annual riders on its
Acela service. 152
Yet in 2007, ridership was only 1.1 million passengers higher over the entire Washington- New
York- Boston corridor than in 1997.'53 In 1997, the Metroliner service, later replaced by the Acela,
carried 2. 1 million passengers. In 2007, the Acela service carried 3.2 million passengers. Thus, the
actual ridership increase was at least 45 percent below the projection. 154
The NEC's high-speed ridership is starkly different than the CHSRA's projected ridership.
Amtrak's current ridership of 3.2 million annually is 95 percent below the CHSRA intercity
projection of approximately 65.5 million riders. Even if the regional Amtrak trains operating over
the NEC are added, the total annual ridership is only 10 million- less than 20 percent of the
CHSRA 2030 Base Projection for the California HSR system. Moreover, the Acela's modest
ridership increases have occurred at the same time that gasoline prices have risen by an
unprecedented magnitude. Finally, the NEC metropolitan areas in 2006 had a population of 44.3
million, slightly more than the CHSRA's current 2030 projection for the California corridor at 43.8
million.
As in the case of Japan and Europe below, the Northeast Corridor is a historically strong route.
Current ridership does not principally consist of travelers diverted from automobile and air trips,
but rather from retaining passengers who were already traveling by rail. The rail trips that might be
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Unrealistic Ridership Intensity Projection

Figure 4: Ridership Intensity Comparisons
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CHSRA projects ridership intensities that are far above those achieved in Japan, France and the
Northeast Corridor, each of which is at least comparable or superior to the California market in its
underlying HSR market dynamics. (See Part 3, International Experience.)

)

•

Amtrak Acela. It is estimated that Amtrak's Acela service achieves approximately 1.2
million passenger miles per route mile. 155 The CHSRA ridership intensity of 42 million to
62 million passenger miles per route mile is more than 30 times the Acela ridership
intensity.

•

Japan's Bullet Train. In 2005, the Bullet Train system registered a ridership intensity of
33 million passenger miles 156 of travel per route mile. 157 The CHSRA is projected to attain
a far higher 42 million to 62 million intercity passenger miles 158 of travel in 2030. 159

•

France's TGV. The CHSRA 's ridership projections are also higher than the TGV system
in France, which carried 29 million passenger miles per route mile in 2006. 160 The
California HSR system is projected to carry 42 million to 62 million intercity passenger
miles per route mile-a substantially higher ridership intensity than is found on the French
TGV.

•

T he FRA Projection: The FRA projected ridership intensity of 10.7 million passenger
miles per route mile on the California HSR system, adjusted for market growth to 2030.
The CHSRA ridership intensity of 42 million to 62 million passenger miles per route mile
is four to six times the FRA projection. 161
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Ridership intensity-passenger miles per route mile-is a measure of the demand that exists for
HSR service on a particular system (See Figure 4).
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Unattainable Speeds Reduce Potential
CHSRA claims that HSR would enable travel between downtown Los Angeles and downtown San
Francisco in 2 hours and 38 minutes. However, this Due Diligence Report estimates that the fastest
non-stop expresses would take much longer-3 hours and 41 minutes. (See Part 4, Forecasting
Speed, Federal Safety Standards and Security in Age of Terrorism for additional reasons for
potentially slower trip times.) Slower travel speeds would reduce the attractiveness ofHSR relative
to airlines and result in lower levels of ridership.

-

-

Moreover, there will be few non-stop expresses, perhaps from four to six trains between the two
downtown stations daily (See Part 4, Passenger Convenience). This means that most if not all
trains will fail to achieve the aggressive travel time that CHSRA projects. Each stop added to a
train schedule lengthens its travel time. Less frequent express trains will make HSR less
competitive with airlines and reduce its potential to achieve the CHSRA ridership projections.

\;

Fare Revenues: Extremely low
Fare levels are an important factor in demand modeling. If lower fares are assumed, the resulting
ridership projection will generally be higher. A review of commercial revenues indicates the
likelihood that projected fares are far below levels on other high-speed rail systems. This is another
factor that suggests that the ridership projections are high.
For example, the projected San Francisco-Los Angeles unrestricted business class fare is proposed
to be $70 in 2030. 162 The California HSR will thus have fares below that of other major HSR
systems. The highest fares (business class) are Tokyo-Osaka $135, Paris-Marseille $140 and New
York- Washington $172. 163 Each of these is a major market in which the travel times ofHSR and
airlines are comparable.
Moreover, CHSRA data indicates 2030 commercial revenues to be the equivalent to $0.10 per
passenger rnile. 164 It is always risky to make international cost comparisons, however these
differences, on the order of three to one, suggest that CHSRA is relying on unrealistic fare
assumptions. Compare that estimate with the following:

•

)
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The California HSR ridership intensity projections are far above the actual experience of mature
high speed rail systems in Japan, France and the Northeast Corridor. Moreover, they are far above
the independent projection for a similar California corridor. This is further indication that the
CHSRA ridership projections are unrealistically high.

Japan. The Bullet Trains on each of the three main Japanese HSR lines received the
equivalent of between $0.31 and $0.33 in revenue per passenger mile in 2007. 165
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France: While commercial revenue for the world's second largest high-speed rail system
is unavailable, business class fares are higher in France than in Japan, indicating an even
higher cost structure. Further, TGV fares could rise substantially above their current levels.
It has been reported that the French national railway (SNCF) may be required to increase
fares as much as 80 percent by 2015 to pay for track improvements maintenance and debt
service. 166

•

Neither the Japanese nor the French system is saddled with the huge debt service payments
that will be required of the California HSR system, making the low-fare revenue
assumptions look even less achievable.

•

The discrepancy between proposed CHSRA fare levels and those of Amtrak's Acela are
even more stark. It is estimated that in 2007, the fare revenue per passenger mile on Acela
was approximately $0.75, excluding ancillary revenues. 167 This is more than seven times
the CHSRA's projected revenue per passenger.

The experience of such HSR operators leads to the conclusion that the proposed fares are
unrealistically low (see Figure 5). It seems likely that the CHSRA will have to charge higher fa res
in its efforts to achieve profitability-or simply to cover higher-than-anticipated costs-which
would result in lower ridership.
The effect of the higher fares likely to be necessary would be that HSR in California will be a less
potent price competitor in the marketplace than the CHSRA planners assert. This is another factor
that makes it unlikely that the CHSRA's ridership projections are realistic.

Figure 5: California HSR Revenue/Passenger Mile in Context
COMPARED TO OTHER HSR SYSTEMS
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Unlike some HSR systems, CHSRA plans to provide a substantial amount of "commuter service,"
within regions, principally in Southern California and the Bay Area. For example, CHSRA would
be targeting people traveling to work between Orange County and downtown Los Angeles and
between San Jose and downtown San Francisco.
CHSRA indicates that its commuter fares would be set 50 percent above those of conventional
commuter rail. This usage is not projected to provide the greatest part of the commercial revenue,
nonetheless the projections appear to be high.168

•

In Southern California, annual HSR commuter ridership is projected to exceed 18 million
in 2030. The HSR commuter rail service would radiate on three lines from Los Angeles
Union Station (toward Palmdale on the line to San Francisco; to the Inland Empire on the
line to San Diego; and a "stub" line to Orange County). In 2006, the commuter rail systems
in Los Angeles (Metrolink) and San Diego (The Coaster) combined carried 13 million
annual riders 169 on eight lines.

•

In the Bay Area, 4.5 million annual HSR commuter riders are projected in 2030. The
present Peninsula commuter rail line (Caltrain), and the Altamont Commuter Express
(ACE) that uses the Altamont Pass on its Stockton- San Jose routing, carried 9.6 million
riders in 2006. 170 Another 1.5 million passengers are being carried on the Capital Corridor
trains (Sacramento-Oakland-San Jose). Thus, HSR is projected to add approximately 40
percent to current commuter rail volurnes. 171

The HSR commuter ridership projections appear to be enormously high for two reasons. The first
is that the far higher fares seem likely to deter ridership, even at greater speeds. The second is that
there is little potential for increasing commuter rail ridership overall. Commuter rail, as a transit
mode, is most effective in serving downtown destinations, which have the highest concentration of
employment locations. Other stations tend to have far fewer jobs that can be easily accessed by
walking from the station or by quick, frequent and convenient local transit services. It does not
appear that the market exists for such a large increase in commuter rail ridership. Thus, as in the
case of intercity ridership, HSR commuter ridership appears to be greatly overestimated.

CHSRA 2030 Ridership Projections: Absurd
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Commuter Projections Appear Overstated

The CHSRA 2030 Ridership Projections are indicated as very optimistic by the reasonableness
tests above. The CHSRA explains the higher 2030 ridership projections as follows:

)

These new ridership forecasts are higher than those analyzed in the previous program
EIRIEIS for the HSR system; however, this analysis is consistent with that provided in the
previous document because the infrastructure andfacilities footprints analyzed in that
document would accommodate the new ridership forecasts. 172
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The explanation is unsatisfactory because infrastructure and facilities do not increase the size of the
market nor do they materially increase ridership. This is akin to arguing that building a larger
stadium will materially increase attendance at football games in and of itself. In fact, demand is
independent of capacity. Providing additional HSR service is unlikely to materially increase
demand. Moreover, the fact that this unsubstantiated increase occurred relative to an investmentgrade projection could justify considerable skepticism.
Both the CHSRA 2030 Base and 2030 High ridership projections are far above the 2020
Investment Grade projection and the independent projections (all adjusted to 2030). Moreover, this
Due Diligence report notes that CHSRA has often cited the higher, more optimistic projections,
without reference to its own more conservative projections in its analysis and promotion.
Overall, both the 2030 CHSRA Base Ridership Projection and the 2030 CHSRA High Ridership
Projection are so optimistic as to be characterized as "absurd."

Due Diligence Ridership Projections
Based upon a review of available data and projections, this report provides a range of realistic
intercity ridership projections for 2030. 173 Commuter ridership is assumed to vary from CHSRA
projections by the same percentage as intercity ridership, since insufficient ridership and revenue
data is available in CHSRA documents. Further, commuter ridership is not integral to the financial
success of the project. The projections of this Due Diligence Report are as follows:
•

2030 Due Diligence Base Projection. A realistic base forecast is that annual intercity
HSR ridership would reach 23.4 million passengers. This is 64 percent below the CHSRA
2030 Base Projection of 65.5 million passengers. Even more striking, it is 76 percent
below the CHSRA 2030 High Projection of 96.5 million passengers. 174

•

2030 Due Diligence High Projection. A realistic high forecast is that the annual intercity
.ridership would be 31.1 million. This higher ridership forecast would be more likely if
airline fares, or to a lesser degree, automobile operating costs should rise materially
relative to HSR fares. This is 53 percent below the CHSRA Base Ridership Projection of
65.5 million passengers and 68 percent below the CHSRA High Ridership Projection of
96.5 million passengers.

This report' s due diligence projections are compared to other projections in Table 6 and Figure 6,
adjusted to 2030 and adjusted for route segments not in the original projections. None of the
projections, by the University of California Berkeley, by the Federal Railway Administration or by
this report reaches the adjusted 2030 level of the CHSRA's 2020 Investment Grade Projection.

I

39
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Title

Explanation

2030
Projection*
(Millions of
Annual
Riders)
22.1

2010 University of
California Projection

Projection
Compared to
CHSRA 2030
Base
Projection
-66%

SF-Sacramento- LA-San Diego only route study by
the University of California Transportation Center
Berkeley (1994)
SF-LA-San Diego only route study by the Federal
25.8
2020 FAA Projection
-61%
Railroad Administration (1997)
37.9
-42%
2020 Investment Grade Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as base for
Projection
2020. Also called "investment grade." Produced by
Charles River Associates (2000)
2020 High Projection
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as
69.1
+5%
"sensitivity analysis" or "high" for 2020. Produced
by Charles River Associates (2000)
CHSRA 2030 Base
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as base for
65.5
0
2030. Produced by CambridQe Systematics (2007)
Projection
CHSRA 2030 High
Ridership projection by CHSRA indicated as
96.5
+47%
"sensitivity analysis" or "high" for 2020. Produced
Projection
by Cambridge Systematics (2007)
Ridership projection considered most likely by this
23.4
-64%
2030 Due Diligence
Base Projection
report. (2008)
Ridership projection considered highest likely by this
31.1
-53%
2030 Due Diligence
High Projection
report. (2008)
* Note: Where the projection year is before 2030, projections are estimated upward to account for market
growth to 2030, using CHS RA assumptions. Adjustments are also made to make route lengths comparable.
Original projection fiQures are in Table 5.

Figure 6: Intercity Ridership Projections: 2030
CHSRA, INDEPENDENT & DUE DILIGENCE
CH SRA 2030 High
CH SRA 2030 Base

D ue D iligence: Base
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Extensive differences exist between the various CHSRA projections. That, combined with the
substantial disparities between the current CHSRA projections with high-speed rail systems
elsewhere in the world indicates a pattern consistent with ridership over-projections for projects
documented in the international experience. 175 Excessive ridership and revenue projections are a
serious concern because any financial plan will require sufficient ridership to cover operating
expenses, principal and interest on bonds, and the return on investment for private participants.

It is highly likely that the ridership projections will pose substantial problems for the project, the
state taxpayers, and private investors as the revenue projections fall far short of providing the
required project funding.
This study is not the first instance where concerns about the California HSR ridership projections
have been raised. Even before the much higher 2030 ridership projections were released, the
CHS RA.' s forecasts had come under unusually provocative criticism. University of California
professor and transportation textbook author William Garrison characterized claims of massive
ridership and low fares as "outrageous statements and lies," 176 which echoed the evaluation of the
world infrastructure research previously cited.
Former State Senate President James Mills-considered the "father" of the San Diego TroUeyserved on the CHSRA board. It is reported that Mills resigned from CHSRA at least partially
because he "couldn't get the truth" out of staff. In 2004, he is reported to have "described the entire
project as 'based on a fallacy' of wildly exaggerated ridership projections. It stems, he said, 'from
hiring a consulting firm (and) letting them know what you want them to say. "' 177
In 2008, Mills said he is skeptical it will attract the level of private funding that the CHSRA
envisions, adding: " I think it's a scam. It commits the state to $10 billion and we don't even know
if we will get a high-speed rail system for it." 178 These are extraordinary statements from a longtime and continuing rail supporter, who nonetheless, points to a significantly flawed planning
process.
There are multiple indications that the CHSRA ridership projections appear to be absurdly high.
Ridership inflation is consistent with the experience of demand exaggeration that has been
identified in the world infrastructure research. As a result, it can be expected that CHSRA fare
revenue will be far less than anticipated, leading to financial difficulties. (See Part 9, Due
Diligence Financial Projections.)
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Conclusion

)

Based upon an examination of the market and the international experience with ridership
projections, it appears tha~ the CHSRA 2030 ridership projections are absurdly high. It is likely
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The CHSRA's ridership forecasts could well rank among the most unrealistic projections produced
for a major transport project anywhere. That is because the projections reflect assumptions that are
contrary to actual experience, forecasts are inconsistent with independent proj ections, load factors
and passenger miles-per-route mile calculations ("ridership intensity") are questionable, and
studies rely on extraordinarily low fares that are not found on similar HSR systems.
This study-which relies on assumptions that are generous to HSR -projects 2030 intercity
ridership at from 23.4 million to 31.1 million, which are 64 percent and 53 percent lower,
respectively, than the CHSRA's same-year base projections.

B. Forecasting Costs
Capital costs have risen from the CHSRA 's 1999 business plan estimate of $30.3 billion f or the
entire system to a $45.4 bi//io11 estimate in 2008 for Phases I and II alone. Depending up on .future

--,\

plans, costs could increase to between $51.4 billion and $82.3 billion (all in 2006$.) It is likely
that HSR will require substantial additional taxpayer funding to complete Phase I, Phase JI, the
"Missing Phase " and the "Implied .Phase."

Evolution of Capital Costs
The projected capital costs ofHSR have risen strongly during the planning process, even after
adjustment for inflation. (All data is adjusted to 2006$.) 179
The 1999 CHSRA Business Plan estimated that the entire system would be built for $30.3 billion
($25 billion in 1999$). The 2005 EIS/EIR raised the estimate to $40.5 billion. By 2008, documents
prepared for a meeting for potential investors indicated that the costs had risen to $45.4 billion.
This figure included $30.7 billion for Phase I (Anaheim to San Francisco) and $14.7 billion for
Phase II (Sacramento and San Diego extensions). 180

)

However, the investor documents with the $45.4 billion figure do not appear to include the
Oakland-East Bay to San Jose section that was in the original proposal (Senate Bill 1856)_1 81
Should the $45.4 billion figure include only Phases I and II, however, then the "Missing Phase" of
Oakland- East Bay-San Jose would increase the cost to approximately $50.2 billion. 182 Thus, the
cost of the HSR system rose a minimum of 50 percent from 1999 to 2006 (from $30.3 billion to
$45.4 billion and to $50.2 billion when including the "Missing Phase"), as shown in Table 7 and
Figure 7.
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that the HSR will fall far short of its revenue projections, leading to a need for substantial
additional infusions of taxpayer subsidies.
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Inflated to 2006$

Planning Document

$30.3
$40.5
$45.4
$30.7
$14.7
$50.2
$30.7
$14.7
$4.8

Business Plan: 2000
FEIS: 2005
Investor Packaae 2008
Phase 1 San Francisco-Los Anaeles-Anaheim
Phase 2 Sacramento-Merced, Los Anaeles-San Dieao
Investor Package 2008: with Missina Phase
Phase 1 San Francisco-Los Anaeles-Anaheim
Phase 2 Sacramento-Merced, Los Anaeles-San Dieao
Missina Phase: Oakland-East Bav-San Jose 183

Original
Estimate
$25.0
$37.0
$45.4
$30.7
$14.7
$50.2
$30.7
$14.7
$4.8

Year$ of Original
Estimate
1999$
2003$
2006$
2006$
2006$
2006$
2006$
2006$
2006$

Figure 7: Capital Cost Escalation Experience
ACTUAL

____________

$60 .,..-.-~~~~---~~~-------~~
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$40
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+---- -----1
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It is typical for costs to rise further as more detailed planning and engineering proceeds. There is
much more of such work to be done and thus, potential for further capital cost increases.

World Infrastructure Research Findi ngs
The already experienced cost increase may be just the beginning. Comprehensive international
research has identified such cost increase trends as the rule rather than the exception for large
transportation projects.

)
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Table 7: Capital Costs: Evolution (in Billions of Dollars)

European researchers reviewed the capital cost experience of 258 transportation projects in Europe
and North America from 1927 to 1998. 184 They found that cost escalation from the point of project
approval to completion can be as much as from 50 percent to I 00 percent above projection and
cost overruns occurred in 9 out of I 0 projects. 185 The average cost escalation for rail projects was
45%. Further, this world infrastructure research concluded that initial project estimates have not
become more accurate over time. 186
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Boston's "Big Dig" highway project is particularly noteworthy. Flyvbjerg et al., note that the
project cost increased by nearly 200 percent, escalating to a final bill of nearly $15 billion. 187
Overseas, the Channel Tunnel's actual construction and financing costs turned out to be 140
percent higher than forecast. 188
The world infrastructure research found that projections typically lacked realism and failed to take
into consideration risks such as unanticipated project delays, changes in specifications and
unanticipated geologic risks. 189 In an article published by the Transportation Research Board of the
National Research Council (United States), Skamris and Flyvbjerg conclude:
A ll ofthis combines to create an environment in which cost forecasts are often optimistic,
raising taxpayer costs well above the projections used when projects are approved. This is an
international problem, as a National Research Council study reported: ". .. the main lessons
are that cost overruns of50 to 100 percent are common; overruns ofmore than 100 percent
are not uncommon. " 190

The world infrastructure research concluded that "Megaproj ect development is currently a field
where little can be trusted, not even- some would say especially not- numbers produced by
analysts." 191 Moreover, after considering numerous explanations for the pervasiveness of
unrealistically low estimates, the researchers attribute underestimated costs to "strategic
misrepresentation, namely lying, with a view to getting projects started." 192 The use of the term
"lying" in academic research is highly unusual, which given the strong reputations of the authors
represents a strong indictment of megaproject planning.
The report of the California Senate Transportation and Housing Committee raises these concerns:
California 's high-speed rail project is a "mega " project. The cost, schedule, project scope and
risks associated with such a project are unusually large. This has been demonstrated in mega
projects throughout the world. For example, Boston 's Big Dig, the Eurotunnel (or "Chunnel ")
linldng Great Britain with France, and the Denver Airport experienced substantial difficulties
controlling project cost, schedule and budget. Each ofthese large infrastructure projects
deployed technologies that were known and understood, but each was delayed and came in
significantly over budget. 193

Finally,,according to the president of the Korean national railway (Korail), the new South Korea
high-speed rail system experienced capital costs that were three to four times the original
projection.194

)
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The experience thus far with the California project cost projections is consistent with the
experience described in the world infrastructure research. Additionally, as noted above, it seems
highly likely that the project will become even more expensive as planning and engineering moves
from CHSRA and consultant offices to "the field" and actual construction.
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The cost escalation (and customer usage, see Section IV, Forecasting Ridership) identified with
respect to these large transportation projects does not mean that they should not be built. It does
suggest, however, the importance of skillful and effective project management design. A voiding
the mistakes so prevalent in the research requires appropriately structuring the incentives and
project delivery mechanisms. One of the most important concerns is the conflict of interest that
arises with projects that are developed and promoted by governments. As Flyvbjerg et al., note:

... can a government act effectively both as promoter ofmegaprojects and as the guardian of
public interest issues .. . shielding the taxpayer against unnecessary financial risks? We
answer the question in the negative. 195
Another problem is that major project management firms, consulting companies and construction
contractors bear virtually none of the financial risk and thus, as experience has shown, have insufficient
incentives to ensure that project estimates are accurate and that costs are kept under control.
The problem for California is that the CHS RA project combines the worst of megaproject
incentiv:es-a government agency serving the role of promoter (rather than objective evaluator)
and virtually no cost control risk being assumed by project management, consulting and
construction companies.

The California Cost Challenge
At the same time, the California HSR project could be at particular risk of additional cost
escalation because of the unique circumstances of its environment. In particular, it will be
necessary to build the system in one of the world's most active geologic zones. This requires
compensating for geologic risk in designing the high-speed rail system to withstand major
earthquakes. For example, the second most intense earthquake in the lower 48 states since 1900
was the Tehachapi or Kem County earthquake of 1952, which had its epicenter near Arvin, not far
from the currently plmned alignment of the high- speed rail route between Bakersfield and
Palmdale. 196 Long tunnels are anticipated. Building enduring tunnels in potentially unstable
conditions could result in substantial capital cost increases as the project is developed further. The
difficulties are acknowledged by CHSRA:

)

The Tehachapi mountain range crossing/or the proposed HSR system would present difficult
terrain and require extensive tunneling to accomplish the necessary traversing alignments. In
the screening evaluation, alignment options were considered that could require a total ofmore
than 80 miles (129 km) oftwin-tube tunneling, including the potentialfor continuous tunnel
segments of more than 30 mi (48 km). Crossing the Tehachapi Mountains between Los
Angeles and Bakersfield could require 30 to 45 total miles (48 to 72 km) oftunneling in
extremely challenging seismic and geologic conditions. These mountain crossings and the
required tunneling would represent serious challenges for the construction ofa proposed HSR
system. 191
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What CHSRA consultant Lehman Brothers has called "political meddling" could add further costs
required by changes in plans or phasing. This is illustrated by a position expressed to the CHSRA's
board of directors by former Oakland Mayor and now State Attorney General Jerry Brown:

I think you are going to want take Oakland into account in a serious way and not in an
afterthought. And who knows, even by that time Oakland will have a lot ofpolitical power.. .. if
you want to build two lines up on the East Shore as well as the Bay Shore, what's a few extra
billion dollars among friends? 198
As noted above, the Oakland-East Bay-San Jose line appears to have become an afterthought,
being excluded from Phases I and II and representing the "Missing Phase. "
Political pressures could lead to adding stations even when ridership, cost and environmental
considerations indicate they are unjustified-as is the case with Visaliaffulare/Hanford. In 2005 ,
the CHSRA issued documentation stating, "The BNSF alignment is the preferred option for the
HSR services between Fresno and Bakersfield with no potential station between Fresno and
Bakersfield (emphasis by CHSRA)." 199 Documentation also states that the stop has "low ridership
potential compared to other potential station locations investigated by the Authority"200 and "not
having the Hanford HST station would eliminate the alignment through Hanford, resulting in cost
savings of about $420 million plus less potential environmental impact since the HST alignment
would avoid the Hanford urban area."201 Despite such ridership, environmental and cost liabilities,
the CHSRA in 2008 authorized a feasibility study to provide for a station serving the HanfordVisalia area-an announcement included at the bottom of a press release on a completely different
subject (greenhouse gas emissions). 202 As of September 2008, CHSRA shows
Visaliaffulare/Hanford as a station on its interactive website rnap. 203
Finally, community pressures could lead to the necessity of additional improvements that are not
included in present cost projections. This could include, for example, placing HSR tracks either in
tunnel or covered trench through some areas or adding sound walls on elevated structures to
mitigate noise levels in urban neighborhoods.

Financial Uncertai nty

)
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In short, the cost to build the tunnels will be directly related to the length of tunnels, the
complexity of their design and construction, and their ultimate routing, and none of these issues is
settled at this time.

Cost increases could pose substantial problems for the project, the citizens of the state, state
government, private investors and even local governments.204 The current plans fall far short of
providing the funding that would be required for the project, even Phase I. (See Part 4, Financial
Uncertainty.)
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This factor creates substantial risks. Failure to secure complete and timely funding for Phase I
could cause construction activities to be extended much longer than intended. As a result, many
more years could be required for service commencement, or only limited service might be
operated. This would have significant negative impacts on overall financial performance,
especially because of CHSRA's operating ridership revenue projections that are considered to be
highly optimistic. (See Part 4, Forecasting Ridership.)
More expensive route sections would be particularly at risk, should insufficient funding be
available to finance the likely increasing costs of construction. For example, the sections in the San
Francisco Bay area and the Los Angeles area might be forgone altogether. Instead, trains on a
"skeletal" HSR system would gain access by sharing tracks with slower commuter rail and freight
trains on the Peninsula line in the San Francisco area and Metrolink in Los Angeles and Orange
County.205 This would considerably slow operations and make service less reliable. Given the
crucial nature of minimal travel time, any such cost cutting measure could seriously reduce
ridership and revenues, while putting investors at serous risk.
There is currently no financing plan for Phase II of the project, which would extend service to
Sacramento and San Diego from both San Francisco and Los Angeles. Should cost or financing
difficulties arise with respect to Phase I (a likely event), construction of the Sacramento and San
Diego extensions could be indefinitely delayed, if not cancelled altogether, or alternate routings via
existing rail lines could be proposed. (See Part 8, If the CHSRA Runs Out of Money.)
The potential cost problems extend to comparisons made by the CHSRA with highly exaggerated
alternatives for highway and airport expansion that are used to suggest that "high-speed trains
would cost less than half as much to build over 30 years than other transportation options." (See
Part 5, Alternatives to Building the HSR System.)
All such factors indicate that further capital cost escalation is likely, which would lead to
misallocation of scarce resources, which, in turn, will produce losers among those financing and
using infrastructure, be they taxpayers or private investors.206
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Currently, the plan is to undertake construction of a "Phase I." This would provide service from
Anaheim, through Los Angeles and the San Joaquin Valley to San Jose and San Francisco. This
section, as noted above, is projected to cost nearly $30.7 billion (2006$). Yet, the financing plan is
by no means set.

Due Diligence Cost Projections

)

If, as is already apparent, the international capital cost escalation experience applies in California,
it is reasonable to expect capital cost overruns. This report offers a Due Diligence Base Capital
Cost Projection of 20 percent above current plans and a Due Diligence High Capital Cost
Projection of 50 percent above the current figure (Table 8 and Figure 8). These projections are
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•

If it is assumed that the investor documentation represents the entire system that will be
built, then the final estimated capital cost would rise from $45.4 billion to between $54.5

billion and $68.1 billion (2006$). 207

•

If it is assumed that the entire system is built, including the Missing Phase, then the final
estimated capital cost would rise from $50.2 billion to between $60.2 billion and $75.3
billion (2006$).208

Table 8: Capi_tal Co_sts -CHSRA, Due Diligence Low and High Projections
Due Diligence
Low Projection
$54.5
$60.2

CHS RA
Projection
$45.4
$50.2

Phases I & II
With Missing Phase (Oakland-East Bay-San Jose)
In billions of 2006$
Does not include Implied Phase

Due Diligence
Hinh Projection
$68.1
$75.3

Figure 8: Capital Cost Projection
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considered conservative in light of the international research documenting even greater cost
escalation and the recent overall escalation in construction costs that has occurred in the economy.

Operating Costs

)

Further, the projected operating cost for the HSR system appears to be low. This is illustrated by
analysis of data of comparable projects.
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Based upon these costs, the Due Diligence Base Operating Cost Projection is 30 percent above
CHSRA figures and the Due Diligence High Operating Cost Projection is 60 percent above
CHSRA forecasts (Figure 9). 210 The potential for additional operating costs could arise depending
upon the performance of trains that have yet to be designed to U.S. standards and the level of
security that might ultimately have to be built into the system, but such costs cannot be determined
at this time. (See Part 4, Federal Safety Standards and Security in Age of Terrorism.)

Figure 9: HSR Operating Costs
CHSRA & Due Diligence Projections
$0.0G ·c-:---:::-:~:--:=~-------.,;;;;;;;;;;;;•;;;;;;~
cost per Seat Mile, 2006$
$0.05

-!--------------------

$0.04 ----~----·-$0.03 .

$0.01 .

$0.00 .
CHSRA Projection

Due Diligence

Due Diligence: High

Projection: Base

Conclusion
Capital costs have risen from the CHSRA's 1999 business plan estimate of $30.3 billion for the
entire system to a $45.4 billion estimate in 2008 for Phases I and II alone. Depending upon the
final extent of the system that is built, capital costs could increase to between $51.4 billion and
$82.3 billion (all in 2006$.) It is likely that HSR will require substantial additional taxpayer
funding to complete Phase I, Phase II, the Missing Phase and the Implied Phase.

)
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The operating cost per seat mile from the FRA study for the California corridor (2006$) is
approximately 40 percent higher than that of the CHSRA projections. A Transportation Research
Board report estimated the operating costs of the now defunct Texas TGV at more nearly 70
percent higher than the CHSRA operating cost projections.209

There is overwhelming international evidence that the capital costs of mega projects, including
HSR proj ects like the California HSR, tend to increase substantially. Moreover, the experience
with HSR operating costs indicates the potential for much higher costs than are being assumed by
the CHSRA.
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Based upon an examination o.f operating conditions and the international HSR experience, it
appears that the CHSRA speed and travel time objectives cannot be met. As a result, HS.R will be
less attractive as an alternative to airline travel and is likely to have fewer passengers.
Travel time is a critical factor for HSR in competing against airlines. If the actual travel times are
slower than projected, ridership is likely to be lower than projected.
HSR already faces a challenge to its ability to minimize travel times by its circuitous routing. The
airline distance between Los Angeles and San Francisco is approximately 345 miles. The road
distance is approximately 380 miles. CHSRA documentation uses various rail route lengths
between San Francisco and Los Angeles, ranging from 432 miles to 490 rniles.211 The longer HSR
routings would make non-stop travel times longer.

____j
I

Senate Bill 1856 establishes maximum travel times for non-stop services between various
terminals. For example, HSR is required to achieve a 2 hour and 42 minute travel time between
downtown Los Angeles and downtown San Francisco. The CHSRA's projections indicate that this
requirement would be met (2 hours and 38 minutes via the preferred Pacheco Pass alignment and 2
hours and 36 minutes via Altamont Pass).
However, in some corridors, current plans do not anticipate achievement of the statutorily required
travel times. These corridors are illustrated in Table 9. Perhaps most notably, anticipated Los
Angeles-San Diego travel times are nearly one-third longer than the statutory requirement (1 hour
and 18 minutes versus l hour).212

Table,: Comparison of Statutory and Planned Travel Times
Route ·
San Francisco-Los An eles Union Station
Oakland-Los An eles Union Station
San Francisco-San Jose

Sacramento-San Jose

not

Statuto Re uirement*
02:42
02:42
00:31
02:14
01:00
00:29
02:22
01 :12

Plan: Pacheco
02:38
02:30
00:30

Plan: Altamont
02:36
02:23
NA

"lnctii;ates,,staYutoril ''[re uirea,time' achieved'
~
Travel Times from NCEIS Table 2.3-1 and Figure 4E-1 .
* Statutory times are from Senate Bill 1856. Assembly Bill 3034 slightly changes non-stop operating times, with
the exception of Sacramento-San Jose, which would no longer have a maximum non-stop operating time
s ecified in law, and Los An eles- San Die o, which increases to 01 :20.
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More fundamentally, while state legislation outlines travel time requirements for non-stop trains it
does not require non-stop services. As a result, it appears that the CHSRA can skirt the statutory
travel time requirements by simply not providing non-stop service over these particular routes. The
latest CHSRA principal document (the NCEIS)213 is internally inconsistent on this matter, in one
place stating that there will be non-stop service and in another indicating that the longer routes
(such as downtown San Francisco to downtown Los Angeles) will have one intermediate stop. (See
Part 4, Passenger Convenience.)

Unprecedented Average Speeds
More importantly, it appears that it will be challenging for HSR to achieve the statutorily required
travel times. This is indicated by comparing the proposed speeds to the fastest operating segments
in other countries operating HSR (Table 10). The CHSRA documentation provides express
operating times between stations. The longest segment ofroute not in one of the five largest urban
areas is from Palmdale to Gilroy. The Authority indicates an express operating time of 1 hour and
35 minutes for this 312-mile segment. At that speed, HSR would average 197 mph, which is
unprecedented anywhere in the world. This is a full 25 mph faster than France's fastest TGV
service (on the TGV-Est, the world's fastest HSR line), which is on a much shorter segment. It is
also 38 mph faster than the world's fastest operating segment that is longer than Palmdale to Gilroy
(TGV, Paris to Avignon).

Table 10: Fastest Station-to-Station Travel Times: International High Speed Rail
Segment
Mileage
Travel Time
Average Speed (mph)
CA-HSR Trunk (Gilroy-Palmdale)
312
01:35
197
France: TGV-Est (200 mph)
104
00:36
174
France: TGV Paris-Avignon (186 mph)
408
02:34
159
Japan: Bullet Train
90
00:34
159
Taiwan
111
00:44
152
Germany: ICE Train
83
00:34
146
China: Beijing-Tianjin (217 mph)
70
00:30
140
Spain: AVE
191
01:21
126
South Korea
100
00:50
120
Italy
162
01:31
106
Data from CHSRA and Railway Gazette International and www.china-briefing.con\fnews/2008/08/01/beijingtianjin-high-speed-train-service-launched.html
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The Sacramento to San Francisco HSR travel time (not mentioned in the statute) would not be
generally materially superior to cars, at approximately 1 hour and 50 minutes (Sacramento to San
Jose at 1 hour and 18 minutes plus 30 minutes to San Francisco).

)
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On the California route, approximately one-third of the operation will be in urban areas (built-up
areas), while in France, less than one-tenth of the operation is in urban areas. In contrast to the
California HSR proposal, French high-speed rail trains generally have only their terminal stations
in urban cores (such as Paris and Marseille on the Paris-Marseille line), with intermediate stations
located outside urban areas or in very low density suburban areas. This allows higher speeds for
longer distances.

Topography
Higher mountain passes and greater elevation changes can slow high-speed rail. The ParisMarseille route is far more "HSR friendly" than the San Francisco-Los Angeles route. ParisMarseille is largely at low elevations, facilitating higher speeds, and has a single significant pass of
approximately 1,500 feet. The California line would encounter more challenging topography. The
line would begin at near sea level in Los Angeles, reach approximately 4,000 feet between Sylmar
and Bakersfield, drop back to near sea level in the San Joaquin Valley, return to more than 1,000
feet in the Pacheco Pass, and then drop again to near sea level in the San Francisco Bay Area.
These operating conditions would tend to reduce speeds relative to the Paris- Marseille line.
Yet, HSR projections call for a higher average speed on the California line than on the Marseille
line. A Los Angeles-San Jose non-stop train is slated for an average speed of nearly 180 mph,
according to CHSRA.214 The fastest average travel time for non-stop Paris- Marseille trains is
approximately 155 mph.2 15

Political Impacts on Speed
Political considerations could slow train travel times even more, as local citizens seek to slow train
speeds to reduce noise levels and as communities seek to obtain stations that are not in the current
plan. Additional stations would require additional slower operations through built-up areas.216
For example, the current HSR Phase I map217 does not include Merced on the Los Angeles to San
Francisco route. However, much HSR documentation indicates a Merced station on that routing,
including the NCEIS. A political expectation may have been created that Merced would be
included as a stop between Los Angeles and San Francisco. As noted above, this routing would add
mileage and additional travel time to Los Angeles- San Francisco non-stop trains.2 18
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Moreover, the California HSR speed challenges are generally greater than those faced by other
HSR systems. This conclusion results from an analysis of route length, share of length in built-up
(urban) areas and projected speed estimates as contained in project documents.
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There could be political pressure to require more Los Angeles-San Francisco trains to stop at
locations such as Fresno, Bakersfield and elsewhere. An obvious example would be Santa Clarita,
which is the l21h largest urban area along the route, the 4th fastest growing and the 21•1 largest in
Califomia. 219 With nearly 200,000 residents, Santa Clarita is larger than other urban locations for
which stations are planned, such as Merced, Livermore, Gilroy-Morgan Hill and Tracy.
Moreover, planned operating speeds through urban areas could be reduced further because of
public displeasure about noise-again slowing the train schedules.220
The extent, if any, of these potential impacts cannot be foreseen. Even after the system is
operating, community impacts could be the basis of costly enhancements or service constraints. In
the final analysis, a project of this proportion is necessarily political.

Rural Area Speeds
A National Academy of Sciences report on the potential for HSR in the United States indicates that
a system with top speeds of 200 miles per hour would average a maximum of 15 0 mph in rural
areas.221 Based upon the international experience and the National Academy of Sciences report, this
Due Diligence Report estimates that the average speed outside built-up areas would not exceed 170
mph.222

Urban Area Speeds
At least 150 miles of the route would be in built-up areas and the train could be forced to slow
down as it travels through at least five urban areas (Santa Clarita, Palmdale-Lancaster, Bakersfield,
Fresno and Merced, in addition to the terminal urban areas of the San Francisco Bay Area and Los
Angeles). This is a considerably higher figure than in the similar length Paris to Marseille HSR
route, where the alignment passes through less than 30 miles of built-up land. Between the fringes
of Paris and Marseille, high-speed rail traverses little or no built-up area.

)

There are additional challenges to meeting the aggressive travel times required by state statute and
proposed by the CHSRA. The use of shared rights-of-way between San Francisco and Gilroy and
Los Angeles and Anaheim could make schedule adherence less reliable. (See Part 4.) High-speed
trains would encounter interference from the existing commuter trains along such routes, and
freight trains may cross the HSR/commuter tracks or even share them. Freight service operates
much slower than commuter rail and could slow HSR trains.
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As previously described, the Authority found that it would have no stop between Fresno and
Bakersfield. Yet the Authority has a study underway to serve a potential Visaliaffulare/Hanford
station. (See Part 4 for a more complete discussion of the inclusion of this stop.)
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The CHSRA plans very high train travel speeds through California communities (Figure 10 and
Table 11).

•

From Gilroy through San Jose, San Mateo County and to San Francisco.

•

In the northern San Fernando Valley of Los Angeles.

•

On a segment between Norwalk and Anaheim (Los Angeles and Orange County)

•

On a segment between Anaheim and Irvine (Orange County)

•

From Los Angeles, through the San Gabriel Valley, into the Inland Empire and Riverside.

Higher average speeds of 150 to 200 mph are planned:

--)
I

•

From Riverside through Murrieta and Temecula to Escondido.

•

From Escondido to the University City neighborhood of San Diego.

State legislation seems to require top operating speeds through communities in other areas, going
so far as to specify that infrastructure be built so that non-stop trains "shall have the capability to
transition intermediate stations, or to bypass those stations, at mainline operating speed."223 This
could mean that non-stop trains could operate at 220 miles per hour through such urban areas as
Fresno, Merced, Modesto and Hanford (if the station is built).
The National Research Cotmcil on U.S. HSR potential indicated that HSR would have slower
average speeds- maximum average speeds in urban areas would be from 60 mph to 100 mph. 224
The safety implications of using the proposed, light HSR trains on the same tracks as heavy
commuter trains and even freight trains are discussed elsewhere (See Part 4, Federal Safety
Standards.) With these constraints, likely community concerns about noise, and operating
procedures in overseas high-speed rail urban environments, this Due Diligence Report projects
average.urban speeds will not exceed 90 mph, much less reach 150 mph in urban segments.

Forecasted Speeds Declining
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Average speeds of 100 to 150 mph are planned:

Already, HSR travel times are being lengthened. In the 2005 EIS/EIR, the downtown San
Francisco- downtown Los Angeles nonstop travel time was 2:25. In the 2008 NCEIS, the nonstop
travel ti.me is 2:3 8. This is likely to be just the beginning in the inflation of travel times.

)
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Figure 10: Average Operating Speeds on High-Speed Train System

Average Operaling Sp&ed on HiJ}l1:-Speed Tratn Syslem
The CHSRA map is part of the May 2007 Board Meeting Minutes; map located at
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/irnages/chsr/200801 21165751_052307_SpeedMap.pdf.
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150-200 MPH
Arleta
Murrieta

Perris
San Fernando

Santa Clarita
Sun Valley

Temecula

100-150 MPH
Atherton
Kearny Mesa
Morgan Hill
San Diego
Belmont
La Puente
Mountain View
San Fernando
Bloomington
Lincoln Heiohts
Newark
San Francisco
Brisbane
Linda Vista
Ontario
San Gabriel
Burbank
Livermore
Oranoe Countv**
San Jose
Burlingame
Los Angeles
Palo Alto
San Leandro
Carmel Mountain
Los Angeles County*
Pleasanton
San Lorenzo
City of Industry
Menlo Park
Pomona
San Mateo
Colton
Millbrae
Redwood City
Santa Clara
El Sereno
Mira Mesa
Rialto
South San Francisco
Sun Valley
Escondido
Miramar
Riverside
Milpitas
Riverside
Fontana
Sunnvvale
Mission Valley
San Bruno
University Heiohts
Fremont
Gilroy
Montclair
San Carlos
Walnut
Havwarcl
* Los Angeles County south of Norwalk (indeterminable from map): Could include Norwalk, La Mirada, Santa Fe
Springs
** Orange County north of Anaheim (indeterminable from map): Could include Buena Park, Fullerton, Anaheim.
Also Orange County between Anaheim and Irvine. Could include Santa Ana, Tustin

Due Diligence T ravel Times
Assuming these Due Diligence average operating speeds (170 mph rural and 90 mph urban), it is
estimated that a non-stop train from downtown San Francisco to downtown Los Angeles would
take 3 hours and 4 1 minutes.225 This is 1:13 more than the CHSRA projection and nearly one hour
(59 minutes) more than the statutory requirement. The more numerous trains stopping at
intermediate stations would have longer travel times. For example, a train between San Francisco
and Los Angeles that stops at four stations (such as San Jose, Fresno, Bakersfield and Palmdale)
would have a travel time of approximately 4:1 7. 226
It can be expected that the statutorily required travel times will not be met on the long-distance

routes such as Oakland-Los Angeles and San Jose-Los Angeles.

)

\_

l
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Table 11: Examples of Communities Through Which HSR Speeds Would Exceed 100
Miles per Hour In San Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles Area & San Diego Area

It would appear that the statutorily required travel time can be achieved only on the relatively short
San Francisco-San Jose corridor (Table 12). As noted above, it is estimated that non-stop express
trains between downtown San Francisco and downtown Los Angeles would take 3:41, which is 53
minutes more than the legal requirement. The statutes, however, provide virtually no protection to
the riders and taxpayers. This is because the legally required travel times can be easily altered or
repealed by a majority vote of the legislature. Finally, slower speeds would result in higher
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operating costs, because additional labor hours would be required. Slower speeds could also
increase capital costs, because additional train sets would be required to fulfill the train timetable.

Route
San Francisco-Los Angeles Union Station
Oakland-Los Angeles Union Station
San Francisco-San Jose
San Jose-Los Angeles
San Diego-Los Angeles
Inland Empire-Los Angeles
Sacramento-Los Angeles
Sacramento-San Jose

Statutory Requirement227
02:42
02:42
00:31
02:14
01:00
00:29
02:22
01:12

Potential to be Achieved
NONE
NONE
SOME
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE

Finally, in the worst case, it is possible that funding will only be possible for a skeletal system,
which would involve a dedicated HSR system from Palmdale to Gilroy, with entry to Los Angeles
and San Francisco over existing tracks (although upgraded) that handle commuter rail and freight
trains. Minimum non-stop travel times would be hours longer. (See Part 8, If the CHSRA Runs Out
of Money.)
The scenarios described above could make HSR less competitive with airlines by slowing the train
schedules. Certainly, given the time-sensitivity of travel prediction models, it is likely that such
slower travel times would materially reduce ridership projections. All of this leads to the
conclusion that the projected high-speed rail travel times are overly aggressive and not likely to be
achieved. Slower operating speeds are likely to contribute to lower passenger volumes and less
revenue.

Conclusion
Based upon an examination of operating conditions and the international HSR experience, it
appears that the CHSRA average speed and travel time objectives cannot be met. As a result, HSR
will be less attractive as an alternative to airline travel and is likely to have fewer passengers.

)

The planned HSR routes are generally longer than highway mileage between the urban areas,
which impacts the trains' competitive advantage despite their speeds. The CHSRA's anticipated
average speeds are not being achieved anywhere in the world, including on the most advanced
systems. HSR trains must operate more slowly through urban areas, and the CHSRA system's
urban profile is quite challenging. For example, in comparing San Francisco-Los Angeles with
Paris-Marseille, the California line would run through five times as much urban mileage as does
the French TGV line that was designed to skirt many urban areas. This study, by assuming realistic
speeds, estimates that a non-stop San Francisco-Los Angeles trip would take 3 hours and 4 1
minutes, longer than the CHSRA projection and the statutory requirement. In the future, the
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Table 12: Potential for Achieving Statutorily Required Travel Times
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D. Federal Safety Standards
No existing HSR trains capable of meeting the goals of the CHSRA system can legally be used in
the United States. It is by no means certain that the necessary regulatory approvals ofa train from
overseas can be achieved without substantial changes in train design and weight. The Authority
does not have a usable train design.

The Good News About HSR Safety
A review of railroad safety issues results in a positive conclusion about high-speed rail. The HSR
trains that operate on dedicated tracks on which no slower passenger trains and no freight trains are
permitted to operate have a virtually perfect safety record. In fact, the CHSRA is accurate in stating
that high-speed trains are the safest mode of travel, with no passenger fatalities ever registered on
new infrastructure designed for high speeds. 228 However, the CHSRA plans to intermingle highspeed passenger trains with commuter trains, Amtrak trains and freight trains along certain portions
of its system. Such intermixing can pose safety problems and require specifications for the
California high-speed trains to meet U.S. safety standards that are far more rigorous than overseas
standards.

HSR Accidents and Safety Concerns
While safety records on new infrastructure specifically designed for HSR trains is remarkably
positive, some serious HSR accidents have occurred that have captured the attention of government
officials who set rail safety standards.
The world's most tragic high-speed rail disaster occurred on the Deutsche Bahn AG (German
National Railway) on June 3, 1998 when the Inter City Express (ICE Train) derailed because of a
wheel malfunction, which resulted in 101 fatalities and many injuries. Contributing to the severity
of the accident was that the train derailed into supports for a highway overpass, which in turn
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CHSRA's travel times may be further lengthened by train weight and safety issues and also by
political demands to add stops to the system.

collapsed onto the train and completely demolished several railroad coaches. The event occurred

)

on mixed-use tracks which limited the train speed at that point to 124 mph (200 kph). 229 However,
the non-dedicated nature of the tracks was irrelevant to the accident. Such a wheel malfunction
could have occurred on dedicated high-speed lines that constitute a portion of the train's MunichHamburg route. The ICE Train is capable of a cruising speed 186 mph (300 kph), and had the
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In July 2008, the German railway pulled from service all ICE-3 trains, the newest model of the ICE
Train, for precautionary safety checks. Inspectors carried out ultrasound tests after a defective axle
caused one of the trains to derail in a station after possibly being damaged earlier on its high-speed
run to Cplogne.230

In short, component failures on high-speed trains can lead to accidents on dedicated high-speed
lines or joint-use lines.
A Eurostar (Paris-London) train derailed in France on June 5, 2000 because of a mechanical
failure and 14 injuries resulted. While minor, the train was about one-half hour from the Channel
Tunnel. Because of how much more catastrophic the accident could have been had it occurred in
the tunnel, a transport spokesman in the European Parliament called for a European body to be set
up to investigate rail accidents instead of each country conducting investigations in its own
territory.231
High-speed trains can and do intermingle with slower-moving commuter trains, intercity passenger
trains, and freight trains-operations that raise safety concems. 232 In the case of the CHSRA
proposal, the extent of such inter-mingling will be considerably more significant than in Japan or
France. (This issue is discussed in more detail below; also, the effect on travel times is addressed in
Part 4.")

Track Sharing Approved
The CHSRA indicates that the HSR trains will share tracks with other types of trains over certain
urban links. Joint track usage is usually arranged where land-use factors prohibit the construction
of all-new HSR-dedicated tracks alongside the existing tracks. The CHSRA stated:

While the majority of the high-speed train system is being planned with dedicated separate
tracks, there are two sections ofthe system that are proposed to be shared with existing
commuter and intercity trains at reduced speeds. Under current regulations, either the
selected European or Asian equipment would have to be modified structurally to meet the FRA
requirements or the proposed system would have to be modified in other ways to avoid
compatibility conflicts with freight trains and conventional passenger trains.233
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wheel malfunction occurred at such a speed on a dedicated line the consequences could have been
just as severe if not worse.

Locations where the CHSRA planners anticipate such track sharing include the Caltrain commuter
line that links San Francisco with San Jose and Gilroy and over the Metrolink commuter system
between Los Angeles and Anaheim (and possibly continuing to Irvine should the Implied Phase be
built).234
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In some locations the HSR system would share tracks at lower speeds with other passenger
rail services. Shared track operations would use existing rail infrastructure in areas where
construction of new separate HSR facilities would not be feasible. While shared service
would reduce the speed, flexibility and capacity of HSR service because of the need to
coordinate schedules and slower speed limits, it would also result in fewer environmental
impacts and a lower construction cost.235

•

In Northern California, "The Caltrain Corridor (Shared Use) is the preferred alignment
option for direct service to San Francisco and San Francisco International Airport (SFO).
The alignment between San Francisco and San Jose is assumed to have four tracks, with
the two middle tracks being shared by Caltrain and HSR. " 236

•

In Southern California the existing Los Angeles-San Diego rail line is the "preferred
option to link for HSR service between Los Angeles and Orange County." This assumes
shared operations with other passenger services and separation from freight wit~ four total
tracks (two for passenger services and two for freight) between Los Angeles and Fullerton.
From there to Anaheim and Irvine, the high-speed trains would share two tracks and some
passing tracks with Metrolink commuter trains, Amtrak trains and Burlington Northern
~anta Fe (BNSF) freight trains. 237 The CHSRA provided a visual portrayal of such track
sharing (Figure 11).

•

In the San Fernando Valley, "The segment between Los Angeles and Palmdale could yield
significant early commuter benefits if a cooperative operating plan can be developed with
Metrolink. Under this scenario Metrolink could utilize the new tracks, alignment and grade
separations constructed for HST to operate its trains more frequently, efficiently, and
safely. " 238

•

Among the criteria that all shared-use corridors would be required to meet is "physical or
temporal separation from conventional freight traffic. " 239

Views supporting joint operations have been echoed by the CHSRA's industry and political
supporters, as follows:
•
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Additionally, long-run budgetary difficulties could require track sharing with Metrolink trains on
routes out of Los Angeles to Riverside County or San Diego. (See Part 8, If the CHSRA Runs Out
of Money.) The Authority reinforces track-sharing arrangements according to the following
EIR/EIS statements:

The Association for California High-Speed Trains is a trade organization whose
membership appears to consist of consulting firms that stand to gain from the project. It is
the professional judgment of the organization' s members that track-sharing arrangements
are appropriate, at least temporarily, stating, "HSR trains can share tracks with existing
services, and branch off on high-speed segments as they are completed." 240

)
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A further track-sharing scenario is suggested by Assemblywoman Cathleen Galgiani, who
supports using a portion of the HSR bond money to upgrade the Altamont Commuter
Express (ACE) train route taken by some San Joaquin Valley workers to the East Bay and
San Jose. "Essentially, we're preparing the ACE system so that it could share tracks with
high-speed trains," she said.24 1 The ACE trains utilize tracks owned by the UPRR, a
railroad that has given no indication that it would pennit such shared use of its tracks and
indeed has expressed an unwillingness to sell its land for the HSR system. 242

Figure 11: CHSRA Visual Portrayal of Track Sharing
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Screen shot of a film clip displayed on the CHSRA's home page showing a high-speed train sharing tracks with a slower
Southern California Metrolink commuter train. Not shown are track configurations where the trains switch from one track to
another-for example when a high-speed train has to pass slower-speed commuter trains or freight trains. Film and photos
at www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/ do not adequately show the intermingling or mixed use of tracks as they would actually
occur.
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Track Sharing Safety Challenges

)

Despite the positive comments cited above regarding mixed-used operations, the CHSRA itself has
discouraged that very scenario for the proposed rebuilding of a commuter rail bridge across lower
San Francisco Bay, stating that conventional trains to be used for the Dumbarton rail service would

I
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Moreover, in a June 2008 report, the California Senate Transportation and Housing Committee
raised concerns about modified HSR train designs operating on the line south of Los Angeles,
stating:
Under European safety methodology, equipment is designed foremost to avoid accidents.
The US standard requires equipment whose primary safety objective is to survive
accidents. This incompatibility in standards introduces substantial risk, especially in a
segment such as Fullerton to Commerce where American standard freight and passenger
trains are continuously operating. A change in standards would require that the freight
and commuter railroads operating in the same corridors as the high-speed trains change
their train control technology. Ultimately, the change in standards may become a major
challenge for the railroad industry operating in the state. 244
A change in standards would indeed be a major challenge because of the record amount of capital
the freight railroad industry is investing to expand capacity to handle freight movements.
For example, the Commerce- Fullerton right-of-way, owned by the BNSF, links the Ports of Long
Beach and Los Angeles to the BNSF's national network. Approximately 75 freight trains and 52
Amtrak and Metrolink passenger trains traverse this segment per day and additional freight and
Metrolink trains will be added in the future. When construction is complete on a third track
between Fullerton and Commerce, no space will remain for an additional track and overlaying
high-speed passenger service will have risks. Other constraints exist in the San Fernando Valley,
especially in the Burbank-Los Angeles segment where the existing two tracks are adjacent to the
Los Angeles River, major streets and other impediments. Moreover, the line's remaining capacity
is increasingly consumed by UPRR freight operations.245

Federal Railroad Administration
Federal authority over railroad safety is extensive, with the Secretary of Transportation authorized
to "prescribe regulations and issue orders for every area of railroad safety. " 246 The lead Department
of Transportation (DOT) agency is the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), which issues rail
safety regulations and standards for rail equipment that have the force of law. 247

)
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"not be compatible" with HSR trains in service around the world, nor with the similar electric
multiple unit (EMU) trains that Caltrain proposes to begin using in the future.243

The FRA states that it "has established an ultimate goal of 'Zero Tolerance' for rail-related
accidents, injuries and fatalities."248 Hence, the FRA's standards are considered among the toughest
in the world. The agency requires U.S. passenger trains to be stronger and heavier than European
trains because rail freight equipment on domestic railroads is much larger and heavier than that
encountered in most other parts of the world. Under equivalent speeds, a collision of a U.S. boxcar
with its larger mass and heavier weight presents a much more serious hazard than does a lighter
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A recent accident in Massachusetts illustrates why passenger-freight shared track usage poses a
danger. On March 25, 2008, a "runaway" freight car loaded with building materials rolled about
two miles from where it had been parked on an industrial sidetrack. Once the car reached the main
line, a signal alerted the engineer of a Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority commuter train
who was able to stop his train. The freight car collided with the stationary train and left 150
passengers and crew with injuries.249 The alert engineer's action along with stringent U.S.
passenger car-strength standards helped prevent more serious injuries or fatalities. The incident
occurred near Canton Junction on a route also used by Amtrak's high-speed Acela trains.
The Caltrain or Metrolink. segments are shared with freight trains and have sidings for parked
freight cars. The above scenario would have far more serious consequences if it involved a lighterweight, European-style high-speed train moving at a fast rate. Moreover, Caltrain and Metrolink
commuter trains are heavier and stronger than most European commuter trains and a collision
involving a European-style train with a commuter train would, comparatively speaking, have a
more serious outcome. In either scenario a far greater number of passenger injuries and possibly
fatalities would occur in California as compared with Europe.
\

- -;

Moreover, mixed-track usage is more challenging in the United States than overseas because
domestic railroads carry far more freight than do foreign railroads. Domestic rail volume is 10
times higher than on European railroads and 97 times greater than on Japan's railways. 250
The FRA's work includes establishing crashworthiness requirements for passenger trains operated
below 125 mph (200 kph) and for trains used above 125 mph. Some safety requirements are based
on longstanding practices that originated in specifications for U.S. Railway Post Office cars in the
1940's; others are updated to take into account newer train designs. An extensive paper on train
crash worthiness standards summarizes the concerns of rail safety experts:

Increased traffic, which can increase the likelihood of the occurrence oftrain collisions,
increased equipment speed, which can increase the severity oftrain collisions, and the
application of[European] equipment developedfor operating environments, which include
smaller and lighter freight equipment than the equipment used in the U.S., have raised
concerns about the crash worthiness ofrail equipment. Fatalities and injuries occur as a result
of train collisions and derailments. The crashworthiness features ofthe train are intended to
provide protection to the passengers and crew in the event ofa collision or derailment...
Crashworthiness standards can be described as either design standards or peiformance
standards. 251
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European boxcar. Therefore, the risk to passenger safety is higher in the United States than in
Europe.
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In developing high-speed trains to confonn to U.S. safety regulations, the CHSRA states that "The
California high-speed train has been developed with criteria and standards that allow use of any of
the existing European and Asian technologies." The Authority adds that it intends on having
suppliers "adapt off-the-shelf equipment" to minimize the risks of unproven technology and lower
design costs. The Authority recognizes that:

The FRA currently requires all existing U.S. passenger trains to be at least twice as strong in
certain aspects than the lightweight equipment used in European and Asian high-speed trains.
In order to meet this strength requirement, manufacturers would have to structurally redesign
their trains, at significant additional development cost and time .... Such a redesign would
make high-speed rolling stock heavier, jeopardizing the low axle loadings that have efficiently
enabled the high speeds, low operating and maintenance costs, and positive cash flows like
those enjoyed by high-speed train operations in Europe and Asia. In addition to being more
costly to purchase and operate, heavier equipment may cause changes in other system
components such as track or bridges and result in higher maintenance costs (emphasis
added). 252
The engineering details behind design standards are complex and therefore are beyond the scope of
this report. 253 A particular concern, however, is the "buff' strength of a train, which is the anticrush standard as determined by the strength of a passenger car body.254 No current European or
Asian train that meets the CHSRA's speed and perfonnance requirements also meets U.S. car buff
regulations, nor do such trains meet other crashworthiness standards that are required for
equipment used in this country.

The CHSRA Has No HSR Train Design
Client-imposed specifications are typically imposed when corporations or state agencies order
locomotives, passenger cars or complete trainsets. To illustrate just how far away the CHSRA is
from having specifications or even an overall design, the Authority has issued conflicting
statements about the expected capacity of the HSR trains, as follows:

•

450-500 passengers255

• ,650 passengers256
•

1, 175 passengers257

•

1,200 passengers258

•

1,600 passengers259
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1,323 seats is the capacity of one jumbo-capacity HSR train, the Japanese Series 700,
which is a 16-car, single-level train.260 The train offers seating with three passengers on
one side of the aisle and two on the other side (3-2 seating)-and still does not reach 1,600
in capacity. Moreover, a 3-2 seating arrangement is likely to be unacceptable to American
intercity travelers and it is likely that California will offer standard 2-2 seating. If so, the
train with the 1,200 passengers would be longer than the Japanese train.

•

770 passengers can ride a Eurostar, which offers American-style seating in a train 18 cars
long (however, the cars are much shorter than American, Japanese and other European
railroad cars).261

•

600 seats outfit the high-speed train recently launched in China between Beijing and
Tianjin.262 The trains are known variously as the CRH 3, Hexie and Harmony.

•

516 to 1,032 seats is the capacity of a TGV Duplex double-deck train depending upon
whether it is operating as an 8-car single unit or two such trains hooked together operating
as a 16-car unit.

•

245 to 446 seats in the French AGV (Automotrice Grande Vitesse) depending on whether
it is operating as a 7-car train or an 11-car train. Note: 892 seats are possible by combining
two 11-car trains, however the builder states that few operators would actually operate a
22-car train. 263

length of Trains
The Authority is also inconsistent on the length of trains. In the reference to 1,200 passengers, the
length w.as specified as "a 16-car trainset (engines and cars)." An earlier CHSRA study of travel
times between Los Angeles and San Diego assumed a train length "based on an eight-car train set
(two power cars and six passenger cars)."264 The Authority's literature and video clips portray HSR
trains as being single-level, a perspective that is unmistakable when the trains are pictured next to
double-decked commuter trains. The plan for single-level trains is confirmed by the CHSRA's
statement that the system could carry "many more passengers than indicated in the high ridership
forecast" by using double-decker cars. 265

)
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Compared with other trains in the world, the CHSRA train would be very large-it could be the
longest high-speed train in the world. For example:

The CHSRA is opposed to physically separating and linking trainsets ("splitting and joining
trains") along the route, pointing out that the percentage of HSR trains using this practice
worldwide is "very small." In France, about 10% of the TGV trainsets are split, whereas in Japan
the percentage is even smaller. The practice generally is avoided during peak hours or at peak
traffic points because combining two trains into one or vice versa wastes time. Despite such
cautionary comments, it cannot be determined from the documentation whether the Authority
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favors operating two trains joined together provided they operate in that configuration end-point to
end-point. 266
While builder specifications for the CHSRA's train do not exist, it is fair to state that the CHSRA's
design may become the world's longest HSR train if it remains a single-level design.
The Authority has no high-speed train design that meets U.S. safety regulations and also matches
its required performance standards. Indeed, the locomotives and coaches of any European or Asian
train must undergo major re-designs to reach stringent U.S. structural integrity standards.
Moreover, the performance of"Americanized" TGVs from France, Bullet Trains from Japan or
ICE Trains from Germany would be diluted in comparison to the forerunners operating in t11eir
home countries. Because of U.S. safety regulations, a California HSR train will bear little
structural, weight or acceleration resemblance to its predecessor (although external appearances
may be strikingly similar). The train that is selected must be substantially redesigned, proceed
through a prototype stage, and pass exhaustive testing and evaluation while under federal
government scrutiny.

Initiating the Federal Regulatory Process
The safety regulatory process will be a major undertaking for the following reasons:

)

•

The FRA began its safety rule-making process in relation to operation of modified French
TGV trains in Texas. But the cancellation of the Texas HSR project in t11e mid-1 990s
meant that the FRA's work was never completed. 267 To FRA it will not be as simple as
taking up where the agency left off because the CHSRA wants to run trains faster than
were proposed for Texas (220 mph versus 200 mph), and would co-mingle HSR trains
with freight trains and conventional passenger trains, which was excluded in the Texas
plan. Moreover, the Texas-style TGV would not have met the CHSRA's high-capacity
requirements.

•

Technology proposed for a high-speed rail plan in Florida- which the public voted to
terminate in a 2004 ballot measure-will help California even less. 268 The Florida plan
involved using the Swedish X-2000 train on tracks separated from freight trains. The
design had started to go through the FRA regulatory review process, but the halting of the
Florida project meant that FRA rule-making was never completed. 269 Even if it had
proceeded, the X-2000 is incapable of meeting the CHSRA's speed and capacity
requirements.

•

The only high-speed train that meets U.S. safety standards is Amtrak's BostonWashington Acela, the genesis of which was the French TGV. Performance is far below
the CHSRA's requirements in several respects: (1) With 304 seats, it has 46.8 percent of
the Authority's lowest stated capacity of 650 seats and only 19 percent of the CHSRA's
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highest stated capacity of 1,600 seats. 270 (2) Compared with European HSR trains, the
Acela is about twice the weight at 624 tons each271 ; and (3) The Acela is unable to match
European speeds. One of many reasons for added weight is that the Acela is made of
stainless steel to better survive major impact and the TGV is made of aluminum. The Acela
arrived with so many design and mechanical problems that more than 200 modifications
were required for each train, which involved lengthy periods in shops for each of the 20
trains. Troubles with the train were so extensive that a former Amtrak president said
Amtrak will never order another Acela. 272 Hence, the only FRA-approved HSR train offers
nowhere near the capabilities to meet the CHSRA's capacity, speed and travel time
requirements.
Hence, California will be required to initiate the regulatory process that will lead to a FRA "Rule
of Particular Applicability," a time-consuming process that the Authority estimates would take
"two to three years." The Authority and the selected train supplier would confer on issues to be
addressed by the rule with the FRA and would consult with other affected rail operators. If the rule
can be concluded more rapidly, train system testing, construction and delivery could be
accelerated. 273
No guarantee exists that the final result would be a federal acceptance of a re-designed HSR train
without further changes and adjustments. Any FRA action that dilutes performance (such as
requiring additional weight) could raise the CHSRA's capital and operating costs, reduce speeds,
increase travel times, and reduce passenger volumes and revenue-generating capacity. Also, from
an environmental standpoint, heavier trains would be louder, consume more energy and have
higher levels of greenhouse gas emissions.
In the Acela case, when asked about its stringent policies, FRA officials acknowledged that its
crash energy system increased the weight of the train but said such a system resulted in safer
trains.274 The FRA rule-making process is public and numerous interest groups, including other
operators like Caltrain, Metrolink, UPRR and BNSF, and others interested in safety are likely to
offer views and recommendations. As a result, it is by no means a certainty that the FRA rules will
be changed sufficiently to satisfy the CHSRA's many requirements; it is more likely that the
CHSRA's specifications must change to satisfy the FRA.

)

Admittedly, under certain circumstances in which a train is unable to fully meet U.S. safety
regulations, the FRA can issue waivers to permit operation. The willingness of the agency to be
generous with waivers is open to question. The FRA is concerned about the risks inherent in
passenger trains that operate at 220 mph and that share tracks with slower commuter and intercity
passenger trains (top speed 79 mph) and freight trains (top speed usually around 60 mph but in
congested areas can be 40 mph or even 20 mph). Hence, it could be difficult to obtain the
necessary waivers from the FRA, an agency that takes pride that "Rail passenger accidents- while
always to be avoided-have a very high passenger survival rate."275 Every indication is that the
FRA will continue to proceed in a cautious manner.

I
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Due in part to heavier weight and a flawed tilting design that restricts speeds on curves, the Acela
trains between Boston and New York fail to meet the federal statutory requirement to connect the
cities in less than three hours.276 The fastest current schedule is 3 hours and 30 minutes and the
277
slowest is 3 hours and 42 minutes. Similar circumstances could cause a redesigned train to fail to
meet California' s statutorily required travel times between stations.
In short, no train yet exists that can meet the CHSRA's extraordinary performance standards and
capacity while adhering to U.S. safety standards. The CHSRA told the California Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee that it has "worked with the Federal Railroad
Administration to allow light weight foreign high-speed rail equipment to operate in California."278
What this means is unclear. However, any such "work" prior to a serious and formal process that is
open to public review and comment is likely to have little or no impact.
A series of steps never before achieved anywhere in the world must be taken for the CHSRA-style
train to move beyond the conceptual stage- namely, a train must be designed and built with the
capacity to:
•

Operate at a peak speed of 220 mph.

•

Meet U.S. crashworthiness standards and safety standards for mixed-track usage.

•

Carry up to 1,200 or even 1,600 passengers, certainly making it the heaviest and possibly

longest high-speed train in the world.
•

Incorporate a more powerful propulsion system to enable moving a longer, heavier train
through the challenging physical environments found in the state's mountain passes.

•

Meet the schedules mandated in California law.

Designing such a train will involve unprecedented engineering challenges, so much so that the
train design could make the system less competitive commercially.

Top Speed in the U.S. Railroad Environment
It is possible that 220-mph train speeds can eventually be achieved in California. The top
commercial speed on one line in the world now achieves 217-mph (350 kph), which is on China' s
Beijing-Tianjin service. (See Part 3 for a summary of the world's fastest currently operated and
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In a number of cases, planned higher speeds have not been implemented. Some countries have
infrastructure designed to permit trains to operate at 220 mph (350 kph)-namely France, Spain,
Korea and Taiwan- but no trains in commercial service currently reach that speed. For example,
the Korean High Speed Rail system "is designed to run 350 kph and operated at 300 kph maximum
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The two trains capable ofreaching the CHSRA's desired top speed of 220 mph (354 kph) are
China's CRH 3 and France's AGV. However, the trains have no locomotive at each end- they are
powered by traction motors under the cars.281 Meanwhile, the sturdiness of locomotives is highly
desirable to help comply with FRA's Crash Energy Management requirements suitable for shareduse tracks. The Jack of locomotives to absorb energy during an accident presents safety concerns in
the U.S. railroad environment.

Earthquake Considerations
Because of California's seismic conditions, the safety ofHSR during an earthquake is a
consideration. The CHSRA states that a "failsafe" technology would be in place to stop the trains
when an earthquake is detected. 282 The Japanese have long used a system whereby sensors cut
electricity to the trains when first tremor is detected, which is designed to ensure that the trains
come to a halt.
The system's limitation came to light on October 24, 2004, during a 6.8 magnitude earthquake
when a Bullet Train derailed in Nagoaka while traveling at 130 mph (210 kph). The train stopped
after the driver applied emergency brakes. Experts said the sensors work best when the epicenter of
an earthquake is some distance away. When the quake is right beneath the train, as it was in this
case, the sensors cannot slow the train in time to stop potential damage. Remarkably, in this
unprecedented accident, there were no injuries aboard the train.283 In light of the limitations of the
automatic system, the Transport Ministry established a panel to study whether other measures were
needed to safeguard Bullet Trains during earthquakes. 284

Conclusion
No existing HSR trains capable of meeting the goals of the CHSRA system can legally be used in
the United States. It is by no means certain that the necessary regulatory approvals of a train from
overseas can be achieved without substantial changes in train design and weight. The Authority
does not have a usable train design.

)
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for safety."279 At 300 kph (186 mph) the Korea HSR system would not meet the minimwn 200 mph
requirement of Senate Bill 1856. Nor would the new Madrid-Barcelona line, which is also being
limited to 186 mph. The new TGV-Est is designed to allow 220 mph speeds, yet trains operate at a
top speed of200 mph (320 kph). 280

High-speed rail has an excellent safety record although risks are somewhat greater than stated in
the CHSRA documentation, especially with plans for the HSR trains to share certain tracks with
commuter trains and freight trains. Track sharing complicates designing a train to meet FRA safety
standards that are considered the toughest in the world. Currently, no European or Asian HSR train
meets U.S. crashworthiness standards.
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The CHSRA has yet to decide on basic design specifications for a train. For example,
documentation shows a capacity range of 650 to 1,600 seats per train. It is likely that a series of
designs, tests, prototypes and safety reviews never before achieved anywhere in the world must
succeed for the CHSRA's train to become a reality.
A train redesigned for the U.S. will become much heavier and thus unlikely to reach promised
speeds, especially when coping with the state's challenging physical environments. A lowerperforrning train would negate the CHS RA' s assumptions on which it has based travel times,
ridership projections, revenue forecasts and profits. The outcome could mean investors in the
project will see no financial returns and HSR could require subsidies from California taxpayers in
perpetuity.

E. Security in Age of Terrorism
Terrorism against rail targets is a concern considering the extent of attacks that continue to occur
on rail systems around the world. The Authority appears to have given insufficient attention to this
issue notwithstanding the RAND recommendation to industry alld government for more analysis of
and improvements to domestic rail security.

The Authority has repeatedly declared that overall trip time can be reduced if passengers shift from
planes to trains because they can proceed more quickly through train stations that do not have the
security checkpoints found at airports.285 The CHSRA assumption may be overly optimistic
considering the security risks that officials say prevail today.286
The Authority's revenue and ridership forecast of July 2006 established airport wait times at 55
minutes and HSR station wait times at 15 minutes. The CHSRA stated:
The hassle and time variance ofgetting a boarding pass, checking luggage, and getting
through security requires arrival at the airport earlier than at a train station without security
checkpoints. It is explicitly assumed that high-speed rail will not have the elaborate security
check-in procedures, boarding passes will not be required to waitfor a train, seats are not
assigned, and that luggage is typically self-carried on the train.281
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A subsequent report was more explicit in stating that "There are currently no plans for airport
security measures at high-speed rail stations."288 The time differential was one of many
assumptions used to determine competitiveness and create ridership projections.
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The RAND Corporation, in a 2007 study of transportation security, stated, "Recent attacks on
passenger-rail systems around the world highlight the vulnerability of this form of transportation.
The high use of passenger rail and the frequency with which terrorists target rail systems elsewhere
call for a commitment to analyzing and improving rail security in the United States."289 A review of
threats and actual attacks against HSR systems is illustrative:
•

In June 2008, French anti-terrorism police investigated a series of bomb threats targeting at
least one TGV. Calls warned of bombs placed either near tracks or aboard trains traveling
between the towns ofChambery and Aix-les-Bains, an area that draws tourists to mountain
resorts. 290 Two months later, rail traffic was interrupted when a bomb was found on TGV
tracks in the French Basque region. 291

•

In May 2008, the West Japan Railway Co. received telephone calls in a money extortion
plot related to timed incendiary devices at main stations in Kyoto, Osaka, and Kobe. Police
found one improvised fire bomb at the Kyoto Station. 292

•

In 2004, terrorists took aim at high-speed systems by threatening to place bombs under
tracks in France and Spain, which cause both railways to be searched in a costly and timeconsuming process. In France, ten thousand railway employees walked the tracks to look
for bombs while trains were patrolled by the police and armed forces. 293 French authorities
put train stations on a red alert, the second-highest of its four levels of emergency
preparedness, after the discovery of explosives on tracks near the town of Troyes, 120
miles (193 kilometers) east of Paris, and another device under rails in central France.294
After finding a bomb under the tracks of Spain's Madrid-Seville high-speed line, police
"combed all high-speed tracks 'kilometer by kilometer' while 45 helicopters [kept] watch
from above and police dogs [sniffed] for explosives below."295

•

Also in 2004, an ICE Train avoided derailment after six metal plates were discovered
bolted to the tracks, believed placed there as part of a terror campaign. The incident
occurred near Dortmund on the high-speed Cologne-Berlin ICE Train line. The engineer
of an approaching train spotted the plates, which were covered by garbage bags, and was
able to brake sharply, slowing and stopping the train, which stayed on the rails. No one
was injured. 296

Some criticism has been directed to French officials for leaving the TGV system open to terrorist
infiltration for a long time. 297 The TGVs have been targeted since the 1980s. On March 17, 1986,
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an explo.sion occurred in the luggage compartment of a Paris-Lyon TGV while the train was on top
a viaduct crossing a river. The emergency brakes brought the train to a stop at the Brunoy train
station. On December 31, 1983, a bomb had been placed in the luggage compartment of a TGV on
the Paris- Marseille line. It exploded near Lyon resulting in 5 deaths and 50 injured.298
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Recent Rail Attacks Worldwide
Protecting rail passenger facilities is hardly an academic exercise. In a report to Congress The
RAND Corporation summarized the history of worldwide attacks on passenger rail systems:

Between 1998 and 2003, there were approximately 181 attacks on trains and related rail
targets such as depots, ticket stations and rail bridges worldwide. Attacks on light rail systems
and subway systems are included in these estimates. Attacks have occurred in all corners of
the globe, including Venezuela, Colombia, India, Pakistan, Spain and the United Kingdom.
These attacks resulted in an estimated 431 deaths and several thousand injuries. Bombs were
the most frequently used weapon in these attacks, although firearms and arson have also been
used. 299
Since that testimony, other attacks have occurred resulting in an additional 536 fatalities, for a total
of 967 between 1998 and 2007. 300 The most infamous attack occurred on March 11, 2004, when
ten bombs were detonated aboard four crowded commuter trains in Madrid, Spain, causing 191
fatalities and more than 1,800 injuries.301
Attacks on trains and rail facilities are incessant. In 2007, a bomb set along railroad tracks
exploded and derailed the Moscow- St. Petersburg ''Nevsky Express," injuring scores of passengers
and shutting down one of Russia's busiest rail lines. The authorities said that counter-terrorist
measures would be strengthened.302 In the same year, in Delhi, India, explosives on a train killed at
least 66 people and injured 13 others.303 On July 11, 2006, a total of 187 commuters died and more
than 700 were wounded in coordinated blasts in India on Mumbai's train network during rush
hour. 304 Also in that year, German officials discovered a "mega-murder plot" on trains out of
Cologne where two suitcases were discovered that contained firebombs wired to explode at the
same tirrle that could have killed hundreds oftravelers.305 In London in July 2005, suicide bombers
detonated bombs on the Underground subway system, killing 52 people and injuring several
hundred. 306 In February 2004, an explosion in a Moscow subway train killed 40 riders.307

Europeans and Rail Security
In the aftermath of the Madrid train bombings, France deployed nearly 500 soldiers to
transportation hubs to beef up local security, especially on the high-speed rail lines from Paris to
Lyon and Marseille. A senior French counter-terrorism official said: ' ' The trains worry me more
than the planes."308

\

)
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Airport-style security screening is in place and is required for all high-speed Eurostar passengers at
St. Pancras station in London, Gare du Nord in Paris and Midi/Zuid in Busssels. Travelers submit
to a security process before boarding, much like the check-in procedures at any airport. Eurostar
screens all passengers and hand luggage and x-rays all checked luggage at all stations.309
Occasionally an alarm is raised, as for example in April 2008 when a bomb scare caused St.
Pancras station to be evacuated for nearly two hours and delayed some trains.310
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The time required for the Eurostar check-in depends mainly on what class the passenger is ticketed.
Eurostar requests that passengers checking in allow a minimum of 10 minutes for Business Premier
travelers, 30 minutes for most passenger categories, and between 60 and 90 minutes for certain
passengers heading to Avignon or ski areas (see Table 13).

Table 13: Eurostar Security Check-In Times
Required Time Before
Departure in Minutes
At least 10
At least 20
At least 30
At least 45

Applicable Travelers

•·

Holders of Business Premier tickets and Eurostar carte blanche
Eurostar Freauent Traveler members
Standard, Leisure Select and all other ticket types
Passengers with special needs (e.g., wheelchair user), need help getting to the train
or need a staff member for assistance
At least 60
All travelers for Avignon or Ski services
Source: http://www.eurostar.com/UK/us/leisure/travel information/at the station/check in.jsp

Some may consider Eurostar's security procedures to be irrelevant because they were designed in
part to defend against an attack occurring within the 31-mile long (50-km) Channel Tunnel
between England and France. 311 Note, however, that the CHSRA also plans extensive tunnelingabout 95 miles (153 km) of potential alignments are proposed to be placed in tunnels through the
Pacheco Pass and Diablo Range; for the Bakersfield-Los Angeles region, about 38 miles (62 km)
of the potential route is proposed to be in tunnels in the mountainous area.312
Any event in a rail tunnel isn't to be dismissed lightly. The DOT Inspector General has in stark
terms advised Congress about the serious consequences that could result from a fire aboard a train
while it is in a tunnel:

On November 11, 2000 one of the worst Alpine disasters ever claimed the lives ofmore than
150 people as a funicular train in Kaprun, Austria caught.fire less than one-halfmile into a 2mi/e long tunnel. Many ofthe victims died from smoke inhalation as they tried to escape the
blazing train through billowing smoke beingforced up the tunnel by a chimney-like wind
effect. 313
Indications are that British rail security screening may extend to conventional intercity and
commuter trains. In November 2007, plans were unveiled to increase armed police patrols at highprofile targets such at Eurostar's St. Pancras station in London.314 Further, passengers using trains
at other British stations may be subjected to airport-style checks on a random basis, including
having to take off their shoes to prevent dangerous devices from being smuggled aboard trains.315
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The United States is fortunate that its rail system has escaped major attacks. Every mode of
transportation has unique features that make it inherently vulnerable. Security has improved at
airports-"closed and controlled locations with few entry points," as the GAO calls them.316 The
busiest train stations, in contrast, rely on the unencumbered movement of people through many
unguarded doorways and trains. The RAND Corporation explains the concerns:

Passenger rail facilities present potentially inviting targets for terrorists for a variety of
reasons. They are easily penetrated and may have high concentrations ofpeople. The logistics
ofa passenger rail attack are comparatively simple. For example, given the typical passenger
density in a passenger rail station, substantial casualties can be inflicted with a backpacksized bomb. This is a substantially lower logistical burden than the one faced by the terrorists
who committed the September 11 attacks. In addition, terrorists likely perceive psychological
benefits to attacking passenger transportation networks. Rail transportation, like air travel,
necessitates the passengers' willingness to put personal safety in the hands ofothers. An attack
is likely to leave passengers reluctant, however temporarily, to travel on the passenger rail
system. 317

---)

Precautionary Steps in the United States
Security measures have been strengthened on domestic rail systems. In June 2008, random
searches began of passengers and their baggage on Metrolink commuter trains in Southern
California as officers looked for "explosives" or other "dangerous items." Passengers have been
informed that they must pass through checkpoints to gain access to the station platform; anyone
refusing to be searched will not be allowed to board a train. The program was described as
something that is becoming standard procedure at other rail agencies across the nation. 318
Earlier in 2008, the New York police commissioner urged construction of security barriers around
Penn Station. The permanent security perimeter would include bollards (a series of posts
preventing vehicles from entering an area) and barriers able to stop truck bombs. The
commissioner warned, "there simply is no evidence that the terror threat is in any way
diminishing," a view shared by the New York State Homeland Security Director. 319

)

There is some history to train station security that is not well known. Station security took on
greater importance after officials discovered plots against U.S. rail systems. Following the arrest of
the September 11 architect, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, officials learned that terrorists had begun
considering ways to derail a passenger train on a curve on a mountainside because it would be
spectacular. The plot sought to achieve "Hollywood-like" effect to fit in with other major
attacks.320
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Amtrak has not been spared threats and sabotage. The most recent event occurred in July 2008
when a man left a suspicious backpack with wires sticking out on an Amtrak train, halting Amtrak
and BART service for about four hours at the Richmond, California station. The suspect escaped
by jumping out of a top window of double-decker train car and running away. No bomb was found.
Meanwhile, the police blocked off the parking lot and nearby streets during the incident. 321 In May
2008, an explosive device was discovered on tracks in Connecticut used by commuter and Amtrak
trains. Rail service was disrupted as bomb technicians investigated the device and secured the
area. 322 Two months earlier, an Amtrak passenger said he had a bomb in his bag. The train stopped
in Emporia, Virginia, all passengers were evacuated, and police shut down streets in the middle of
town. Passengers were delayed for five hours while the State Police Bomb Squad searched the train
and determined that the threat was a hoax.323
The most famous instance of Amtrak sabotage was the October 1995 derailment of the Sunset
Limited in the Arizona desert. The wreck resulted in one fatality and 78 injuries. The act was
attributed to one or more saboteurs because of notes left at the scene. 324 No one has yet been
arrested in that case. Another known occurrence of sabotage came in August 1992 when the
"Colonial" from New York heading toward Newport News, Virginia, derailed at a switch that had
been aligned to send the train careening onto a side track. 325 Two men who had a keen interest in
railroads were convicted of the crime.

--,
\

As of February 2008, Amtrak has deployed a specialized Mobile Security Team to patrol stations
and trains and randomly inspect passenger baggage to detect and prevent a terrorist incident. The
squads consist of armed Amtrak police, explosives-detecting K-9 units and uniformed counterterrorism special agents. The new measures are coordinated with the Department of Homeland
Security and other domestic and international counter-terrorism agencies. 326 China put more
stringent security checks in place at Beijing stations as the Olympic Games approached, including
asking passengers to taste any liquids they carry or put a sealed one under a special detector to
identify its contents. Baggage was being X-rayed and banned items were being confiscated. 327
Should greater security be required at California's HSR stations, travel times will be less
competitive relative to airlines and the likelihood is high that existing ridership and revenue
projections will prove to be inflated. The CHSRA should issue a realistic low-end forecast
regarding lessened demand should station security and screening procedures be put in place. (See
Part 4, Forecasting Ridership for other reasons why ridership could be below the CHSRA's
projections.) Because of the potential for more intensive security procedures, it would be prudent
for the CHSRA to plan passenger wait times in stations accordingly.
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Terrorism against rail targets is a concern considering the extent of attacks that continue to occur
on rail systems around the world. The Authority appears to be have given insufficient attention to
this issue notwithstanding the RAND recommendation to industry and government for more
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analysis of and improvements to domestic rail security. The CHSRA documentation provides
virtually no evidence that a proper security assessment of the proposed HSR system has been
undertaken, nor does it appear that security applications and methodologies elsewhere have been
reviewed. The Authority assumes minimal security at HSR train stations and concludes passengers
will be spared airport-like security screening and delays. However, should more stringent security
measures become necessary, the CHSRA's demand forecast would be even further undermined.
The CHSRA has not issued such a low-end ridership forecast based on such a circumstance.

F. Passenger Convenience
HSR would provide virtually no advantage as an alternative.for long-distance (airline) markets,
because door-to-door travel times would be greater and there would be less frequent non-stop
service. Similarly, /-JSR would be unattractive to car drivers in middle-distance (automobileoriented) markets because little or no door-to-door time savings would be achieved and costly
local connections would often be required (rental cars or tccr.icabs).
Potential passengers are promised that HSR will whisk them between the Los Angeles and San
Francisco Bay areas with travel times of little more than two and one-half hours.
All trips by passengers are from one point to another point. High-capacity (non-personal) modes of
transport such as trains and airplanes do not provide point-to-point mobility. All trips start with
walking, transit or driving from the origin to the train station or airport and then end with driving,
transit or walking to the final destination from the train station or airport. As a result, door-to-door
travel times are longer than the time spent in a plane or train.
Generally, the international standard for maximum walking trip distance to and from local transit
stops is approximately one-quarter mile (400 meters).328 A very small percentage of the population
lives within walking distance of an intercity rail station or an airport terminal. As a result, the
overwhelming maj ority of access trips at the beginning and end of the high-capacity mode trip will
be by auto, taxi or transit.
As indicated earlier, it seems likely that HSR travel times will not achieve the advertised 2 hours
and 38 minutes between downtown San Francisco and downtown Los Angeles. (See Part 4,
Forecasting Speed.) An increase in travel times is already evident in HSR travel times between
these two stations, which increased 13 minutes between 2005 and 2008,329 even before ground has
been broken. 330

)
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The reality, however, is that actual door-to-door travel times for the typical HSR passenger will be
considerably more than that, as is shown below. Moreover, even in the unlikely event that the
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HSR: Its Attractiveness to Airline Passengers
In longer HSR markets, the principal source of passengers is from airlines despite the fact that
CHSRA projects most of its passengers to be captured from automobiles. The speed of operation
makes high-speed rail competitive with airlines for door-to-door trips of approximately three hours
or less. Of course, HSR operates much slower than airplanes-a maximum of 220 mph, compared
to a jet airliner, which cruises at speeds above 500 mph.

Door-to-Door Travel Times: Air
High-speed rail requires less "overhead" time, such as shorter check in and boarding times; and
HSR tends to operate on a more reliable schedule, not being subject to weather and congestion
delays that can affect airline schedules. The CHRSA projects that that door-to-door trips from
downtown Los Angeles to downtown San Francisco will be 14 minutes faster than by air in 2030
(3 hours and 24 minutes versus 3 hours and 38 minutes).33 1 This advantage, however, is
questionable, because even as train travel times were increasing from 2005 to 2008, CHSRA
claims that door-to-door travel times would be reduced for HSR. 332 Without this unexplained
improvement in door-to-door travel times, airline travel between the two downtown areas would be
slightly faster than by HSR.
Moreover, the present 14-minute time advantage is overly favorable to HSR and not reflective of
typical travel between the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas. Downtown-to-downtown HSR
door-to-door travel times are faster than trips between other origins and destinations, simply
because the two non-stop HSR stations are located downtown . Airports, which are located some
distance away from downtowns, are at an inherent disadvantage in the CHSRA presentation of
downtown-to-downtown travel. For some travelers, downtown stations will be closer to trip origins
and destinations and for others, airports will be closer.

)

While this downtown bias is conceded by CHSRA,333 the prominent use of data that inordinately
favors HSR has the potential to mislead with respect to the typical travel time impacts on HSR
non-stop services. On the other hand, trips beginning and ending near airports would advantage
airlines in comparison with HSR. In fact, however, most trips do not begin and end near
downtowns, nor do they begin and end near airports. This is because downtowns (or airports)
contain only a small share of metropolitan employment.334 Moreover, the great majority of
residents do not live in downtown areas. Thus, the typical trip between San Francisco and Los
Angeles will involve origins and destinations that are relatively distant from both downtown HSR
stations and the airports. Moreover, because both areas are served by multiple airports, it is likely
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find HSR to take longer than a trip by air.
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that many origins and destinations will be closer to airports than to the downtown HSR stations
where the non-stop services can be accessed.
More accurate travel time comparisons would result from a series of examples to and from various
non-downtown origins and destinations in both urban areas, or, for that matter, to have provided
travel times for typical trips using regional transportation demand models. Without such a detailed
analysis, it is impossible to predict the "typical" (or average) door-to-door travel times of either
airline or HSR trips.
Finally, as noted in "Forecasting Speed," this Due Diligence Report estimates that HSR will
operate more slowly over the entire route than projected, which will increase travel times and
reduce the ridership potential.
Alternative door-to-door travel times are presented in Figure 12 and Table 14, along with CHSRA
downtown-to-downtown travel times. These figures show travel times between typical locations in
each ur~an area that would require 30 minutes travel time from both downtown and the airport. 335
Both CHSRA train travel time and Due Diligence train travel time assumptions are used.336
•

For downtown-to-downtown trips, the CHSRA train travel-time assumptions give HSR a
14-minute door-to-door advantage. However, the Due Diligence train travel-time
assumptions indicate that air travel would be 49 minutes faster, door-to-door than the
fastest express trains (semi-express travel times would be at least 1:08 longer).337

•

For a hypothetical trip that is equidistant from airports and HSR stations at both trip ends,
the CHSRA train travel-time assumptions would give air travel a 26-minute door-to-door
advantage. The Due Diligence train travel-time assumptions indicate that air travel would
be 1 hour and 29 minutes faster, door to door.

Thus, it is possible that HSR would provide no travel time advantage relative to air travel for the
majority of passengers between the San Francisco and Los Angeles areas even ifHSR's travel time
requirements were met. No definitive finding can be offered, however, because CHSRA limited its
analysis to the unrepresentative downtown-to-downtown market.
Finally, actual HSR travel times could be longer if adapting European-style trains to the U.S.
environn1ent, which makes them heavier and less able to operate at intended speeds (See Part 4,
Federal Safety Standards), or if Eurostar-type security procedures similar to airport screenings are
applied at some point in the future. (See Part 4.)
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Figure 12: Door to Door Travel Times
m Air

m HSR

CHSRA

Due Diligence

Airline

Due Diligence

CHS RA

Airline

Table 14: Dpor-to-Door Travel Times
San Francisco-Los Angeles
Downtown to Downtown
Due Diligence
CHS RA
CHS RA
Assumption: Assumption: Assumption:
HSR
HSR
Air
Travel Time
To & From
Train/Plane
Door to Door Time
HSRCompared
to Airline

San Francisco-Los Angeles Hypothetical
Equidistant from HSRStation and Airport
CHS RA
Due Diligence Due Diligence
Assumption: Assumption: Assumptions:
HSR
HSR
Air

02:38

03:41

01:20

02:38

03:41

01:20

00:46

00:46

02:18

01:46

01:46

02:38

03:24

04:27

03:38

04:24

05:27

03:58

-00:14

00:49

00:26

01 :29

Types of Trains: Express, Semi-Express and Local
Non-Stop Service. Non-stop express service between northern California (San Francisco, San
Jose and Sacramento) and southern California (Los Angeles and San Diego) has been a major
thrust of CHSRA publicity. Longer distance non-stop express service such as this is the exception
rather than the rule in international high-speed rail markets. For example:

)

•

Bullet Train schedules in Japan currently indicate no non-stop service between the central
Tokyo and central Osaka stations. There are a minimum of four station stops between
Tokyo and Osaka. 338

•

There are only five non-stop expresses between Paris and Marseille daily.
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•

There are no non-stop Acelas between Washington and New York. Non-stop Acela service
was briefly provided and withdrawn.

The extent of non-stop express services is not clear from CHSRA documentation. The NCEIS
indicates that 16 daily non-stop trains will operate in each direction from San Francisco, San Jose
and Sacramento to Los Angeles and San Diego (non-stop interpretation # 1).339 Elsewhere, the
NCEIS indicates that the 16 express trains between these terminals would have one intermediate
stop (non-stop interpretation #2). 340 Moreover, these two references in the same report show
apparently irreconcilable differences between numbers of trains and types of services. 341 Moreover,
while state legislation mandates non-stop travel times in a number of markets, it does not mandate
non-stop service. The legislatively mandated travel times would not be met by trains that make a
stop. Thus, under non-stop interpretation #2, none of the long-distance non-stop travel times would
be achieved because of an intermediate station stop. HSR's paucity of non-stop service under
either non-stop interpretation faces two daunting challenges in competing with airlines.
Modest HSR Non-Stop Service Frequencies. The first difficulty is that the service frequency
will be miniscule compared to airline frequencies. This is illustrated by an example service design
based upon the 16 non-stop trains in each direction (interpretation #1. no intermediate stops),
which allocates the 16 trains based upon the size of the demand (Table 15). As CHSRA
acknowledges, providing service between multiple markets can "greatly" reduce service
frequencies along partic~lar routes. 342 In the example, there would be four or at most six daily nonstop San Francisco-Los Angeles trains in each direction. This compares to 108 non-stop flights
from the San Francisco area (SFO and OAK) to the Los Angeles area (LAX, BUR, ONT, LGB and
SNA). Indeed, there are more non-stop flights from each of the seven airports to the other urban
area than the four non-stop HSR trains projected here.343
Granted, more of the 16 non-stop trains could be operated between San Francisco and Los
Angeles. However, if a minimal two-train non-stop schedule is assumed for the other markets (San
Jose and Sacramento to Los Angeles and San Diego and San Francisco to San Diego), the highest
number of San Francisco to Los Angeles non-stop trains possible would be six. This would still be
modest relative to the airline frequencies.
HSR's competitive disadvantage would be heightened by the multiple points from which airline
non-stop service is available in Los Angeles and San Francisco. Non-stop airline service is
available between five airports in the Los Angeles area and three in the San Francisco-San Jose
area. By comparison, nearly all flights from Tokyo to Osaka operate out of a single airport
(Haneda), despite the fact that the Tokyo urban area (developed area) covers more than 1.5 times
the urban land area of Los Angeles. 344 Even Long Beach Airport, with by far the fewest San
Francisco area flights, has five non-stop flights- a number that is, all by itself, competitive with
the likely number of non-stop trains between San Francisco and Los Angeles. Thus, not only
would air service remain far more frequent, it would be more geographically accessible to the large
majority ofresidents in San Francisco-San Jose and Los Angeles.
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Business travelers who would pay the highest HSR fares want the flexibility of having many
departure times available to allow ease of travel throughout the day. Daily non-stop train
frequencies of from four (to as many as six) trains between San Francisco and Los Angeles are
unlikely to be attractive to those unable to adjust their schedules to work within such a constrained
service pattern. The far higher level of airline service would continue to be more attractive. Some
passengers would be better served by HSR because of other stations in the two large urban areas
that permit connections or through travel between downtown San Francisco and downtown Los
Angeles.

Table ~5: Estimate of Daily One Way Non-Stop Service Compared to Airline Service
Flights & Trains

Non-Stop Trains
(Market Share Allocation)
4

Non-Stop Trains
Airline Flights
(Max. Los Angeles-San Francisco)
San Francisco-Los Angeles
6
108
San Francisco- San Diego
2
2
39
San Jose-Los Angeles
2
2
62
San Jose-San Diego
3
2
15
Sacramento-Los Angeles
3
2
48
Sacramento-San Diego
2
2
13
Total Non-Stop Trains/Fli!:lhts
16
16
285
Assumes Interpretation # 1 (no intermediate stops between major terminals)

Intermediate Stops. In the San Francisco-Los Angeles market and the other non-stop markets,
the non-stop HSR service between the downtown areas would be the most competitive with airline
service, since intermediate stops would add additional travel time.
Should intemretation #2 of the CHSRA express service plan be correct, then, for example, there
would be one intermediate stop between downtown San Francisco and downtown Los Angeles.
This could be expected to add approximately nine minutes to the travel time. This would mean a
2:47 travel time under the CHSRA schedule and 3:50 under the Due Diligence Report estimates.
The slower trains would be less attractive to airline passengers. Semi-express services would have
at least two intermediate stops, which would add approximately 18 minutes to travel times. The
CHSRA's local trains are expected to serve "all intermediate stops, with potential for skipping
stops to improve service depending on demand." 345 Such trains between San Francisco and Los
Angeles could take as much as an additional 1 hour and 12 minutes, if all stations are served.
Thus, HSR would be considerably less attractive to passengers than is implied in the CHSRA
documentation. There would be, at best, only token levels of non-stop service between northern
and southern California. Air schedules would be far more frequent and in the San Francisco and
Los Angeles areas, non-stop service would be more accessible to a larger number of residents.
Finally, the experience with other HSR systems raises the likelihood that the much advertised nonstop service may not materialize.

I
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Passenger Fares. Above it is suggested that the proposed HSR fares are far below what is likely
to be necessary (See Part 4, Forecasting Ridership). As proposed, the HSR fares would be

and should HSR fares be materially higher than proposed (a highly likely possibility, above), there
could be little or no cost advantage to HSR.
Moreover, airlines remain strong in each of these HSR markets:

•

The air shuttle between Tokyo and Osaka is provided with large, wide-bodied aircraft
(principally Boeing 777s), which is unusual for a shuttle service. By contrast, the air
shuttle flights between the Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay areas are generally smaller
planes, such as 737's and MD-80's.

•

Air France continues to offer high-frequency shuttle service between Paris and Marseille,
despite the HSR service in the same corridor. (See Part 5, Alternatives to Building the HSR
System.)

•

Frequent air shuttle service is offered in the New York to Boston and the New York to
Washington markets, where Acela service operates. Moreover, a FRA report indicates that
significant improvements in travel times would reduce airline use in the corridor by only
20 percent.346

The other HSR systems also have an advantage with respect to local connections. Like air travel,
HSR travel most often requires connecting transport at one end (the non-home end) of the trip.
Thus, passengers often rent cars to complete their trips, since most destinations in an u rban area are
not within walking distance of an HSR station or an airport. In some cases, transit service can
provide this trip completion function, however this is a far less feasible alternative in California
than in Japan, Europe or even the Northeast Corridor. The overwhelming majority oflocal
connections in California are likely to be by personal auto, taxi or rental car.

l-ISR: Attracting Auto Drivers
HSR is less successful in competing against autos in the longer distance markets where HSR
competes well against airlines. HSR has three principal disadvantages in attracting ridership from
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autos.
F lexibility. Automobile travel offers greater flexibility in time of departure, route selection, and
ability to stop at multiple locations more easily than when traveling on a scheduled train or
airplane.,
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Costs. The first HSR disadvantage is cost-generally the operating costs of an auto will be less
than the HSR (or air) fare.347 This is an even more important factor when more than one person is
traveling in an auto, since HSR would require payment of a fare for each person, while the auto
operating cost would be the same with two or more people as with a single occupant. Moreover,
unlike travel by auto, it is generally necessary to hire taxis or rental cars at the non-home
destination, which adds significantly to costs. There is also the possibility of parking fees at the
HSR station. All of these costs are likely to deter drivers from using HSR.
However, because of high tolls and high gasoline taxation levels, traveling by auto is far more
expensive than traveling by HSR in the comparable international markets. Driving between Tokyo
and Osaka is 50 percent more costly than HSR travel in economy class (gasoline and tolls). Yet, a
new parallel expressway is under construction from Tokyo, to Nagoya and Osaka area (New Tomei
Expressway). Similarly, driving is at least 50 percent more costly than HSR between Paris and
Marseille (gasoline and tolls). On the other hand, in the New York-Washington market, travel by
high-speed rail is more expensive than traveling by auto, even at $4.00 per gallon for gasoline.

Door-to-Door Travel Times: Autos
A disadvantage of HSR is connecting between the non-home station and the final destination. This
will often require, as noted in the air section above, renting a car or taking a taxi, which adds
considerable expense. There is also the limited potential to use transit to reach the final destination.
Each of these alternatives can significantly lengthen travel times, because of the time necessary to
transfer from the train to the ultimate mode of transport to the destination. High-speed rail travelers
to stations such as Gare du Nord in Paris and Union Station in Washington, D.C., often face long
waits in taxi queues (as they often do at airports).
Even in short and medium distance markets, where airlines are less important or service may be
non-existent, HSR has little travel time advantage compared to autos. This would include markets
such as the Los Angeles area to the San Joaquin Valley, the San Francisco Bay Area to the San
Joaquin Valley, Sacramento to the San Francisco Bay Area and the Los Angeles area to the San
Diego area. This is illustrated by HSR estimates of door-to-door travel times in 2030:348

)

•

From downtown Los Angeles to downtown Fresno, HSR would save only three minutes, at
3 hours and 38 minutes, instead of 3 hours and 41 minutes by auto, according to CHSRA.
Under the speed assumptions of this Due Diligence Report, train travel time would
increase 36 minutes, making HSR slower than auto travel door-to-door by 33 minutes. Of
course, few destinations in either the Los Angeles or Fresno area are within walking
distance of the downtown stations. This means that most travelers would need to use a
rental car or taxi to reach their final destination. As in the case of San Francisco to Los
Angeles, many trips would take longer than downtown-to-downtown trips.

•

From downtown Los Angeles to downtown San Diego, HSR would save two minutes (2
hours and 39 minutes compared to 2 hours and 41 minutes for autos). Under the speed
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assumptions ofthis report, train travel time would increase 33 minutes, making HSR
slower than auto travel door-to-door by 31 minutes. The less direct routing through the
Inland Empire instead of along the more direct coastal route materially compromises the
ability ofHSR to provide faster travel. Little of either the Los Angeles or San Diego area is
within walking distance of the downtown stations. This means that most travelers would
need to use a rental car or taxi to reach their final destination. As in the case of San
Francisco to Los Angeles, many trips would take longer than downtown-to-downtown
trips.
HSR would have substantial door-to-door travel time advantages compared to the auto in longerdistance markets, such as the Los Angeles or San Diego areas to the Sacramento, San Francisco or
San Jose areas. However, because long-distance drivers tend to be more price-sensitive, and
especially because of the expensive local connections (rental cars or taxicabs) that would be
necessary, HSR is not likely to strongly compete for longer distance auto drivers.

Conclusion
HSR would provide only minimal advantages as an alternative for long-distance (airline) markets,
because door-to-door travel times would be greater and there would be less frequent non-stop
service. Similarly, HSR would be unattractive to car drivers in middle-distance (automobileoriented) markets because little or no door-to-door time savings would be achieved and costly local
connections would often be required (rental cars or taxicabs).
As was indicated earlier, it is quite likely that HSR trip times will be longer than has been
published. Adding to trip length is that HSR door-to-door travel times in some cases are only
slightly advantageous over air or auto travel and in other cases HSR is disadvantaged. Air travelers
who want schedule flexibility will find HSR's frequencies to be exceedingly modest relative to
airline frequencies. Auto travelers are principally concerned about costs (especially when more
than one person is traveling in a car), which are likely to deter auto travelers from using HSR. The
HSR system will experience disadvantages and commercial challenges in competing with air and
auto travel, difficulties that have been understated in CHSRA documentation.

G. Financial Uncertainty
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.lt appears unlike(v that suj.ficieTll private and public subsidy .fimding will be found to finance the

)

HSR plan. Funding is not even set for Phase l. As a result, it is more likely that the system will
either be built only in part or not at all. Moreover, claims ofprofitability could 11ot co11ceivably be
true under even the most optimistic assumptions, unless payment of debt is ignored.
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There is a proposal on the November 2008 ballot for $9 billion in bonds that would be used for the
system. 350 This bond issue referendum was originally to be on a 2002 ballot, but was postponed to
2004 and again postponed from the 2006 ballot.

Evolution of Financing
When the bond issue was originally proposed, it was assumed that it would pay approximately
one-third of the cost of the HSR system, which had been announced at $25 billion. It was further
assumed that there would be federal "matching" funds of $9 billion (despite the fact that there was
and is no federal matching program for HSR), with the balance to be supplied by private investors.
No guarantee exists that the necessary federal program would be enacted and if it were, there could
be many potential claimants. With a myriad ofHSR proposals around the nation (See Part 3,
United States Experience) it could be expected that government sponsors, vendors and advocacy
groups would seek funding. In short, any substantial federal HSR funding program would be very
expensive to federal taxpayers. CHSRA advisor Lehman Brothers has indicated that federal "grants
in the amount of $10 billion may be difficult to attain." 351
The report of the state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee expressed broader concerns
about funding:

Although the early draft of the Authority's financial plan anticipates $2 to $4 billion in
contributions from local governments and others for the development ofthe high-speed system,
there is no guarantee that these funds will materialize. Similarly, there is an expectedfederal
commitment of$10 to $12.5 billion. This would represent a substantial new federal program,
and is a funding option that will require further analysis by the Authority, as it potentially
affects the strength ofthe entire financial plan. 352

In the intervening years, the cost of the HSR system has escalated at least 50 percent, to $45.4
billion. At this rate, the $9 billion bond issue would provide only 20 percent of the necessary
funding, well below the one-third previously planned. Moreover, it appears that the $45.4 billion
does not include the Missing Phase of the Oakland-East Bay-San Jose segment.
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There is currently no comprehensive financing plan for HSR in California. So far, the only funding
has been the $58 million spent by CHSRA on planning. 349

Phase I

)

As the HSR system has escalated in cost, CHSRA has focused on building less than the entire
system. The Phase I system would be built from Anaheim though Los Angeles to San Francisco.
Phase I is projected to cost $30.7 billion (2006$). Virtually all of the current CHSRA financing
documentation relates only to Phase I, despite earlier financial plan references that pertained to the
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However, the Kopp funding outline is inconsistent with the materials that have been provided to
the investment community. According to a report for the Commission by Lehman Brothers,354 the
funding program for Phase I would include these elements:
•

A state subsidy of from $9 billion to $ 12.5 billion.

•

Federal capital subsidies of from $9 billion to $12.5 billion.355

•

Local government funding and cost sharing of from $3 billion to $8 billion

•

Carbon market credits of $0.5 billion or more.

•

Private investment of $5 billion to $7.5 billion

This hodgepodge of funding is highly speculative. There are no local government funding
programs in place, nor any cost sharing programs. However, federal funding for HSR is very
limited.
Even the anticipated private funding appears to be short of previous expectations. CHSRA advisor
Lehman Brothers places the likely amount below Chairman Kopp's anticipated one-third funding
level. Private investment would be limited to between one-fourth and one-sixth of the total Phase I
cost.356
There are even potential difficulties with the proposed, modest private investment. Indeed, Lehman
Brothers, a CHSRA advisor, notes that "political meddling" is a risk of concern to potential private
investors. 357 Lehman cites the Route 125 toll road in the San Diego area, where community
opposition made it impossible to complete the entire route. (See Part 7.)
Moreover, as Lehman Brothers implies in its CHSRA memorandum, the private investment is
likely to materialize only after the federal, state and local taxpayer funding of from 75 to 85
percent is secured. This could be most difficult and without securing these government funds,
financing for HSR could well be limited to the $9 billion state bond issue, assuming that it is
approved by the voters. Of course, in that eventuality, HSR could not be built in any configuration
that resembles current plans.

)
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entire system. In April 2008, CHSRA Chairman Quentin Kopp indicated that Phase I would be
funded one-third by the state bonds, one-third by the federal government and one-third by the
private sector. 353

Lehman Brothers mentions additional funding sources, such as revenues fro m a statewide sales tax,
additional general obligation state bonds, additional local government contributions ("local
partnerships") and others. In particular, funding from local governments appears unlikely, given
the difficult financial situation faced by counties and municipalities. Lehman Brothers also
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Phase II
But if the funding for Phase I is a speculative hodgepodge, the $14.7 billion currently estimated
funding for Phase II is even more problematic (Sacramento to Merced, for a Sacramento to
Southern California connection, Los Angeles to San Diego). There has been some suggestion
Phase II might be built with profits from Phase 1. 358 This Due Diligence Report concludes that there
is virtually no likelihood that such profits will materialize, either for private investors or for the
CHSRA.
Even CHSRA Chairman Kopp stressed the need for additional taxpayer financing, while not
mentioning revenues from Phase I as a funding source in a letter to Senate Transportation and
Housing Committee Chairman Alan Lowenthal.
As to construction of the remaining part, we have not prepared a specific plan. We believe
that if additional state funds appear needed for the remaining segments, it is the
prerogative of the Legislature to determine the amount, source and timing ofsuch funds,
similar to its action on Phase one. 359
Phase II appears to be unlikely to be built, unless it is virtually fully funded by additional taxpayer
subsidies. There would seem to be a significant possibility that these sections would not be built at
all, leaving taxpayers in Sacramento area, Stockton-Modesto, the San Gabriel Valley, the Inland
Empire and San Diego financing a system serving only Anaheim through Los Angeles to San
Francisco; taxpayers in other unserved areas of the state would also be paying for the system.

Missing Phase
The Missing Phase (Oakland- East Bay- San Jose) would face an even more uncertain funding
future than Phase II. This would mean that travel times between Sacramento and the Bay Area
would be extended, because of routing through Merced.

The Implied Phase
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indicates the potential for funding from "safe-harbor" leasing, which would require a change in
federal legislation.

This report has created a category named the "Implied Phase" to include certain routes (AnaheimIrvine, the Altamont Corridor connecting the Central Valley to the East Bay, and the Dumbarton
Bridge across lower San Francisco Bay), which have been much discussed but have not been
generally included in the preferred alignment planning for HSR.
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Some public expectation may have developed that these HSR segments will be built because the
CHSRA has referenced them in project and promotional materials.360 To take Irvine as an example,
the CHSRA declared in 2005 that "For the Irvine alignment scenario, service from [Los Angeles
Union Station] and Irvine would begin on January 1, 2019."361 One ridership report estimated
Irvine fares and station parking fees while another included Irvine in a multitude offorecasts. 362 A
presentation in March 2008 identified the planning contractor for Los Angeles-Irvine. 363 Finally,
one map shows lrYine on a "preferred alignment" while another indicates that a train speed range
of between 100 mph and 150 mph is slated for the Irvine-Anaheim segment.364 The public has
received many signals about service to Irvine, yet it is not included in present plans.
The Implied Phase faces a most uncertain future and funding would be even more speculative than
for Phases I and II and the Missing Phase. It is incomprehensible that the Implied Phase would be
built without significant taxpayer subsidies.

Public Private Partnerships
Public Private Partnerships (PPP) have been used successfully in many projects throughout the
world. The private investment in CHSRA would be a PPP. However, not all PPPs are successful.
To be a success, a PPP must be based upon a robust funding plan and business model. Moreover,
for investors, risks must be more than offset by the realistic potential of sufficient profits.
CHRSA advisor Lehman Brothers noted that there are significant political risks with HSR in the
United States. Political risks can be a more significant barrier to private investment than market
risks. Lehman Brothers specifically indicated a number of risks that could complicate the potential
for private investment in HSR. These include:

)

\

•

The potential for cost overruns. Lehman Brothers indicates that some potential investment
funds do not participate in "green field" (new) projects due to cost overruns.

•

The potential for delays, which can materially increase costs and erode anticipated profits.
As with cost overruns, the threat of delays precludes some potential investment funds from
"green field" projects according to Lehman Brothers.

•

Failure to reach ridership projections. Lehman Brothers notes the "poor past transit"
experience as a concern with respect to ridership projections.

•

Failure to reach revenue projections (and thus profit uncertainty).

•

Political meddling: Lehman Brothers notes that political meddling has been a problem
already in a California public private partnership (State Route 125 toll road in San Diego).
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These risks could discourage a sufficient level of private investment or make the cost of that
investment higher. Further, the report of the state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee
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noted that "forecasts are viewed skeptically in the investment community and may require
additional independent verification. " 365

The Question of Profits
As has been noted, there are serious questions about whether any HSR system in the world is
profitable when all factors are considered. (See Part 3, International Experience.) However,
CHSRA Executive Director Mehdi Morshed has indicated that the California HSR system would
be profitable and has even predicted an annual profit of$1 billion. 366 While Morshed provides no
detailed data, such a result is doubtful under the most optimistic assumptions. 367 CHSRA Chairman
Quentin Kopp wrote that the HSR system would "operate at a profit (just like the European and
Asian systems) without taxpayer subsidy."368
Statements such as these are countered by transportation experts William L. Garrison and David
M. Levinson who indicate that the claim of profitability for HSR systems "conveniently ignores
the very high capital costs" and that "HSR has in all cases required government subsidy."369
Indeed, to claim that HSR systems are not subsidized when much of their capital costs (and
perhaps even operating costs) are paid for by government is akin to claiming a household budget
produces a surplus without including the mortgage on the house.
At the same time, this is in contrast to other forms of intercity passenger transportation. The airline
system is virtually all supported by user revenues, rather than general subsidies. 370 (See Part 5.)
Intercity highways and freeways are virtually all paid for by user revenues as well, rather than
general subsidies. 371 Similarly, intercity buses are largely unsubsidized.
Finally, there is virtually no likelihood that HSR system surpluses will be available to finance
system completion or expansion, simply because HSR profits are likely to be miniscule or nonexistent. (See Part 9.)372
Thus, in addition to the likelihood that ridership and revenues will fall short, that capital costs will
be higher, that operating costs will be higher, that anticipated operating speeds are not likely to be
achieved, CHSRA lacks a viable financial plan. Moreover, there appears to be no short-term
prospect that such funding will materialize, beyond the possible voter approval of the $9 billion
bond issue.
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It appears unlikely that sufficient private and public subsidy funding will be found to finance the
complete HSR plan. As a result, it is more likely that the system will either be built only in part or
not at all. Moreover, claims of profitability could not conceivably be true under even the most
optimistic assumptions.373
While current focus is on HSR's initial capital costs, the future costs for on-going capital renewal
and replacement can be very large in their own right. Examples include vehicle replacement and
major right-of-way renewal. Such costs have typically been insufficiently accounted for on large
rail projects. The extent to which CHSRA has accounted for such future costs is not clear.
At this time the state of California lacks a comprehensive HSR financing plan. The proposed state
bonds would be insufficient to build Phase I, much less the rest of the system. Little is firm about
potential matching funds from federal and local governments and from potential investors. The
state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee has issued cautionary statements about the
availability of matching funds.
Also, CHSRA advisor Lehman Brothers has outlined risks that can be a barrier to private
investment, including cost overruns, failure to reach ridership and revenue projections and political
meddling. Meanwhile, the cost of the project continues to grow.
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Alternatives to Building the HSR System
The costs of the CHSRA highway and aviation "alternatives" are highly exaggerated. If the system
were built. diversion oftraji!cfi·om the highway and aviation ~ystems would be imperceptible. In
fact, meeting the demand that would otherwise be switched to HSR would require much less
investment compared to the cost ofHSR.

CHSRA has produced cost estimates for the Highway and Aviation Alternatives (referred to as
"modal" alternatives in the EIS/EIR) that it claims would be necessary to meet the demand that
would otherwise be met by HSR, if built. Overall, CHSRA indicates that the cost of such
alternatives would be $82 billion374-$66 billion for highways and $16 for airports. 375
At $82 biUion, the Highway and Aviation Alternatives were expected to cost between 2.2 and 2.5
times that of the HSR system, which was estimated at $33 billion to $37 billion (2003$) when the
alternatives analysis was announced.376
Public officials and the media have largely accepted the CHSRA analysis without question. For
example, a San Francisco Chronicle editorial summarizes what has become the prevailing view
among HSR proponents:

If we don 't build a high-speed rail train, California would need to build 3, 000 additional
miles ofhighway and five airport runways to meet future intercity travel demands. The
cost ofbuilding a high-speed train is less than half the cost of expanding freeways and
airports. 377

Even as HSR cost escalation has continued, the proponents' claims have become more strident.
Assembly Bill 3034, introduced in 2008, declared that the "alternatives" had expanded to three
times the cost of HSR.
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The high-speed train system proposed by the authority will cost about one-third ofwhat it
would cost to provide the same level ofmobility and service with highway and airport
improvements... 378

)

CHSRA projects road demand to increase 52.5% from 2000 to 2030 and airline demand to increase
75% from 2000 to 2030. 379 Such large increases would require additional airport and highway
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capacity regardless of whether or not the HSR system is built. These increases would overwhelm
the modest impacts of HSR (below). Little if any reduced capacity requirement in either highways
or aviation would be attributable to demand reduced by HSR. CHS RA attributes all of the costs of
its major highway and airport expansion proposals to HSR, when, in fact, HSR would be a small
factor in such expansions. Moreover, CHSRA uses highly inflated costs in its highway
construction estimates.
This chapter finds the CHSRA Highway and Aviation Alternatives estimates to be faulty,
composed of transportation improvements that are not needed or which have little to do with HSR
and cost estimates that are highly exaggerated. As a result, the CHSRA's highway and airport
expansion estimates are not genuinely reflective of the costs of alternatives to HSR.
This Due Diligence Report estimates the attributable avoidable cost for the Highway and A viation
Alternatives to be $0.9 billion with HSR in place rather than the $66 billion claimed by CHSRA.
The maximum impact of HSR would be to delay required highway expansions by little more than
18 months. This cost difference of more than 98% illustrates how modest a future role HSR will
play in reducing highway congestion. Further, much more modest aviation volume increases and
operational improvements are likely to virtually accommodate far more new passenger volumes
than would be reduced by HSR.
As a result, the CHSRA alternatives cannot be taken seriously. They are, in fact, little more than
"straw men," which have the effect of misrepresenting the choices that are available to policy
makers in California, in such a way that HSR, which is exceedingly expensive, is made to appear
affordable. The CHSRA alternatives are discussed further below.

Subsidies and User Fees
However, before discussing the CHSRA alternatives in detail, it is appropriate to consider the
subjects of"subsidies" and "user fees." Expenditures on highways and airports are often referred to
as "subsidies." In fact, they are overwhelmingly not. Intercity highways are paid for virtually
exclusively by user taxes and fees, which are principally assessed on drivers, intercity buses and
trucks, based upon their use of fuel. Airports and commercial air travel are nearly all financed by
user taxes on airline tickets, landing fees and other user charges.380 These charges are not levied on
other goods or services. Subsidies are amounts collected from all taxpayers, regardless of whether
they use the particular government service on which they are spent. Simply put, those who do not
drive do not pay for highways and those who do not fly do not pay for airports (or airline
operations).

)
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The difference is illustrated by an example from outside transportation. Virtually all taxpayers pay
for public schools, regardless of whether they use them. The expenditures on public schools are
thus the result of subsidies. However, residents who obtain their electricity from the City of Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP), a government organization, pay user fees for the
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In intercity transportation, nearly all government expenditures are derived from user taxes and user
fees. Highways, airports and intercity buses are therefore provided with little or no subsidy. The
one exception is intercity rail (Amtrak), which receives substantial general taxpayer subsidies and
has benefited from government-guaranteed loans that it was not required to repay; Amtrak also
receives user fees in the form of passenger fares. If intercity rail were funded in the same manner
as highways and airports, its public funding would be obtained from a dedicated tax on tickets.
There is a simple test to differentiate between user fees and subsidies:
•

If only those who use a service pay for it, it is a user fee. In the case of roads, only those
who use the roads are charged. In the case of airports, only those who use them pay.
People who do not use roads or airports do not pay for them.

•

If taxpayers pay for a service whether or not they use it, it is a subsidy.

This is an important distinction to keep in mind in considering HSR and its purported alternatives.
In California, highways and airports are paid for by user charges. Thus, whatever are the legitimate
costs of meeting HSR demand by expanding highways and airports will be paid for by their users.
Howeve·r , substantial amounts of taxpayer funding will be required for HSR, in addition to the user
fees (fares) that passengers will pay.

A. The CHSRA Highway Alternative
The CHSRA Highway Alternative would add a single lane in each direction along virtually the
entire HSR corridor (Table 16) and two lanes in each direction lanes on 1-5 between downtown Los
Angeles and the I-5/SR-14 junction at the northern edge of the San Fernando Valley.38 1 CHSRA
included roadway expansions on corridor routes, whether or not they were needed (in a number of
cases, no serious traffic congestion was projected by CHSRA in the horizon year). In some
corridors, lanes are added on more than one roadway, such as parallel 1-5 and SR-99 between
Sacramento and the Bakersfield area and the parallel 1-15and1-5 between the Los Angeles area
and San Diego. Overall, approximately 2,900 lane-miles would be added. 382 According to CHSRA,
the cost of the Highway Alternative would be $66 billion. This report finds the cost to be highly
exaggerated as the result of:

)

•

Projections that attribute far more of the cost of highway expansion to HSR than is
reasonable, because HSR would reduce traffic volumes so little.

•

·u nit costs (cost per highway lane mile) that are far above realistic estimates.
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more reasonable to characterize a DWP customer as being subsidized than it would to characterize
a customer of Southern California Edison, a privately owned electricity supplier, as being
subsidized.
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•

Inclusion of highway segments that would not require expansion under any scenario by the
horizon year (2020 or 2030, depending on the CHSRA projection set).

Table 16: Roadway.Expansions
.+, ,
.
'

Roadway
1-5
1-8
1-10
SR-14
1-15
1-80
SR-99
US-101
SR-152
SR-163
1-215
1-580/1-238
1-880

,>\.

From
Sacramento
1-5 Jct. (San Dieao)
Los Angeles
Palmdale
Ontario
San Francisco
Sacramento
San 'Francisco
Gilrov
1-15 (San Diego)
Riverside
1-880 Jct. (East Bay)
Oakland

To
San Diego
SR-163 Jct. (San Dieao)
Riverside
1-5 Jct. (south of Santa Clarita)
SR-163 Jct. (San Diego)
Sacramento
l-5 Jct. (south of Bakersfield)
Gilroy
Jct. SR-99 (south of Merced)
1-8 (San Dieao)
Murrieta, Temecula
1-5 Jct. (east ofTracy)
San Jose

Exaggerating the HSR Attributable Share
Further, CHSRA attributed the full cost of these roadway expansions-$66 billion-to HSR. In
other words, CHSRA's assumption is that in the absence ofHSR it would be necessary to spend
$66 billion to accommodate the demand that would otherwise be accommodated by HSR. This is
not a plausible proposition, because the traffic that CHSRA projects would be attracted from roads
to HSR is so small.
HSR Impact on Traffic Volumes. The latest CHSRA traffic projections indicate that HSR would
reduce future volumes (2030) on corridor roadways by 2.5% (Figure 13).383 Under the Due
Diligence Report projections, the impact would be two-thirds less (Figure 14), at approximately 0.8
percent. By comparison, CHSRA projects overall roadway traffic growth of 52.5% (2000-2030),
which would overwhelm the HSR traffic impact (2.5%) by many times. Of course, this strong
roadway traffic growth would require substantial additional roadway construction, especially
where roads are near or above capacity today. However, the modest demand that would otherwise
be diverted to HSR is not the principal or proximate cause of this highway expansion. A reasonable
estimation of the Highway Alternative cost cannot exceed the share of any expansion that is
attributable to HSR.
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Figure 13: Change in Auto Travel
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2000-2030: CHSRA Projection
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Figure 14: Change in Auto Travel
2000-2030: Due Diligence Protection
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HSR Traffic Impact in Context. On a typical 4-Iane freeway, an additional lane in each direction
will add approximately 50 percent to capacity. On an urban 8-lane freeway, an additional lane in
each direction would add 25 percent to capacity. HSR's traffic impact would be small by
comparison-ranging from 1/ 101h to l/201h or less of the additional highway capacity that would be
added under the CHSRA Highway Alternative. The CHSRA projected 2.5 percent reduction in
traffic due to HSR would represent 1. 7 years growth in roadway traffic based upon the 2000-2030
rate (additional analysis of HSR's traffic impact is below).384
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HSR Impact on Traffic Congestion: Elaboration. CHSRA projections indicate little HSR
impact on reducing traffic congestion by 2020:
•

IfHSR is not built and the Highway Alternative is not built, traffic demand would average
31 percent above roadway capacity.

•

IfHSR is built and the Highway Alternative is not built, traffic demand would average 26
percent above roadway capacity.

•

If the Highway Alternative is built and HSR is not built, traffic demand would average 4
percent above roadway capacity.

Thus, traffic congestion would be considerably worse with HSR than with the CHSRA Highway
Alternative. This is illustrated by Table 17, which is reproduced from the EIS/EIR.385 On average
the Highway Alternative would reduce traffic congestion five times as much as HSR, according to
CHSRA. The Highway Alternative would reduce traffic congestion386 21 %, while HSR would
reduce traffic congestion 5%. The Highway Alternative would thus reduce traffic volumes by five
times the traffic reduction that is projected ifHSR is built (Figure 15). Even at the exaggerated
CHSRA costs, the Highway Alternative would be three times as cost-effective in traffic congestion
reduction as HSR. 387
Further, CHSRA's estimate of statewide traffic reduction (2.3 percent) is untenably high in view of
its 2.5 percent peak period estimate for northern California roadways. The traffic on all of the state
highways CHSRA studied as impacted by HSR in its EIS/EIR account for less than one-quarter (23
percent) of the state's annual driving.388 Thus, the CHSRA traffic diversion estimate as indicated
on northern California roadways is more likely to represent approximately a 0.6 percent statewide
traffic reduction, rather than 2.3 percent. 389
Further, the CHSRA projected impact ofHSR on traffic congestion would be so slight that there
would be no perceivable change in traffic congestion along corridor routes as measured by the
level of service along the routes evaluated in the NCEIS. 390
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iT~.~!en 7::Tr~~~ ~011>,a~~:;: f-!ig~waY; .Alte,rnative and HSR: 2020
Region
Intercity Hi1:1hwav Se1:1ment Avera1:1es
NP
Modal Alternative
HSRAlternative
%Change from NP
V/C %Change from NP
VIC
VIC
21%
Bay Area to Merced
1.22
0.96
1.14
7%
0.92
0.62
33%
0.89
4%
Sacramento to Bakersfield
14%
Bakersfield to Los Am:ieles
1.67
1.38
1.67
1%
1.15
19%
1.29
9%
Los Angeles to San Diego via Inland Empire 1.40
16%
1.31
3%
Los Angeles to San Diego via Orange Co.
1.35
1.11
21%
5%
Averar:ie
1.31
1.04
1.26
NP = No Project Alternative. Source: Parsons Brinkerhoff, 2003.
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Figure 15: Average HSR Corridor Traffic Congestion
Volume/Capacity Ratio
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Unneeded Highway Expansions and Expansions Indicating no HSR Impact
The CHSRA Highway Alternative includes roadway segment expansions that are not needed, and
over-capacity roadway segments on which HSR would have virtually no impact in reducing traffic
congestion.
Segments Not Needing Expansion. According to the CHSRA traffic analysis, traffic on a number
of roadway segments would remain at least 20 percent below capacity in 2020. Where there is at
least 20 percent capacity remaining, roadway expansion would not be necessary.391 Nevertheless,
CHSRA's Highway Alternative anticipates expanding these roadway segments. The most
significant examples are as follows:
The CHSRA Highway Alternative would expand 1-5 by one lane in each direction between 1-205
(near Stockton) and near Santa Clarita. This approximately 200-mile stretch of roadway expansion
would require, based upon CHSRA estimates, an expenditure of more than $4 billion. However,
CHSRA data shows the roadway to be at least 20% below capacity in 2020 at every reported point,
with HSR and without highway expansion.
The CHSRA Highway Alternative would expand State Route 99 by one lane in each direction
between Merced and its junction with I-5 south of Bakersfield. This nearly 200-mile stretch of
roadway expansion would require, according to CHSRA, an expenditure of more than $6 billion.
However, CHSRA data shows the roadway to exceed 80% of capacity at only one point (south of
Fresno, between Fresno and Selma). It is estimated that approximately one-sixth of roadway
expansion proposed by CHSRA under its Highway Alternative is unnecessary because sufficient
capacity would remain with or without HSR.
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Figure 16: Additional Capacity Not Justified
Example: Merced County: SR-99 Segment
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Segments Where HSR Makes No Difference. CHSRA proposes highway expansions in cases
where its own projections show that HSR would have virtually no impact on traffic congestion.
The CHSRA proposed expansions would leave highway segments at above capacity, with or
without HSR. For example:
•

CHSRA proposes adding two lanes in each direction to Interstate 5 between Burbank and
Los Angeles. Yet, 2020 traffic volumes are projected by CHSRA to be 226 percent above
capacity with HSR (and no roadway expansion) and 224 percent above capacity with no
roadway expansion and no HSR. Thus, according to CHSRA, the traffic conditions are
worse with HSR than without it (Figure 17).392

Figure 17: Example: Over-Capacity Segment
Los Angeles County: 1-5 Burbank
Higher is
More Traffic
Congestion

Existing

)

2020: No Project

2020: Highway
Alternative
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CHSRA proposes adding one lane in each direction between Fremont and San Jose. Yet,
both with and without HSR, 2030 traffic volumes are projected by CHSRA to be 58
percent above capacity. Thus, according to CHSRA, the traffic conditions are the same,
with HSR and without it. 393

Urban Highway Expansion Would Be Needed Anyway
Further, the CHSRA anticipates a number of highway expansions in urban areas. Because of the
higher traffic demand in these areas, freeways are more frequently expanded. This expansion is
principally the result of traffic within the urban area, not between urban areas. Thus, as California's
urban areas continue to grow, these expansions will be necessary, regardless of whether HSR is
built. HSR would not be a material factor in reducing the demand for expanding freeways in urban
areas or elsewhere, because of the small amount of traffic that it would divert. Moreover, even with
the proposed commuter services, CHSRA projections indicate that HSR would make virtually no
difference in local traffic congestion conditions where operated in the San Francisco Bay Area, the
Los Angeles area or the San Diego area.

Exaggerating Unit Costs
CHSRA uses exceedingly high unit cost (cost per mile) estimates for its highway "alternative."
Based upon Federal Highway Administration cost factors, a plausible estimate of costs of the
highway expansions proposed by CHSRA would be approximately $ 18.7 billion (Table 18).394
This is less than one-third of the $66 billion estimated by CHSRA.

Station Congestion Impacts
While HSR would have virtually no perceivable impact on roadway congestion along the corridor,
it seems likely that the most significant traffic impact will be increased traffic congestion around
stations, according to CHSRA data. At a majority of station locations being considered on the
preferred Pacheco alignment, CHSRA projects that there will be an increase in traffic congestion as
measured by the "level of service. " 395
It does not appear that CHSRA projections include the capital costs that will be imposed upon
municipalities for roadway expansions that might be necessary as more traffic is added to small,

often already congested areas.
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The reality is that the program of highway expansions proposed by CHSRA is not an alternative to
HSR at all, but would largely be required regardless of whether HSR is built. The capture of
highway demand by HSR would simply be a minor factor in reducing the need for highway
expansion, since overall traffic growth trends are so much greater.
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Above it was estimated that a more realistic cost estimate for the program of highway expansions
proposed by CHSRA would be $18.7 billion. This figure can be reduced to $ 15.6 billion, to
account for the estimated costs of unnecessary roadway expansions in the CH SRA Highway
Alternative. HSR's attributable share of the $15.6 billion would be approximately 6 percent,396 or
approximately $0.9 billion (Table 18).397 Thus, the more realistic HSR-related cost of the Highway
Alternative is 98 percent below the CHSRA $66 billion claim (Figure 18). Under the Due
Diligence Report traffic projections, the HSR-related cost of the Highway Alternative would be
approximately $300 million.

Table 18: Adjusted Cost of Highway Alternative
Type of Expansion
Rural Flat
Urban Under 50,000
Urban 50,000-500,000
Urban 500,000-1,000,000
Urban Over 1,000,000: Normal
Urban Over 1,000,000: Heavy
Rural Freeway Mountainous
SF Bay Crossina

Lane Miles
1,352
161
200
258
725
151
182
18
3,046

Per Lane Mile (Millions)
$1.6
$2.6
$2.9
$4.8
$9.5
$39.7
$5.1

Total Cost (Billions)
$2.1
$0.4
$0.6
$1.2
$6.9
$6.0
$0.9
$0.6
$18.7
Expansion not Justified
$3.1
Expansion Justified by Normal Traffic Growth
$15.6
HSR Share
5.8%
Attributable to HSR: CHSRA Basis
$0.9
Attributable to HSR: Oue Diligence Basis
$0.3
2003$, inflated from 2002 FHWA lane mile cost factors; San Francisco Bay Crossina cost from CHSRA

Figure 18: Highway Alternative Costs
Size of Pies Indicate Relative Costs
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CHSRA asserts that California would need "Over 90 new gates and five new runways statewideequivalent to more than two new Ontario International Airports" without HSR.398 According to
CHSRA, this would require $16 billion additional in expenditures. As in the case of the CHSRA
Highway Alternative, the CHSRA Aviation Alternative is based upon challengeable assumptions.
•

That there would be significant growth in the underlying demand for airline service in
California. In fact, airline passenger volumes are running far behind CHSRA
assumptions- a situation that was developing when the EIS/EIR and NCEIS were
prepared and has since continued.

•

That a large share of airline passengers would switch to HSR and that airlines would
cancel a large share of the flights within California. This purportedly would make it
possible to avoid the costly airport expansions. International experience shows that the
number of airline flights remain high in the longer HSR markets, even after HSR is built.

•

A failure to recognize the potential for expanding airport capacity through operational
improvements.

The combination of these factors makes it unlikely that the capture of airline passengers by HSR
would have any material impact on airport volumes.
Airline Market Growth. CHSRA projects an airline passenger volume increase in the HSR
corridors of approximately 75 percent from 2000 to 2030. This projection seems remarkably high.
Since 2000, average daily passenger volumes between the major airports in the Los Angeles, San
Francisco Bay, San Diego and Sacramento areas have fallen 11.9 percent.399 A principal factor was
the impact of the 911 terrorist attacks, which led to reduced airline passenger volumes.
However, the ridership declining effects of 9-11 have lingered much longer in California, which is
nearly the opposite of the trend in the rest of the nation that has seen overall airline volumes
increase 11.4 percent between 2000 and 2007 (Figure 19).400 In 2007, airline passenger volumes
were nearly 30 percent below what would have been expected under the CHSRA projections.401
The decline in California airline travel also extends to interstate flights. Overall, take-offs and
landings declined 10.0 percent at the five major Los Angeles area airports between 2000 and 2007.
Airline t<,\ke-offs and landings there declined 8.7 percent.402 At San Francisco International Airport,
total take-offs and landings declined 12.4 percent, while airline takeoffs and landings declined 20.0
percent from 2000 to 2007.403 Total take-offs and landings at Oakland International Airport
declined 27.8 percent from 2000 to 2008. 404
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Figure 19: Airline Passenger Trends
Major California Markets: 2000-2007
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It seems highly unlikely that the CHSRA projected increase in airline ridership will occur. If airline
volumes were to increase at the projected 2005 to 2030 rate from their 2007 level, the 2030 vohune
would be only 36 percent above 2000, Jess than one-halfofthe CHSRA projected 75 percent
increase (Figure 20405 ). Finally, the recent increases in fuel costs have Jed to a reduction in air
service in a number of markets. As a result, the CHSRA airline volume projections appear to be

very high.

Figure 20: Airline Passenger Projections
California to 2030
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CHSRA projections indicate that HSR would attract from approximately 60 percent to 95 percent
of the combined Los Angeles- San Francisco Bay area HSR-air market in 2030, which represented
nearly one-half of air travel within the HSR markets in 2005.406
The air-diversion estimates are all exceedingly optimistic. No high-speed rail system achieves such
market dominance in any strong market of similar distance or travel time. Even in the TokyoOsaka market served by the Bullet Trains, the HSR share of the air and HSR market is a
considerable 80 percent, but that is with far higher driving costs (including high tolls), higher air
fares and a pre-existing strong conventional rail market. It is also considerably higher than the
Paris- Marseille market (similar in distance to San Francisco-Los Angeles) at 65 percent.

Strong Air Markets Would Remain in HSR Corridors
High HSR market shares do not necessarily lead to air-service reductions of nearly the same
magnitude. The large HSR market shares in the Paris-Marseille and Tokyo-Osaka markets might
lead to the impression that there is little air service, or that most of the air service has been
cancelled. The facts are otherwise.
•

The Tokyo-Osaka air market is one of the largest air markets in the world despite the
availability of Bullet Trains. On a daily basis, this market serves more than 23,000 daily
passengers, which is nearly 2.5 times the volume of the busiest air route in the United
States (New York-Chicago, at 9,900).407 Frequent service is provided by wide-bodied jets
(principally Boeing 777s). At least 40 non-stop flights are provided on weekdays. 408

•

The Paris-Marseille air market was strong before the Marseille high-speed TGV train
service began and remains strong today. The Air France Paris Orly Airport-Marseille
shuttle continues to operate between 17 non-stop services in each direction on weekdays
and six more non-stop flights are operated from Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris.409
Although its frequency has been reduced by one-third since before the Marseille HSR
service opened (200 1),410 the airline's service reduction was well short of the two-thirds
that might be expected as a consequence of the 65 percent HSR market share.

)

•

Despite the Eurostar HSR service, 30 non-stop flights are operated in the Paris- London
market each weekday.411

•

Despite Amtrak's Acela service, more than 30 non-stop flights are operated in the New
York-Washington market each weekday. 412
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Airport exnansion is not required by the number of passengers so much as it is by the number of
daily takeoffs and landings. As noted for Paris-Marseille TGV and Tokyo-Osaka Bullet Trains,
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The CHSRA also presumes that airlines will not strongly respond to the competition from HSR.
Most of the California air routes are long enough that airlines can continue to operate strong
schedules, as they do in the above-mentioned markets. It seems likely that the reduction in airline
flights between the markets, and takeoffs and landings, will be insignificant. (See Part 4, Passenger
Convenience for travel-time reasons why airline travelers will opt for flights over HSR.)
The airlines could simply reduce the size of aircraft and maintain similar service frequencies. The
result would be no reduction in airport expansion requirements. At the most, it is likely that airlines
would only modestly reduce their frequencies, as indicated by the case of Air France in the ParisMarseille market or the continuing strong service frequencies in the Tokyo-Osaka market. Thus, it
is optimistic to assume that any reduction in the number of flights would be proportional to the
share of passengers that might be diverted to HSR.
Moreover, in California, the small number of non-stop express trains between major markets (San
Francisco, San Jose, Sacramento, Los Angeles and San Diego) would present a major competitive
disadvantage for HSR.

CHSRA Ignores Future Airline/Aviation Efficiencies
The CHSRA treats the commercial a viation system as if it is static- as if efficiencies to enhance
capacity are impossible. Specifically, the CHSRA fails to consider potential improvements in air
traffic control (ATC), which could materially increase airport capacities. For example, use of
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) technology could boost the operational capacity of San
Francisco International Airport by as much as 54 percent over current bad weather capacity
without constructing another runway- a significant feat. 413 Moreover, capacity increases will come
about during good weather through increased runway capability as the Next Generation ATC
system uses RNP and other new technologies.414 The impact of these improvements is not
recognized in the CHSRA airline projections.
The CHSRA does not consider the possibility that Palmdale Airport could become the principal
international airport for the Los Angeles area, as is preferred by the metropolitan planning
organization. 41 5 From 2010 to 2020, the Regional Aviation Plan calls for Los Angeles World
Airpmts to provide financial support to Palmdale and Ontario airports to construct new facilities
and establish long-haul and international service through attractive pricing arrangements and other
inducements. 416

)
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strong airline frequencies remain despite what are arguably the world's most effective HSR
systems. This is likely to be the case in California as well.

Such developments could allow transfer of flights from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
to Palmdale, which has two runways capable of servicing the largest commercial aircraft. This
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The metropolitan planning organizations in San Diego and Los Angeles areas are considering
development of maglev to serve new or expanded airports that are somewhat distant from present
population centers (e.g., Imperial Valley for San Diego and Palmdale for Los Angeles). 418 Thus,
airport plans generally anticipate meeting the new demand for airline service, with or without HSR.
It is thus unreasonable to presume that HSR would have any serious impact on the necessity for
expanding airport facilities.
Airport expansion is more difficult in the San Francisco Bay Area, where regional plans anticipate
the need to expand the number of runways. However, these plans do not consider HSR to be a
material factor, noting that HSR "would not divert enough passengers to make up for the shortfall
in runway capacity."

. High Speed Rail has been evaluated based on the alignment and results ofwork conducted by
the California High Speed Rail Authority. The primary benefit would be the diversion of
travelers flying to major Southern California airports, and a secondary benefit would be for
passengers flying on commuter flights to the Central Valley cities. Even with the large
diversion ofair passengers predicted by the Rail Authority (35% to 56%), we found that the
projected runway demand at SFO would only be reduced 4-7%, due to the large number of
SFO flights not associated with the California market. Additionally the diversion ofpassengers
from flights to the Central Valley would be limited because the only city on the alignment with
significantflight activity would be Fresno. Finally, it is possible that the airlines would
compete more effectively with fares than assumed in the HSR report. 419
Based upon the international experience and the conditions in the California markets, it seems
unlikely airline operations directly related to the HSR market would be materially reduced.
Moreover, any such diversion would transfer generally more affluent passengers from a largely
unsubsidized mode of transport to subsidized HSR.
The relatively small overall impact, combined with the determination of local authorities to meet
airline demand, and new capacity created by operational improvements would make it unnecessary
to materially expand airports any more if HSR is not built than if it is. Finally, as indicated above,
the fraction of runway use affected by HSR would not change while growth in other air markets
will continue, meaning that California will still need more airport capacity.
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would create significant new capacity at LAX. A higher volume Palmdale airport could be served
by advanced transportation alternatives, such as highway tunnels or maglev.417

Concl usion

)

The costs of the CHSRA highway and aviation "alternatives" are highly exaggerated. If the system
were built, diversion of traffic from the highways and airports would be imperceptible. In fact,
meeting the demand that would otherwise be switched to HSR would require much less investment
compared to the cost ofHSR. The assertion that the Highway and Aviation Alternatives to HSR
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The diversion factor from air is overestimated. The CHSRA assumes that airlines will cancel a
large share of the flights within California because passengers will have switched to HSR-and the
diversion will free up airport capacity and make it possible to avoid costly airport expansions. This
is not the experience even on the premier Japanese and French systems, which shows that strong
air markets remain after HSR corridors are in operation. The CHSRA's analysis of the Highway
and Aviation Alternatives appear to be of little value in genuine cost analysis or in evaluating
future roadway and airport expansion needs.
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will cost $82 billion is highly inflated and based on documentation that contains dubious
assumptions and fundamental flaws. Examples include the CHSRA proposing far more highway
construction than is necessary to accommodate the demand. Moreover, the CHSRA treats the
commercial aviation system as if it is static-as if efficiencies to enhance capacity are impossible.
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High Speed Rail and Greenhouse Gas
Reduction
One of the most important selling points of !JSR has been its claimed potential to reduce C02
emissions. The data indicates otherwise. The cost p er ton of C02 removed by HSR is projected to
be between 39 and 201 times the international JPCC ceiling of$50. HSR has been great~y oversold
for its C02 emission reduction potential. The reality is that HSR 's impact on C02 would be
inconsequential while being exorbitantly cost~y.
California state law requires significant greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions. Highway and
air transportation produce greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide (C02), which is the
principal greenhouse gas.4 20 HSR is routinely cited, both in California and internationally as a very
effective way of reducing C0 2 emissions. In one document, CHSRA refers to HSR as "earth
friendly" and claims that it will reduce C02 emissions from highways and air transportation by
12.4 billion pounds (this is 5.7 million metric tons). 42 1 A CHSRA presentation to a California
Senate committee predicted that HSR would reduce C02 emissions 8.7 million tons in 2030 and
that this amount "meets almost 50 percent of AB 32 greenhouse gas reduction goal."422 In fact, the
recently emerging data from CHSRA shows the HSR C02 emission impact to be slight (3.1 million
tons) at best, and this analysis shows the cost of such reduction to be anything but a bargain. 42 3
In short, CHSRA's own data indicates that the C02 emission reduction benefits of HSR have been
exaggerated. Even the CHSRA's corrected C02 emission reduction projection of3. 1 million
annual tons are above those derived from the California Air Resources Board of2.5 million tons
and those estimated in this report, at between 0.6 and 1.8 million tons (described below under
"Analysis of Emissions Reduction Scenarios").
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While there is wide agreement that COi emissions must be reduced, there is also concern that
efforts to reduce C02 emissions must be cost effective. Overly expensive C02 reduction strategies
have the potential to reduce economic growth, increase unemployment and increase poverty levels.
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Thus, to merely quantify a reduction of C02 from a particular strategy is not the end of the
analysis, it is only the beginning. The fundamental questions relate to how much in the context of
overall emissions would HSR reduce emissions and, even more importantly, at what cost. Any
strategy for reducing C02 emissions needs to be subjected to a cost test. As is indicated below, no
such test was applied by the CHSRA, which in light of California's world policy leadership in C02
emission reduction seems unusual.
The generally accepted maximum ceiling for assessing greenhouse gas emissions is $50 cost per
metric ton424 of C02 removed, as noted in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Fourth Assessment report. 425 According to IPCC, between $20 and $50 per ton is the maximum
amount necessary to accomplish deep reversal ofC02 concentrations between 2030 and 2050. It is
reasonable to suggest that any strategy that would cost more than $50 per ton is questionable, even
extravagant and likely to contribute to unnecessary economic and social disruption.426 Moreover, a
recent report by McKinsey & Company and The Conference Board indicates that strategies are
available for substantially reducing C02 emissions at less than $50 per ton427 and an average of $17
per ton. 428
The United States could reduce greenhouse gas emissions in 2030 by 3.0 to 4.5 gigatons of
C02 e . .. at marginal costs ofless than $50 per ton, with the average net cost to the economy
beingfar lower if the nation can capture sizeable gains from energy efficiency. 429

--,

A 3.0 to 4.5 gigaton reduction (3,000,000,000 to 4,500,000,000 tons) would amount to from 42
percent to 63 percent of 2006 national emissions levels. 430 Thus, any strategy that costs more than
$50 per ton of C02 removed can be generally considered too costly, likely to impose undue
burdens on the economy (including the expansion of unemployment and poverty because they are
associated with slower economic growth). Indeed, strategies that substantially exceed the $50 per
ton standard can be classified as excessively expensive. 431 With regard to GHG reduction, HSR
would be considered a rational strategy if its cost per ton of GHG reduction is below $50 and there
are not sufficiently less expensive strategies to achieve GHG reduction goals.

Evaluating the CHSRA Claims
Autos and SUVs and airplanes emit C02 in direct proportion to their fuel consumption. At the
same time, HSR is responsible for an increase in C02 emissions to the extent that power production
for HSR produces C02 emissions.432 Different methods of power production are responsible for
C02 emissions in highly variable amounts. Nuclear power and hydro-electric power emit virtually
no C0 2, while coal and fossil-fuel power production produce large amounts of C0 2 emissions.
HSR will reduce C02 emissions to the extent that the increases in C0 2 emissions for which it is
responsible are less than the decline in C02 emissions HSR induced in auto, SUV and airplane
operations.

)
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There are serious difficulties with the CHSRA C02 reduction claims. As has been noted with other
project data, considerable variation exists in the numbers used by CHSRA for C0 2 reduction. 433
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The data in the CHSRA C02 analysis fails to take any account of the significant and
widely anticipated improvements in personal vehicle (cars and sport utility vehicles) fuel
economy. This is important, because there is a direct relationship between fuel use and
C02 emissions.

•

The C0 2 analysis is based upon a statewide traffic reduction analysis that is much higher
than would be indicated by CHSRA's own roadway segment analysis.

Future Fuel Economy
The CHSRA analysis assumes no improvement in personal vehicle fuel economy between 2005
and 2030. In fact, however, substantial improvements in personal vehicle fuel economy have been
foreseeable for some time. The effect of the CHSRA under-estimation of fuel economy is to
produce a significantly higher C02 beneficial impact for HSR, which exaggerates HSR's purported
environmental benefits.
By the time of the NCEIS, California had adopted strong, improved fuel economy standards for
highway vehicles for 2020. However, because the California Air Resources Board (CARB) had not
prepared new projections for 2030, CHSRA assumed no improvement in vehicle fuel efficiency.
This seems to be an insufficient justification for virtually ignoring the widely anticipated
improvements in the carbon intensity of autos and SWs. The CH SRA concedes that fuel
efficiency improvements could lessen the energy purported energy advantage of HSR:

The magnitude ofthe expected annual operational energy savings resulting from the HST
system could also be lower .. . given the possibility ofautomobile fuel efficiency
improvements. 434
If CHSRA felt that it must wait for the lead of CARB, it certainly could have provided a scenario
with alternative projections that attempted to quantify the fuel economy improvement, something
this Due Diligence Report does. The CHSRA's failure to include a reasonable estimate of future
vehicle fuel economy renders its estimates of C0 2 reduction highly exaggerated and inappropriate
for genuine analysis.
More recently the implementation of the California fuel economy standards has been suspended by
the failure of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to grant a required waiver.
Litigation is now pending.435 However, even the new national GHG emission reductions standards
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The CHSRA C02 reduction claims are considered high in the following ways.

would have significantly improved fuel economy and reduced GHG emissions from a specified
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level of driving. Recently published projections by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), which
are less strong than the California requirements,436 indicate that substantial improvements are in the
offing principally as a result of the newly enacted federal energy bill. 437 According to the DOE,
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Similarly, CHSRA fails to assume any improvement in airline fuel efficiency, despite the fact that
there is a general view that improvements will occur. 439

Over-Estimation of Traffic Impacts
The CHSRA C0 2 analysis440 assumes a reduction in driving that is greater than would be indicated
in its own projections of driving reductions on segments ofroadway impacted by HSR.441 As was
noted above (see Part 5, Alternatives to Building the System), the CHSRA roadway segment
analysis converts to a 0.6 percent statewide reduction under the CHSRA 2030 Base Ridership
Projection, though it could be slightly higher if off-peak automobile diversion is greater than peak.
This is well below the 2.3 percent statewide traffic reduction projection offered by CHSRA.442

If the roadway segment traffic projections are reasonably accurate, the C02 analysis significantly
overstates emissions reduction and, again, exaggerates HSR's purported environmental benefits.

Analysis of Emission Reduction Scenarios
This Due Diligence Report presents four C0 2 emission reduction scenarios (Table 19). 443 The first
two scenarios are based upon the CHSRA 2030 projection of a 3,060,000-ton reduction in C02
emissions.444 This figure is reduced in this Due Diligence Report to account for the widely
anticipated fuel economy improvements that are predicted for 2030 by the DOE. The third and
fourth projections assume the Due Diligence base ridership projection. The cost analysis includes
the 2030 consumer cost (fares) of HSR and the annual capital costs not covered by fares. The net
cost is obtained by reducing these gross HSR costs by the annual cost of attributable roadway
expansions (that would largely be delayed for less than two years) and the consumer cost savings
for air fares and auto use.445
Each of the scenarios uses the CHSRA assumption in HSR attributable C02 increases. According
to CHSRA, 2,400,000 additional tons of C02 would be emitted for electricity generation with HSR
than without HSR.446 This may seem surprising, given the sometimes repeated claims that HSR
does not emit C0 2• HSR can be largely carbon neutral if all of the electric power used in its service
area is generated by hydro-electric or nuclear facilities. That, however, is not the case in California,
and the CHSRA estimates appear to account for that, noting that 58 percent of in-state electrical
generation in 2005 came from natural gas and coal.447 The results are as follows (Table 19):
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average "on the road" fuel economy for cars and SUVs in 2030 will be 21 percent improved from
2005. 438
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C02 Projection
Scenario I:
Optimistic
Ridership Assumption
Capital Costs
Operating Cost

C02 Projection
Scenario 3:
Pessimistic-Middle

C02Projection
Scenario 4
Pessimistic

CHSRA Base
CHS RA

C0 2 Projection
Scenario 2:
OptimisticMiddle
CHSRA Base
Due Diligence Low

Due Diligence Base
Due Diligence Low

Due Diligence Base
Due Diligence High

CHS RA

Due Diligence Low

Due Diligence Low

Due Diligence High

C02 Projection Scenario 1: Optimistic. Scenario 1 assumes that CHSRA's capital and operating
cost projections will not inflate further and that ridership will equal the CHSRA base projection.
Based upon CHSRA C02 reduction data, adjusted to account for anticipated improvements in
highway and airline fuel economy, it is projected that HSR would reduce C02 emissions 1. 77
million tons annually in 2030. This converts to an annual cost per ton ofC02 removed of $1,949 in
2030 (2008$). 448 This is 39 times the IPCC ceiling and 115 times the McKinsey average cost per
ton removed.
C02 Projection Scenario 2: Optimistic-Middle. Scenario 2 assumes that CHSRA's capital and
operating cost projections will rise at the Due Diligence low overrun projections (30 percent and
20 percent) and that ridership will equal the CHSRA base projection. Based upon CHSRA C02
reduction data, adjusted to account for anticipated improvements in highway and airline fuel
economy, it is projected that HSR would reduce C02 emissions 1.77 million tons annually in 2030.
This converts to an annual cost per ton of C0 2 removed of $2,409 in 2030. This is 48 times the
IPCC ceiling and 142 times the McKinsey average cost per ton removed.
Summary of C02 Optimistic Projection Scenarios. The mid-point between the two optimistic
projection scenarios would be a $2, 179 per ton. This results in a mid-point 44 times the IPCC
ceiling and 128 times the McKinsey average cost per ton removed.
C02 Projection Scenario 3: Pessimistic-Middle. Scenario 3 assumes that CHSRA's capital and
operating cost projections will rise at the Due Diligence low overrun projections (30 percent and
20 percent) and that ridership will equal the Due Diligence base projection. Based upon CHSRA
C0 2 reduction data, adjusted to account for anticipated improvements in highway and airline fuel
economy, it is projected that HSR would reduce C02 emissions 0.63 million tons annually in 2030.
This converts to an annual cost per ton of C02 removed of $7,409 in 2030. This is 148 times the
IPCC ceiling and 436 times the McKinsey average cost per ton removed.

)
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Table 19: C02 Projection Scenarios

C02 Projection Scenario 4: Pessimistic. Scenario 4 assumes that CHSRA's capital and operating
cost projections will rise at the Due Diligence high overrun projections (70 percent and 50 percent)
and that ridership will equal the Due Diligence base projection. Based upon CHSRA C02 reduction
data, adjusted to account for anticipated improvements in highway and airline fuel economy, it is
projected that HSR would reduce C02 emissions 0.63 million tons annually in 2030. This converts
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Summary of C02 Pessimistic Projection Scenarios. The mid-point between the two pessimistic
projection scenarios would be a cost of $8,721 per ton. This results in a mid-point 174 times the
IPCC ceiling and 513 times the McKinsey average cost per ton removed.
Carbon Neutral Electricity? Even if the electricity consumed in California were 100 percent
efficient-that is ifthere were no transmission or generation losses with their attributable GHG
emissions-HSR would still be a very costly strategy for reducing GHG emissions. If, as a result,
there were no GHG emissions from HSR and HSR's GHG impact was only to reduce highway and
aviation GHG emissions, the cost per ton removed would be $827 to $2,086. This is between 17
and 42 times the international IPCC ceiling of$50 per ton.
Table 20: HSR C02 Emission Reduction & Costs of Reduction: 2030 Analysis Based Upon
CHSRA Data
...
. .
Projection
Projection
Projection
Projection
Scenario 2:
Scenario I:
Scenario 3:
Scenario 4
Optimistic
OptimisticPessimisticPessimistic
Middle
Middle
ANNUAL COST ELEMENT (Billions)
Gross HSR Costs
$6.69
$7.51
$6.27
$7.92
Highway Construction Savings
($0.11)
($0.11)
($0.04)
($0.04)
Highway & Air Savings (Fares)
($3.13)
($3.13)
($1 .56)
($1.56)
Total
$3.45
$4.26
$4.67
$6.32
Total CO, Annual Tons Removed: 2030
1,770,000
630,000
1.770,000
630,000
Cost per Ton Removed
$1,949
$2,409
$7,409
$10,032
Midpoint
$2, 179
$8,721
Times $50 IPCC Ceiling
39
48
148
201
Midpoint
44
174
Times $17 McKinsey Average
115
142
436
590
Midpoint
128
513
Costs in billions of 2008$
Gross HSR costs include consumer expenditures plus any annual capital cost not covered by fares.
Highway Construction costs are from "Alternatives to Building the HSR System."
Highway. and air savings are consumer expenditures on highway and air travel.
Note: CHSRA data adjusted to account for improved roadway vehicle fuel economy by 2030.
~

,~,.

The California Air Resources Board Analysis: In its recently released "Scoping Report," CARB
estimated the GHG emission reduction potential of HSR at 1,000,000 tons in 2020.449 Insufficient
details were provided to determine whether the CARB estin1ate was based upon the CHSRA 2030
Base Ridership Projection or the High Ridership Projection.

)
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to an annual cost per ton ofC02 removed of$10,032 in 2030. This is 201 times the IPCC ceiling
and 590 times the McKinsey average cost per ton removed.

CARB estimates that by 2020, HSR will have achieved 40 percent of its projected 2030 ridership.
On that basis, the CARB projection would rise to 2,500,000 tons450 in 2030, a figure similar to this
Due Diligence Report's estimate for the CHSRA 2030 High Ridership projection reduction.
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Moreover, a reduction of2,500,000 tons ofC0 2 is inconsequential, especially in view of the costs.
CARB estimates indicates that it will be necessary to reduce GHG emissions 169,000,000 annual
tons in California by 2020. HSR would represent barely 0.5 percent of that reduction in 2020. If
the 2030 figure is used, HSR's contribution would rise to 1.5 percent (Figure 21). Indeed, the
annual net increase in expenditures on HSR in the most optimistic scenario above ($3.45 billion) is
greater than the amount that would be required to accomplish the 169,000,000 ton GHG reduction
at the $17 average cost per ton in the McKinsey report (above).

Figure 21: Impact of HSR on GHG Reduction Goal
2020: Using 2030 HSR Impacts
r~

Frorn High Speed

R~il

1.5%

Based on
California
Air Resources
Board Data

'

From Other
Actions

98.5%

Costs of C02 Emissions Reductions in Context. The inconsequential contribution of HSR to the
California GHG reduction goal would be achieved at great cost.

)

•

Assuming the most optimistic figures (Scenario 1}, the HSR cost per ton of C0 2 removal is
nearly 40 times the IPCC ceiling of $50 per ton and nearly 200 times the price of carbon
offsets now for sale and being purchased by leading California political officials.

•

Assuming the least optimistic figures (Scenario 4), ifthe HSR cost per ton ofC02 removal
were used for the entire 169,000,000 metric ton California objective, the total cost would
be more than the current California gross state product ($1.8 trillion). If the nation were to
reduce C02 emissions by 3,000,000 tons (consistent with the McK.insey report) 451 at the
same cost per ton as HSR, the total annual cost would be 2.5 times the present gross
domestic product of the United States ($33 trillion). Obviously, reducing C02 emissions at
this cost would decimate the economy and increase both unemployment and poverty.

•

HSR' s impact on C0 2 emissions is so inconsequential that a similar reduction would be
achieved by a statewide 0.5 mile per gallon improvement in car and SUV fuel economy in
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HSR Construction-Related GHG Impacts
Construction of the HSR system will also produce GHG emissions. Planning documents indicate
that the energy required to build the system would be " paid back" by 3.8 years of energy
savings.453 However, the documents do not convert that analysis to GHG emissions, which again
seems unusual given California's policy leadership in GHG policy.
While there is no analysis of construction-related GHG emissions, if the "payback" period on GHG
emissions were equal to the energy payback period, then from 3.8 years (under the CHSRA 2030
Base Ridership Projection) to more than 11 years (under the Due Diligence 2030 Base Ridership
Projection) could be required. This would materially reduce the already modest GHG reduction
impacts ofHSR and increase the cost per GHG ton removed to substantially above its already
enormously expensive level.

Figure 22: Cost per Ton of C0 2 Removed
2030 Projections and IPCC Ceiling
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2030. This is less than the apparent improvement in national new auto and SUV fuel
efficiency between the fust six months of 2008 and 2007, based upon an analysis of the 20
leading vehicle models (10 autos and 10 SUVs).452

Insufficient Di sclosure

)

The CHSRA claim, made to the state Senate Transportation and Housing Committee, that HSR
would achieve nearly 50 percent of the state GHG reduction goal was thus exaggerated by at least
30 times. 454 The newly published CHSRA annual C0 2 emissions reduction figure of 3,060,000
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metric tons is 65 percent below the 8.7 million tons claimed in the CHSRA materials provided to
the Senate conunittee. Moreover, the recently released CARB GHG estimate of2.5 million tons is
70 percent below the figure provided to the Senate committee. CHSRA has characterized the errors
that required this revision as "technical corrections." In fact, the errors were far more serious than
could be rationally characterized as technical corrections.455 It would seem that full and open
disclosure would require CHSRA to notify the Senate committee of these material differences.
In view of the extent to which the CHS RA has been promoting HSR as an effective means of GHG
emission reduction, the interest of the state in GHG reduction, and the interest of the Senate
conunittee in objective information, it would seem that the Authority had an obligation to notify
the public much more directly of this massive change in impact and not merely to characterize the
change in terms of"technical corrections." As of the publication deadline for this report, there was
no indication that CHSRA had provided such notification to the Senate committee.

Other Emissions

- -,
\

The underestimation of fuel economy also renders the CHSRA criteria pollution projections of no
value. These factors would inflate CO, NOx, TOG and PM pollution projections far beyond any
reasonably achievable Ievel. 456

Conclusion
The impact ofHSR on GHG reduction is both inconsequential and costly. The cost per ton of
reducing C02 by HSR is exorbitant-projected by this Due Diligence Report to be between 39 and
201 times the IPCC ceiling of$50. Based upon CARB projections, HSR appears to be an
inordinately costly C02 emission reduction strategy and cannot be legitimately included as an
element of a rational strategy for reducing GHG emissions.
In view of the under-estimation of automobile fuel economy and the untenable traffic impact
projections in the statewide traffic analysis, CHSRA's claims are considered specious. There is a
need for an objective, independent assessment ofHSR's C02 impacts, including both operations
and construction. Until such an analysis is completed, CHSRA should cease making any statements
about C02 or other air quality impacts.
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Part

7

Community Considerations
Public opposition that is beginning to emerge is likely to spread as site-specf/ic urban , suburban
and rural impacts become better understood by citizens, comnnmity organizations and public
officials. ft is u11Likely that the California high-speed rail program will find smooth sailing among
impacted communities.

Potential Opposition
Planning has been cancelled for several high-speed rail projects in the United States and public
opposition has been a major contributing factor. The impact of the proposed California system
cannot be fully understood at this stage of the planning process. The Authority's documentation
recognizes that planners will more thoroughly understand impacts later in the process:

Most of the potential impacts associated with the implementation ofthe proposed [HSR]
system are highly site-specific in nature. These site-specific issues would be addressed during
subsequent project level environmental review, based on more precise information regarding
location and design ofthe facilities proposed. ... Only after the alignment is refined and the
facilities are fi1lly defined through project level analysis, and site-specific avoidance and
minimization efforts have been exhausted, would specific impacts and mitigation measures be
addressed. 451
Once such site-specific impacts have been identified, opposition is likely to build among affected
citizens, community organizations and public officials. The greater the impact, the greater the
opposition. Objections typically are raised when the HSR system runs the risk of:

)

\.
\.

•

Increasing noise and disrupting the quality of life, particularly in residential areas and near
schools.

•

Creating new physical barriers such as sound walls, overpasses and trenches that result in a
physical disruption to community cohesion.

•

Provoking a decline in property values because of noise or the above physical barriers,
~hich can limit visibility or be unsightly.
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•

Using eminent domain proceedings to take homes, businesses and agricultural lands from
unwilling owners.

•

Constructing rail lines that split farm lands and ranches in the Central Valley, a practice
sometimes called "landlocking" or "severance."

•

Altering the environment of parks and wilderness areas by the noise and infrastructure
associated with the project.

It is highly likely that project opponents will emerge as public understanding builds regarding local
and neighborhood impacts. 458
Californians may be faced with a concern that did not arise in former HSR proposals in the United
States- the construction of stations that may be the longest in the world. Station designs are tied to
train lengths, and this report earlier addressed the various CHSRA's specifications for HSR train
capacities, noting that the eventual design may become the world's longest HSR train. (See Part 4,
Federal Safety Standards.) Documentation is unclear whether the CHSRA has established any
standard regarding the length of platforms in train stations where such trains would stop.459

--,
\

The CHSRA's planned high-capacity trains would require exceptionally elongated station
platforms- nearly 1,300-feet long if designed to TGV dual-train operating standards, or more than
four football fields in length.460 Moreover, the types of platforms that are outdoors would seem
likely to be elevated above street level and have roofs to protect passengers from the elements.
Conununities may find such massive structures to be visually intrusive and objectionable along
with trenches and "Berlin Wall' structures such as sound walls and overpasses.
What follows below are accounts of initial resistance to the current HSR project in the San
Francisco Bay Area, reasons why opposition may build in the Central Valley, and an example of
concerns in Southern California, particularly in Orange County.

The Emerging Bay Area Opposition
Concerns over how land is used in urban and suburban areas generates citizen interest, which can
turn into opposition if plans are unsatisfactory. The Authority is aware of this, as noted in its
EIR/EIS:

Assessment ofpotential property impacts is based on the types ofland uses adjacent to the
particular proposed alignment alternative, the amount ofright-of way potentially needed due
to the construction type, and the land use sensitivity to potential impacts. Impacts include
potential acquisition, displacement and relocation ofexisting uses, or demolition of
properties. 461

)
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The issue of "land use sensitivity" has already generated conununity resistance. For example, the
city of Pleasanton has express concerns about HSR because of right-of-way constraints,
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On the Caltrain Peninsula commuter line, HSR construction would mean building overpasses or
underpasses to separate the existing tracks from the local roads. 463 Public officials have criticized
the plan, with an Atherton councilman saying that it is difficult to see the benefits of high-speed
rail to his town.464 A Menlo Park official went so far as to declare high-speed rail a "disaster. " 465 In
August 2008, a lawsuit was filed to challenge the CHSRA's environmental reviews that failed to
disclose the UPRR's objections to the use of its right-of-way-the consequences of which may be
to relocate the HSR line in ways that divide existing communities-and understated the impacts of
building a line through Pacheco Pass. 466 The CHSRA's responses included a comment by Board
Member Rod Diridon that if the bond measure passes, the high-speed train system will override
local objections.467

Southern California

I

~

Tustin was a hotbed of opposition to the first bullet train proposed in the l 980s468 and skepticism
toward HSR remains today. Beginning in 1999, the city of Tustin opposed designs by the CHSRA
to convert the existing railroad line into a high-speed route.469 In a 2004 letter, Tustin officials
reminded the CHSRA:

Tustin remains concerned that the proposed [HSR] system will have significant and
unavoidable adverse noise, vibration, safety, aesthetic and traffic impacts on adjacent
properties. . .. The burden ofthese impacts on existing residential areas ofour community
outweighs any potential benefits to our community. "470
The letter noted that in studies the CHSRA applied "standard growth rates" to the local traffic
analysis, but that adjacent roads serve new developments and the estimates were probably
inaccurate. Indeed, Tustin's biggest growth is occurring on property immediately adjacent to the
right-of-way that would be included in the HSR system. The former Tustin Marine Corps Air
Station is being converted to a mixed-use development named Tustin Legacy, and construction is
moving ahead on 4,600 homes located near the tracks. 471 The master development plan for the area
calls for two new elementary schools and one new high school.472 Also in progress on the former
base is a 1.1 million square-foot center featuring retail, entertainment and resort hotel properties,
which is named The District at Tustin Legacy.

l

)
/
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incompatibility with single-family residential neighborhoods, the aesthetic effects of elevated
structures, and noise and vibration.462 Livermore and Fremont have similar concerns. In the debate
over routing, the Sierra Club recently reiterated its support for the Altamont option, which includes
these communities.

The CHSRA is aware of the skepticism, acknowledging that "The City of Orange raised concerns
regarding potential property, community, and land use impacts adjacent to rail corridor and the
City of Tustin submitted comments opposing [high-speed rail] service through Tustin (between
Anaheim and Irvine)." 473 The Authority said that more detailed environmental analysis and
engineering would be required to determine whether Orange County cities would support service
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Central Valley Agricultural Lands
The Authority admits that "farmland severance," the division of one farmland parcel into two or
more areas by the placement of the rail line, are potential outcomes of HSR construction through
the Central Valley. 474 The Authority preliminary identified these agricultural land locations on
routes out of San Francisco that could be affected: 475
•

Along the route from the East Bay to the Central Valley via alternative routings that
include Tracy, Lathrop and Manteca.

•

The San Jose to Central Valley alternatives, which include significant areas where "the
potential for severance impacts is greatest."

•

Generally in the San Joaquin Valley, "the addition of an alignment alternative in or
adjacent to existing rail or roadway corridors still could lead to limited severance of
farmland as a result of greater restrictions on crossing of the corridor."

In areas on the route from Sacramento to Bakersfield, the system when not adjacent to existing rail
corridors would require new alignments traversing farmland areas with the potential to sever the
vast majority of parcels traversed due to the curving nature of the alignments. 476 The reluctance of
the UPRR to sell rights-of-way to the Authority, as mentioned previously, could expand the
number of severances beyond what was identified in earlier studies.
It is difficult for agricultural communities to evaluate potential impacts because HSR plans are not
firm. The CHSRA states, "Parcel-specific information was not considered in this program-level
analysis. Project-level farmland severance impacts would be addressed in subsequent project-level
documents."477 At that point, agricultural communities will be in a better position to evaluate the
HSR systems' potential impacts.

Another factor not generally recognized in rural areas is the noise produced by high-speed trains.
Segments from Stockton and Tracy and most of the line through Pacheco Pass are planned for
operation at between 200 mph and 220 mph, with trains continuing at those speeds all the way to
Bakersfield. Other sectors such as Sacramento-Stockton, Bakersfield-Sylmar and RiversideEscondido are slated for trains to run at between 150 mph and 200 mph. Since speeds will vary for
non-stop trains rolling through stations, it is difficult to estimate what level of noise would occur.
However, when the mainline speeds approaching and leaving the station are high- more likely in
rural areas-when a train passes through without stopping the noise level will be high. That is
because Senate Bill 1856 requires infrastructure to be built so that non-stop trains "shall have the
capability to transition intermediate stations, or to bypass those stations, at mainline operating

)
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high-speed line, see Part 3, United States Experience.)

speed."478
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Public opposition that is beginning to emerge is likely to spread as site-specific urban, suburban
and rural impacts become better understood. It is wtlikely that the California high-speed rail
program will find smooth sailing among impacted communities. This finding is based in part on
nascent opposition to the project. Opposition to prior HSR projects has been based on
underestimated costs, overestimated ridership, eminent domain and environmental impacts. Also,
the credibility ofHSR promoters waned as pledges of"no subsidy" or "only low subsidies" turned
into requests for high subsidies. These factors also are weaknesses that this Due Diligence Report
identifies in the CHSRA planning process. In prior cases opponents have shown great
resourcefulness in conducting sustained campaigns to oppose HSR construction. Opposition could
spread, particularly in communities where train speeds and noise would be considered excessive or
where a history of staunch opposition exists, such as in Tustin or San Diego County.

l
\._
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If the CHSRA Runs Out of Money
There is no serious indication ofsi~/ficient.fimdingfor much of the proposed system. llideed, even
by the most optimisticjimding assumptions. there is an unfunded deficit evenjor Phase l This
could lead to cancellation ofroutes, truncated HSR service, or unpopular but more expedient reroutings. The alternative would be substantially larger and continuing taxpayer subsidies.
Public understanding is increasing that costs for the California high-speed rail project continue to
escalate and gaps are widening between anticipated funding and costs. The CHSRA could be in a
situation where it is unable to raise the necessary funds to cover construction even at current costs.
Also, if funds are raised, they may be insufficient to cover cost escalation.

It is typical for projects such as these to cut back on routes and services in response to budgetary
challenges. This has already begun, ass is evidenced by the abandonment of the Missing Phase in
current project cost projections.
A state Senate committee report issued in June 2008 noted that purchasing power of the proposed
HSR rail bond has eroded . The report said if the upcoming bond proposal on the 2008 ballot were
to be adjusted for inflation, the $9 billion for HSR would need to be increased to $13.3 billion.479
However, there is another component of cost escalation that cannot be overlooked: the probability
is that costs will increase greater than the Senate Committee's prediction by a wide margin. Such a
conclusion can be reached based on an extensive worldwide study of cost overruns occurring after
projects got underway:

Contractors, who are an interest group in its (sic) own right, are eager to have their proposals
accepted during tendering. Contractual penalties for producing over-optimistic tenders are
often low compared to the potential profits involved. Therefore, costs and risks, are also
underestimated in tenders. The result is that real costs and real risks do not surface until
construction is well tender way. "480

)
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Just how seriously costs can escalate was reflected earlier in this report. Calculations indicate that
HSR capital costs already have grown from a 1999 figure of $30.3 billion to a 2005 figure of $40.5
billion to the most recent 2008 figure of $45.4 billion (all data adjusted to 2006$). Moreover,
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Despite worldwide evidence regarding the financial risks of such a project, the CHSRA's
documentation is silent on the topic. The state Senate committee report noted:

Neither the Authority's 2000 business plan nor any of the agency's subsequent documents
discuss the risks that might be associated with the project. Among the possible risks that
need to be considered are construction cost increases, ridership and revenue estimates,
financial capacity (including third party financing), state general fund exposure, right-ofway costs, unforeseen technological complications, and regulatory barriers (both state and
federal). 482

It will likely be impossible under current assumptions for the state to deliver the complete
statutorily required system. The Authority itself admits it has no plan to fund segments other than
in the first phase, stating that, "We believe that if additional state funds appear needed for the
remaining segments, it is the prerogative of the Legislature to determine the amount, source and
timing of such funds, similar to its action on Phase one.'"'83
Of course, statutes can be repealed by simple legislative majorities and a gubernatorial signature,
and funding increases can be withheld, so the requirement for completing the entire system could
be more transitory and theoretical than binding and real. Hence, this chapter will respond to
concerns about inadequate financing that have arisen in failed attempts to build HSR systems
between Los Angeles and San Diego and in Florida and Texas.
For example, in the case of the AHSRC's plan for a Los Angeles- San Diego line, a common
question was what would happen if the line were only "half built" before funds were depleted. In
Texas, where three lines were proposed, the public wanted to know if cost overruns affected the
project then which section would be pulled from the plans. In Florida, environmentalists wanted to
know if under-capitalization would cause re-routings and more intrusion into sensitive wetlands
areas. (See Part 3, United States Experience for details on the three projects.)

A. The Phased Construction Plan
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segments costing as much as $11 billion may not be included in the most recent ($45.4 billion)
figure.481

Construction is to occur in three phases, the first of which is detailed in current CHSRA
documentation:484
•
)

Phase I . Phase I would operate from Anaheim, through Los Angeles and across Pacheco
Pass to San Jose and San Francisco. This phase would not serve Sacramento, the northern
San Joaquin Valley, Oakland-East Bay and Los Angeles-San Diego.
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Phase II: Phase II would add segments from Merced (or south of Merced) to Sacramento
and from Los Angeles to San Diego through the San Gabriel Valley and the Inland Empire.

The Missing Phase: The Oakland-East Bay to San Jose line would apparently be built
after the completion of Phase II, if at all.

It is presumed that other HSR segments-the Implied Phase-would be built after the three phases
above. Given the anticipated shortage of funding, there would appear to be no likelihood that this
Phase would ever be built.

In the worst case, financial challenges could make completion of an operable Phase I San
Francisco-Los Angeles line impossible, particularly based upon the present broad financial plan
outline.485 It seems likely that any circumstance in which a substantial portion of Phase I has been
completed, but with funding insufficient to complete an operable San Francisco-Los Angeles line,
would lead to a campaign to complete and operate the line with additional state taxpayer funding,

regardless of the amount of subsidies that would be required. At such a time, HSR might be
thought of as a project "too large to be allowed to fail. "
Such a risk has been identified by a San Diego taxpayer advocate, causing him to present this
hypothesis:

The strategy by rail proponents is what I call the "hole in the ground" ploy. First get the
taxpayers to approve a paltry $10 billion bond, leaving open the ultimate cost and the
remaining.financing. Then, with the project started, proponents.figure that the voters will
reluctantly approve massive additional expenditures, on the shaky premise that "we can't
stop now. "486

B. Skeletal System: Truncating San Francisco-Los
Angeles
Should insufficient funding be available, the Phase I San Francisco-Los Angeles line could be
scaled back to new HSR infrastructure limited to the section between Gilroy and Palmdale (a
skeletal system). This would make it possible for high-speed trains to complete the downtown San
Francisco to downtown Los Angeles route by operating at lower speeds over the existing-butupgraded commuter rail and freight tracks between San Francisco and Gilroy and between
Palmdale and Los Angeles (and perhaps to Anaheim). (See Part 4, Federal Safety Standards for
concerns about HSR sharing tracks with freight trains and commuter trains.)
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Given the difficult financing situation, and considering how HSR construction costs vary for
different segments, such a skeletal system could well emerge. For example, it appears that
approximately one-half of Phase I construction costs are attributable to the San Francisco-Gilroy
and Anaheim-Los Angeles-Palmdale segments. Hence, it is possible that the Gilroy-Palmdale
section of the line could be built for between $15 billion and $22 billion, depending on the extent
of capital cost overruns. 487 It would be possible to fund such a truncated line from the currently
hoped-for financing sources (state bond, matching federal funding and private investment).
However, as indicated in Due Diligence Financial Projections (Part 9) obtaining this even this
amount of funding is likely to be difficult.
Further, the Authority has indicated that the earliest segments to be built will be in the San Joaquin
Valley. The first segment includes "development of a test track from Bakersfield to Merced,
regardless of whether the Altamont or Pacheco Alignment is selected. Thus, the Central Valley is
served between Bakersfield and Merced for either altemative."488

__j

Consequently, events could develop in such a way that genuine HSR service would operate only
between the peripheries of the Los Angeles and Bay Areas, namely Gilroy and Palmdale, meaning
that California would have the form but not the substance of high-speed rail. The speeds on such a
skeletal system would be faster than current rail services, but would fall far short ofHSR standards
and would provide little or no competition to airlines between the two major markets.

I

Because the existing Bay Area and Los Angeles rail lines are heavily utilized, the CHSRA would
need to add track capacity, electrify the lines, and enhance grade-crossing protections. Even with
such upgrading the HSR trains would need to mesh with the operating schedules and travel times
of the commuter trains.
The skeletal system would be able to provide service between San Francisco and Los Angeles on a
non-stop schedule of up to 5 hours and 30 minutes and between San Francisco and Anaheim with a
stop in Los Angeles on a schedule of up to 6 hours and 15 minutes.489
Another factor relevant to the Palmdale- Los Angeles segment is that the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) envisages construction of a maglev train system. 490 Plans
include maglev lines from the Los Angeles International Airport to the Palmdale airport. 491 Such a
development could exacerbate financial challenges for the HSR line, resulting in truncating even
the Phase I operation into Los Angeles. This could result in Palmdale being the southern terminus
for the HSR system with passengers transferring between it and the maglev system.
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If the funding for Phase I appears to be speculative, funding the $14.7 billion currently estimated
cost for Phase II is even more problematic. There has been some suggestion that Phase II might be
built with profits from Phase 1. 492 However, it is likely that no such profits will materialize. (See
Part 10, Due Diligence Projections.) Hence, Phase II construction appears unlikely unless it is
virtually fully funded from tax subsidies. Phase II consists of these segments:

•

Sacramento-Merced. This segment would meet the San Francisco-Los Angeles Phase I
line at Merced and would make service possible between Sacramento and San Francisco,
San Jose, Central Valley points, Los Angeles and San Diego.

•

Los Angeles-San Diego. This segment would link San Diego with the rest of the system.
Completion here could also be jeopardized for another reason-plans by SCAG to build a
maglev train system between Los Angeles International Airport and the Ontario Airport.
HSR documentation indicates that if this maglev line and a proposed San Diego maglev
line is built, the Los Angeles- San Diego high speed rail line could be cancelled. 493 (See
Part 8, for the Case Study: Shifting the Los Angeles-San Diego Route, which is
immediately below this section.)

Another potential consequence of a funding shortfall is that the CHSRA may abandon plans to
serve the state's third and fourth largest metropolitan areas, San Diego and Sacramento,
respectively.
Current plans by the Authority would abandon the Oakland-East Bay-San Jose route. If the latter
route were not built, it would make it particularly difficult for HSR to be time-competitive with
flights from Oakland to the Los Angeles area. Currently, the Oakland International Airport handles
more Los Angeles-area flights than any other San Francisco Bay Area airport.

D. <;:ase Study: Shifting the Los Angeles-San Diego
Route
This section will examine the Los Angeles-San Diego route as a "case study" in what can go
wrong should funding be insufficient to complete the system. Essentially two route options exist to
link the two urban areas: the Inland Empire route officially proposed by the CHSRA and the
Coastal Route over which existing passenger trains operate.

)
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The CHSRA's preferred Los Angeles-San Diego high-speed route is via the Inland Empire with
stops at East San Gabriel Valley (City oflndustry), Ontario Airport, Riverside (UC Riverside),
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It is conceivable that plans to build the Inland Empire line will be shelved for any of a number of
reasons:

•

The Authority could exhaust its capital budget while state taxpayers oppose grants from
the general fund, additional bonds, or efforts to pass new funding authority through sales
taxes or other mechanisms.

•

The Inland Empire route presents many challenges, as noted by the Authority: "The San
Diego to Los Angeles corridor is a heavily developed area that has many environmental
issues that constitute concerns for the high-speed rail system. " 495 Hence, cost escalations
here could be greater than on rural portions in the San Joaquin Valley.

•

The CHSRA had intended to build tracks along the 1- 15 right-of-way. In September 2008
it was revealed that planners " are going back to the drawing board to map out a new route
for 20 miles of high-speed railroad tracks in North [San Diego] County." That is because I15 express lane construction between Escondido and Miramar will leave insufficient room
for the HSR line. 496

•

In many cases, the CHSRA documentation indicates a preference for utilizing existing
alignments owned by the UPRR where the HSR system "would be either in or immediately
adjacent to the freight railroad right-of-way."497 However, such rights-of-way will be
exceedingly difficult or impossible to assemble because the UPRR stated it will not sell
such property for use by the HSR system. The railroad company wants to retain its ability
498
to meet growing demand for rail cargo transportation.

•

In August 2008, a bill passed the legislature that would increase the "maximum nonstop
service travel time" on the San Diego-Los Angeles route from 1 hour to 1 hour, 20
minutes.499 This means the time advantage of the Inland Empire route has become
somewhat less significant as compared with the potential of an improved Coastal Route.

•

The CHSRA notes uncertainty stemming from conflicting regional plans: "The Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) is continuing its studies aimed at [maglev]
service between Los Angeles, Ontario, and Riverside... . Similarly, the San Diego
Association of Governments (SANDAG) will be studying the potential use ofMaglev
technology between San Diego and Riverside .... Once the technology is defined in more
detail, if the need remains for the California HST network to serve this area, then the
Authority should consider a staging strategy that addresses the defined system and service
needs" (emphasis added). 500 Moreover, the FRA determined that "The similar and
extensive level of investment necessary to implement either the [HSR] system or maglev
network makes construction of both unlikely in common corridors serving the same travel
markets. " 50 1
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Temecula Valley (Murrieta), Escondido, University City and Downtown San Diego. In 2005, the
cost to complete this 160-mile section was estimated to be $8. l billion.494
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It is at this point that the CHSRA may revive plans to operate high-speed trains over an in-place
rail alternative-the Coastal Route. This is the line that was proposed by the AHSRC in the 1980s
via Fullerton, Anaheim, Tustin, San Juan Capistrano, San Clemente, Oceanside, Encinitas and Del
Mar. 502 The CHS RA has studied and has much data regarding the Coastal Route.

The CHSRA has recognized that a dedicated Los Angeles-San Diego system using the Coastal
Route with completely separate tracks would present challenges because of severe constraints,
construction issues, high costs and previous opposition. The Authority also is aware of the
considerable environmental impacts inherent along the Coastal Route: "Although the corridor
provides the most direct rail route between Los Angeles and San Diego, it passes through some of
the state's most populated regions and environmentally sensitive areas (wetlands, coastal lagoons,
fragile coastal bluffs, and coastal communities)."
The Authority has acknowledged that Caltrans has the responsibility for conventional (not high
speed) rail improvements for the Irvine-San Diego segment. 503 However, the CHSRA could reopen the door to high-speed trains on the Coastal Route inasmuch as it already has an inventory of
environmental conditions along the line.
While the CHSRA would probably not recommend speeds up to 220 mph as it does for the San
Joaquin Valley, it may well decide to operate in the 100-to-150 mph range (already proposed for
segments between Los Angeles and Irvine). The required improvements are likely to be less
expensive than building the all-new Inland Empire line with planned speeds of between 150 mph
and 200 mph. Moreover, operating electrically powered HSR trains on the Coastal Route would
permit passengers on the segment to proceed to other HSR system points without the need to
change trains in Los Angeles. This is in line with the viewpoint that HSR trains can share tracks
with existing services, yet branch off on high-speed segments. 504
Upgrading and adding tracks will be necessary to expand capacity to handle HSR trains in addition
to the Metrolink, Coaster, Amtrak, and freight trains already operating on the Coastal Route. Also,
the following environmental conditions will provide challenges, as noted in the CHSRA
documentation: 505

)

•

The coastal bluffs are narrow in some areas and susceptible to failure, in particular the Del
Mar Bluffs. Noise and vibration from steel-wheel-on-steel-rail traffic could result in harm
to the fragile bluffs above the beach.

•

The existing right-of-way divides Encinitas. Additional service in the corridor could
restrict access and enjoyment of the beach area for visitors and residents.
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Even if it is assumed that the maglev lines are not built, it is conceivable that the Inland Empire
line will not be constructed due to lack of funding. However, the Authority may view service to
San Diego as part of its continuing mission. Also, public officials in Orange and San Diego
counties who experience tax dollars flowing from their areas to build HSR elsewhere may demand
some type of HSR service.
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•

To prevent dangerous pedestrian crossings of the tracks, the ra.i lroad rights-of-way would
need to be fenced. This would restrict or block beach access and concentrate the crossing
of pedestrian and vehicle traffic at fewer locations.

•

Noise and vibration from trains would be disruptive to ecologically sensitive coastal areas
and lagoons (e.g., San Elij o Lagoon). The saltwater marshes and lagoons are a winter
habitat to residential avian species protected under state and federal laws.

•

The trains would be electrified, and the structures and overhead catenaries could block
ocean and community views, creating a negative aesthetic impact on tourism-related
businesses and potentially reducing property values adjacent to the corridor.

The CHSRA documentation noted: "The high level of existing passenger rail, extensive existing
rail infrastructure, and mixed rail traffic operations on this corridor, along with the limited existing
right-of-way and sensitive coastal resources, make a dedicated electrified [HSR] service infeasible
for this corridor at this time (emphasis added). Incremental improvement phasing, however, would
be feasible. For this option, improvements would be made to the existing [coastal service]. These
improvements could be applied with or without the implementation of an inland (I-15) corridor. "506
Shifting from the Inland Empire route to the Coastal Route would entail political risks. Yet that
precise change has happened before. In the 1980s, the AHSRC's original Los Angeles- San Diego
plan called for using the Interstate Highway right-of-way to construct new grade-separated tracks
for use by Japanese bullet trains. Nonstop travel time from Los Angeles to San Diego was
estimated at 59 minutes. However, the AHSRC changed direction and began the planning
necessary to build new track along the existing railroad rights-of-way on the Coastal Route.507
Admittedly, that shift away from the 1-5 corridor and toward the coast contributed to public
opposition and the demise of the AHSRC as a corporation.508
Environmental organizations might assume that such a change could not happen because of the
difficult approval process. Yet Sacramento eased up on regulations to help the AHSRC's Los
Angeles-San Diego proposal. In 1982, state legislation passed that exempted the bullet train from
having to be approved by the California Coastal Commission and with having to comply with the
California Environmental Quality Act. 509 A question arises whether such a measure could be
considered again.
The CHSRA may find itself in the position of evaluating which route opposition is more severethe Coastal Route or the San Gabriel Valley-Inland Empire route. Residents along the latter may
find the Authority's plan to operate trains in 100 and 200 mph range to be intolerable and may also
generate concerns about noise, reduction in property values and eminent domain. Should a shift
occur to the Coastal Route, the Authority could face public opposition similar to what the AHSRC
experienced.

)
\.

\.
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It is difficult to foresee at this time the level of public opposition on either route. However, cost
factors may favor the Coastal Route because its 128-mile alignment is shorter than the 160-mile
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Current funding proposals require taxpayers statewide to subsidize HSR even though much of the
state would receive no service even upon completion of the entire system. Should the CHSRA
exhaust its funds, more of the state may go without high-speed rail service than is immediately
apparent.

Conclusion
There is no serious indication of sufficient funding for much of the proposed system. Indeed, even
by the most optimistic funding assumptions, there is an unfunded deficit even for Phase I. This
could lead to cancellation of routes, truncated HSR service, or unpopular but more expedient reroutings. The alternative would be substantially larger and continuing taxpayer subsidies.
The CHSRA fails to adequately address risks in its business plan, nor does it have a financial plan
to insure completion of each phase and the alternative routes. Therefore options that may appear to
be extreme, such as San Francisco-Los Angeles becoming a skeletal line, canceling routes
outright, or even unpopular but more expedient re-routings are not without possibility. A high risk
exists that the riders, taxpayers and investors will not see a final system that resembles what has
been promised and that genuine HSR service will be severely limited.
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Inland Empire route, a virtue that even looks more favorable ifthe Phase I work is competed on the
31-mile segment on the coastal line between Los Angeles and Anaheim.
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Due Diligence Financial Projections
The Phase I HSR system would be far short of its necessary funding even if the state bone/.<; of $9
billion are provided and federa l funding is obtai11ed. {(sufficient funding is foun d, Phase l is likely
to incur financial losses and may not be completed in recognizable form . This could lead to
negative financial consequences, such as substantial additional taxpayer subsidies, private capital
investment losses, and bond defaults. In this environment, it seems highly unlikely that Phase If
and the Missing Phase will be built. Indeed, completion of Phase I could be problematic.

As has been noted above, CHSRA has provided only the most sketchy financial projections in its
extensive planning process. CHSRA planning documents do not appear to have "profit and loss" or
"income" statement estimates that include revenues, expenses, debt service and profits or losses as
would be expected in any complete and serious business proposition. Even the CHSRA Lehman
Brothers report5 10 (noted in Part 4, Analysis of California High-Speed Rail Plan, Forecasting Costs)
provides only the broadest outline of potential funding sources and that only for Phase I. This Due
Diligence Report contains financial projections for the HSR project based upon what appears to be
the best current information.

The Financial Projections
The financial projections below are based on assumptions from the CHSRA planning process and
the analysis in this report. These projections should be considered highly tentative, since the
underlying information from CHSRA has been sketchy and inconsistent. Nonetheless, the
projections are sufficient to conclude that there is a serious likelihood that the financing to build
the HSR may simply be unobtainable, even for Phase I.
This analysis develops four scenarios, which are summarized in Table 21. The scenarios assume
the following tentative funding for HSR: 511
•
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The proposed state bond of $9 billion, which will be approved or rejected by the voters of
California in November 2008.

• Private funding amounting to $7.5 billion. This is the high-range of the Lehman Brothers

)

\

l

estimate. It is assumed that 20 percent of the private investment would be equity ($1.5
billion) and the other 80 percent would be bonded indebtedness, placed in the private
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market. The risk associated with the resulting $6 billion in privately placed debt could
make bond insurance512 or even a full faith and credit guarantee of the state of California
necessary.
Combined, this financing totals $16.5 billion.

In addition, two of the four funding scenarios assume the availability of $9 billion in federal
subsidies to match the California general obligation bonds. This is despite the fact that CHSRA
advisor Lehman Brothers has characterized a similar amount as "unlikely" and that there is no
material federal capital program (see Part 4, Financial Uncertainty).
Various additional funding sources have been suggested by the CHSRA, such as additional taxes
and local government grants. However each of these is speculative at this point.

Table 21: Financial Projection Scenarios
Financial
Projection
Scenario I:
Optimistic
Ridership Assumption

--:\

CHSRA Base

California General Obligation Bond ($9 Billion)
Federal° Subsidy ($9 Billion)
Private Equity ($1.5 Billion)
Private Debt ($6 Billion)
Capital Costs

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
CHS RA

Operating Cost

CHSRA

Financial
Projection
Scenario 2:
OptimisticMiddle
CHSRA Base
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Due Diligence
Low
Due Diligence
Low

Financial
Financial
Projection
Projection
Scenario 3:
Scenario 4
Pessimistic- Pessimistic
Middle
Due Diligence Due Diligence
Base
Base
Yes
Yef
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Due Diligence Due Diligence
Low
High
Due Diligence Due Diligence
Low
High

Summary of Tentative Phase I Fi nancial Results
Generally, Phase I results in annual financial losses (Table 21a, Figure 23 and Figure 24):
Phase I Financial Projection Scenario 1 (Optimistic). This is the most optimistic scenario. It
assumes CHSRA ridership projections, assumes there will be no further cost escalation and the
highest possible funding levels as currently understood (above). In 2030, there would be a small
profit of$0.09 billion (with the assumption of the subsidies from the state bonds and the federal
government, which CHSRA would not be required to pay back).513 It is not known how this profit
would be distributed between the private equity investors and the CHSRA. However, the 6% rate
of return would be less than one-half the 13% threshold51 4 necessary to attract private investors. 515

)
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This scenario falls $7 .6 billion short of the capital cost figille that would be required to build the
system. Funding in excess of the anticipated state, federal and private soillces would be required.
However, if the state, federal and private funding anticipated under this scenario is obtained, it is
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Phase I Financial Projection Scenario 2 (Optimistic: Middle). This scenario assumes CHSRA
ridership projections, assumes the low Due Diligence capital (20 percent) and operating cost (30
percent) overrun projections and the highest possible funding levels as currently understood
(above). 516 In 2030 there would be a loss of$0.79 billion (with the assumption of the subsidies
from the state bonds and the federal government, which CHSRA would not be required to pay
back). In this scenario, it is likely that there would be a default on commercial bonds, unless they
are guaranteed by the state government or privately insured. Equity investors would face losses.
This scenario, however, falls $14.2 billion short of the capital cost figure that would be required to
build Phase I. Funding in excess of the anticipated state, federal and private sources would be
required.
Summary of Phase I Optimistic Financial Projection Scenarios. The mid-point between the
two optimistic financial projection scenarios would be a 2030 annual loss of $0.35 billion. The
mid-point of the capital shortfall would be $10.9 billion. This could represent an insurmountable
challenge.
Phase ! :Financial Projection Scenario 3 (Pessimistic: Middle). This scenario assumes Due
Diligence ridership projections, assumes the low Due Diligence capital (20 percent) and operating
cost (30 percent) overrun projections and includes the funding sources outlined above with the
exception of federal funding. 517 ln 2030 there would be an annual loss of $3.02 billion (with the
assumption of the subsidies from the state bonds, which CHSRA would not be required to pay
back). In this scenario, it is likely that there would be a default on commercial bonds, unless they
are guaranteed by the state government or privately insured. Equity investors would face losses.
This scenario, however, falls $23.2 billion short of the capital cost figure that would be required to
build the system. Funding in excess of the anticipated state, federal and private sources would be
required. As is described below, this could represent an insurmountable challenge.
Phase I Financial Projection Scenario 4 (Pessimistic). This scenario assumes Due Diligence
ridership projections, assumes the high Due Diligence capital (50 percent) and operating cost
overrun (60 percent) projections and includes the funding sources outlined above except for federal
funding. (See Part 4, Forecasting Costs.) In 2030 there would be loss of $4. 17 billion (with the
assumption of the subsidies fro m the state bonds, which CHSRA would not be required to pay
back). In this scenario, it is likely that there would be a default on commercial bonds, unless they
are guaranteed by state government or privately insured. Equity investors would face losses.
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possible that the "skeletal" system could be funded (between Gilroy and Palmdale, with entry to
Los Angeles and San Francisco on upgraded commuter rail and freight rights of way, see "If the
CHSRA Runs Out of Money").
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Summary of Phase I Pessimistic Financial Projection Scenarios: The mid-point between the
two pessimistic financial projection scenarios would be a 2030 annual loss of $3.59 billion. The
mid-point of the capital shortfall would be $28.2 billion. Obtaining this additional capital could
represent an insurmountable challenge.

Figure 23: HSR Phase 1 Financial Results: 2030
High, Low, and Midpoint Projections by Case
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Figure 24: HSR Phase 1 Capital Shortfall
By Financial Projection Scenario
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This scenario, however, falls $33. l billion short of the capital cost figure that would be required to
build the system. Funding in excess of the anticipated state, federal and private sources would be
required.
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Financial
Projection
Scenario I:
Optimistic

__\

J

Financial
Projection
Scenario 2:
OptimisticMiddle

Financial
Projection
Scenario 3:
PessimisticMiddle

Financial
Projection
Scenario 4:
Pessimistic

OPERATING STATEMENT
Operatini:i Revenue
$2.31
$2.31
$0.83
$0.83
Operatini:i Cost
$1.10
$1.43
$1.43
$1.76
Net Before Debt Service
$1.21
$0.88
($0.60)
($0.93)
Debt Service (lncludini:i Capital Shortai:ie, Below)
$1.12
$1.67
$2.41
$3.23
Profit (Loss)
($0.79)
($3.02)
($4.17)
$0.09
Midpoint
($0.35)
($3.59)
ASSUMPTIONS
Total Capital Cost
$33.1
$39.7
$39.7
$49.6
State Bond
$9.0
$9.0
$9.0
$9.0
Federal Grant
$9.0
$9.0
$0.0
$0.0
Private Equity
$1.5
$1.5
$1.5
$1.5
$6.0
$6.0
$6.0
Private Debt
$6.0
Capital Shortage
$7.6
$14.2
$23.2
$33.1
(Additional Debt or Subsidies Required)
Midpoint
$10.9
$28.2
In billions of 2008$
Note: Scenario 1 and 2 operating revenue from RFEI documents, Appendix C. All CHSRA debt included but
Californici state i:ieneral oblii:iation bonds of $9,000,000,000 excluded.

Capital Projections for the Complete Project
With the uncertainty about arranging funding for the Phase I project, it would be premature to
provide a pro-forma income statement ofrevenues, expenditures and profits or losses for the
complete project (including Phase I, Phase II and the Missing Phase, which is Oakland-East BaySan Jose). However, general capital cost projections are offered for the same four financial
scenarios as above. Separate estimates are provided for combined Phases I and II and for Phases I,
II and the Missing Phase (Table 22 and Figure 25).
System Financial Projection Scenario 1 (Optimistic). This scenario assumes that there would be
no further cost escalation. As regards capital costs, this scenario is based upon current CHSRA cost
projections. It also assumes the highest possible funding levels as currently understood (above)
would be obtained. Total capital costs would be $49.0 billion for Phases I and II and $54.3 billion
including the Missing Phase. The capital shortfall would be from $23.5 billion to $28 .8 billion.

)
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Table 21a:
Pha~e I financial Projections:
2030 (Annual)
,,
'

System Financial Projection Scenario 2 (Optimistic: Middle). This scenario assumes the Due
Diligence low capital cost escalation projection (20 percent) and the highest possible funding
levels as currently understood (above) would be obtained. Total capital costs would be $58.8
billion for Phases I and II and $65 .2 billion including the Missing Phase. The capital shortfall
would be from $33 .3 billion to $39.7 billion.
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Phase I and Phase II
Capital Costs
State Bond
Federal Grant
Private Equity
Private Debt
Current Capital Shortfall

Financial Projection
Scenario I:
Optimistic (Based
on CHSRA Present
Cost Proiections)

Financial
Projection
Scenario 2:
OptimisticMiddle

Financial
Projection
Scenario 3:
PessimisticMiddle

Financial
Projection
Scenario 4:
Pessimistic

$49.0
$9.0
$9.0
$1.5
$6.0
$23.5

$58.8
$9.0
$9.0
$1 .5
$6.0
$33.3

$58.8
$9.0
$0.0
$1.5
$6.0
$42.3

$73.5
$9.0
$0.0
$1.5
$6.0
$57.0

Midpoint Capital Shortfall

$28.4

$49.6

Potential Government Capital Subsidy
Potential Government Capital Subsidy Share

$41 .5
85%

$51 .3
87%

$51 .3
87%

$66.0
90%

With Missing Phase
Capital Costs
State Bond
Federal Grant
Private Equity
Private Debt
Current Capital Shortfall

$54.3
$9.0
$9.0
$1 .5
$6.0
$28.8

$65.2
$9.0
$9.0
$1.5
$6.0
$39.7

$65.2
$9.0
$0.0
$1.5
$6.0
$48.7

$81.4
$9.0
$0.0
$1.5
$6.0
$64.9

Midpoint Capital Shortfall
Potential Government Capital Subsidy
Potential Government Capital Subsidy Share

$34.2
$46.8
86%

$56.8
$57.7
88%

$57.7
88%

$73.9
91 %

Amounts in billions of 2008$
Note: Potential government (taxpayer) capital subsidy assumes all debt is government except for private debt and
includes both state bonds and federal subsidies.

Summary of Optimistic System Financial Projection Scenarios: The mid-point capital shortfall
between the two optimistic system financial projection scenarios would be $28.4 billion for Phases
I and II and $34.2 billion including the Missing Phase. It is likely that this funding would need to
be raised from taxpayers, since the projected losses (above) would deter further private investment.
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Table 22: Complete Project Capital Costs: Phases I, II and Missing Phase

System Financial Projection Scenario 3 (Pessimistic: Middle) This scenario assumes the Due
Diligence low cost escalation projection (20 percent) and assumes no federal funding. Total capital
costs would be $58.8 billion for Phases I and II and $65.2 billion including the Missing Phase. The
capital shortfall would be fro m $42.3 billion to $48.7 billion.
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Summary of Pessimistic System Financial Projection Scenarios. The mid-point capital
shortage between the two optimistic system financial projection scenarios would be a $49.6 billion
for Phases I and II and $56.8 billion including the Missing Phase. It is likely that this funding
would need to be raised from taxpayers, since the projected financial losses (above) would deter
further private investment.
As conceived earlier in the decade, the system would have required government subsidies of
approximately one-third of capital costs. As capital costs have escalated, the maximum government
capital subsidies required may have increased to between 85 percent under the most optimistic
CHSRA based projections to 91 percent under the most pessimistic Due Diligence Report
projections.
Despite assertions to the contrary by the CHSRA, there would be no profits from Phase I to build
the balance of the system (Phase II, the Missing Phase or the Implied Phase).
\

-;
Figure 25: Overall Project Capital Shortfall
Phase 1 and 2 (Excludes Missing Phase)
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System Financial Projection Scenario 4 (Pessimistic). This scenario assumes the Due Diligence
high cost escalation (50 percent) and assumes no federal funding. Total capital costs would be
$73.5 billion for Phases I and II and $81.4 billion including the Missing Phase. The capital
shortfall would be from $57.0 billion to $64.9 billion.

Optimistic Optimistic: Optmislic: Pessimistic: Pessimistic: Pessimistic
Midpoint
Middle
Middle
Midpoint
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As noted above, both the Phase I project and the complete project (including Phase I, Phase II and
the Missing Phase) are far short of their financial requirements. The potential for private funding is
limited and would become even more elusive as capital costs rise further and as financial losses
become apparent. This leaves the taxpayers of California to pay for the large unfunded HSR capital
deficit.
The state Legislative Analyst's Office determined the fiscal cost regarding the $9.95 billion HSR
bond proposal:518

The costs of these bonds would depend on interest rates in effect at the time they are sold
and the time period over which they are repaid. The state would make principal and
interest payments from the state's General Fund over a period ofabout 30 years. If the
bonds are sold at an average interest rate of5 percent, the cost would be about $19.4
billion to pay off both principal ($9.95 billion) and interest ($9.5 billion). The average
repayment for principal and interest would be about $647 million per year.
The state treasurer, in noting that budget deficits will continue to hamstring California, indicated
that:Sl9

So, while we might get to the point where we have issued more debt than we can "afford, "
we will always pay our debt-on time every year. The ones who suffer will be the people of
California, all ofus who benefit from the myriad State programs- health, environmental,
recreational, public safety and others- that our General Fund supports.
The situation is so serious that the treasurer indicated it might be necessary to invoke strategies
such as retiring some bonds with a new statewide property tax, taxes on the internet, higher state
income taxes, sales tax on services, limiting the home mortgage deduction on state income tax
returns, or eliminating state support for the University of California system. 520 A further sobering
factor is the strong out-migration that has occurred from California in recent years. Between 2000
and 2007, net domestic migration was a minus 1.2 million-equivalent to the population of the city
of San Diego. 521
It seems unlikely that the HSR will be built in any form materially similar to what has been

promised the people of California. Even Phase I appears to be far short of the necessary funding,
regardless of whether the state provides the proposed $9 billion in bonds (Part 8, If the CHSRA
Runs Out of Money). The complete system appears virtually impossible to complete, simply
because the funding is so far short and the state subsidy levels that would be required seem
unattainable.
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Economic Impacts

economic impact of the system (beyond the construction jobs) is expected to be slight, at best. This
is consistent with the world infrastructure research, which finds that:

It is common for proponents ofmajor infrastructure projects to claim that such projects
will result in substantial regional and/or national development effects. Empirical evidence
shows that these claims are not well founded. 522

Project Risks
The HSR program faces a number of risks, which are summarize_? and rated in Table 23. The risks
rated "high" are ( 1) ridership and revenue would fall short of projections (Risks # 1 and #2), capital
and operating costs would be higher than projected (Risks #3 and #4) slower travel times than
projected (#5) and insufficient grant funding (#6). Risks rated "medium" include community
opposition (#7) and political meddling (#8). Unforeseen environmental and geologic risks are rated
"low" (Risks #9 and # 10). In its analysis ofrisks, CHSRA consultant Lehman Brothers echoed risk
concerns with respect to ridership less than projected (Risk #1), revenue less than projected (Risk
#2), higher capital costs than projected (Risk #3) and political meddling (Risk #8). 523

--)

All of these risks combine to indicate that the combined HSR system is unlikely to be completed in
any form consistent with the current plan and that even the delivery of a recognizable Phase I could
b e most difficult.

Conclusion
The CH SRA has provided only the most sketchy financial projections that fall far short of what
would be expected in any complete business proposition. This Due Diligence Report attempts to
provide such financial projections based on more realistic and consistent assumptions and data.
T he Phase I HSR system is likely to incur serious losses and may not be completed in recognizable
form. This could lead to negative financial consequences, such as substantial additional taxpayer
subsidies, private capital investment losses and bond defaults. In this environment, it seems highly
unlikely that Phase II, the Missing Phase or the Implied Phase will be built.
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Because HSR ridership is likely to be only a fraction of CHSRA projections, the long-term

All of the HSR phases would require significantly greater financing than the initial $ 16.5 billion

)

proposed (funding from the state bond of $9 billion that could be approved by the voters and the
private investment of$7.5 assumed). While CHSRA officials and consultants have repeated a
litany of other potential funding sources, none is in place and each would represent serious
challenges.
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Risk
Ridership Falls Short of
Projection

2

Revenue Falls Short of
Projection

3

Construction Cost Overruns

4

Operating Costs Above
Projections
Slower Travel Times than
Projected

5

--,\

6

Insufficient Government Grant
Funding

7

Community Opposition

8
9

Delays Occur from Various
Other Risk Factors
Higher Borrowing Costs

10

Political "Meddling"

11

Unforeseen Environmental
Impacts

12

Unforeseen Geologic Impacts

Potential Consequences
Insufficient Revenue
Higher Subsidies
Investor Losses
Bond Default
Investor Losses
Bond Default
Higher Subsidies
(federal, state, local).
System not Completed.
Higher Capital Subsidies
(federal, state, local)
Discouragement of Private Capital Participation
Less Favorable Financial Performance
Higher Subsidies
Lower Ridership
Higher Subsidies
(See Risk #2)
System not Completed
(Especially Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley
Los Angeles-San Diego
Oakland-East Bay-San Jose)
Higher State or Local Subsidies
Slower Operating Speeds
(See Risk #2)
Higher Capital Costs for Mitigation
(See Risk #3)
Delay (See Risk #8)
Higher Costs, Especially for Interest
Higher Capital Subsidies
Higher Costs for Debt and as a Result Construction
Higher Capital Subsidies
Additional Stations
Additional Stops on Express Trains
Route Changes
Additional Capital Expense
Additional Operating Expense
Higher Subsidies
Slower Travel Times
Lower Ridership Levels
Lower Revenue Levels
(See Risks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
Higher Capital Costs
Higher subsidies
(See Risk #3)
Higher Capital Costs
Higher subsidies
(See Risk #3)

Degree of Risk
HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH
HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM

MEDIUM
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Summary of CHSRA and Due Diligence Projections

Table 24: Summary of CHSRA and Due Diligence Report Projections

\

--1

Annual Ridership: 2030: Base, Intercity Only
Annual Ridership: 2030: Base, Intercity + Commuter
Annual Ridership: 2030: Hicih, Intercity Onlv
Annual Ridership: 2030: High, Intercity + Commuter
Capital Cost: Entire System (2008$): Low*
Capital Cost: Entire System (2008$): High*
Capital Cost: Phase I (2008$): Low
Capital Cost: Phase I (2008$): High
Operating Cost: Phase I (2008$): Low
Operating Cost: Phase I (2008$): Hicih
Fastest Non-Stop Express Travel Time: LA-SF
Greenhouse Gas Reduction (Tons of CO,): 2030**
Share of California 2020 Goal
Cost per CO, Ton Reduced: Low
Cost per CO, Ton Reduced: High
Times CO, IPCC $50-per-Ton Ceiling: Low
Times CO, IPCC $50-per-Ton Ceiling: Hicih
Net Profit: 2030: Phase I: Optimistic Midpoint
Net Profit: 2030: Phase I: Pessimistic Midpoint
Unmet Capital Need: Phase I
Unmet Capital Need: Entire System

CHS RA
65,500,000
88,000,000
96,500,000
117,000,000
$54,300,000,000
$33, 100,000,000
$1, 100,000,000
02:38
1,770,000
1.0%
$1,949
$2,409
39
48
No Projection
No Proiection
No Projection
No Projection

Due Diligence Report
23,400,000
No Projection
31 ,100,000
No Projection
$65,200,000,000
$81,400,000,000
$39, 700,000,000
$49,600,000,000
$1,430,000,000
$1,760,000,000
03:41
630,000
0.4%
$7,409
$10,032
148
201
{$350,000,0000
($3,590,000,000)
$7,600,000,000 to
$33, 100,000,000
$28,800,000,000 to
$64,900,000,000

Note:
* Entire system cost. Includes Missing Phase. Does not include Implied Phase
**CHSRA cireenhouse gas reduction adjusted to account for improved automobile and airline fuel efficiency.

If the Implied Phase is included, at least another $7.5 billion would be required to fund HSR
segments in the Altamont Pass, the Dumbarton Bridge and between Anaheim and Irvine. This
would make the gross project cost a minimum of$61.8 billion and an estimated maximum of $92.7
billion. The capital funding shortfall would be from $7 .5 billion to more than $ 11 billion larger
than indicated in Table 22.
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The Phase I HSR system would be far short of its necessary funding even if the state bonds of $9
billion are provided and federal funding is obtained. If sufficient funding is found, Phase I is likely
to incur financial losses and may not be completed in recognizable form. This could lead to
negative financial consequences, such as substantial additional taxpayer subsidies, private capital
investment losses, and bond defaults. In this environment, it seems highly unlikely that Phase II,
the Missing Phase and the Implied Phase will be built. Indeed, completion of Phase I alone could
be problematic.
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Due Diligence Conclusions
The Authority's Advocacy
Senate Transportation and Housing Conunittee Chairman Alan Lowenthal has expressed the
necessity for the CHSRA to avoid advocacy, noting that "the business plan should be modeled on
an investment prospectus and not an advocacy document" in his letter to CHSRA Chairman
Quentin Kopp. 524
Yet, the Authority has acted as an advocate rather than demonstrating objectivity in planning
California's high-speed rail system. This can be illustrated by a visit to the Authority's Website
"Featured Items" page, which on August 9, 2008 listed the following items :525
•

Let's Make Tracks for High Speed Rail

•

Let's Put the State on Fast Track to the Future

•

Believe in the Bullet Train

•

Creating Jobs and Boosting Our Economy

•

Improving Transportation and Reducing Traffic

•

Protecting the Environment

The titles of these publications convey more of a bias than objective analysis, and their content at
times present unrealistic claims.
Advocacy goes beyond the CHSRA website. Rod Diridon, a CHSRA board member, in a January
2008 radio interview, declared that "117 to 120 million riders per year will use this system . ... So
that's pretty attractive, and these are conservative estimates." In fact, it is incorrect to refer to the
117 million figure as "conservative" when it is found in the CHSRA's unrealistic 2030 High
Ridership Projection and the 120 million figure is an embellishment not justified even by the
documentation. 526

)
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Advocacy also involves altering the meaning of words. The Authority's chairman stated in June
2008 that " the high-speed rail system will operate at a profit ... without taxpayer subsidy."527
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Board member Rod Diridon also led a radio audience to believe that there are no costs to taxpayers
beyond the initial bonds for the system. He stated, "once we approve the bonds for California, the
general obligation bonds, no-tax-increase bonds in the November election in California, we won't
have to go back to the voters in California for more money."m
This report finds the opposite- that it is highly likely additional funding will be required from
California taxpayers because of the highly optimistic ridership and revenue projections and the fact
that this highly risky HSR financial environment is likely to deter sufficient private investment. As
a result, it is difficult to imagine a set of circumstances in which the taxpayers of the state will not
be required to finance much more than the currently proposed $9 billion. Even the claim of "no tax
increase" bonds is debatable, since the state treasurer has said fiscal demands on the General Fund
are such that it might be necessary to retire some bonds with a new statewide property tax. 529
At the same time, the CHSRA has been Jess vigilant about notifying the people of California about
factors that fail to portray the HSR in the best light. For example, it has been noted that the
CHSRA appears to have not notified the Senate Transportation and Housing Committee of material
reductions in estimates of GHG emission impacts that can be characterized as only l/301h as
significant as was claimed in materials provided to the committee earlier in the year. The previous
data had been in error, though the CHSRA referred to the dramatic reduction in terms of a
"technical correction."
The Authority has yet to balance issuance of its many advocacy documents with cautionary
documents regarding risks. Skepticism of the CHS RA is justified considering its "demand
exaggeration," a planners' trait that has been identified in other major transportation projects in
world infrastructure research.

Consequences for California
The fundamental conclusion is that HSR in California as proposed is likely to fail to achieve
virtually all of the projections that are crucial to its success. This report concludes that the
Authority's analysis of the proposed HSR system is insufficient, inconsistent and inaccurate. The
CHSRA's cost estimates have not been updated, ridership projections are inconsistent with both
international experience and California market characteristics, risks are understated or ignored, and
statements about future taxpayer subsidies are contradictory. Specific findings are condensed in the
Executive Summary and in a separate document, the Policy Summary.

)
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However, the state bonds, if approved would represent a taxpayer subsidy. Moreover, this report
indicates that a profit is not likely.

The proposed California HSR system has already experienced a series of cost estimate increases,
and the need for capital subsidies is likely to escalate. Once in operation, the system as presently
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The likelihood of higher capital costs and need for continued operating subsidies is likely to
represent an expensive and continuing drain on the state's tax resources. Under three of the four
scenarios outlined in this report, an early bond default, taxpayer bailout, and investment losses by
private funding participants could occur.
During a fiscal shortfall, past and present proposals to finance HSR's construction and operation
through bond issues and sales taxes-along with matching funds from the federal and local
governments-could take on added urgency.
A high risk exists that the state will not see a final system that resembles what has been promised
unless taxpayers are prepared to shoulder large new tax obligations in perpetuity. Senator Alan
Lowenthal, Chairman of the Senate Housing and Transportation Committee posed the question:
"What assurance can the authority provide that California taxpayers will not be stuck with a
massive bill in the future?"530 The answer is "none."

-)
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constituted is unlikely to provide the advertised quick journeys to passengers and meet its ridership
and revenue projections.
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ACE
Ace la
AHSRC
AGV
ATC
Authority
BART
BNSF
Bullet Train
Caltrain
Caltrans
CARB
CBD
CHSRA
C02
C02e
DERAIL
DOE
DOT
DWP
EMU
EIR
EIS
Eurostar
FAA
FHSRC
FOX
FRA
GAO
GHG
Gigaton
HSR
1-#

Altamont Conunuter Express
Amtrak high-speed train
American High Speed Rail Corporation
Automotrice Grande Vitesse train
Air Traffic Control
California High Speed Rail Authority
Bay Area Rapid Transit
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway Company
High-speed train in Japan
Commuter rail service linking Gilroy, San Jose and San Francisco
California Department of Transportation
California Air Resources Board
Central Business District
California High Speed Rail Authority
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Dioxide Equivalent
Demanding Ethics Responsibility Accountability in Legislation (Texas)
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Transportation
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Electric Multiple Unit
Environmental Impact Report
Environmental Impact Statement
High-speed train operating London- Brussels/Paris
Federal Aviation Administration
Florida High Speed Rail Corporation
Florida Overland Express
Federal Railroad Administration
U.S. Government Accountability Office
Greenhouse Gas
One billion metric tons
High Speed Rail
Interstate highway number
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IPCC
ICE Train
Ko rail
Kph

LAX
LOSSAN
Maglev
Metro link
Mph
NCEIS
NEC
PPP
RFEI
RFF
RNP
ROW
SANDAG
SCAG
Shinkansen
SNCF
SR-#

THSRA
TGV
UCCPL
UPRR
US-#

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Inter City Express, German train
Korean national railway
Kilometers per hour
Los Angeles International Airport
Los Angeles to San Diego
Magnetic levitation train
Commuter rail service in the greater Los Angeles region
Miles per hour
Northern California Environmental Impact Statement
Northeast Corridor (Boston-New York-Washington)
Public Private Partnerships
Request for Expression of Interest
French rail infrastructure owner (Reseau Ferre de France)
Required Navigation Performance
Right-of-Way
San Diego Association of Governments
Southern California Association of Governments
Bullet Train in Japan
The French national railway
State highway number
Texas High-Speed Rail Authority
Train a Grande Vitesse
United Citizens Coastal Protective League
Union Pacific Railroad Company
United States highway number
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Senate Bill No. 1169, Chapter 71, the Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for
the 21 st Century, approved by Governor June 24, 2004. Filed with Secretary of State June 24,
2004, pp. 1-2.
AB 3034 would slightly reduce maximum non-stop operating times, with the exception of Los
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specified in law.
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California High-Speed Rail Authority, "Request for Expressions oflnterest," March 6, 2008, p.
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Request for Expression of Financial Interest documents, Appendix C. These cost figures are
used throughout this report because they are the latest published and were provided to the
investment community. Public officials are under a legal obligation to provide the investment
community with the best possible information (indicative of this duty are securities fraud
charges relating to municipal bonds that have been filed by the Securities and Exchange
Commission against five former city of San Diego officials. See
www .sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-57.htm).

6
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" Oversight Hearings of the California High-Speed Rail Authority," Committee Report, Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee, June 2008, p. 1-2.

9
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This base year of 1997 is used as a "platform" from which various factors are applied to
project ridership in 2020.

123

NCEIS, p. 3.2-25.

124

This base year of 2005 is used as a "platform" from which various factors are applied to
project ridership in 2030.

125

Commuter trains would operate within rather than between the larger urban areas, such as the
Los Angeles area, the San Francisco Bay area and the San Diego area.

~

''

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 31.

112
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126

Charles River Associates, "Independent Ridership and Passenger Revenue Projections for High
Speed Rail Alternatives in California," January 2000 p, 16.

127

The Las Vegas Monorail represents an instructive case because of its reliance on an Investment
Grade ridership projection. The monorail was developed as a private venture and supported by
tax-exempt industrial development bonds issued by the state of Nevada. Project promoters
produced an "investment grade" projection of 53,500 daily riders for 2004. In 2007, the
average daily ridership was 21,600-60 percent below projection. One of the present authors,
(Wendell Cox) had produced a report during the planning process projecting between 16,900
and 25,400 daily riders for 2004, the mid-point of which, at 21,200, was two percent below the
actual 2007 ridership (www.publicpurpose.com/ut-lvmono-0006.pdf). The eventual results in
Las Vegas may be unfortunate for investors. Moody's Investors Services has downgraded the
bonds to "junk" status and has indicated that "At current ridership and revenue levels, a
payment default is anticipated by 2010 once reserves are exhausted."
(www.kvbc.com/Global/story.asp?S=7797066 and
www.reuters .com/article/companyNews/idUSN2959008320080129). Finally, the bond insurer,
AMBAC Financial Services, has run into financial difficulties and has had its credit rating
·
dropped two levels
(www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087 &sid=asLtTQyLRQQs&refer=home).
Holders of insured Las Vegas Monorail bonds could lose their investments, along with holders
of uninsured bonds. This circumstance is an example of why reliable ridership and revenue
estimates are vital to project success and to avoid taxpayer bailouts.

128

Based upon the CHSRA assumed annual growth rate between 2005 to 2030.

129

Based upon the CHSRA assumed annual growth rate between 2005 and 2030.

130

Based on 2"d quarter 2005 U.S. DOT data.

13 1

"Historical Monthly Vehicle Miles of Travel 1972-2006," trafficcounts.dot.ca.gov/monthlyNMTHISTl. pdf.

132

Comparison of data in EIS/EIR Table 3.2-12 and NCEIS Table 3.2-11 .

133

Cambridge Systematics, Inc, Bay Area/California High-Speed Rail Ridership and Revenue
Forecasting Study Ridership and Revenue Forecasts, August 2007. Report for the CHSRA and
the Metropolitan Transportation Commission.

134

Federal Railroad Administration, "Analysis of the Benefits of High-Speed Rail on the
Northeast Corridor" (Washington, D.C.: June 2008),
www.oig.dot.gov/StrearnFile?file=/data/pdfdocs/HSR_Final_7-1-08 .pdf.

135

Out-of-corridor examples might include Eureka to Fresno, Monterey to San Diego or Redding
to Bakersfield.

136

Sources : CHSRA EIR/EIS and NCEIS .

137

Calculated from CHSRA trip tables (EIS/EIR Table 3.2-13 and NCEIS Table 3.2-12). In this
comparison, the 2020 ridership projections are not adjusted to 2030.

138

Daniel Leavitt, Erin Vaca, Peter Hall, "Revenue and Ridership Potential for a High-Speed Rail
Service in the San Francisco/Sacramento-Los Angeles Corridor," Working Paper UCTC No
185, University of California Transportation Center, Berkeley, February, 1994,
www.uctc.net/scripts/countdown.pl?185.pdf.
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139

Mid-point projection. Adjustments were as follows. The 2010 University of California
Projection was increased to account for market growth in the corridor from using the 2005 to
2030 annual market growth assumed in the NCEIS. The projection was adjusted upward to
account for route sections included in the current proposal, but not the FRA plan.

140

www.fra.dot.gov/Downloads/RRDev/cfs0997aH2.pdf.

141

These adjustments were as follows. The 2020 FRA projection was increased to account for
market growth in the corridor from using the 2005 to 2030 annual market growth assumed in
the NCEIS. The projection was further increased to account for the higher maximum speed,
using a ratio between the FRA high-speed rail alternative and the FRA "maglev" alternative.
Finally, the FRA figure was adjusted upward to account for route sections included in the
current proposal, but not the FRA plan, using the market ratios in the 2020 Investment Grade
Projection (considered the most reliable projection produced by CHSRA and the only
projection labeled "investment grade").

142

Calculation: 700 divided by 1,000 = 70 percent.

143

An average load of 994 passengers are assumed on trains that have a seating capacity of 1, 175
(Average load factor calculated from NCEIS 4-20 and NCEIS Table 3,5-5). Other CHSRA
documents project train capacities of 450-500, 650, 1,175, 1,200 and 1,600. Obviously the
projected loads could not be accommodated in the smaller trains, which further erodes the
credibility ofCHRSA ridership projections (more fully discussed in Section IV, Analysis of
California High-Speed Rail Plan, Federal Safety Standards).

144

Sources: www .bts.gov/press_releases/2008/btsO 13_08/html/btsO 13 _08.html,
republicans. transportation.house. gov/Media/Fileffestimony/Rail/4-19-07-Metzler. pdf.
Estimated from Amtrak monthly performance reports, September 2007 and September 2005,
Calculated from data in the RENFE 2004 annual report, and National Academy of Sciences.

145

The commercial aviation industry pioneered yield management, also known as revenue
management, to maximize revenue by selling as many as seats as possible on every flight.
Experts working with software have developed models that use historical data regarding traffic
flow and consumer behavior to anticipate the likelihood of future ticket sales. Next, fares in
varying amounts are matched to available seats. The model has maximized revenue from what
is a "perishable resource"-an airline seat. (Unsold seats are "perishable" because unless sold
revenue from that seat on that trip is lost forever.) Yield management has succeeded in
generating higher revenue yields for airlines. Some intercity railroads have contracted with
airlines to modify software and practices for their particular needs.

146

republicans. transportation.house.gov/Media/Fileffestimony/Rail/4-19-07-Metzler. pdf,

147

Estimated from Amtrak monthly performance reports, September 2007 and September 2005.

148

Calculated from data in the RENFE 2004 annual report.

149

Transportation Research Board, National Research Council, In Pursuit ofSpeed: New Options
for Intercity Passenger Transport, Special Report 233, 1991, p. 154.

150

www.bts.gov/press_releases/2008/bts013_08/html/bts013_08.html.

151

The proposed and now operating Acela high-speed rail service operates more slowly than the
European and Japanese systems.

152

FRA, Northeast Corridor Transportation Plan: New York City to Boston: July 1994.

153

Calculated from Amtrak Monthly Report data.
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154

The actual shortfall in ridership relative to projections may have been more. Overall
projections for the entire corridor were not found.

155

Estimated from data in Amtrak monthly reports.

156

Calculated from data from West Japan Railway, East Japan Railway and Central Japan
Railway 2007 annual reports. This passenger intensity is somewhat overstated because some
high-speed rail trains start or end their trips on conventional sections of route, especially on the
East Japan Railway.

157

Passenger miles per route mile (PM/RM) is a key indicator of demand relative to the extent of
infrastructure constructed. It would be expected that when comparing overseas HSR systems to
the proposed California HSR network that those of Japan and Europe would perform better
(the reasons for this are described in Part 3, International Experience, and Part 4, Forecasting
Ridership) which are described elsewhere). Despite such differences, the CHSRA's PM/RM
demand projections show California's system as being superior to HSR systems in Japan and
Europe. This untenable estimate is further evidence that the HSR system projected ridership
lacks credibility.

158

The actual passenger miles do not appear to be stated in recent project documents. The
CHSRA 2030 Base Ridership Projection passenger miles estimated using data in NCEIS Table
4.3-2 (Cost of station services divided by cost per passenger mile of station services). The
CHSRA 2030 High Ridership Projection is estimated assuming the average trip length from
the base 2030 projection.

159

Estimated from NCEIS data for the base and high end projections.

160

ec.europa.eu/dgs/energy_transport/figures/pocketbook/doc/2006/2006_transport_en.pdf. The
French ridership intensity is somewhat overstated because some high-speed rail trains start or
end their trips on non-high-speed conventional routes, which means the CHSRA's projections
are overly optimistic.

161

No passenger mile data was provided in the University of California study.

162

Based on 1999 CHSRA plan, inflated to 2006$. The NCEIS does not include later estimates
for business class fares.

163

Internet inquiries: May 2008 (Japan and France), July 2008 (Washington-New York).

164

Calculated from gross intercity passenger miles as estimated from NCEIS data gross
commercial revenues relating to Alternative Pl (Pacheco) in Cambridge Systematics, 2007.

165

Calculated from data in annual reports.

166

"France train fares on track for increase; railway tolls in France could go up 80%," Web in
France Magazine, www.webinfrance.com/france-train-fares-on-track-for-increase-rail-tollsfrance-could-go-up-80-percent-3 25 .html.

167

Calculated from Amtrak Monthly Performance Report: for September 2007 using average
Acela passenger trip length from September 2005 in the Amtrak Monthly Performance Report
for September 2005. Ancillary revenue data is not provided. If ancillary revenue data were
available, the difference between Acela per passenger mile yields and the proposed CHSRA
passenger mile yield would be greater.

168

This analysis is based upon the Pacheco Pass alignment.

169

Data from National Transit Database.
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170
171

Data from National Transit Database.
www.capitolcorridor.org/about_ccjpa/press_room/2008/03/capitol_corridor_ridership_soa.php.

172

NCEIS, p. 2-11.

173

Projection Assumptions:
LOW PROJECTION
Based upon FRA 1997 for SD-LA-SF Corridor 2020 projections
Adjusted upward for additional mileage using market data ratios from 2020 Investment Grade
Projection.
Adjusted upward for 2020 to 2030 travel market size using CHSRA assumptions.
HIGH PROJECTION
Airline diversion 1/3 of the market, HSR automobile diversion projection from 2020
Investment Grade Projection adjusted for market growth to 2030.

)

174

The 2030 Due Diligence Base Projection is based upon the 1997 FRA report projection for
2020, adjusted for the additional route length and updated to 2030. The 2030 Due Diligence
Base Projection does not include the adjustment for slower speeds (See Forecasting Speed and
Federal Safety Standards). However, this projection is considered generous because of the
likelihood that the HSR system will not be able to achieve its aggressive operating speed
objectives, which is likely to result in even lower ridership than the Due Diligence projec~ions.

175

As documented by Flyvbjerg et al.

176

Erik N. Nelson, "Dodging the Bullet Train," Oakland Tribune, November 19, 2006,
findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn4176/is_20061119/ai_nl 685753 8/pg_l

177

Sean Holstege, "Truth may have come off the tracks," Oakland Tribune, Aug 22, 2004,
findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qn417 6/is_20040822/ai_nl 4582033.

178

Steve Schmidt, "2008 Vote: State Propositions, $10 billion bond for high-speed rail sought,"
The San Diego Union-Tribune, September 9, 2008,
www.signonsandiego.com/news/state/2 0080909-9 999-1n9rail.html.

179

2006$ are used because most current CHSRA documentation uses 2006$.

180

Request for Expression of Interest (RFEI) documents, Appendix C. These cost figures are used
throughout this report because they are the latest published and since they were provided to the
investment community. Public officials are under a legal obligation to provide the investment
community with the best possible information (indicative of this duty are securities fraud
charges that have been filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission against five former
city of San Diego officials. See www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-57.htm).

181

Request for Expression oflnterest documents (RFEI), Appendix C.

182

Estimated based upon an analysis of Missing Phase segments in previous CHSRA reports.

183

This Due Diligence Report relies on the lowest cost alternative used in estimating cost of the
Missing Phase.

184

Flyvbjerg et al.

185

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 44
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186

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 14-16

187

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 14

188

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 12.

189

Flyvbjerg et al., p .12.

190

Mette K. Skamris and Bent Flyvbjerg, "Accuracy of Traffic Forecasts and Cost Estimates on
Large Transportation Projects," Transportation Research Record (Washington, D.C.:
Transportation Research Board, National Research Council), 1996.

191

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 5.

192

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 16.

193

Senate committee High Speed Rail Report, p. 24

194

David Briginshaw, "KTX Takes The Lead in Korea," International Railway Journal, January
2007, p. 21.

195

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 138.

196

Only the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 was stronger. Three other earthquakes were of the
same intensity as the Tehachapi earthquake, Montana, Landers, California and Eureka (1947).
See earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/states/historical.php and
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/regional/pdf/baker/Geology_Plates_3-4 .pdf.

197

EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report, August 2005,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080129162048_ch-2.pdf, p. 2-9.

198

Jerry Brown, Mayor of Oakland, speaking to the Board of Directors, CHSRA, July 20, 1999,
as reflected in the meeting minutes,
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080123145357_Minutes_0799.pdf, p. 4 .

199

EIR/EIS, p. 6A-16.

200

Ibid., p. 6A-9.

201

Ibid., p. 6A-17.

202

"California High-Speed Rail Authority to Study Zero Greenhouse Gas Emission," press
release, February 7, 2008,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/news/Press-Release--Zero-Greenhouse-Gas-Emissions.pdf.

)

203

Though, unlike other stations, travel time information is not provided to and from this station.
See http://www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/map.htm.

204

The limited funding documentation available indicates funding from local partnerships, which
could include counties, cities and special districts (such as transit districts).

205

While it is true that such operations occur in the French and Japanese systems, the distances
where HSR shares tracks with commuter and freight trains in the urban areas of California
would be longer; freight train volumes (which operate much more slowly than commuter rail
trains) are much more intense than found on lines overseas. In the U.S. context, any such
operations are likely to add more to travel times than overseas experience suggests.

206

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 20.

207

$49.0 billion to $73.5 billion in 2008$ (see Due Diligence Projections).
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208

$54.3 billion to $81.4 billion in 2008$ (see Due Diligence Projections).

209

The Texas TGV operating costs per seat mile are estimated at 70 percent higher than the
CHSRA projection (adjusted to 2006$). Transportation Research Board, National Research
Council, In Pursuit ofSpeed: New Options for Intercity Passenger Transport, Special Report
233, 1991, Table A-14 (operating cost items only).

210

This high estimate could be overly conservative, given the enormous differences between
CHSRA revenue per passenger mile assumptions and those actually experienced by Japanese
HSR trains and Acela.

211

The 432-mile Los Angeles-San Francisco distance appears to be a mistake. The CHSRA
interactive map indicates a distance of 432 miles from Los Angeles-San Francisco. However,
the same map indicates a Los Angeles-Gilroy distance of 370 miles and a Gilroy-San
Francisco distance of 79, for a total of 449 Los Angeles-San Francisco miles. The same route
with a Merced stop, as indicated in the NCEIS, would be approximately 460 miles. A 490-mile
route was calculated from the Request for Expression of Financial Interest documents.

212

The Los Angeles- San Diego time was lengthened to 1 hour and 20 minutes upon enactment of
AB 3034.

213

On page 2-13, the NCEIS indicates that express trains would operate non-stop between
Sacramento, San Francisco or San Jose and Los Angeles or San Diego. On page 4-20, the
NCEIS indicates that express trains would have one intermediate stop.

214

Calculated from interactive system map (384 miles in 2:09),
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/map.htm.

215

Calculated from information in Colin J. Taylor, "TGV Est Lifts the Record," Railway Gazette
International, September 2007.

2 16

This occurred on the Cologne to Frankfurt HSR line in Germany, where political
considerations resulted in the addition of five stations. See Flyvbjerg et al., p. 40.

217

CHSRA map at www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/map.htm.

21 8

EIR/EIS, www.cahighspeedrail.ca. gov/images/chsr/20080129182904_ ch-6a. pdf, p 6A-17.

219

Based on the 2006 population in the US Bureau of the Census, American Community Survey
estimates for urbanized area boundaries as delineated in 2000. See www.demographia.com/dbcaua.pdf.

220

A coefficient exists indicating that the faster a HSR train travels the greater its exterior noise
output; such technical details are beyond the scope of this report.

221

Transportation Research Board, In Pursuit ofSpeed: New Options for Intercity Passenger
Transport, National Research Council, 1991, Table A-15.

222

Assumes operating speed of the world's fastest operating HSR segment of greater length (Paris
to Avignon), with an adjustment to account for a peak operating speed of 200 mph (320 kph).

223

SB 1856, p. 4.

224

Transportation Research Board, In Pursuit ofSpeed: New Options for Intercity Passenger
Transport, National Research Council, 1991, Table A-15.

--]
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225

Alternative route lengths noted above could reduce this time by 6 minutes or increase it by 9
minutes. Consistent with CHSRA documentation in the EIS/EIR, 10 minutes is added for the
Tehachapi-Palmdale routing (as opposed to the I-5 Tejon Pass routing).

226

Variations occur per station stop. This study assumes that each station stop adds an average of
9 minutes to the travel time This is the result of slowing from top speed to a stop, "dwell" time
in the station for passengers to disembark and board, and the time required to resume top speed
(this estimate is based upon an examination ofTGV and Bullet Train schedules).

227

Assembly Bill 3034 was approved by the Assembly and at publication it was unclear whether
the bill would be signed by the Governor. AB 3034 would slightly reduce maximum non-stop
operating times, with the exception of Sacramento-San Jose, which would no longer have a
maximum non-stop operating time specified in law.

228

"What Is a High-Speed Train System?" California High Speed Rail Authority, undated,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/plan/pdf/Plan_l .pdf.

229

Photos of the complete destruction ofICE Train passenger cars can be found at Gunnar J.
Kuepper, "Colossal impact of German train crash," EMD Reports (Emergency and Disaster
Management Inc.), www.emergency-management.net/firel.htm. Of all the reports on this
accident, perhaps the most cogent is by Masayuki Nakao, Institute of Engineering Innovation,
University of Tokyo, "InterCity Express Accident," Failure Knowledge Database at the Japan
Science and Technology Agency, undated, shippai.jst.go.jp/en/Detail?fn=2&id=CA1000637.

230

"German railway inspects high-speed trains, cancels dozens of services," International Herald
Tribune, July 11, 2008, www.iht.com/articles/ap/2008/07/11/europe/EU-Germany-DeutscheBahn.php.

23 1

"Eurostar train derails in France," BBC News, June 5, 2000,
news. bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/779027 .stm.

2 32

This report will not attempt to provide an inventory of rail accidents on tracks jointly used by
different types of trains because of the exhaustive nature of such a list. The FRA maintains
such records. See safetydata.fra.dot.gov/officeofsafety/.

23 3

Implementation Plan, California High-Speed Rail Authority, 2005,
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/2008012317153 7_ImplementationPlan. pdf, pp. 2122.

234

For a map of the Caltrain system see www.caltrain.com/caltrain_map.html; for the Metrolink
system see www.metrolinktrains.com/documents/Stations/MetrolinkMap.pdf; for the CHSRA
system see www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/map.htm.

235

California High Speed Rail Authority and Federal Railroad Administration, Final Program
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIRIEIS) for the Proposed
California High-Speed Train System, Volume I: Report, August 2005,
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080129162048_ch-2.pdf, p. 2-2, hereinafter
referred to as EIR/EIS.

236

Ibid., p. 6A-4. Also, see several drawings ofHSR with commuter train and/or freight train
shared track segments in California High Speed Rail Authority and Federal Railroad
Administration, Final Bay Area to Central Valley High-Speed Train (HST) Program
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement . . . Volume 2: Appendices,
May 2008, hereinafter referred to as NCEIS.
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080602142821_Complete%20Volume%202%20
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wCover.pdf. Shared tracks with Caltrain and freight trains is Figure CC-2, "San Francisco to
San Jose Caltrain Corridor Typical Four Tracks at Grade," p. 2-E-2 and p. 2-E-8; a shared
HSR/commuter rail station at Tracy can be seen at "Bay Area to Central Valley Altamont
Pass," 2-E-99; HSR and commuter trains only (no freight) at Figure PP-9, "San Jose to Los
Banos Pacheco Pass Typical Retained Fill," p. 2-E-56.

,,)

L

l

237

EIR/EIS, Volume I, p. 6A-26.

238

"The California High-Speed Train Network - The Next Steps to Construction," undated,
phasing recommendations approved by the CHSRA board as reflected in the meeting minutes
of May 23, 2007, p. 6. The link to the minutes is
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080121164421_052307_min.pdf and the Phasing
Plan is at www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080121 165954_052307_plan.pdf.

239

NCEIS, Volume 1, p. 2- 9.

240

Association for California High-Speed Trains, untitled and undated article on Home page at
www.highspeedtrainsforca.com/default.asp.

241

Garth Stapley, "Bill to update ACE trains needs votes from valley," Modesto Bee, May 07,
2008, www.modbee.com/local/story/291160.html.

242

Michael Cabanatuan, "Union Pacific won't share with high-speed rail," San Francisco
Chronicle, Friday, June 6, 2008, www.sfgate.com/cgibin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/06/05/BAL8113I9K.DTL and Eric Bailey, "Proposed L.A.-to-S.F.
bullet train hits a snag," Los Angeles Times, June 4, 2008, www.latimes.com/news/local/la-mebullet5-2008jun05,0,7414713.story.

243

NCEIS, p. 127.

244

"Oversight Hearings of the California High-Speed Rail Authority," Committee Report, Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee, June 2008, p. 25.

245

Ibid., p. 25.

246

Authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 20103.

247

Legal challenges to preempt FRA's authority have failed. The most recent example is the
California Court of Appeal ruling on June 3, 2008 that FRA regulations governing the "push"
mode of"push-pull" commuter trains preempt the practice from being used against Metrolink
in a class-action lawsuit that stems from a January 2005 train crash. The accident in Glendale
resulted in 11 fatalities and nearly 200 injuries. The appellate court ruled that because the type
of operation is lawful under FRA regulations, the plaintiffs cannot argue in state court that the
practice was negligent. See Angela Hokanson, "Metrolink wins push-pull case," Burbank
Leader, June 4, 2008, www.burbankleader.com/articles/2008/06/04/publicsafety/blrmetrolink07.txt. See the rnling in Southern California Regional Rail Authority et al., v.
Superior Court of Los Angeles County, Respondent: James Tutino et al., in the Court of
Appeal of the State of California, Second Appellate District, June 3, 2008 at
www.courtinfo.ca.gov/opinions/documents/B200777.pdf. In June 2008, the individual accused
of parking his vehicle on the tracks and causing the accident was found guilty of multiple
charges; see Tony Castro, "Alvarez convicted of 11 counts of murder in Glendale train crash
incident," Los Angeles Daily News, June 27, 2008, www.dailynews.com/news/ci_9714112.

248

Railroad Safety Statistics 2005 Annual Report (Washington, D.C.: Federal Railroad
Administration, December 2006), safetydata.fra.dot.gov/Objects/bull2005-book.pdf, p. 1.
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249

Milton Valencia and James Vaznis, "Freight car rams commuter train, injuring 150," The
Boston Globe, March 26, 2008,
www.boston.com/news/local/articles/2008/03/26/freight_car_rams_commuter_train_injuring_
150/ . Also, "Freight car hits Boston commuter train," Associated Press, March 25, 2008,
www.forbes.com/afxnewslimited/feeds/afx/2008/03/26/afx4815428 .html

250

According to the latest published data, the U.S. rail industry moved 1.5 billion ton-miles
compared with 1.1 billion ton-miles on roads (2001), approximately a 58 percent share of the
combined rail/truck market. In the European Union, railroads carried 158.1 million ton-miles
compared with 923.1 million ton-miles on roads (2002), a 14.6 percent rail share. In Japan,
railroads transported 15.4 million ton-miles compared with 224.7 million on roads (2005), a
rail share of only 6.4 percent.

251

Tyrell, D., "Rail Passenger Equipment Accidents and the Evaluation of Crashworthiness
Strategies", Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, U.S. Department of
Transportation, paper presented to the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, London, May 2001,
www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/Research/uscr_std.pdf, pp. 1-2.

252

Implementation Plan, pp. 21-22.

253

Suffice to say that FRA regulations control the amount of weight required to be built into the
front of a passenger train in order to clear the track of obstacles and to help withstand
collisions. Car crashworthiness includes crash energy management features, longitudinal
structural strength and rollover strength requirements, the frequency and manner in which
trains are inspected, interior features that may affect passenger safety and other factors.

254

Car body strength is discussed in Ronald Mayville, Richard Stringfellow, Robert Rancatore,
and Kent Johnson, "Development of a Passenger Rail Vehicle Crush Zone," Proceedings of the
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minutes on the route, while the EIS/EIR projected a train travel time of 2 hours and 25
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under the EIS/EIR to 46 minutes under the NCEIS. If CHSRA had used a consistent access
time (non-train travel time portion of the door-to-door time), the door-to-door travel time
would have been 3 hours and 43 minutes, instead of 3 hours and 24 minutes. This is a
substantial door-to-door travel time improvement and is likely to have had a material impact in
inflating the ridership in the NCEIS ridership projections.
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Analysis uses improved fuel economy as projected by the Energy Information Administration.
Auto operating costs are marginal only, including gasoline, tires and maintenance, but
excluding insurance and ownership expenses.
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Ibid., pp. 32- 33. In this letter, Chairman Kopp indicates that surplus revenues from Phase I
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such a surplus will materialize. (See Due Diligence Projections.)
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One example is CHSRA, A Comprehensive Approach to Intercity Rail, January 31 , 2001, p. 1.
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EIR/EIS, p. 5-5.
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Forecasting Study, Levels-of-Service Assumptions and Forecast Alternatives, August 2006 and
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&newsLang=en
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Proponents sometimes claim that HSR is profitable with respect to operating costs, and exclude
the cost of construction and capital. A profitable enterprise must return greater revenues than
all costs, both capital and operating.

368

Quentin L. Kopp, "Another View: Let's put state on fast track to the future," The Sacramento
B ee, June 22, 2008, www.sacbee.com/l 10/story/ 1029467.html.

369

Garrison and Levinson, p. 122.

370

Examples of such user revenues are landing fees and user taxes on airline tickets (whose
proceeds are dedicated to aviation). There is a small annual subsidy to the aviation system for
FAA's safety and regulatory functions and also the Essential Airline Service program, which
subsidizes airline service to a small number of smaller urban areas.
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Such user revenues include special (rather than general purpose) taxes on fuel and tolls
(subsidies from www.bts.gov/programs/federal_subsidies_to_passenger_transportation/, airline
revenues from National Transportation Statistics).

372

As used in this context, profits are the net of commercial revenues over operating and capital
costs, excluding the taxpayer costs of bonds or grants.

373

This assumes payment of operating costs and CHSRA debt service.
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EIR/EIS, p. 2-1.

375

Financial information in this chapter is in 2003$, since that was the basis of CHSRA 's cost
estimates for the highway and Aviation Alternatives.

376

Use of 2003$ here is an exception to this report's adjustment of data to 2006$ because of the
CHSRA's exclusive use of2003$ in its analysis of alternatives.
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www .sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/04/26/ED7JI OBHUl.DTL.

378

Assembly Bill 3034 (2008), Section l(a), as introduced.

379

Automobile increase calculated from NCEIS Table 3.5-4. Airline increase estimated from
CHSRA 1997-2005 and 2005-2030 annual rates.

380

Advocates of intercity passenger rail often note that airlines have historically lost large
amounts of money. However, these losses have been sustained by private investors, not
governments. There is a small federal subsidy (principally for the Federal Aviation
Administration's safety regulation and to subsidize airline service to smaller urban areas,
which was estimated at less than $3 billion in 2002 (latest estimate available). This represented
$0.006 per passenger mile, a small fraction of the total airline revenues of $0.12 per passenger
mile. In contrast, the federal subsidy to Amtrak was $0.159 per passenger mile in 2002, more
than the total airline revenue per passenger mile (subsidies from
www.bts.gov/programs/federal_subsidies_to_passenger_transportation/, airline revenues from
National Transportation Statistics). A $5 billion program of one-time assistance to airlines was
established to compensate for the losses arising from the 9-11 terrorist attack, which is more
properly considered compensation for a virtual act of war than a subsidy (assistance to New
York City transportation authorities for 9-11 related damages should be similarly considered).

381

EIS/EIR Table 2.5-1. The Highway Alternative was developed by CHSRA based upon 2020
traffic projections using 2003 costs. This was the full system operation planning horizon year
at the time of the "alternatives" analysis and has not been full y updated. Thus, the assumption
was that the entire HSR system would be in operation in 2020. The HSR planning horizon year
has since been changed to 2030 from 2020. The traffic projections have been updated only in
Northern California and the "alternatives" analysis has not been updated. As a result, this
analysis uses the 2020 data, except where later representative data is available. As in the case
of the CHSRA analysis, this analysis assumes that the entire HSR system would be in
operation under either the 2020 or 2030 traffic projections.

382

"Lane-miles" is standard terminology in denoting a single, one-way lane for a mile. Thus, if a
freeway were expanded by a single lane in each direction, over each mile two lane-miles would
be added.

383

Figures extended to 2040 to show longer term impact of HSR (beyond 2030, when the full
system is in operation).

384

Calculation: 2.5%/1.4% = 1.7 years (HSR impact divided by annual traffic growth rate).
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385

This can be a confusing table and is shown to demonstrate that not even CHSRA claims that
the HSR alternative would reduce traffic congestion more than the Highway Alternative.

386

As measured by the volume-capacity ratio. The volume-capacity ratio measures the traffic on a
roadway relative to its capacity. A value of 1.00 means that a roadway is operating at capacity.
A value above 1.00 means that the traffic is above capacity and that there is significant traffic
congestion. A value below 1.00 means that the roadway has less traffic than its capacity.

387

Using the 2003 CHSRA costs, the Highway Alternative costs $2.4 billion for each percentage
point reduction ih congestion ($66 billion divided by a 27 point reduction in the
volume/capacity ratio), while HSR costs $7.4 billion ($37 billion divided by a 5 point
reduction in the volume/capacity ratio).

388

Estimated from Caltrans traffic count data for 2005, comparing vehicle miles in segments
impacted by HSR (as identified in the EIS/EIR) to the total vehicle miles on the state highway
system (from FHWA).

389

Calculation: 2.3% x 23% = 0.6%. Little traffic diversion would occur on local roadways,
which means even the 0.6% figure is generous. On the other hand, it is possible that off-peak
diversion by HSR would be greater than peak. It seems highly unlikely that the difference,
however would be enough to raise the traffic reduction to a figure approaching 2.3 percent.

390

The "level of service" is a categorization of the volume-capacity ratio. Level of service "A"
occurs when traffic volumes are 60% or less ofroadway capacity. Level of service "B" is from
over 60% to 70% of capacity. Level of service "C" is from over 70% to 80% of capacity. Level
of service "D" is from over 80% to 90% of capacity. Level of service "E" is from over 90% to
100% of capacity. Level of service "F" is from over 100% of roadway capacity. A total of 18
segments were evaluated in the NCEIS. In one case there was an improvement in the level of
service, however CHSRA attributes that change to roadway expansion, not HSR (NCEIS Table
3.1-2).

391

In fact, many California roadways operate above 80% capacity and even at 100% capacity

today, yet are not being expanded.

)

392

EIS/EIR T able 3.l -A-6.

393

NCEIS Table 3.1-2.

394

Estimated applying FHWA lane mile cost estimates (2000 inflated to 2003, using the Caltrans
Construction Cost Index) to the roadway segments proposed for expansion by CHSRA. Like
the CHSRA estimate, the Due Diligence estimate is expressed in 2003$. The 2002 cost base is
used and inflated to 2003, using the Caltrans "Price Index for Selected Highway Construction
Items," www.dot.ca. gov/hq/ esc/ oe/contract_progress/ exhibitA. pdf.

395

NCEIS, Table 3.1 -3.

396

This is a generous estimate. Calculation: 1.7 years divided by 30 year discount period = 5.8%.

397

At the exaggerated CHSRA costs, the attributable cost of the HSR Highway Alternative would
be $3 .2 billion.

398

California High-Speed Rail Authority, Fly California . .. without ever leaving the ground,
undated, www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/eir_final/pdf/EIR-EIS_brochure_8-2005.pdf, p. 2.

399

USDOT, Domestic Airfares, Second quarter data, all years.

40
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401

At the CHSRA projection rate, airline volumes within California should have been at least
20% higher than in 2000. Volumes were nearly 12 percent lower.

402

Los Angeles, Glendale-Burbank, Santa Ana, Long Beach and Ontario airports. Calculated from
airport statistics at www.scag.ca.gov/aviation/.

403

Calculated from San Francisco International Airport data.

404

Calculated from Oakland International Airport data.

405

Sources: Calculated from USDOT data, CHSRA projections.

406

Calculated from NCEIS page 3.2-24

407

July 2007 Tokyo-Osaka air passengers calculated from data in Central Japan Railway, Data
Book 2007, page 14 (english.jr-central.co.jp/company/data_book.html). U.S. airline market
data for 2007, 3d quarter from ostpxweb.dot.gov/aviation/domfares/table 1073 .csv).

408

Schedule consulted for September 18, 2008. www.eskyguide.com.

409

Schedule consulted for September 18, 2008. www.eskyguide.com.

410

Author's examination of Air France timetables in the Air France Library, Paris.

411

Schedule consulted for September 18, 2008. www.eskyguide.com.

412

Schedule consulted for September 18, 2008. www.eskyguide.com.

413

Viggo Butler and Robert W. Poole, Jr., Increasing Airport Capacity Without Increasing
Airport Size, Policy Study No. 368, (Los Angeles: Reason Foundation, March 2008),
www.reason.org/ps368.pdf, pp. 25-26. These technologies collectively are generally called the
NextGen system.

414

Ibid. Other new technologies include Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast, Wide
Area Augmentation System, Continuous Descent Approach and Surface Area Movement
Management and managing flight through wake turbulence.

415

"Regional Aviation Plan for the 2004 Regional Transportation Plan," Southern California
Association of Governments, April 2004.

416

Los Angeles World Airports is the airport agency of the city of Los Angeles, which
administers LAX, Ontario and Palmdale airports, as well as other airports not engaged in
certificated airline service.

417

A Glendale to Palmdale tunnel would cost $2.3 billion and would be self-supporting from tolls;
see www.reason.org/ps324.pdf. Maglev would cost from $8.2 billion to $11.9 billion; see
www .scag.ca.gov/Maglev/pdf/lax_palmdale.pdf.

418

See for example, www.sandag.org/index.asp?projectid=29l&fuseaction=projects.detail and
www.scag.ca.gov/rtptac/pdf/2007/tac082707_ 4_1.pdf. Also see www.reason.org/ps324.pdf,
pp-13-16.

419

www.mtc.ca.gov/planning/air_plan/RASP_FinalReport.pdf, p .32

420

More than 80 percent of greenhouse gas emissions in California are C02,
www.energy.ca.gov/2006publications/CEC-600-2006-013/CEC-600-2006-013-SF.PDF, p5.

421

CHSRA, The High Speed Train is Earth Friendly,
www. highspeedtrainsforca.com/PDFFiles/EIR%20intro3.pdf. CHSRA documents and officials
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422

CHSRA, California High Speed Train, package presented to the Senate Transportation and
Housing Committee, January 11, 2008, page 13.

423

CHSRA claims on greenhouse gas emissions have been inconsistent. Upon the signing of AB
3034, CHSRA Chairman Quentin Kopp issued a statement to the effect that HSR would reduce
C02 emissions by 12 billion pounds, which is the equivalent of 5.4 million tons, a figure that is
nearly 80 percent higher than the 3.1 million ton figure indicated in the correction to the
NCEIS more than two months earlier (Addendum/Errata to NCEIS, Table 3.3-7).

424

All references to tons are metric tons. A metric ton is 1.10 U.S. tons.

425

Terry Barker, Igor Bashmakov, et al., "Mitigation from a cross-sectoral perspective,"
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2008, www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessmentreport/ar4/wg3/ar4-wg3-chapterl l .pdf, p. 621.

426

By comparison, carbon offsets can be purchased for $10 to $12 per ton of carbon dioxide
(www.carbonfund.org/site/pages/carbon_calculators/), a fraction the IPCC ceiling. Governor
Schwarzenegger, Speaker of the House of Representatives and San Francisco Congresswoman
Nancy Pelosi and former Vice-President Al Gore have purchased such offsets to compensate
for their use of air travel; see for example: www.nativeenergy.com/pages/individuals/3.php,
www .pacificforest.org/news/pdf/Gov-ERs-Purchase-PR-12-3-07. pdf,
www.pacificforest.org/news/pdf/PelosiPRfinal.pdf.

427

McKinsey notes that this can be accomplished while "maintaining comparable levels of
consumer utility," which means, "no change in thermostat settings or appliance use, no
downsizing of vehicles, home or conunercial space and traveling the same mileage" (though
McKinsey envisions car mileage improvements more substantial than called for in the recent
federal energy bill). Reducing U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: How Much at What Cost?
McKinsey & Company, The Conference Board, Executive Report, December 2007,
www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/ccsi/pdf/US_ghg_final_report.pdf, p. ix. This report was cosponsored by Environmental Defense Fund, the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC),
Shell, National Grid, DTE Energy and Honeywell.

428

Calculated from McKinsey.

429

C02e means 'carbon dioxide equivalent.' This is the international standard for measuring
GHGs. GHGs other than C02 are converted into C02e based upon their "global warming
potential."

430

U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration,
www .eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ 1605/ggrpt/.

43 1

Throughout the international literature on GHG emission reduction, there is considerable
concern about the most cost-effective achievement.

432

Including transmission losses.

433

The C02 reduction of 8. 7 tons cited in the CHSRA testimony to the state Senate Transportation
and Housing Committee was above the 8.0 million ton reduction reported in the Draft NCEIS
(calculated from daily figure in Table 3.3-11), which was current at the time (January 2008).

434

NCEIS, p. 3.5-15.

435

www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccms/ccrns.htm.
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436

www .arb.ca.gov/newsrel/nr050808b.htm.

437

www .eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/index.html.

438

Calculated from data in the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration,
2008 Annual Energy Outlook, Reference Case. This figure may be overly conservative. The
McKinsey & Company report
(www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/ccsi/pdf/US_ghg_final_report.pdt) indicates that average
fuel economy could approach 45 miles per gallon by 2030. General Motors data indicates that
new hybrid electric automobile technology, to be on sale early in the next decade, could
average more than 50 miles per gallon; gm-volt.com/chevy-volt-faqs/.

439

For example, the International Air Transport Association notes that the industry intends to
improve fuel efficiency by 25 percent (which would also mean a 25 percent reduction in GHG
emissions). See: www.iata.org/whatwedo/environment/climate_change.htm.

440

NCEIS Table 3.2-9.

441

NCEIS Table 3.1-2.

442

See cahighspeedrail.ca. gov/images/chsr/20080630134004_HSR_Addendurn_Revisions
%20to%20FEIR_Jun08.pdf, p. 3.1 .-2.

443

No analysis is provided of the CHSRA 2030 High Ridership Scenario. CHSRA provides
insufficient information for such an analysis to be performed. Moreover, the CHSRA 2030
High Ridership Scenario is considered so absurdly optimistic as to be highly improbable.

444

Calculated from Addendum/Errata to NCEIS, Table 3.3-7,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080630134004_HSR_Addendurn_Revisions%20t
o%20FEIR_Jun08.pdf.

445

The airfares are based upon the 2005 average fare using U.S. DOT data for California markets
at approximately $100. The expected incremental automobile operating expense per mile of
$0.17 is assumed for automobiles. (Incremental costs include gasoline, repairs, tires, but
exclude ownership and insurance expenses, which would not be reduced by using HSR.) The
basis of this cost estimate is the average cost per vehicle mile from the U.S. Department of
Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Consumer Expenditure report for 2005. Other higher
figures might be obtained from widely publicized sources such as the American Automobile
Association (AAA) and Hertz Car Rental. The AAA and Hertz figures, however, ASSUME
much earlier retirement of autos than the actual experience, which is better reflected in the BLS
data, and is adjusted for the anticipated improvement in fuel economy as projected by the U.S.
Department of Energy. Capital costs are discounted at 7 percent over 30 years. Cost
annualization methodology and discount factor from U.S. Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-94, "Guidelines and Discount Rates for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Federal
Programs," October 29, 1992; www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a094/a094.pdf.

446

www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080630134004_HSR_Addendum_Revisions.
%20to%20FEIR_Jun08.pdf, Calculated from data in Tables 3.3-4, 3.3-5, 3.3-7

447

In-state electricity generation, which accounted for 78 percent of the 2005 total electrical
supply, is fueled by natural gas (38 percent); nuclear sources (14 percent); coal (20 percent);
large hydroelectric resources (20 percent); and renewable resources (11 percent), including
wind, solar, and geothermal. Electricity imports in 2005 accounted for 22% of total production.
See NCEIS, p. 3.5-7.

448

2008$ are used in the C02 analysis and the Due Diligence Projections (financial) that follow .
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449
45

°

www. arb.ca. govIcc/scopingp Ian/document/ draftscopingplan.pdf
CARB estimates will be higher to the extent that CHSRA ridership estimates are erroneously
optimistic.

451

See www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/ccsi/pdf/US_ghg_final_report.pdf.

452

Calculated from wardsauto.com/keydata/.

453

Until release of the errata document (June 2008), CHSRA had maintained that the energy
consumption in construction would be paid back in one year (NCEIS 3.5-6). This is not
atypical of what could be characterized as "wild fluctuations" in CHSRA data. As in the case
of the revised, much lower C02 emission estimates, it would seem that this significant change
would have justified notification to the public from CHSRA.
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080630134004_HSR_Addendum_Revisions%20t
o%20FEIR_Jun08.pdf, Page 3.17-16.

454

Calculation: 50 percent divided by 1.5 percent equals 33.3.

455

The previous CHSRA figure was based on a traffic projection error according to the June 2008
NCIES errata publication. The previous traffic volume projections had anticipated a 6.4
percent reduction in statewide traffic by 2030 due to HSR. A 35 percent combined reduction in
traffic volumes was projected for San Francisco, San Mateo, Alameda and Contra Costa
Counties-an amount equal to increasing BART, AC Transit, San Francisco Municipal
Railway and SamTrans ridership five times with every new rider being a former auto driver.
An 11 percent reduction in traffic volumes was projected for areas of the state outside the HSR
corridors; of course, traffic reductions to this extent are absurd. This detail is provided because
CHSRA's errata publication characterized these as "technical corrections" that were "more
substantial than simple typographical errors."

456

The definitions of pollutants based upon the abbreviations generally used in GHG reports are
as follows: NOx- Oxides of nitrogen, CO-Carbon monoxide, TOG- Total organic gases, PMParticulate matter.

457

EIR/EIS, p. 3.0-1.

458

The news media, often a bellwether for public opinion, has expressed doubts about the HSR
program. For examples, see "Boondoggle express," editorial, Contra Costa Times, June 12,
2008, www.contracostatimes.com/search/ci_9571277?IADID. Also "Nowhere, fast," editorial,
San- Diego Union-Tribune, May 6, 2007,
www .signonsandiego.com/uniontrib/20070506/news_lz 1ed6top.html.

459

Railroads and regulatory agencies often establish platform standards. U.S. standards are based
in great part upon the statutory provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act and FRA
guidelines. In Britain, new stations must include a "standard" platform defined as the length
"long enough to accommodate the longest train formation regularly booked to stop at a
platform." See HM Railway Inspectorate & Safety Policy Directorate, "HMRI's Approach to
Non-Standard Station Platform Lengths and Selective Door Operation," RGD-2003-02,
www.rail-reg.gov.uk/upload/pdf/rgd-2003-02.pdf, November 13, 2007.

460

Based on TGV platform at Avignon, France, a stop for TGV trains that operate in tandem.
Measured using Google Earth imagery, earth.google.com/.

461

NCEIS, p. 3.7-3 .
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462

NCEIS, pp. S-20 and 3.7-25; NCEIS, Volume 3: Response to Comments, letter from
Pleasanton Mayor Jennifer Hosterman, p. S.25-26.

463

The Almanac, a newspaper covering Menlo Park, Atherton, Portola Valley, and Woodside on
the San Francisco Peninsula has covered the HSR issue comprehensively in 2007 and 2008 .
Articles outline objections from city councils, local residents, and organizers of a group named
Derail. The content is far to extensive to list here; see the newspaper's search function at
www .almanacnews.com/index.php.

464

Rory Brown, "On the Right Track?" The Almanac, February 27, 2008,
www .almanacnews.com/morguepdf/2008/2008_02_27.alm.sectionl. pdf.

465

Rory Brown, "Atherton, Menlo Park councils slam plans for high-speed rail," The Almanac,
February 6, 2008, www.almanacnews.com/story.php?story_id=5638.

466

Legal action based on the California Environmental Quality Act. See Town ofAtherton v.
California High Speed Rail Authority, Case No. 2008-80000022, Superior Court of California,
Sacramento County, filed August 7, 2008. Also: Rory Brown, "MP, Atherton join suit against
high-speed rail," TheAlmanac, August 5, 2008,
www.almanacnews.com/news/show_story.php?id=2407; Will Oremus, "Peninsula cities
planning suit to block bullet trains in South Bay," The Mercury News, August 8, 2008,
www.mercurynews.com/peninsula/ci_lO 139005?nclick_check=1; and Michael Cabanatuan,
"Suit filed over state high-speed rail project," San Francisco Chronicle, August 9, 2008,
www .sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/08/09/BALT 1270DF.DTL

467

Diana Diamond, "Bullet trajns loom for cities, But there's good news, too," Palo Alto Daily
Post, June 26, 2008, derailhsr.com/page/dailyl.htm.

468

Jonathan Richmond for City of Tustin, Slicing The Cake: The Case for a Los Angeles-San
Diego Bullet Train Service, August 1983 and Bullet Train Results Depend Upon An Error of
Computation, November 1984.

469

California High-Speed Rail Authority, "Environmental Impact Report I Environmental Impact
Statement Regional Studies- LAX, LA, to Orange County, San Diego," Revised Draft, July
25, 2001 , pp 43 and 50.

° Comment Letter AL076, Scott Reekstin, Senior planner, City of Tustin, Community

47

Development Department, August 31, 2004, in EIR/EIS, Volume II: Response to Comments,
August 2005, www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080130110538_ch-4_pg31833 l .pdf, p. 4-326.

)

471

See Tustin Legacy details at www.tustinlegacy.com/.

472

See more about Tustin's school construction plans at
www.tustinlegacy.com/article.cfm?id=60.

473

EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report, August 2005,
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080129 l 82904_ch-6a.pdf, p. 6A-27.

474

In Texas, HSR opponents had another name for farmland "severance"-they called it
"land locking."

475

NCEIS, www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080529170928_Sec_3.8_AgLands.pdf, p.
3.8-1.

476

Ibid., www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080129172033_ch-3_part_2.pdf, p. 3.8-14.
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477

Ibid., www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080529170928_Sec_3.8_AgLands.pdf, p.
3.8-1.

478

AB3034, p. 6.

479

"Oversight Hearings of the California High-Speed Rail Authority," p . 2.

48

°

Flyvbjerg et al., p. 45 .

481

In describing what appears to be the most recent capital cost estimate, the Request for
Expressions of Interest documents appear to exclude the Oakland-East Bay-San Jose,
Altamont Pass, Dumbarton Bridge and Irvine extensions.

482

"Oversight Hearings of the California High-Speed Rail Authority," p. 3.

483

Quentin L. Kopp, Chairman, CHSRA, letter to Alan Lowenthal, Chairman of the Senate
Transportation and Housing Committee, January 31, 2008, in "Oversight Hearings of the
California High-Speed Rail Authority," p. 32.

484

REFI, p. 5.

485

As is noted in Financial Uncertainty, there is currently no detailed financial plan. The general
plan appears to be that state bonds, private investment and federal funding would contribute
one-third each to the capital costs. This approach may not be viable and other funding sources
have aJso been mentioned, such as a sales tax, additional bond issues, and local government
·
contributions.

486

Richard Rider, "California High-Speed Rail Project Dead? Not Dead Enough," North County
Tim.es, January 8, 2008,
www.nctimes.com/articles/2008/01/09/opinion/rider/20_46_081_8_08.txt. Mr. Rider is
chairman of the San Diego Tax Fighters.

487

Estimated using CHSRA data and the maximum projected Due Diligence Report capital cost
escalation of 50 percent.

488

NCEIS, Volume 3: Responses to Comments,
www .cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080602143948_Complete%20Volume%203%20
wCover.pdf, p. 22-4.

489

Estimated from proposed HSR travel times, Metrolink travel times in the Los Angeles area,
Caltrain Peninsula service in the Bay Area, and recognition that HSR schedules will be faster
than commuter schedules even though such work will not permit HSR trains to reach their
highest speeds.

490

Maglev trains operate considerably faster than high speed rail (up to 300 mph, or 483 kph).
They are more expensive to build and there is only one in commercial operation (Shanghai
Pudong Airport to the outskirts of the Shanghai central business district). Maglev lines from
Hamburg to Berlin and from Munich to the airport have been cancelled, both largely due to
cost overruns.

49 1

NCEIS, Volume 1: Report, p. 2-19.

492

Quentin Kopp, CHSRA Chairman, letter, Senate High Speed Rail Report pp. 32-33.

493

Record of Decision California High-Speed Train System," Federal Railroad Administration,
November 18, 2005, www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/RRDev/hst_rod.pdf, p. 33.
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494

Calculated as Los Angeles-Riverside at $2.9 billion, Riverside-Mira Mesa at $4.0 billion, and
Mira Mesa-San Diego at $1.2 billion. From EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report, p. 6A-31.

495

Comments of the CHSRA Executive Director as reported in the Minutes of the meeting of the
Authority's Board of Directors, Sacramento, Calif., May 23, 2007,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca. gov/images/ chsr/20080 121164421_0523 07_min. pdf, p. 5.

496

Dave Downey, "I-15 work triggers search for new rail route," North County Times, September
3, 2008,
http://www.nctimes.com/articles/2008/09/03/news/sandiego/z63081b88d1ba8d43882574b900
758499.txt

497

EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report, p. 6A-22.

498

Eric Bailey, "Proposed L.A.-to-S.F. bullet train hits a snag," Los Angeles Times, June 4, 2008,
www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-bullet5-2008jun05,0,7414713 .story. Also, Michael
Cabanatuan, "Union Pacific won't share with high-speed rail," San Francisco Chronicle,
Friday, June 6, 2008, www.sfgate.com/cgibin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2008/06/05/BAL811319K.DTL.

499

The Los Angeles- San Diego 1 hour time is required in SB 1856, which would be lengthened
to 1 hour, 20 minutes under AB 3034. As of the publication date, it is unknown ifthe governor
will enact AB 3034 into law.

500

"The California High-Speed Train Network - The Next Steps to Construction," undated,
phasing recommendations approved by the CHSRA board as reflected in the meeting minutes
of May 23, 2007, p. 3. Phasing Plan is at
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/200801211 65954_052307_plan.pdf, p. 3.

soi

"Record of Decision California High-Speed Train System," Federal Railroad Administration,
November 18, 2005, www.fra.dot.gov/downloads/RRDev/hst_rod.pdf, p. 33.

so 2

To be more specific, the coastal routing is via Norwalk, Fullerton, Anaheim, Orange, Santa
Ana, Tustin, Irvine, Laguna Niguel/Mission Viejo, San Juan Capistrano, Capistrano Beach,
San Clemente, Oceanside, Carlsbad, Leucadia, Encinitas, Cardiff-by-the-Sea, Solana Beach,
and Del Mar.

so3

EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report, p. 6A-26.

s04 Association for California High-Speed Trains, untitled article on Home page at
www.highspeedtrainsforca.com/default.asp. As the composition of the association's board of
directors shows, it is made up primarily of consulting firms that stand to gain from system
construction.
sos The bullet points are summarized from EIR/EIS, Volume I: Report,
www.cahighspeedrail.ca.gov/images/chsr/20080129162048_ch-2.pdf, pp. 2-37, 2-38.
s06 Ibid., p. 2-38.
507

U.S. Passenger Rail Technologies (Washington, D. C.: Office of Technology Assessment,
OT A-STI-222, December 1983) govinfo.library.unt.edu/ota/Ota_ 4/DATA/1983/8327 .pdf, p.
62.

so8

George Flynn, "Wrong system, wrong reasons," The San Diego Union, November 14, 1984, p.
A- 13.
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509

The legislation was AB 3647 and the story is told in detail by Richard Trainor, who was the
author of one of the reports critical of the AHSRC; see "Process and Profits," CounterPunch,
December 9, 2003, www.counterpunch.org/trainor12092003.html. For later environmental
developments, see George Flynn, "Bullet train review outlined by state," The San Diego
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High-Speed Rail Authority Overview
Responsibility/Role. The High-Speed Rail Authority (authority) is an independent authority tasked with planning, construction, and operation of intercity high-speed trains in California. In
particular, the authority is responsible for the development of an
intercity train system that can operate at speeds of 200 miles per
hour (mph) or faster to connect the major metropolitan areas of
California, and provide service between Northern and Southern
California.
Staffing. The authority currently has 9.5 authorized positions.
Because it intends to maintain a minimal level of state staff, the
authority proposes to perform all system development work with
consultants. For 2008-09, the authority estimates it will spend
roughly $45 million on consulting services.
2008-09 Funding. The 2008-09 budget appropriated a total of
$46.5 million for the operation of the authority. The sources of
this funding include:

)

•

$5.7 million from the Public Transportation Account.

•

$8.2 million from Proposition 116 (2000) bond funds.

•

$29.1 million from the High-Speed Passenger Train Bond
Fund (Proposition 1A passed in November, 2008).

•

$3 million in reimbursements.
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High-Speed Rail Authority Overview
(Continued)
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Proposition 1A of 2008. In November 2008, voters approved
Proposition 1A, which allows the state to sell $9 billion in general
obligation bonds to partially fund the development and construction of the high-speed train system. (Proposition 1A also authorizes $950 million in bond funds for the improvement of other
passenger rail systems in the state.)

)

L

•

Funding Constraints. Bond proceeds cannot fund more
than 50 percent of construction costs for any corridor or usable segment thereof. The remaining construction funding
must come from other sources-including federal, local, or
private sources. Up to 10 percent of the bond money
($900 million) may be used for environmental review and
preliminary engineering and design, while 2.5 percent of the
funds ($225 million) may be used for administrative costs.

•

Accountability Measures. Proposition 1A specifies requirements that the authority must meet before it can request, and
subsequently encumber, the bond funds for specified capit.al
costs. Current law also requires additional accountability
measures including the submission of an updated business
plan and the formation of a peer review group to review project funding plans.

•

Phase I of Project. Proposition 1A identifies the first phase
of the project as the corridor between the San Francisco
Transbay Terminal and the Los Angeles Union Station and
Anaheim . Bond funds may be used to develop other highspeed corridors only if doing so does not adversely impact
the first phase of the project.
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Updated Business Plan Required
Revised Business Plan Required. Current law required the authority to submit, by September 1, 2008, a revised business plan
reflecting updated projections and assumptions. The plan was
to be similar to a financial prospectus prepared for investors and
not an advocacy document. The authority submitted the revised
plan November 7, 2008.
Statutorily Required Elements. The business plan was to
include:

)

•

A description of the anticipated system as well as its primary
benefits.

•

A forecast of anticipated patronage, operating, and capital
costs for the system.

•

An estimate and description of the total anticipated federal,
state, and other funds necessary for construction and operation.

•

A proposed chronology for construction of the eligible corridors in the system.

•

A discussion of all reasonably foreseeable risks as well as
the authority's strategies, processes, or possible actions to
mitigate those risks.

LEGI SLA TI VE ANALYS T 'S OFFICE
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Business Plan Lacks Specific Details
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Business Plan Fails to Provide Many Details

• What are the expected service levels, by segment?
• What is the assumed train capacity?

Description of the anticipated system

Forecast of patronage, operating, and capital costs • How are the ridership estimates projected?
• What is the operating break-even point?
• How will costs be distributed by segment route?
Estimate of necessary federal, state, and local funds • How would funds be secured?
• What level of confidence is there for receiving each type of funding?
Proposed construction limeline for each segment

• What is the proposed schedule, by segment, for completing design/
environmental clearance?
• For beginningfcompleting construction?

Discussion of risks and mitigation strategies

• How would each type of risk impact the project?
• What specific mitigation strategies are planned to be deployed?

Plan Lacks Specifics. The information provided by the revised
plan is very general and does not provide specifics that are
included in typical business plans. In particular, the plan does
not provide any better sense of how the authority would accomplish the objective of developing, constructing, and operating a
high-speed rail system.
Legislature Should Require More Details From Authority.
Before bond funds are appropriated for 2009-10, more specific
information should be provided including, at a minimum:
•

System details, such as route selection and anticipated ridership levels by phase.

•

A thorough description of the steps being pursued to secure
financing , both at the federal and private level.

•

A timeline with specific, achievable milestones for each
phase of the project

•

In-depth discussions of what strategies the authority would
pursue to mitigate the project's various risks and threats.

\.

\._ .
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Accountability Requirements
Statutory Requirements. Current law includes several accountability requirements related to the use of Proposition 1A bond
funds for capital costs. These include:
•

Detailed Funding Plan. At least 90 days prior to the initial
request for bond funds to be appropriated for capital costs
on each corridor (or segment), th e authority must submit a
detailed funding plan to the Legislature, Department of
Finance (DOF), and peer review group. The peer review
group must evaluate and prepare an independent assessment of the feasibility and reasonableness of the funding
plan, as well as the appropriateness of any assumptions,
analyses, and estimates relating to that plan.

•

Updated Funding Plan and Independent Financial Report. Before appropriated bond funds can be committed, the
authority must submit an updated funding plan to both DOF
and the Joint Legislative Budget Committee. The authority must also provide a report prepared by an independent
financial services firm or consultant indicating that construction can be completed as proposed, the corridor would be
suitable and ready for high-speed train operation, service
providers can begin using the tracks upon completion, and
!he planned service will not require an operating subsidy. ~

Requirements Do Not Apply to Noncapital Costs. Current
law does not include any specific accountability requirements for
the use of Proposition 1A funds for noncapital costs. There are
also no accountability provisions relating to any additional state
or federal funds spent on the project.

)
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Additional Measures
To Increase Accountability

0

Project Selection Criteria Should Encourage Immediate
Mobility Benefits. The authority plans to commit the majority of
the Proposition 1A bond funds early in the project. It is important
that the funds be spent on projects that benefit the state's overall transportation system in case the high-speed train program
is delayed or suspended. We recommend that the authority be
required to adopt project selection criteria that prioritizes the use
of bond funds to the delivery of projects with the greatest immediate mobility benefits.
Annual Reporting. In order to ensure that all public funds are
being spent effectively once appropriated and committed, we
recommend the enactment of legislation directing the authority
to report annually to the Legislature. The report should include,
at a minimum:

0

)

•

A plan identifying what work has been accomplished and
what work is anticipated in the budget year.

•

Program funding status and projected funding sources (specifically state and federal funding) for the budget and future
years, by segment.

•

Future contract obligations and expected schedule of costs.

•

A timeline including baseline comparisons from prior years
and any projected adjustments.

•

Any changes in planning or financial assumptions that may
improve or hinder the progress of the project.

Jj

Hold Joint Legislative Hearings. We further recommend that
the policy committees and budget subcommittees of the Legislature hold periodic joint hearings in which the authority report
on the use of bond funds, the availability of other funds, and the
timeliness of project delivery.
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2009-10 Budget Requests

Proposed 2009-10 Contracts for High-Speed Rail Authority
{In Millions)

Project-level design and environmental review
Program management services
Financial plan and public-private partnership program
New ridership and revenue forecasts
Other miscellaneous contracts

Total

0

)

$95.0
22.6
2.0
2.0
1.4
$123.0

Budget Requests. The Governor's budget requests $125 million
in Proposition 1A bond money to fund the authority's activities
in 2009-10. No federal or other state funds are included in the
budget. The requested amount includes:
•

$123 million for various consulting contracts.

•

$2.2 million for administrative costs.
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Budget Requests Lack Justification
Lack of Justification for Contract Amounts. While the general types of proposed contract work appear reasonable, the
authority provides almost no justification for the specific amounts
requested for each contract. For instance, no information was
provided on the work to be accomplished over the budget year,
nor how that work fits into the total development of the system.
•

More Contract Details Needed. Before the Legislature
decides on the amount of contract funding to appropriate for
2009-10, the authority should provide supplemental information for each proposed contract describing the amount of work
to be accomplished in the budget year, and how that work fits
into the overall development of the high-speed system.

Engineering Review Workload Not Yet Known. The authority
is requesting funding for two full-time engineers to review project
design documents for legal compliance. It is unclear whether
there is enough work for these engineers on a workload basis.
We recommend the Legislature provide funding for the authority
to contract with Caltrans to perform review of documents. This
would allow time for the authority to establish the need for inhouse engineers on a workload basis.

l_
l_

)
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Federal StimulusAmerican Recovery and Reinvestment Act
High-Speed Rail Funding. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act provides $8 billion in capital assistance for highspeed rail corridors and intercity passenger rail service nationwide to be distributed as discretionary grants. The federal government defines high-speed rail as intercity passenger rail that is
reasonably expected to reach speeds of 110 mph.
Strategic Plan. The U.S. Secretary of Transportation has until
April 18, 2009 to submit to Congress a strategic plan that describes how this funding will best be allocated to improve and
deploy high-speed rail systems. Application guidelines should be
available by June 17, 2009. The money is to remain available for
obligation until September 30, 2012.

Three Eligible Rail Grant Programs. The funds are available
through three separate grant programs. Presumably, the strategic plan and interim guidance provided by the federal government will specify the amounts to be available under each program. The three programs include:
•

High-Speed Rail Corridor Development-Acquiring ;
constructing ; or improving equipment, track, or facilities for
the primary benefit of high-speed rail service. The California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) or the high-speed
rail authority are eligible recipients of this funding.

•

Intercity Rail Service Corridor Capital Assistance-Rehabilitating or overhauling rolling stock and facilities used primarily in intercity passenger rail service. Caltrans is eligible
to apply for this funding.

•

)

Intercity Rail Congestion Grants-Includes capital costs
of facilities, infrastructure, and equipment for high-priority rail
corridor projects necessary to reduce congestion or facilitate
ridership growth in intercity passenger rail transportation.
Caltrans or Amtrak are eligible recipients of this funding.
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Federal StimulusLegislative Considerations

(
(

Influence the Strategic Plan. The state could increase the
amount of stimulus funding it receives depending on the development of the strategic plan. If the plan gives preference to
higher-speed trains, or systems with available matching funds,
California could increase its share of the federal stimulus funding.
Coordinate Effort With Ca/trans. The authority is responsible
for trains that travel over 125 mph, while Caltrans is responsible
for passenger train traffic at slower speeds. Additionally, two
of the three grants are not available to the authority, but all are
available to Caltrans. The state could benefit by coordinating the
application for funds for both Caltrans' intercity rail program and
the authority's capital needs.
Federal Funding Accountability. Unlike the use of Proposition IA
bond funds for capital costs, current state law does not impose
any accountability requirements on federal money allocated to
the authority for high-speed rail development. In addition to complying with federal requirements, the Legislature should consider
requiring the authority to report on federal funds in a manner
similar to current law requirements for certain Proposition 1A
funds. The report should include, at a minimum:

l

•

The projects that would be funded with any federal dollars,
including stimulus funding, and any other funding (such as
local funds) that may be included for each project.

•

How each project fits into the particular segment and overall
construction of the system.

•

The mobility improvements each project would provide.

•

How the federal funding fits into the overall funding strategy
for th e high-speed train system and to what extent it fulfills
the original plan for federal dollars.
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